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Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION (CPSES)
DOCKET NOS, 50 445 AND 50 446'

i RESPONSE TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

REF: See list at end of letter

Gentlemen:

On March 12, 1997, April 25, 1997, and June 9, 1997, the NRC issued j
(References 6, 7, and 8) requests for additional information (RAI)
regarding TV Electric's previous risk informed inservice testing-(RI IST)
submittals (References 1, 3.-4, and 5), On June 25, 1997, the NRC
requested public comments on draft documents related to the use of PRA
(Refererence'9). On July 31, 1997, (Reference 10) and September 12, 1997,
(Reference 11) TV Electric submitted schedules for providing a complete
response to References 6, 7, 8, and 9. This letter provides TU Electric's.
response to References 6, 7, 8 and 9.

Attachment'l to TXX 97189 provides a response to the NRC's second round of
RAls (References 6 and 7).

,

|

The NRC's third round of RAI's (Reference 8) included five enclosures:-

1. Draft Regulatory Guide DG 1061 General Guidance !

2. Draft Regulatory Guide DG 1062 -IST ./
3. Draft Standard Review Plan General Guidance /f
4 '. Draft Standard Review Plan IST [

- 5. Draft NUREG 1602 Use-of PRA in RI Applications
k//d /

The NRC requested that, first TU Electric provide general comments on I

these draft documents-and second. TU Electric describe how its proposed
RI IST program comports with the guidance in Draft Regulatory Guide DG-
1061 and Draft Regulatory Guide DG 1062. Where TV Electric's approach
used in~its proposed RI IST program differs from the approach described in

-

|these draft documents, the NRC staff requested that TU Electric describe
its proposed alternative as well as the basis for its acceptability.

_
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Attachment 2 provides TU Electrics review of its RI IST program against
the draft documents (i.e., DG 1062 and SRP Chapter 3.9.7). Comments on,

,

related sections of NUREG 1602 are also included in Attachment 2. |

: - -

; The format for Attachment 2 (Risk Informed Inservice Testing) is:

I Subtitle (e.g. " Evaluation of proposed changes to the current
licensing basis")

i A. Related text from DG 1062 and SRP 3.9.7 is repeated for
reference>

,

B. How TV Electric Comports with DG 1062

! C.1 Comments on SRP 3.9,7 General Guidance.

C.2 Public Comments on related sections of NUREG 1602

I Most of the issues from the risk informed decision making documents-(DG-
1061 and SRP Chapter 19) are addressed in Attachment 2. However DG 1061.

did address three additional-important areas namely truncation, success *

criteria, and Appendix B, which are addressed in Attachment 3.
_

There are minor differences between the enclosures provided with Reference-
* 8 and the electronic copies posted on the NRC internet web-page. TV

Electric believes the electronic web page copies are the latest and were-

i used at the FRA workshop in August 1997, Therefore, the electronic copies
j were used for review and comment.

i TU' Electric has deferred detailed review and public comments on DG 1064
'_ (Graded QA), DG 1065 (Technical Specifications), and associated SRP
i Chapter 16.1 (Technical Specifications) to the Nuclear Energy Institute

and the other related pilot plants.,

,

TU Electric endorses Industry comments presented by NEI, EPRI, and the4

Westinghouse Owners Group with respect to the draft regulatory guides, the
~

standard review plan sections and NUREG 1602. These comments provide-

insights not explicitly addressed in this TU Electric response.
i

With these groups, TU Electric commends the NRC Staff for its work to,

[ develop a technical and regulatory framework within which risk informed
i regulation can proceed. Further as a pilot plant in the RI IST project,
j TV Electric acknowledges and appreciates the specific efforts of the NRC

Staff to advance that project.'

There have been significant changes from the original concept of RI IST to
that which is represented in the draft regulatory guides and standard
review plan sections. A literal interpretation of the proposed regulatory

_
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guides will make it difficult to implement such a program. TU 'dlectric ,

was encouraged by statements at the workshop which reminded us that these,

'

documents are in fact draft and thus are subject to change. TU Electric-
believes changes are needed in these draft documents so-that they comport,

with the tenor of discussions at the worksho)s. Without changes, it will-

be difficult for a utility to go forward wit 1 a risk informed application.^

i This communication contains no new licensing' basis commitments regarding
CPSES Units 1 and 2.,

1

| If- you have any questions, please call 2 Carl Corbin at (254) 897 0121.
TV Electric will also proviw copies of the previous TV Electric

i - submittals included in the reference section.
|

| Sincerely,
j-

i
!

| C. L. Terry
l'
,

By:
' D. R, Woodlan

Docket Licensing Manager

.

i c- E. W. Herschoff, Region IV~

;
J. I. Tapia, Region IV'
T,-J. Polich, NRR4

! Resident Inspectors, CPSES
: B. Bradley, NEI
4

-
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Attachment 1 Response to NRC's Second Round Request for Additional
Information

Attachment 2 Comments on DG 1062 / SRP 3.9.7
Attachment 3 Comments on DG 1061 / SRP 19
Attachment 4 Less Safety Significant Pumps & Valves, Response to Item

#5 of NRC's Second Round Request for Additional Information.
Attachment 5 Expert Panel Deliberation

REF: 1) TV Electric Letter logged TXX 95260, from C. L. Terry to the NRC,
dated November 27, 1995 (Initial Risk Based IST Submittal)

2) NRC letter from Timothy J. Polich to C. Lance Terry, dated
March 15, 1996 (Request for Additional Information on
Risk Informed Inservice Testing)

3) TV Electric Letter logged TXX 96371, from C. L. Terry to
the NRC, dated June 3, 1996 (Response to Reference 2)

4) TU Electric Letter logged TXX 96439, from C. L. Terry to the NRC,
dated August 22,1996, (Transmit Additional Information to the NRC)-

5) TV Electric Letter logged TXX 96458, from C. L. Terry to the NRC,
dated September 12, 1996 (Transmit Additional Information to the NRC)

6) NRC Letter from Timothy J. Polich to C. Lance Terry,
dated March 12, 1997 (Second Round Request for Additional
Information on Risk Informed Inservice Testing)

7) NRC Letter from-Timothy J. Polich to C. Lance Terry, dated
April 25,1997 (Correction to Second Round Request for Additional
Information on Risk Informed IST) (TAC N05. M94165 AND M94166)

8) NRC Letter from Timothy J. Polich to C. Lance Terry,
dated June 9, 1997 (Third Round Request for Additional
Information on Risk Informed Inservice Testing)

9) Federal Register Notice (62 FR 34321) dated June 25, 1997 (Request
for Public Comments on Draft NRC Regulatory Guides. Standard Review
Plans, and a NUREG which address the use of PRA)

,

10)TV Electric Letter logged TXX 97168, from C. L. Terry to the' NRC,
dated July 31, 1997 (Provide Response Schedule)

11)TU Electric Letter logged TXX 97188, from C. L. Terry to the NRC,
dated September 12, 1997 (Provide Updated Response Schedule)
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RESPONSE TO NRC's SECOND ROUND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CPSES RIFA BASED INSERVICE TESTING

NRC RAI 1

f [1.A]

What components are the major contributors tv-the change in core damage
frequency (aCDF) associated with the proposed RI IST program at CPSES?

[1.B]

What testing or other measures (including possibly taking credit for activities'

that would tend to reduce risk) can the licensee take to reduce the negative
impact on_oCDF?-

[1.C]

Can the licensee make a more realistic estimate of the aggregate effect'on CDF
of the. proposed RI IST program (i.e.. as opposed to a " conservative" estimate
where component failure rate (A) is linearly extrapolated)? This reassessment
should include an identification of potential atuas in which there was an
overly conservative treatment inLthe quantification of both the baseline PRA
risk levels and the change in risk associated with the proposed RI IST program.
Qualitative information should be provided for those areas that cannot be
quantified.

Resoonse:

[1.A]

Table 11 provides a ranked listing of the LSSC components that were included
in Table 5 1 of the CPSES RB IST submittal (Ref. 1) and which have a FV
importance greater than 0.0.

I
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Page 2 of 34

RESPONSE TO NRC's SECOND ROUND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CPSES RISK BASED INSERVICE TESTING

TAGLE 11
J

f
SOR1ED BY F V & flaw MAJOR CONTRituTORS

RISK FINAL RANKINO
COMPONENT COMPONENT FUSSELL. ACHIEVEMENT BASED

IAG.RUMSLR D18CatEIl0N Yi&CLY RQ81H Oni!$fSIUDY

1SW 0016 U1 SSW TRN 8 SPLY HOP IN CHK YLV 0.0005 3.0298 LOW
100 0060- 00103 FO DAY TK 142 XFER HDR CHK VLV 0.0005 3.0298 LOW
1CC 0031 CCW PMP 141 DISCH CHK VLV 0.0005 3.0208 LOW
1-HV 2336A M88V 104 0.0004 8.9692 LOW
1.HV 2336A MSIV 103 0.0004 8.9592 LOW
1 HV 2334A MSIV 9 02 0.0004 8.9692 LOW
1 HV 2333A MSav 101 0.0004 S.9592 LOW
1 AF 0061 MD AFW PMP 142 Di&CH CHK VLV 0.0004 2.4741 LOW
1AF 0024 CST TO MD AFW PMP 142 SUCT CHK VLV 0.0004 2.4741' LOW
1 AF 0054 MD AFW PMP 142 DISCH ISOL VLV 0.0003 2.4741 LOW
184818 CCP 1-02 DISCH CHK VLV 00003 2.0913 LOW

, 1 AF 0038 TD AFW PMP 101 DISCH CHE VLV 0.0003 2.0581 LOW
| 1 AF 0032 CST 101 TO TD AFW PMP CHE VL 0.0003 2.0681 LOW

1 AF-0085 MD AFW PMP 141 DISCH CHK VLV 0.0003 2.0232 LOW
1 AF 0014 CST TO MD AFW PMP 1-01 SUCT CHK VLV .0.0003 2.0232 LOW
18W 0017 U1 SSW TRN A SPLY HDR IN CHK VLV 0.0003 1.9798 LOW
100 0049 DO 101 FO DAY TK 101 XFER HDR CHK VLV 0.0003 1.9795 LOW
1 AF 0231 TD AFW PMP 141 FCV TO SG 144 AIR SPLY DNSTRM CHE VLV 0.0003 1.9368 LOW
1 AF 0230 TD AFW PMP 101 FCV TO SG 104 AIR SPLY UPSTRM CHK VLV 0.00c3 1.9364 LOW
1AF 0224 TD AFW PMP 101 FCV TO SO 101 AIR SPLY UPSTRM CHK VLV 0.0003 1.9358 LOW
1 AF 0223 TD AFW PMP 101 FCV TO SO 101 AIR SPLY DNSTRM CHK VLV 0.0003 1.9368 ' LOW
1 AF 0222 MD AFW PMP 102 FCV TO SG 104 AIR SPLY DNSTRM CHK VLV 0.0003 1.9358 LOW
1 AF 0221 MD AFW PMP 102 FCV TO SO 141 AIR SPLY UPSTRM CHK VLV 0.0003 1.9358 LOW
1AF 0218 MD AFW PMP 101 FCV TO SG 101 AIR SPLY DNSTRM CHK VLV 0.0003 1.9368 LOW-
1AF 0215 MD AFW PMP 101 FOV TO SO 101 AIR SPLY UPSTRM CHK VLV 0.0003 - 1.9358 LOW
1 AF 0041 TD AFW PMP 101 DISCH ISOL VLV 0.0002 2.0682 LOW
1 AF-0088 MD AFW PMP 101 DISCH ISOL VLV 0.0002 2.0232 LOW
1 88018 CCP 1011102 Si180L VLV 88010 0.0002 1,7840 LOW

1-8801A CCP 101/102 St ISOL VLV 8801 A 0.0002 1.7840 LOW

1 8108 U1 CHRO PMP TO RCS CNTMT ISOL VL'8 0.0002 1.7840 LOW
1-8105 U1 CHRQ PMP TO RCS CNTMT ISOL VLV 0.0002 1.7840 LOW
18481 A - CCP 111 DISCH CHK VLV 0.0001 1.5060 LOW
1-89223 St PMP 102 DISCH CHK VLV 0.0001 1.4609 LOW
18922A St PMP 101 DISCH CHK "LV 0.0001 1.2668 LOW

. .. . . . . . . . . . . .

..

. . . ..
..
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!

RESPONSE TO NRC's SECOND ROUND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CPSES RISK BASED INSERVICE TESTING

[1.B]

As discussed in reference 1, the CPSES RB IST program proposes changes in the
IST test interval for only LSSC components. The LSSC must have an insignificant.

Fussell Vesely importance. If the RAW were significant, the expert panel1

could rank a component LSSC if a compensatory measure was selected that would
ensure degradations were properly identified. Thus for each LSSC that has a
high RAW, the expert panel either selected a compensatory measure or provided
justification, based on model considerations, why a compensatory measure was
not required.

The expert panel selected certain tests and other measures that could be
'

credited to reduce the increase in core damage frequency associated with test
interval changes These are described as compensatory measures.

The compensatory measures selected for these LSSC components are other system*

tests, such as pump operability tests or pump IST for pump discharge check
'

valves, slave relay test-for MOVs and normal instrumentation monitoring, These
tests were selected by the expert panel because it was determined that they
could be relied upon to detect degradation of the component function,

<

Crediting the compensatory measures for the LSSC components with significant
RAW limits the increase in CDF to about 1.5%.

.

[1,C)

See the response to Section 4.2.5 of Attachment 2 to TXX 97189.
.

t

.

4

;

4
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;

RESPONSE TO NRC's-SECOND ROUND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CPSES RISK BASED INSERVICE TESTING

:

NRC RAI 2--

i

[2 a]- |

Does the licensee's PRA assume that the current Code required testing is 100.t
effective in assessing a components operational readiness?

; [2.b]

Does the current Code recuired testing provide adequate information relative to
the failure modes modelec in the licensee's PRA (e.g., failure of a valve to
remain open for a 24 hour period)?

[2.c]

What consideration has been given to test effectiveness in establishing the
proposed risk informed IST programi Are any PRA model or test strategy,

adjustments warranted?,

Resoonse:

-[2 a]

The PRA assumes the cur.ent ASME Section XI inservice pump and valves testing
requirements are 100 percent effective-in ensuring component operational
readiness.

[2,b]

The PRA failure mode maps directly to an IST failure mode which maps directly
to a test except where the component failure mode is passive (e.g., plugging).
Where the passive failure modes were important, these components had high RAW
and the expert panel selected a compensatory measure for them (e.g. component
' cooling water thermal barrier check valves),

[2.c]-

Test strategy adjustments are warranted by a RI :ST program. The submittal
identifies the MSSCs not in the IST program which are under consideration for ;

test strategy changes.

Test effectiveness has not been considered as part of RI IST Program. As
discussed earlier, the current ASME Section XI testing is expected to ensure
o)erational readiness. No PRA model adjustments have been warranted based on
t11s 3rogram. Certain non ASME MSSC not currently tested to ASME Section XI
will )e included for future testing in accordance with the RI IST Program,
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RESPONSE TO NRC's SECOND ROUND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CPSES RISK BASED INSERVICE TESTING

NRC RAI 3

On a component specific basis, the licensee should identify each instance where
the proposed IST program change will affect the current licensing basis of the !plant-(e.g., commitments made in response to NRC general letters (GLs) such as

|GL 89 10 THI action plan items, components relied on by the staff in
concluding that the system and plant designs were acceptable). These
commitments, which may be incorporated into plant procedures, may not be
modeled in the licensee's PRA. The licensee should identify the source and
nature of the commitment (or requirement), and document the basis for the
acceptability of the proposed change. The licensee shoulo consider the
original acceptance conditions, criteria, and limits as well as the risk
significance of the component. Consideration should also be given to '

diver sity, redundancy, defense in depth, and other aspects of the General
Design Criteria. If the licensing basis is not affected by the proposed IST
program changes, the licensee should so indicate in its risk informed IST
Program description.

Response:

TU Electric's current program for processing changes to a licensing basis
document assures that any previous or new commitments are consistent with the
current licensing basis.

TV Electric's commitment management program establishes the processes,
guidelines, and activities used to manage the development, review and
implementation of commitments generated from regulatory, non regulatory and
self imposed requirements. The commitment tracking system (CTS) data base is a
tool used in conjunction with other information sources to address and track
established commitments within this program.

Incoming and outgoing correspondence are reviewed to identify possible
commitments for TU Electric. Any commitments identified are maintained in the
CTS.

A licensing document change request (LDCR) is used to change to the licensing
{ basis documents:at CPSES. This process includes a review of the CTS and a

consistency review of the licensing basis documents. The Comanche Peak
Electronic Library (CPEL) contains most of Comanche Peak's licensing basis
documents (e.g FSAR, Technical Specifications). CPEL is a tool used to perform
a consistency review for LDCRs. For example, a consistency review for the
risk informed Inservice Testing Plan would include electronic searches of CTS
and CPEL. The searches would identify any commitments which relied on testing
frequency as the basis for a component's acceptability. The source and nature
of any commitments identified are reviewed to assure the commitment's basis in
unaffected.

Consideration of the original acceptance conditions, criteria, limits, risk
significance of the component, diversity, redundancy, defense in depth, and
other aspects of the General Design Criteria, are addressed by the expert panel
process.

The iethod for incorporating the risk informed reilef request into the

..
.

.

. - .. ..

. .
.
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Attach:ent 1 to TXX 971B9
Page 6 of 34

RESPONSE TO NRC's SECOND ROUND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CPSES RISK BASED INSERVICE TESTING |

licensing basis documents would be the LDCR. As stated above, the LDCR process
includes a consistency review of the CPSES Licensing Basis Documents.
Currently, no commitments have been idertified as being affected by changed '

' inservice testing frequency.

,

1

*
i

;

|
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RESPONSE TO NRC's SECOND ROUND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CPSES RISK BASED INSERVICE TESTING

NRC RAl_4

(a]

Provide any component specific exemption requests, technical specification
amendment requests, and relief requests necessary to implement the proposed RI.
IST program.

(b)

Has the licensee submitted revised relief requests for high safety significant
components (HSSCs) that were the subject of previously approved relief
requests? These relief requests should be reevaluated in light of the
components risk significance.

[c]
'

Has the licensee submitted relief requests for high and low safety significant
components (LSSCs) not tested in accordance with the Code test method
requirements or methods described in an NRC endorsed Code Case?

Has the licensee submitted relief requests for HSSCs that will not be tested in
accordance with the Code test frequency requirements?

Resoonse:

(a)

No new relief requests or exemptions beyond the currently approved relief
requests and this submittal are needed to implement the RI IST program at this
time.

(b)

No revised relief requests have been submitted due to the Risk Informed IST
process.

TV Electric has not submitted revised relief requests for any high safety
significant components.

[c]

See Table below.
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RESPONSE TO NRC's SECOND ROUND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
'

CPSES RISK BASED INSERVICE TESTING
i

R/R# Component Subject Ranking Discussion

P.1 cpl DDAPFT 01 thru 04 Diesel Generator fuel LSSC Relief Request approved
CP2 DOAPfT 01 thru 04 Oil Transfer Pumps alternate alert valves for

vibration.

V1 2M9 0021 thru 0025 Main Steem LSSC Relief Request approved an
2MS 0058 thru 0062 Safety Valves alternate time frame for
2MS 0093 thru 0097 performance of preservice
2MS 0129 thru 0134 testing. No impact from
2 8010A thru C Pressurizer Safety Valves HSSC RllST.

V2/V3 1Af+0215 thru 0224 Paired Check Valves forming the LSSC Relief Request approved an
lAF 0226 thru 0235 boundary between non safety alternate test. The

Instrument Air or nitrogen alternate test allows the
2Af-0221 thru 0224 supply and the safety related LSSC verification of closure of
2Af+0226 thru 0240 accumulator or receiver tank. a single check valve in a
2AT 0281 paired configuration. No

change to the test
1C0 1079 thru 1082 LSSC frequency was made.
2CC 1091 thru 10'i4

No impact from RilST.
101-0644 thru 0647 HSSC

100 0050 thru 0064 LS$C
200 0058 thru 006)
200 0024 tnru 0077

IMS 0680 thru 0687 LSSC

2MS 0663 thru 0670

151-0166 thru 0169 HSSC

251 0166 thru 0169

V4 1CT 0142,145,148,149 Containment Spray LSSC Relief Request approved
ICT-0142, 145. 148, 149 Header Check valves grouping and disassembly

of one of each refueling
outage.

V-S Denied by NRC Staff and not in N/A N/A N/A
use.

V-6 100-0006 Paired check valves forming the LSSC Relief Request approved
100 0064. thru 0066 bourdary between the Demineral exercise testing the pair
200 0002, 0006, 0008, 0009 Water %ste Proces.it.g System of valve in lieu of

and the Reactor Hake up Water individually.
Storage ionk.

. .r

V7 No longer used. N/A N/A N/A

V-8 Not yet approved by NRC. N/A LSSC N/A
Requests approval to use a HSSC

OMN 1 type approach to MOV's
in response to GL 96 05.

z..__

___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . .
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] RESPONSE TO NRC's SECOND ROUND RE0 VEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
j CPSES RISK BASED INSERVICE TESTING
i
j NRC RAI 5

) Please )rovide a detailed risk informed IST Program im)1ementation plan (i.e..
j for bot 1 HSSCs and LSSCs). This implementation plan s1ould contain details on
i how each component or group of components, categorized as being LSSC. will

have its test interval extended. For example, the staff needs to see a-

detailed description, or draft procedure, documenting how component test,

" intervals will be extended in a step wise manner (i.e.. not just the "sper:d
i 11mit' test interval). The implementation plan should describe how various
; component groupings were selected (e.g.. using the guidance contained in NRC GL

89 04. Position 2 for check valves; Supplement 6 to NRC GL 8910 and Section,

! 3.5 of ASME Code Case OMN 1 for motor operated valves). The implementation
j plan should document how the licensee proposes to use past performance, service
i condition, etc. in establishing the test strategy for specific components (See
.i question 7 below). If the licensee wants to take credit for other operations
; and maintenance activities to justify less frequent inservice testing, then the
! details of these othe.' activities and how they relate to the IST strategy needs
; to be described explicitly.
!
i

j Resoonse:

i With respect to )ast performance, failure rate data for component types modeled
i in the PRA will )e updated periodically, taking into account CPSES specific
;i component performance history. Then the RI IST component importance will be

reviewed to determine whether program changes are warranted.

i See Attachment 4 to TXX 97189 for the implementation plan.
,

!

:
a
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RESPONSE TO NRC's SECOND ROUND REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CPSES RISK BASED INSERVICE TESTING

NRC RAI 6

Please identify (if any) human actions that were used to compensate for a basic
event probability increasing as a result of a test interval extension, specify
the human failure probability used and describe how the licensee will ensure
performance at this functional level.

1

Resnonse:

There were no human actions that were used to compensate for a basic event
| . probability potentially increasing as a result of a change of test interval.

-

| |

|

1

I

I

!

.

:
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;
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RESPONSE TO NRC's SECOND ROUND RE0 VEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CPSES RISK. BASED INSERVICE TESTING

NRC RAI 7

How specifically will each of the following factors be considered by the
licensee's integrated decision making process to establish an appropriate test
strategy (i.e., test frequency and test method) for components:

e past performance history,
e service condition,
e design, and
e safety significance?

In res)onse to a similar RAI (i.e., E15 of TXX 96371), TV electric indicated
that "~or the IST study, the expert aanel had available to it information
pertaining to plant components and t11s was considered by the panel in the
course of its evaluation. Thus, performance history was considered in the
determination of a comoonents safety sianificant classification [ emphasis
added)". The response also discussed how future perforinance might be used to
adjust the test interval (and classification), but it does not describe how
these factors were explicitly considered in establishing each component's test
interval.

Either describe in detail the process that was used by TV Electric to factors
these variables into the test strategy determination or pro)ose a process. The
staff recognizes that, to some extent, these factors are em)edded in the models
and data supporting the licensee's PRA. However, the staff expects licensee's
to augment its PRA with a component specific evaluation of performance,
conditions, and design to arrive at an appropriate test strategy (including
test interval).

Resoonse:

Regarding information available to the expert panel:

For-past performance history and service condition, the information
available was the individual expertise of panel members, including
representatives of operations and maintenance as well as the IST
Engineer.

For design, the information available was the IST program plan which
included the design functions of all IST components and the individual
expertise of panel members, including a consulting (senior) engineer from
design engineering

For safety significance, the information available was the PRA and the
IST program plan and the individual expertise of panel members, including
two members of the PRA team, representatives from Codes and Standards,
operations, and design engineering, as well as the IST Engineer.

The PRA and the test strategies were augmented for these factors specifically
in the following manner:-

For past performance history, the safety significance of a component was
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considered MSSC if the component had, in the opinion of the expert panel, i
a poor performance record. By making the comoonent MSSC, the test '

strategies were left as is, rather than extending the test intervals.

For service wndition, the expert panel consideration was primarily
related to the impact of service condition on performance. If the
service condition had no impact on >erformance, then the PRA was not
augmented. In a few cases (e.g. tie accumulator discharge check
valves), service condition was considered to be the likely cause of
observed poor performance. The test strategies were augmented for
passive IST components with high RAWS. Because no test was available as
a means of compensatory measure for the high RAW, the expert panel
evaluated the service condition of the components to determine whether or
not degradation would be likely to be noticed prior to failure. For
example. in the CCW return from the RCP thermal barrier coolers, the
compensatory measure was manual exercise of these valves.

For design, the test strategies were essentially augmented.by leaving-
them as is for all MSSCs in the IST program, in a number of cases, only
one IST furction was risk significant, nevertheless testing was
conservatively maintained for all IST functions even though the PRA would
have indicated that some of the test intervals could have been extended.
The PRA was augmented by ex)11citly evaluating each component function
not modeled by the PRA for .SSCs, even if other functions of the
component were modeled. A basis was provided by the expert panel which
demonstrated whether or not these components should remain LSSC even for
unmodeled functions. That basis was described in PRA terms, namely
either functional insignificance or high relative reliability as compared
to modeled functions. In this way, this information was provided in a
form amenable for a PRA update.

Attachment 5 provides a flow chart of the expert panel process.

_ _ __ __ _ ._.____. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ ._ _ . _ _. _. _
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NRC RAI 8 )

A November 22. 1996. (Attachment 1) letter report from A. B. Poole (ORNL) to J.
E. Jackson (NRC) states (in part) that:

The failure rate for (all) pumps and related equipment is significantly
higher at PWRs than BWRs with the exception of electric motors.

Electric driven pumps at PWRs have a 40% larger failure rate than at BWRs
and turbine driven pumps at PWRs have a 86% larger failure rate than at,

BWRs.

Required Regulatory / Code inspections only found approximately 1/3 of the
significant failures of pumps and related equipment,

i

.... the PWR pump trend shows a tailure rate increase beyond 15 years to
a new linear aging rate (a) of approximately 25% increase per year.

These increased aging rates for older PWR pumps certainly indicate the
need for consideration of special IST intervals for this portion of the
pump population. Unless specific plant maintenance records can support a
lower aging trend the unavailability of PWR pumps 215 years in age
should be evaluated using a value of a=0.25.

ThereportalsoshowedhigherthanaveragefailureratesforhWRsandumps in
certain systems (e.g. essential service water pumps at both
BWRs have pump failures about 70% above the average). Failure rate
breakdown for safety related pumps and related equipment (1994 1995) was
provided as follows:

PWR
All pump hardware:

-PWR Signif fail. Years Hours Rate f/hr
Pumps 56 2812 24633120 2.3E 06

Motors 14 2403 21050280 6.7E 07

Turbine 25 146 1278960 2.0E 05
drives

Circuit 62 2403 21050280 2.9E 06
breakers

Overall for pump systems: 2.5E 05

(8.a]

How do the failure rates used in the CPSES PRA compare to those in the
table above? Please comment on the reasons for any significant
differences.
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[8.b]

Do the failure rates used in the licensee's PRA take aging and unique
system service conditions into consideration?

If not, how does the licensee justify not considering these factors?

[8.c)

How would the licensee's integrated decision making process use this
information in adjusting the test strategy for pumps? i

i

Resoonse: l

(8.a]

There is not enough information given to compare the provided data with CPSES
data. In particular, failure modes such as failure to start and failure to run
are not discriminated. These two modes differ significantly in typical data,

used in IPEs and NRC contracted PRAs. Also, neither the definition of
significant failure nor the boundary of the component.is provided. For these
reasons, it would be difficult or potentially misleading to make any
comparison.

The CPSES data used in the RI IST program is based on an extensive amount of
plant specific data from other units, which it is important to note, is
typically very consistent with generic data sources, e.g., WASH 1400. Some
data from the CPSES IPE is provided in the following table.

CPSES Failure Rate Data Table

Motor Driven Pump 3.36 E 05/HR fails During Operation
Including Motor an Ckt
Brkr Operating Pump 2.35 E 03/ Demand fails to Start
Hotor Driven Pump 3.42 E 05/HR Fails During Operation
Including Hotor and Ckt
Bkr Standby Pump 3.29 E 03/ Demand Fails to Start
Turbine Driven Pump 1.03 E 03/HR Fails During Operation.

Including Driver /
Govenor 3.31 E 02/ Demand Fails to Start

(8.b)

Regarding insights on aging data for pumps, CPSES is still a long way from 15
years of operating age. Most pumps are already ranked HSSC. hence an
increasing failure rate would not change their ranking. If aging does begin to
have an impact on reliability of LSSCs, it will be identified by the monitoring
and testing already in place. For those components for which monitoring has an
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:
; impact, namely those with low FV, high RAW. the expert p:nel has ensured that
i timely feedback of failures will be provided by the corpensatory measures as
| well as the requirement for staggered testing.

(8.c]
,

| Regarding variations in motor and turbine driven pump failure rates, such
: differences are included in the CPSES generic data. This data also shows that ,

turbine drivers are significantly less reliable than motor drivers. Regarding I
'

I variations in BWR and PWR pump failure rates, these are not significant to
j ranking. Our evaluations of risk ranking data indicate that differences in

ranking are caused by significant differences in reliability, e.g., factors of,

: ten or more. Changes in reliability of the magnitude quoted in the question.
namely 40% to 86%, are not significant enough to change a component from LSSC
to MSSC or vice versa.
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NRC RAI 9

A January 9. 1997. (Attachment 2) letter report from A. B. Poole (ORNL) to J.'

E. Jackson (NRC) indicates that ORNL did a review of the available NPRDS
failure records and performance data (i.e.. data from 1990 to 1995) for check
valves at CPSES. Of the 33 failure records in the NPRDS database for CPSES'

check valves, all but 2 of the failed valves are included in the list of IST
deferral candidates (i.e. LSSC). Nine of the thirty three failures involved
repeat failures (considering both units). Two individual components (2FW 0013
and 200 0258) had repeat significant failures. Diesel Lube 011 valve 00 0258
had a total of three significant failures, considering both units. While the
data did not provide statistically meaningful results and did not point to any
abnormal failure patterns or causes, the data could not be used to validate the
proposed IST interval or to evaluate the effect of interval extension on check
valve performance. (More general studies by ORNL st.em to imply that many check
valves should receive IST at intervals of 2 4 years.)
Of the 27 internals related failures 16 involved some type of age related
failure mechanism such as debris accumulation or wear. Of the 16 sianificant
failures. 8 were age related. This would tend to question the technical
validity of extending the test interval for certain check valves without
assurance that corrective actions have been taken and/or inclusion of condition
monitoring on at least some of the check valves.

[9.a]

Please describe the nature of and corrective actions associated with these
failures (e.g., the five component cooling water (CCW) stop check valves that
were sticking closed due to ..." corrosion product accumulation between plug and
bore during long periods of inactivity. Periodic stroking of valves) was less
than adequate. Quarterly stroking of (the] valve (s) had to be initiated to
3revent recurrence."). How was this information used as input to the risk-
)ased calculations?

[9.b)

Were the unavailabilities of all check valves in applications susce)tible to
aging increased simultaneously by the ap3ropriate factor to cover tie
simultaneous effects of aging? If not. 1ow will the licensee ensure that the
impact on risk of unmitigated aging remains acceptably low?

Reingnit:

[9.a]

Of the valves referred to in-this question, there were three sijor corrective
actions associated with these failures:

a) The feedwater check valve failure (reference 2FW 0013) was due to binding
at the disc stop. Several Operational Notification and Evaluation (ONE)
Forms and a failure analysis were generated to determine root cause and
corrective action, The corrective action was to build up the weld to
7/16' at the disc stop to prevent binding of the disc stop to the edge of
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the seat ring. Similar valves in each Unit were modified with this
corrective action. The only additional failure was the result of
insufficient weld buildup on the modification. No further problems have
been experienced with these valves (since 12 22 05),

b) The D0 check valves had multiple failures. The failures were in all
cases such that the operability of the diesel was not affected. The
corrective action was to replace all these valves with a different model
check valve. No further failures were experienced. Since the valves are
now of a different model, the old failure data would not be valid,

c) The CCW stop checks were binding in the open position when the valves |
were not exercised for long periods of time. Now, a quarterly PM is
performed on these valves to close and then open using the "stop"
function (handwheel) of the valve. Basically, the valve is manually
closed and then opened. No failures of this type have been experienced
since this corrective action was implemented.

As a point of clarification, the five com>onent cooling water stop check valves
in question were not sticking closed, ratler they were sticking open.

The expert panel reviewed these valves and in reaching its conclusions,
considered both the IST and IPE failure modes. The IPE failure mode that is
important for these valves (high RAW) is plugging. For this failure mode, a-
compensatory action, namely response to a thermal barrier cooling system high
temperature alarm, is available. The CPSES IPE does not model the IST failure
mode, i.e., fails to close, for these valves. This is because the containment
bypass scenario involving the valves was judged to be risk insignificant in the
IPE. The expert panel confirmed this judgment.

The expert panel also noted that these valves have experienced failures in the
IST failure mode, but concluded that the " previous problems with these valves
sticking open had been corrected". As noted above, the corrective action
implemented on these valves was manually exercising the valves quarterly.
Changing the IST interval does not necessarily result in changing these other
operational considerations, that is, manually exercising valves as part of a
co"ective action.

[9.b]
^

The CPSES IPE does not use an aging factor in its component unavailability
calculations, rather it uses a mean failure rate value. However in the i

sensitivity study, the unavailabilities of all check valves for which an
interval extension is being requested were increased simultaneously.

The phased implementation of the program and the corrective ac^ ion program,
including root cause and generic implications evaluations, will be used to

| ensure that the impact of unmitigated aging remains acceptably 17w.
|

!
4

i
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NRC RAI 10;

[10.a],

The CCW stop check valves mentioned in 12 above (i.e.. CC 0646 0657
0687. 0694: 100 1075. 1076. 1077. 1078: 200 0371. 0372. 0373. 0374) are

: 2 inch. Category C. RCP Thermal Barrier Ru)ture Isolation Check Valves.
' According to the CPSES IST Program Plan, tlese valves tre full stroke exercised

during cold shutdowns. The licensee's IST Program states "These valves cannot
be full stroke exercised during plant operation because isolating the thermal

; barrier coolers to perform reverse flow testing would cause thermal
overpressurization of the coolers and piping due to pump heat and challenge the
relief valves on the system. Part stroke close exercising is not applicable".-

It would appear that because " Quarterly stroking of [the] valves] had to be !
initiated to-prevent recurrence." (As noted in the NPRDS entry) it is i
with OH 10 $ 4.2.1.2(b))part stroke open these valves at power (in accordance
practicable to at least

Are there other valves at Comanche Peak where.

: testing at power (i.e., quarterly, full stroke, or part stroke) is practical
and the licensee has decided to defer testing? The NRC staff was under the''

impression that components with poor performance histories at CPSES would not
be categorized as LSSC.

| (10.b]

: According to the licensee's RI IST program submittal, these valves have a risk
achievement worth (RAW) of approximately 6. Since these valves appear to be
subject to a common mode failure mechanism, how can the licensee justify the

' proposed 6 year test interval?

1

Resoonse:-

i

J [10.a]

The reference to the CPSES Inservice Testing Plan stated in the question is
correct. For the CCU stop check valves that are RCP Thermal Barrier Rupture
Isolations, closed exercise testing at power is not practical for the reasons
stated. The reason the valves can be manually exercised at power is due to
utilizing the handwheel to drive the valve closed and then quickly open. This
is all that is needed to exercise the valve and to ensure that the valve will,' not stick. Unfortunately. ASHE/ ANSI OH 1987 Part 10 does not recognize the use
of a handwheel on a stop check valve to perform a satisfactory closed exercise

'

test. The surveillance test requires that the check valve be back flowed and
observed to go shut by some positive indication. This type of test requires
CCW to be isolated from thermal barrier coolers for a long period of time,
much longer than simply exercising the handwheel. Therefore. the manual
exercising of these valves at power (quarterly) in no way conflicts with he
CPSES Inservice Testing Plan. There are no other valves at Comanche Peak where
testing at power is practical and the licensee has decided to defer testing.
The ASME Code and NRC position rakes it clear that quarterly testing can only
be deferred when testing at power is not practical. " Convenience" is not a
factor.

___ ._ _ _ _ .. _ - _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ . _ _ . _
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The justification of having these valves on 6 year test intervals 1s that the
common mode failure has been identified and verified corrected. No further
failures or problems of this type have been experienced since the corrective
action (exercise) was implemented. In addition the is)1ementation of thei

staggered test basis further reduces the probability t1at similar failures
would go undetected.

[10.b]

The failure mode for these valves for which the RAW is important is plugging.
- The failure mode addressed in the corrective action is fails to close or
sticking open. The expert panel concluded that the corrective action corrected

- the sticking o>en problem. Further, as noted in the response to RAI #9 above,
extending or c1anging the IST interval does not necessarily result in changing
other operational considerations, such as manually exercising the valves as
part of a corrective accion.

Y
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NRC RAI 11

A January 8, 1997. (Attachment 3) letter report from A. B. Poole (ORNL) to J.
E, Jackson (NRC) indicates that ORNL reviewed NPRDS failure records for low
risk significant motor operated valves (HOVs) (i.e., data from 1990 to 1995) at
CPSES. This letter report states that " data examined are insufficient to
support the extension of the in service test interval to 6 years without the ;

inclusion of other information such as frequen:y of operation, preventive
maintenance practices and schedules, and operating environment". While a
failure rate for MOVs derived from NPRDS data sin e 1990 may be overly
conservative (i.e., because it does not adequately reflect -improvements to MOVs ,

made as a result of GL 89 10), it may also be non conservative (i.e., because '

HOV testing has not typically evaluated MOV performance under dynamic
,

conditions). Describe the basis for the selection of failure rates used in the
licensee's PRA. How were these failure rates ad. justed based on plant specific
experience and operating environment? -

,

Resoonse: ,

The failure rates for MOVs used in the CPSES IPE are based on an extensive
amount of data from other plants. The )rimary source of component failure data
used in the CPSES IPE is the Pickard, . owe and Garrick, Inc (PLG) data base.

These failure rates were not adjusted for plant specific considerations
because, at the time of the IPE, there was insufficient operating data
available given the recent licensing of the units. In the future, the generic
data, e.g., the PLG data, will be periodically updated to reflect CPSES plant.
specific experience.

- . - . . . - - ~ . . - - _ . _ _ - ., . - - - ._ - _ - - - .. - - - - - . - . . .,
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;

NRC RAI 12

The licensee should describe in-detail its performance monitoring plan and i
explain how sufficient data will be develo)ed to facilitate PRA and risk-
informed IST Program updates. Will there >e sufficient monitoring of both HSSC !

and LSSC to support the periodic updates? !

i

As noted in RAI #1. have the components that contribute most to risk increase i
been identified and a monitoring program s)ecifically planned that could be |used to modify assumed failure rate data t1at is currently either under or
overly conservative?

:

Does the proposed performance monitoring process ensure:
'

enough. tests are included, over gradually extending time periods, toe
provide meaningful data-to validate the PRA inputs / assumptions use to i

justify changes to the IST program;

e incipient degradation is likely to be detected and corrective action '

taken: and 1

e appropriate parameters, as required by the ASME Code or ASME Code case, j

are trended.
,

D us the proposed performance monitoring process ensure that degradation is not
significant for components that are placed on an extended test interval, and
that failure rate assumptions for these components are not comp *omised by test -

data ~t

Resoonst:-

Refer to the RI IST Corrective Action Flow Chart below.

In general, meaningful failure data to validate the PRA inputs will be gained
from the existing plant monitoring programs (e.g. maintenance rule) for these
components. Any significant component failures will be investigated and a :

!determinatiun will be made as to whether these failures are consistent with
assumptions of the RI IST program. If not, adjustments will be made to the

.

program. This investigation can include both quantitative and qualitative
'

means.-

These component failures will also be considered for the IPE update. However, !

typically in an IPE update, failure rates will be adjusted universally for
component. type or f amily. (e.g. , h0Vs. A0Vs. PORVs SRVs.etc. or pumps) and not
for component type within d system. This process averages the poor performe,s

-with the goo; performers and updates the result using Baysian methods-to a -

com)onent type Generally, there is not enough failure data or data points over
a s1 ort period of time.to provide meaningful or valid component failure rates.
It would be inappropriate to use the component failure rate derived from a
smal'r sample as the mean failure rate for that component in the IPE, therefore '

e

: the averaging by type and the Baysian update method is used. However, as noted
: above, the monitoring program will identify significant failures and their root
4

1
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I

5
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causes which will prompt appropriate corrective actions, including adjustment
to the RI IST program. The implementation of the Maintenance Rule utilizes the
generic data in the formulation of reliability and unavailability goals for
operating and standby trains. The monitoring of system / train components
(including redundancy within the train) will add to the potential of finding
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NRC RAI 11

Does the licensee's corrective action program:

a. Comply with 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action?

b. Evaluate IST components that fail to meet the test acceptance criteria as
well as IST components that are otherwise determined to be in a :
nonconforming condition (e.g., a failure or degraded condition discovered '

'

during normal plant operation). l

c. For each component failute:

(1) comply with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective
Action,

(ii) determine the impact of tha failure or nonconforming condition on
system / train operability since the previous test,

(iii) determine and correct the root cause of the failure or
nonconforming condition (e.g., improve testing practices, repair or
replace the component), ,

(iv) assess the applicability of the failure or noncenforming condition
to other components in the IST program (including any Lest sample
expansion that may be required for grouped components such as
relief valves),

(v) correct other susceptible similar IST components as necessary,
(vi) assess the validity of the PRA failure rate and unavailability

assumptions in light of the failure (s), and
(vii) consider the effectiveness of the component's test strategy in

detecting the failure or nonconformirg condition. Adjust the test
frequency and/or methods, as appropriate, where the component (or
group of components) experiences repeated failures or nonconforming
conditions,

d. Provide the licensee's PRA group with the corrective action evaluations
so that any necessary model changes and re grouping are done as might be
a) pro)riate. Is any credit taken for the corrective action program in
tie P3A? If not, do you think that it is feasible and justified to do,

so?

I
i Resoonse:

[13.a] Yes, the Corrective Action Frogram at CPSES complies with 10CFR50
App. B Criterion XVI.

[13.b] Yes, the Correctise Action Program at CPSES evaluates failed IST
components.

[13.c] 1 thru v Yes, the Corrective Action program addresses each of
these items for failed IST components.

L , _ _ . . _ . _ . . - . - - - _ _ _ _ _ - . - -- . - -
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(13.d)
13c.vi,vii

The corrective action )rogram includes making repairs to failed components. To
that extent the IPE taces some credit for the corrective action program. The
IPE assumes that the component failures are repaired commensurate with safety,
that is the shorter the Technical Specification Limiting Condition for
Operation time.-the quicker the assumed repair.

With regard to tha question in a larger sense, corrective action programs have
i

both short term, short duration effects and short term, longer duration- !

(averaging) effects on equipment reliability and thus on the PRA. It is more
appropriate that the IPE consider the longer duration, average effects of
failures and corrective actions rather than short duration, spike effects. As i
an example, suppose a plant experiences an increased number of failures of '

certain components in the RI IST. The Maintenance Rule requires that where
there are repetitive maintenance preventable functional failures, goals be set
to assure that the corrective action taken to avoid such failures is effective.
These-corrective actions will typically result in an improvement in
performance, leading to reduced failures and lower failure rates. !

Retrospectively, performance was unsatisfactory. The corrective action program
detected the failures and addressed them. Prospectively, it is very likely
that performance will improve. The resulting performance averaged over the
whole interval is likely to be about what the IPE assumed. If the PRA were
changed to reflect the retrospective failures when one is in the prospective
period, the PRA would be out of step. Therefore it seems most appropriate not
to have a PRA model that shifts due to effects of short term, correctable
failures, but rather one that uses the average values (and reflecting the
longer term effects of the corrective action program), periodically updated to
account for both industry and plant specific operating experience.

In the example above, the corrective action program has the most benefit not in
changing the IPE to reflect spikes in performance, but in early detection of
the deteriorating performance of the components and commensurate early
adjustments to test interval or maintenance practice to improve the performance
of the failing components.
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NRC RAI 14 ,

[14.a]

Are there any RI IST 3rogram changes that the licensee >roposes to make without
prior NRC approval otler than changes explicitly descri)ed by the licensee in
RI IST progrem submittals and approved by the staff (e.g.. component
categorization /re categorization in accordance with an NRC approved
methodology, gradual extension of a components test interval in a step wisei

fashion as approved by the staff in its safety evaluation)?

[14.b]

Does the licensee have an adequate process or procedures in place to ensure
i that RI IST program changes of the following two types get reviewed and -

approved by the NRC prior to implementation:

Test method changes that involve deviation from the NRC endorsed Code-

requirements.

Changes to the risk informed IST program that involve process changes
,

(e.g.. changes to key PRA assumptions that support the changes to the IST1

program, changes to the grouping criteria or figures of merit used to
. group components. changes in the acceptance guidelines used by the
' licensee's integrated decision making process (e.g.. expert panel)).
'

Resoonse:
,

(14.a]

The RI IST Program is described in Enclosure 2 to TXX 96371. Any change
associated with the programmatic aspects of the RI IST Program will require
prior NRC approval. Changes as a result of the implementation of that Program,

will not require NRC approval. Existing site procedures governing 10CFR50.59
' implementation will ensure NRC prior approval for programmatic changes in the

RI IST Program,
i

} [14.b]

Test Methods:

The current procedures which govern the inservice testing of ASHE Section XI
pum)s and valves require that any deviation from the NRC endorsed Code test'

metlods be approved by the NRC prior to implementation. TV Electric's proposed
alternative to frequencies specified in the ASHE Code was described on page 3,

of Enclosure 1 to TXX 96371. and is restated below:,

In lieu of performing inservice tests on pumps and valves whose function
is required for safety at frequencies specified in the ASME Code, as
required by 10 CFR 50.55a(f)(4)(1) during the 170 month operating
interval, this alternative would allow the inser vice test frequencies of
those pumps and valves to be determined in accordance with an NRC
approved Risk Based IST Program Description at CFSES as follows:

_ _ _ . ._ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _, ______ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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(1) The safety significance of pumps and valves whose function is
required for safety will be assessed in accordance with the NRC
approved Risk Based IST Program Description. These components will|

be classified as either More Safety Significant Components (HSSCs)
or Less Safety Significant Components (LSSCs). The inservice
testing of those components classified as LSSC will be performed at
extended test frequencies determined in accordance with the Risk.
Based IST Program Description. The inservice test methods for all

i Dumos and valves whose function is imoortant to safety will
continue to be oerformed in accordADee with the ASHE Colg
[ underline added for emphasis).

(2) The safety significance assessment of pumps and valves will bn
updated, as specified in the Risk Based IST Program Description.

This alternative will also apply to 10CFR50.55a(f)(4)(11) for successive
120 month IST intervals.

As referenced above De frequencies and safety significance assessment of the
-pumps and valves wculo be as specified in the " Risk Based IST Program
Description" (Enclosure 2 to TXX 97361). Tne Risk Based IST Program
Description states in pa,t:

"2. Extending Test Frequencies of certain Less Safety Significant
Components (LSSCs)

The test frequency of certain LSSCs in the ASME Section XI IST
Program will initially be extended to once every 6 years. All
other Code testing methods, corrective actions, documentation, and
other requirements will remain in effect."

and

"3. Reviewing t'.e Testing of More tafety Significant Components (HSSCs)
not in the ASME Section XI IST Program,

hhere the ASME Section XI testing is practical MSSCs not-in the
current ASME Section XI IST Program Plan will be tested in
accordance with OH 1 for safety relief valves. OH 10 for active
valves and OH 6 for pumps.

Where th? ASME Section XI testing is not practical, alternative
methods will be develoned to ensure operational readiness.
Administrative requirements of ASME Section XI will.not be invoked
for these components (e.g., ANII involvement)."

Chanaes to risk informet IST Proaram:

If approved, the Risk Based Inservice Testing Progaam Description would become
a licensing basis document. Therefore, any changes to the process described in
the " Risk Based Inservice Testing Program Description" would require prior NRC
approval via 10CFR50.55a(a)(3)(1).
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NRC RAI 15

Does the licensee's RI IST program test components in the HSSC category that
are not in the licensee's current IST program commensurate with their safety
significance?

These components should be tested in accordance with the ASME Code where
practical, including compliance with all administrative raquirements. Where
ASME Section XI or O&M testing is r.ot prartical, has the licensee proposed
alternative test methods to ensure operational readiness and to detect
component degradation (i.e., degradation associated with failure modes
identified as being important in the licensee's PRA)?

Resoonse:

The CPSES RI IST program identified several non ASHE components that are in the
HSSC category but which are not in the current IST program. These were
reviewed by the expert panel, and it was determined that these components
should have testing commensurate with their importance. These components will
be tested in accordance with ASME Section XI requirements. For these and
future components, when ASME Code requirements cannot be met, a Relief Request
will be su)mitted to the NRC for approval.
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CPSES RISK BASED INSERVICE TESTING|

,

NRC RAI 16 i

Are IST components in the RI IST program (with the exception of check valves) -

exercised or operated at least once every refueling cycle? Are components in
the following categories exercised more frequently than once per operating
cycle, if practical:

31 Components with high risk significance:
o) -Components in adverse or harsh environmental conditions: or
c) Components with any abnormal characteristics (operational, design,

or maintenance. conditions)?

Resoonse:

A-list of LSSC components not exercised during a normal operating cycle was
transmitted to the NRC under TV Electric Letter Numbers TXX 96439 dated August
22, 1996, and TXX 96458 dated September 12, 1996.

P

t

I
|

.

i

1

t
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NRC RAI 17

How does the licensee plan to address, or deal with, the synergistic effects of
implementing its risk informed IST program and other risk informed initiatives?
How does the licensee plan to maintain the level of commitment of plant
resources (e.g., Quality Assuraice or maintenance) that was assumed in
justifying extended IST intervals?

Response:

TV Electric will implement methods to assure that risk informed initiatives are
considen d in an integrated manner. There are several alternatives which could
accomplisa this objective (e.g. formation of a PRA management oversight
committee, standing expert panel, or by procedural controls). TV Electric will
determine which method to use after the Risk Informed IST Program is approved.

The PRA will be updated on a periodic basis and will include review of the
approved Risk Informed initiatives. Future Risk Informed initiatives will be
considered along with the approved and implemented programs to better
understand the synergistic effects.

_
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NRC RAI 18. !
l

By letter dated January 31, 1997. TV Electric submitted Revision 8 to the CPSES |
Units 1 and 2 IST Plan for Pumps and Valves. This revision added several '

relief valves to the scope of the CPSES IST program. Will the relief valves
added to-the CPSES IST program by Revision 8 be added to the scope of the
licensee's proposed RI IST program?

Will the RI IST program scope have any other additions or deletions?

i

Besponse:

The relief valves will also be considered in the RI IST Program. They will be
included to ensure completeness and robustness of the program and provide-
possible insights. The test frequency for these relief valves as with all
other relief valves will be maintained at 10 years. It is anticipated that
other changes will be made to the scope of the RI IST Program based on plant
modifications and regulatory changes.

:

,
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NRC RAI 19

Does the licensee have procedures for conducting the periodic risk informed IST !
program review to ensure that it:

|
Prompts the licensee to conduct overall program assessments periodically
(i.e., at least once every two refueling outages) to reflect changes in
plant configuration, component )erformance, test results, industry i

experience, and to reevaluate t1e effectiveness of the IST program,

prompts the licensee to compare actual component performance to predicted
levels to determine if component performance and conditions are
acceptable (i.e., as compared to predicted levels). If performance or
conditions are not acceptable then the cause(s) should be determined ano
corrective action implemented,

prompts the licensee to review and revise as necessary the assumptions,
reliability aata, and failure rates used to group components to determine
if component groupings have changed, and

prompts the licensee to reevaluate equipmert performance (based on both
plant specific and generic information) and test effectiveness to
determine if the inservice test program should be adjusted (Plant-
specific data should be incorporated into ihe generic data using
appropriate updating techniques)?

Does the licensee have procedures to ensure that the results of its
corrective action program for IST program components get fed back into
its periodic IST program reassessment?

Does the licensee have procedures in place to idertify the need for more
,

emergent PI IST program updates (e.g., following > major plant
modification, or significant equipment performant. problem)? '

__
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,

l

Response:

The RI !ST Program Plan provides for the update of the PRA model at least every
two refueling outages. This update will account for :? ant modifications,
operational changes, plant specific test data, and industry test data.
Additionally, the expert panel will meet again after the PRA model update to
reva11date the previous ranking. For those cases where component are now
judged to be MSSC's, the frequency for those components will be changed to meet
the current Code of record test frequencies.

As part of the feedback mechanism, plant specific data will be provided for the
PRA update (i.e. test results, current test frequencies).

For emergent plant modifications, any new IST component added will initially be
included at the current Code of Record test frequency. Only after evaluation
of the component through the RI.!ST Program (i.e. PRA model update if
applicable and Expert Panel review) will the component be considered HSSC or
LSSC.

Additionally,:as discussed in Question 13.--the corrective action process will
provide fer a method to reduce the LSSC test interval in the event that
performance is shown to be degrading at an unanticipated rate

!
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| NRC RAI 20

l To avoid being overly prescriptive in its guidance, yet still ensure that
certain topics having major safety importance for all risk informed programs

| are addressed in licensee's proposals, the staff has identified a set of five
! key safety principles in the draft risk informed guidance documents. It is

currently intended that the five key principles given below must be explicitly
addressed in all licensee applications for risk informed programs. The
regulatory guides that are under development are to provide an example of
acceptable means for satisfying these key principles. Because that guidance
has not been finalized, it would be useful to have the pilot plant licensees
describe how their proposed RI IST program satisfies each of the following key
safety principles:

a. The proposed change meets the current Ngulations. [This principle
applies unless-the )roposed change is explicitly related to a requested
exemption or rule c1ange.)

b. The defense in depth philosophy is maintained.

c. Sufficient safety margins are maintained,

d. Proposed increases in risk, and their cumulative effect, are small and do
not cause the NRC Safety Goals to be exceeded.

|

e. Performance based implementation-and monitorirg strategies are proposed
that address uncertainties in analysis models and data and provide for
timely feedback and corrective action.

In addressing these principles, the licensee should describe how:

All safety impacts of the proposed changes were evaluated on a*

component specific basis as well as in an integrated manner as part
of an overall risk management approach in which the licensee uses
risk analysis to improve operational and engineering decisions
broadly and not just to eliminate requirements that the licensee

-sees as undesirable. The approach used to identify changes in
requirements should be used to identify areas where requirements
should be increased as well as where they could be reduced.

The acceptability of proposed changes should be evaluated by the*

licensee in an integrated fashion that ensures that all principles
are met.1

Core damage frequency (CDF) and large early release frequencye

(LERF) can be used as suitable metrics for making risk informed

i One important element of integrated decision making can be the use of
an " expert )anel." Such a panel is not a necessary component of risk informed
decision macing: but when it is used, the key principles and associated
decision criteria still apply and must be shown to have been met or to be
irrelevant to the issue at hand.
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regulatory decisions.;

Increases in estimated CDF and LERF resulting from proposed current*

licensing bases (CLB) changes will be limited to small increments.
'

The scope and quality of the engineering analyses (including*

traditional and probabilistic analyses) conducted to justify the
'

proposed CLB change should be appro)riate for the nature and scope
of the changes proposed and should )e based on the as built and as-
operated and maintained plant.

Appropriate consideration of uncertainty is giv..n in analyses and4 e
; interpretation of findings.

The plant specific PRA supporting decisions has been subjected toe
,

quality controls such as an independent pe fr review.

Data, methods, and assessment criteria used to support the proposed*

IST program changes (e.g., those used by the licensee's expert
panel) must be available for public review,a

i

Resoonse:
:
'

See the response to NRC Ouestion El 6 (Attachment 1 to TXX 96371). Also see
Attachment 2 to TXX-96371 and Attachment 2 of TXX 97189. (Section 4.3).'

!
,

f
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INTRODUCTIQN

Attachment 2 provides a description of how the TV Electric Risk Inforned IST
(RI IST) Program comports with the guidance in Draft Regulatory Guidt 1062 and certain
of the other related documents. In reading the draft regulatory guides, the Standard
Review Plan and NUREG 1602, it is apparent that there are some differences between the
RI IST program and the program represented by the literal interpretation of the
referenced documents. However, TV Electric believes that the CPSES RI IST program

i meets the intent of these documents.

The CPSES RI IST Program has struck the correct balance among programmatic protection
against uncertainties in the application of Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA)

I methods. The aspect of verbatium compliance with the NRC's Draft Regulatory Guides
affect the cost benefit enough to draw the question as to whether TV Electric should:

proceed with implementing the program. TV Electric understands that the Regulatory,

j Guides will be changing as part of the public comment process, probably in a manner
| which makes them less burdensome.
,

4 In developing this RI IST program, TV Electric has had significant interaction with
induury gemas and the NRC to assure that this RI IST program would be acceptable.,

The pro;st tas evolved as the TV Electric staff. Industry and NRC staff understanding
of the ptu det has matured and developed. Through numerous interactions with the NRC,

i staff, including on site visits, responses to staff requests for additional information
and NRC sponsored industry workshops and meetings, this project has taken its current-

formi

TU Electric has undertaken this project in a manner consistent with the risk informed
,

philosophy described by the NRC and as set forth in Draft Regulatory Guide 1061. In
the sections that follow.-TV Electric describes how each of the elements of the
philosophy have been integrated into the CPSES RI IST program. Whereas this is the
first risk informed application undertaken by TV Electric, it is only part of TU

'

Electric's risk management philosophy and program for CPSES. TV Electric is using the
PRA extensively in its Maintenance Rule implementation and in its shutdown and on line
risk management. Thus, TV Electric is using PRA as a tool to improve operational and
engineering decisions in a broad sense.

As demonstrated in the sections that follow, the proposed TV Electric RI IST complies
with the intent of the key safety principals laid out by NRC in the Draft Regulatory
Guides (DG). Namely the RI IST meets current regulations, maintains defense in depth,
maintains sufficient safety margins, minimizes increases in risk, and uses
implementation and monitoring strategies that address uncertainties and provide for
timely feedback and corrective actions. Further, the CPSES RI IST is consistent with

i
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the integrated decision making philosophy expressed in DG 1061 and DG 1062, _The'

current IST program is based on traditional, deterministic engineering insights. The
proposed RI IST program is based on the Integrated Decision Making Approach which,

considers both traditional engineering and risk information, It supplements the.

| current program with insight.s derived from the PRA regarding the risk significance of
; the pumps and valves in that program and proposes changes to that program based on

'

'

those insights.

The proposed changes increase the scope of the IST program by adding certain valves not
within the ASME Code Class Boundary, The changes clearly improve safety at CPSES,,

regardless of whether safety improvements are measured quantitatively with PRA insights
or qualitatively with traditional insights, Further, these changes are incorporated

,

: into the IST program in a manner which has beer, demonstrated by the expert panel
process to be clear to a broad range of TV Electric staff, including those who are not

'
PRA practitioners.

In addition, it provides PRA information regarding the risk significance of the
proposed changes to the program resulting from these PRA insights. The decisions
regarding this program were reached in an integrated fashion through use of an expert
panel with representatives from the broad spectrum of engineering and operations
disciplines, The program uses quantitative information and analyses that are based on
the Independent Plant Examinatino (IPE) and Independent Plant Examination for External
Events (IPEEE) models for Core Damage Frequency (CDF) and Large Early Release Frequency
(LERF) and on qualita:ive factors where PRA models were not available, e.g., for
shutdown and seismic considerations. The program relied on the expert panel to provide
qualitative insights for those functions / requirements of the IST program not
encompassed by the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA).

The CPSES RI IST program presents a robust risk ranking process that is consistent with
the intent of these draft regulatory guides. Its strengths and the integrity of its
conclusions can be summarized as follows: 1) A spectrum of risk sources were
considered, i.e., IPE, exte:-nal and outage 2) Multiple risk measures were considered,
i.e., CDF and LERF, 3) Diverse importance measures were useo, i.e., Fussell Vesely
(FV) and Risk Achievment Worth (RAW), 4) Sensitivity studies consistently demonstrated
that the risk significant components had been identified, 5) Both IPE and IST functions
were compared and evaluated and considered in an integrated manner, and 6) Both PRA and
deterministic insights from the expert panel were incorporated into the ranking
process,

:
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TU Electric has shown in a clear manner how the component categorization method
provides for defense in depth and what is important to monitor. TV Electric has
demonstrated how safety will be improved if this program is implemented. TV Electric
has shown how the decision making process considers the quality of the PRA, the full
scope of accidents, the design basis, and uncertainties.

;

.i

a

i
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-l

- A. BACKGROUND

DG 1062:- !

l
*

[1.1)

|
During the last several years both the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the nuclear industry
have recognized that probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) has evolved to be more useful in supplementing
traditional engineering approaches in reactor regulation. After the publication ofits policy statement (Ref,1)
on the use of PRA in nuclear regulatory activities, the Commission directed the NRC staff to develop a
regulatory framework that incorporated risk insights. That framework was articulated in a November 27,

'

1995, paper to the Commission (Ref. 2). This regulatory guide, which addresses inservice testing (IST) and
its companion regulatory documents (Refs. 3-8) implement, in part, the Commission policy statement and the

*

staffs framework for incorporating risk insights into the regulation of nuclear power plants.

In 1995 and 1996, the industry developed a number of documents addressing the increased use of PRA in
nuclear plant regulation. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) initiated code cases
addressing IST component importance ranking and testing of certain plant components using risk insights,
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) published its "PSA Applications Guide"(Ref. 9) to provide
utilities with guidance on the use of PRA information for both regulatory and non-regulatory applications.
The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) has been developing guidelines on RI IST.

4

SRP 3.9.7:

N/A

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

N/A

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:,

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A
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A. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

DG 1062:

[1,2]

Current IST programs are performed in compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a(f) and with
Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, which are a part of each plant's current licensing
basis (CLB).2 This regulatory guide desenbes an acceptable ahernative approach applying risk insights from
PRA to make changes to a nuclear power plant's CLB specific to the IST program. An accompanying dran
Standard Review Plan (SRP) chapter (Ref. 7) has been prepared for use by the NRC staff in reviewing RI IST
applications. Another draR guidance document, Dran Regulatory Guide DG-1061,"An Approach for Plant-
Specific Risk Informed Decision Making: General Guidance"(Ref. 3) is referenced throughout this report.
DraR Regulatory Guide DG-1061 provides overall guidance on the technical aspects that are common to
developing acceptable risk-informed programs for all applications such as IST (this guide), inservice
inspection, graded quality assurance, and technical specifications. Additional information on PRA
applications is given in draft NUREG-1602. "A Standard for Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) to Support
Risk Informed Decisionmaking,"(Ref.10). Further information regarding the relationship between this guide,
the related SRP chapter, DG-1061, and NUREG-1602 will be given in Section L4.

This regulatory guide proposes application specific details on an acceptable method for developing risk-
informed IST (RI IST) programs and supplements the information given in Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1061,
it proposes guidance on acceptable methods for utilizing PRA information with established traditional
engineering information in the development of RI IST programs that have improved effectiveness regarding
the utilization of plant resources while still maintaining acceptable levels of quality and safety .

In this dran regulatory guide, an attempt has been made to strike a balance in defining an acceptable process
for developing RI-IST programs without being overly prescriptive. Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1061
identifies a list of high-level safety principles that must be maintained during all risk informed plant design or
operational changes. Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1061 and this guide identify acceptable approaches for
addressing these basic high-level safety principles, however, licensees may propose other approaches for
consideration by the NRC stalT, It is intended that the approaches presented in this guide be regarded as
examples of acceptable practice and that licensees should have some degree of flexibility in satisfying
regulatory needs on the basis of their accumulated plant experience and knowledge.

SRP 3.9.7:

N/A

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

N/A

This regulatory guide adopts the 10 CFR Part 54 definition of current licensing basis. That is, " Current Licensing Basis
(CLB) is the set of NRC requirements applicable to a specific plant and a licensee's written commitments for ensuring
compliance with and operation with in applicable NRC requirements and the plant-specific design basis (including all
modifications and additions to such commitments over the life of the license) that are docketed and in effect. The CLB
includes the NRC regulations contained in 10 CFR Parts 2,19,20,21,26,30,40,50, $1,54,55,70,72,73,100 and
appendices thereto; orders; license conditions; exemptions; and technical specifications. It also includes the plant-specific
design-basis information defined in 10 CFR 50.2.s documented in the most recent final safety analysis report (FSAR) as
required by 10 CFR 50.71 and the licensee's commitments remaining in effect that were made in docketed licensing
correspondence such as licensee responses to NRC bulletins, generic letters, and enforcement actions, as well as licensee
commitments documented in NRC safety evaluations or licensee event reports."
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C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A

1
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A. ORGANIZATION

DG 1062:

[1,3]

This drail regulatory guide is structured to follow the approach given in Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1061.
Chapter 2 gives a brief over iew of a four-element process envisioned in the development of an RI IST
program. This process is iterative and generally not sequential, These elements also runuvarize the NRC
review oflicensee risk-informed program proposals. Chapter 3 addresses the first element in the process in
which the proposed changes to the IST program are described. This description is needed to determine what
supporting information is needed and to define how subsequent r: iews will be performed. Chapter 4
contains guidance for performing the engineering evaluation needed to support the proposed changes to the
IST program (second process element). Chapter 5 addresses program implementation, performance
monitoring, and corrective action (third element). Chapter 6 addresses documentation requirements (fourth
element) for licensee submittals to the NRC and identifies additional infornution that should be maintained in
the licensee's records in case later review or reference is needed. The appendix contains additional guidance
for dealing with certain IST related issues such as might arise during the deliberations of the licensee in
carrying out integrated decisionmaking. Acceptance guidelines are provided throughout the document for
the individual topics,

SRP 3.9.7:

N/A-

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG-1062:
4

N/A

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG-1602:

N/A
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A. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS

DG 1062:
1
|

[1.4)

This draft regulatory guide gives detailed guidance on an acceptable approacn to implement risk-insights in
IST programs. This application-specine guide makes extensive reference to Draft Regulatory Guide DG-
1061.

]
Companion regulatory guides (Refs 4 and 5) address graded quality assurance and technical s..e.ifications.
and contain guidance similar to that given in this RI IST guide. New SRP chapters associateu with each of
the risk-informed regulatory guides are given in References 6-8. The SRP sections are intended for staff use
during the review ofindustry requests for risk-informed program changes. SRP Section 3.9.7 (Ref. 7)
addresses RI-IST and is consistent with the guidance given in this regulatory guide.

The industry has been developing guidance for use in developing risk informed regulatory program changes.
These documents have provided useful viewpoints for the staffs consideration during the development of the
NRC regulatory guidance documents.

SRP 3.9.7:

N/A

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

N/A

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A
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A. RELATIONSH!P TO THE MAINTENANCE RULE

DG 1062: )

[1.5)

The Maintenance Rule requires that licensees monitor the performance or condition of structures, systems, or
components (SSCs) against licensee-established goals, in a manner sufficient to provide reasonable assurance
that such SSCs are capable of fulfilling their intended function. Such goals are to be established, where i

,

practicable, conunensurate with safety, and are to take into accoum industrywide operating experience. When I
the performance or condition of a component does not meet established goals, appropriate corrective actions )
are to be taken.

Component monitorir.g that is performed as part of the Maintenance Rule implementation can be used to
satisfy moaitorir.g needs for RI-IST, and for such cases, the performance criteria chosen would be compatible
with both the Maintenance Rule requirements / guidance and the RI-IST guidance provided herein.

SRP 3.9,7:

N/A

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:
,

Public Comment:
2

There are differences in monitoring for the Maintenance Rule and DG 1062 that
may make the presumption of one program satisfying the other questionable.
Monitoring per the DG 1062 RI IST guidance is expected to be done at the
component level, whereas, in general, monitoring for Haintenance Rule purposes
is done at the system / train or plant level. For Maintenance Rule monitoring,
component level failures that affect system unavilability or reliability or
plant-level performance are counted at these higher levels (system / train vs
component level). However, individual failure rates, individual unavailabiltiy
or individual reliability of components are generally not monitored to support
maintenance rule implementation. This level of failure is evaluated consistent
with other plant arograms. Thus, maintenance rule monitoring would have to be
changed considera)1y to comport with the monitoring recuirements of this draft
regulatory guide, or DG 1062 monitoring for LSSCs coulc be changed to be
compatible with the Maintenance Rule. TV Electric believes the latter is the
correct position.

The performance monitoring, as described in section 5.2 will become onerous
considering the requirements for monitoring failure rates relative to component
type: component group: compiling other plant specific data for similar component
type, group, service condition etc; and detecting incipient degradation,
especially if this is required for LSSC. Tracking performance at these levels
is not considered necessary for these components. It is believed that the
system / train level monitoring-is appropriate for these LSSCs. In the RI-IST
program, it was shown that there was generally at least ar order of magnitude
difference between the failure rates of HSSC and LSSC components. This means
that the failure rate for an LSSC component would have to degrade significantly
more than that conservatively assumed in the study for a component to become
important. Further, increases in failure rate of factors of 2 3 are observable
thru qualitative means. If the failure rate of a component does increase and
the component thus becomes important it is because en important function is
impacted. This will be observed at the system / train level for systems / trains
that supply that function. Component failures that affect the system / train
level performance will be investigated and a determination will be made whether
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these failure are consistent with assumptions of the RI IST 3rogram. Other
'

monitoring at the component level can be accomplished througl simple trending,

programs that are good system engineering practices, but the rather onerous
monitoring described above is not necessary.,

Thus, it is TV Electric's position that meaningful failure data can be gained
from the Maintenance Rule monitoring at the system / train level (and existing
plant programs) to ensure that no significant changes to component reliability /
unavailability would. occur that could invalidate the PRA insights,.

s

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL, GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:
'

N/A

,

i
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A. RELATIONSHIP 'l O THE PROPOSED DATA RULE

DG 1062:

[1.6)

The proposed rule on reporting r7 ability and availability information for risk-significant systems andli
equipment (i.e., proposed section 50.76,61 FR 5318) and the associated Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1046
(Ref.1 l) are intended to provide reliability and availability data on selected systems and equipment in U.S.
commercial nuclear power plants for use by both the NRC and its licensees. The data would be compiled by
the NRC in a centralized database. The definitions and information requested are intended to be sufficient to
qualify the database for regulatory applications of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) that fall within the-

limitations of the data, e.g., RI IST programs Licensees that choose to implement RI IST programs will be
expected to use such plant specific data, in conjunction with their plant-specific PRA, to help categorize
components into the two IST component groups, i.e., low safety-significant components (LSSCs) and high-
safety signiScant components (IISSCs). Information gained about the types of failures that occur will also
help define the appropriate testing strategies for the two groups of components, in addition, these data will
help to improve the accuracy of plant-specific PRA estimates of changes in plant risk projected to result from
changes in IST prograna.

SRP 3.9.7:

N/A

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

N/A

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9,7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG-1602:

N/A
,
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A. ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

DG 1062:,

[1.7)

AShtE American Society of hiechanical Engineers
CCF common cause failure
CDF. core damage frequency
CLB current licensing basis
EPRI Electric Power Research Institute
FV Fussell-Vesely risk importance measure
GQA graded quality assurance
IIEP human error probability
llSSC high-safety-significant component
ISI inservice inspection
IST insenice testing
LERF containment large early release frequency
LSSC low-safety-significant component
htCS minimal cut set

i NEl Nuclear Energy Institute
NUhiARC Nuclear Utilities hianagement Research Council
O&M Operations and hiaintenance (AShtE committee)
PRA probabilistic risk assessment

,

PSA probabilistic safety assessment
RAW risk achievement worth risk importance measure
RI-IST risk-informed IST (e.g., RI IST programs)
SRP standard review plan

SSC(s) structures, systems, and components
TIIERP Technique for iluman Error Rate Prediction
USAR Updated Safety Analysis Report
USNRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Regulatory guides are issued to describe to the public methods acceptable to the NRC staff for implementing
specific parts of the NRC's regulations, to explain techniques used by the staffin evaluadng specific
problems or postulated accidents, and to provide guidance to applicants. Regulatory guides are not substitutes
for regulations; nor do those guides require compliance. Regulatory guides are issued in draft form for public
comment to involve the pubiic in developing the regulatory positions. Draft regulatory guides have not
received complete staff r6 view; and they therefore do not represent official NRC staff positions.

The information collections catained in this draft regulatory gui(e are covered by the requirements of 10
CFR Part 50, which were approud by the Office of hianagement and Budget, approval number 3150-0011.
The NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a collection ofinformation
unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number.

SRP 3.9.7:

N/A

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG-1062:

N/A

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG-1602:

N/A

|
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1
i

l

Chapter 2 of DG 1062 is an overview '.J Chapters 3,4,5, and 6. See the applicable chapter
for comments.

.,

,

d
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A. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CHANGES
1

DG 1062: !

[3.1)

A full description of the proposed change in the IST program is prepared. This description would include:

(1) An identification of the aspects of the plant's CLD that would be afTected by the proposed RI IST
program. To provide a basis from which to evaluate the proposed changes, the licensee should also
confinn that the plant's design and operation is in accordance with its CLB

(2) An identif cation of the specine revisions to existing testing schedules and methods that would result
hom hnplementation of the proposed program.

(3) An identification of the components in the plant's CLB that are both directly and indirectly involved
with the proposed testing changes. Any components that are noi presently covered la the plant's IST
program but are determined to be important to safety (e.g., through PRA insights) should also be
identified. In addition, the particular systems that are affected by the proposed changes should be
identified since this information is an aid in planning the supporting engineering analyses.

(4) An identi5 cation of the information that will be used in support of the changes. This willinclude
performance data, traditional engineering analyses, and PRA infotmation.

(5) A brief statement describing the way in which the proposed changes meet the objectives of the
Commission's PRA Policy Statement.

SRP 3.9,7:

[1]

The licensee's risk-informed inservice testing (RI-IST) submittal should have defined the proposed changes to
the IST program in general tenns. The licensee should have confirmed that the plant is designed and operated
in accordance with the current licensing basis (CLD)2 and that the PRA used in support of their RI IST
program submittal reflects the actual plant. The licensee should have identified the particular components that
would be affected by the proposed changes in IST strategy. This should include all of tha components
currently in the licensee's IST program as well as any other components that the licensee's integrated decision
making process categorized as being highly safety significant. The method used by the licensee to categorize
component;. should be described. Here should also be a detailed description of how the proposed RI-IST
program affects the CLB of the plant and why these proposed changes are acceptable. If exemptions from
specific regulations, technical specification amendments, or relief requests are required to implement the
licensee's proposed RI-IST program, the appropriate requests should accompany the licensee's submittal.
Specific revisions to testing schedules and methods should be described as well as implementation plans and
schedules.

The licensee should also have described the proposed IST pmgram change in terms of how it meets the

8 This regulatory guide adopts the 10 CFR Part 54 definition of current licensing basis. That is, " Current Licensing
Dasis (CLD) is the set of NRC requirements applicable to a specific plant and a licensee's written commitments for ensuring
compliance with and operation with in applicable NRC requirements and the plant-specific design basis (including all
modifications and additions to such conunitments over the life of the license) that are docketed and in effect. The CLD
includes the NRC regulations contained in 10 CFR parts 2,19,20,21,26,30,40,51,54,55,70,72,73,100 and
appendices thereto; orders; license conditions; exemptions; and technical specifications. It also includes the plant-specific
design-basis information defined in 10 CFR 50.2 as documented in the most recent final safety analysis report (FSAR) as
required by 10 CFR 50.71 and the licensee's commitments remaining in effect that were made in docketed licensing
correspondence such as licensee responses to NRC bulletins, generic letters, and enforcement actions, as well as licensee
commitments documented in NRC safety evaluauons or licensee event reports."
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objectives of the Commission's PRA Policy Statement, including enhanced decision making, more efficient
use of resources, and reduction of unnecessary burden. The description may consider benefits from the CLB
change such as reduced liscal and personnel resources and radiation exposure, as well as improvements in
reactor safety.

He reviewer should familiarize herself or himself with the licensee's entire submittal before initiating the
detailed review described in the following sections. In short. the reviewer should first develop an
ederstanding of the proposed change in terms of:

the particular components that would be affected by the proposed changes in IST strategy,e

the plahl systems involved with the proposed changes in IST strategy,e

the change in testag strategy (i.e., test frequency and methods) proposed for eache

component or group of components,

its affect on the current licensing basis, andI e

| its overall effect on plant risk.*

Section 6 of reference 2 contains a more detailed desenption of the documentation that should have been
submitted by the licensee in conjunction with its proposed RI IST program.

B. HOW TU EL5CTRIC COMi? ORTS WITH DG 1062:

(1) TV Electric's current program for processing changes to a licensing basis
( document assures that any previous or new commitments are consistent with
| the current licens'ng basis. See the response to DG 1062 "4.1.1.

Evaluating the Proposed Changes to the Current Licensing Basis," for a
more detailed description of this process.

(2) The specific revisions to testing schedules was provided by Enclosure 3 to
TXX 96371. Attachr.?nt 8 to TXX 36371 discussed the phase-in philosophy
and staggering technique (with examples). Attachment 4 to TXX 97189
provides the implemetation / grouping plan.

(3) Enclosure 3 to TXX 96371 has identified (1) the components involved with
the proposed change to the frequency of testing.--(2) the components not
covered by the IST program but determined to be important to safety, and
(3) the systems affected by the proposed changes.

(4) Supporting information is provided by the initial subrutal on risk-
informed Inservice Testing and responses to the NRC rywssts for
additional information (See the list of references on TXX 97189).

(5) A discussion of the way in which the proposed changes meet the objectives
of the Commission's PRA Policy Statement is provided by Section " Basis for
Alternative" of Enclosure 1 to TXX 97371.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDAtJCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 160r.

N/A

- _ - _
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A. FORMAL INTERACTIONS WITH THE NRC

DG 1062:

[3).)

This section gives guidance on the need for licensee reporting of program activities and for formal NRC
review of changes made to RI IST programs.

The licensee can make changes to its approved RI-IST program under the following conditions:

1. Changes made to the NRC approved RI IST program that could affect the process and results that
were reviewed and approved by the NRC staff (including the change in plant risk associated with the
implemention of the RI IST program) should be evaluated to ensure that the basis for the staffs prior
approval has not been compromised. If there is a question regarding this issue, the licensee should
seek NRC review and approval prior to implementation.,

1

2. All changes shouid also be evaluated using the change mechanisms described in applicable
regulations (e.g.,10 CFR 50.55a,10 CFR 50.59) to determine if NRC review and approval is required
prior to implementation.

For example:

Changes to component groupings, test intervals, and test methods that do not involve a change to the> a

overali RI-IST approach where the overall RI IST approach was reviewed and approved by he NRC
do not require speciGc (i.e., additional) review and approval prior to implementation provided that the
effect of the changes on plant risk increase is insignificant.'

Component test method changes involving the implementation of an NRC endorsed ASn. a Code,*

NRC-endorsed Code Case, or published NRC guidance which were approved as part of the RI IST
program do not require prior NRC approval.

Test method changes that involve deviation from the NRC-endorsed Code requirements require NRC.

approval prior to implementation.
.

Changes to the RI-IST program that involve programmatic changes (e.g., changes to the plant.-
'

probabilistic model assumptions, changes to the grouping criteria or figures of merit used to
categorize components, and changes in the acceptance guidelines used for the licensee's integrated
decisionmaking process) require NRC approval prior to implementation.

Component test method changes will typically involve the implementation of an applicable .ASME Code or
code case (as approved by the NRC) or published NRC guidance. Changes to the component test methods for
these situations do not require prior NRC approval, llowever, test method changes that invol e deviation*

from the NRC approved code requirements do require NRC approval prior to implementation.

In its submittal, the licensee will include a proposed process for determining when formal NR.C review and
approval are or are not necessary, As discussed, once this process is approved by the NRC, formal NRC
review and approval ar- only needed when the process determines that such a review is necessary, or when
changes to the process art requested.

SRP 3.9.7:

i [Section II.B.5]

The reviewer should evaluate the licensee's proposed risk-informed IST program to determine ifit
appropriately describes the types of changes that can be made without prior NRC approval and the types of
changes that require NRC approval prior to implementation (See Section Ill.A.I and III.P.5).

.
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[Section !!!.B.5]

The licensee can make changes to their RI IST program that are consistent with the process and results that
were reviewed and approved by the NRC staff, For example:

* Changes to component groupings, test intervals, and test methods tha, do not involve a change to the
overall RI-!ST approach (either traditional engineering or PRA analyses), where the overall RI.lST
approach was reviewed and approved by the NRC do not require specific (i.e., additional) review and
approval prior to implementation.

e Component test mcSod changes involving the implementation of an NRC-endorsed ASME Code,
NRC-endarsed Code case, or published NRC guidance which were approved as part of the RI IST
program, do not acqui prior NRC approval.

Test method changes that involve deviation from the NRC-endorsed Code requirements require NRCo,

approval prior to implementation.

Changes to the risk informed IST program that involve programmatic changes (e.g., changes to the*

plant probabilistic model assumptions, changes to the grouping criteria or figures of merit used to
group components, changes in the Acceptance Guidelines used by the licensee's integrated decision- '

; making process (e.g., expert panel)) require NRC approval prior to implementation.

Changes to a licensee's RI-IST program should also be evaluated using change mechanisms described in the
,

regulat'ans (e.g.,10 CFR 50.55a,10 CFR 50.59), as appropriate, to determir.e if prior NRC staff review andc

approval is requit.J prior to implementation, in addition, changes to a licensee's approved RI IST program
(e.g., a change to a component's categorization) that could affect the results that were reviewed and approved
by the NRC staff (e.g., the change in risk associated with implementation of the RI-IST program), should be

,

evaluated to ensure that the basis for the staffs approval has not been compromised.

The licensee is not required to submit regular IST program updates. He licensee may elect to submit
program updates in situations that may help the staff evaluate pending requests for relicf or authorization, or
when there have been significant program changes that do not require review.

! [Section IV.B.5)
4

Verify that the licensee has a process or procedures in place to assere that changes that meet the acceptance
guidelines in Section III.B.5 above get reviewed and approved by the NRC staff prior to implementation.

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG-1062:

Section 7 of the " Risk Informed Inservice Testing Program Description"
(Enclosure 2 to TXX 96371) includes the requirement to obtain formal- NRC
approval for changes to the process described in the RI IST Program Description.
Current procedures for the Inservice Testing Program require that changes to the2

IST Program be evaluated against the applicable regulations (e.g.10CFR50.55a.
10CFR50,59). If the RI IST Program is approved as an alternative, it would
become a part of the IST Program and subject to the same regulations.

C1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG-1602:

N/A

;
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A. EVALUATING THE PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE CURRENT LICENSING BASIS

DG 1062:

(4.1.1)

A brcead review of the CLB may be necessary. Proposed IST prog 4am changes could affect requirements or
commitments that are not explicitly stated in the licensee's safety analysis report. Furthermore, staff approval
of the design, operation, and maintenance of components at the facility have likely been granted in tenns
other than probability, consequences, or margin of safety, Tharefore, it may be more appropriate to evaluate
preposed IST program changes againt other more explicit criteria (e.g., criteria used in either the licensing
process or to determine the acceptability cf component design, operation and maintenance).

'Ihe Director of the Offi e of Naclear Regulation is allowed by 10 CFR 50.55a to authorize alternatives to the
specific requirements of this regulation provided that the proposed alternative will ensure an acceptable level
of quality and safety. Thus, alt rnativea to the examples of acceptable RI IST opproaches presented in this
guide may be proposed by licensees so long as supporting information is provided that demonstrates that the
key safety principles discussed in Chapter 2 of this guide are maintained.

Acceptance Guidelines

The sources ofinformation for the traditional engineering part of the evaluation should include the IST plan
information, including component functions from the design-basis documents, references to relevant plant
licensing commitments, and approved relief requests. On a component-specific basis, the beensee should
identify each instance where the proposed IST program change will affect the CLB of the plant and document
the basis for the acceptability of the proposed change by explicitly addressing each of the key safety
principles. If the CLB is net afTected by the proposed IST program changes, the licensee should indicate this
in its RI IST program description.

SRP 3.9.7:

[lI.A.1 Area of Review]

After the licensee determined which components are candidates for having their inservice test requirements
relaxed and which components should be subjected to more focused inservice tests, the licensee should have
conducted an engineering evaluation of proposed changes to the IST program. The purpose of this
engineering evaluation is to determine the acceptability of the proposed IST program changes in light of the
current licensing basis of the plant and risk impact of the changes. In particular, the status oflicense
conunitments that would be changed as a result of the proposed RI IST program should have been clarified
explicitly and formally. Either commitments were not affected by the proposed changes, or the alterations in
conunitment status were identified, described, and revised commitments were made.

[Ill.A.1 Acceptance Guidlines]

The acceptance guidelines for evaluating proposed changes to the current licensing basis are contained in
licensing basis documents as well as in other regulatory documents (e.g., regulations, regulatory guides,
standard review plans, branch technical positions). The rules goveming such changes are described in 10
CFR 50.59,50.90,50.109, and other regulations. Each proposed change must be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis for acceptability. On a component-specific basis, the licensee should identify each instance where the
proposed IST program change will affect the CLB of the plant and document the basis for the acceptability of
the proposed change by explicitly addressing each of the key safety principles.

A broad evaluation of proposed changes to the CLB of the plant is appropriate because proposed IST program
changes could affect requirements or conunitments that are not explicitly described in the licensee's safety
analysis report. Furthermore, staff <pproval of the design, operation, and maintenance of SSC at the facility
may have been granted in terms other than probability, consequences, or margin of safety. Therefore, it may
be more appropriate to evaluate proposed IST program changes against other more explicit criteria (e.g.,
design basis criteria used in either the licensing process or to determine the acceptability of SSC design,
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operation, and maintenance).

'

[IV.A.! Review Procedures]

Venfy that the licensees reviewed licensing basis documents to identify proposed changes to the IST program
that wculd alter the current licensing basis of the plant. On a component-specific basis, the licensee should
have identified each instance where the proposed IST program change would affect the current licensing basis
of the plant, identified the source and ncture of the commitment (or requirement), and documented the basis
for the acceptability of the proposed change. If the current licensing basis was not affected by the proposed
IST program changes, the licensee should have so indicated in its risk-informed IST program description.

On a component-specific basis, the reviewer should evaluate the acceptability of each proposed 6hange thata

impacts the CLB Acceptability should consider the original acceptance conditions, criteria, and limits as well
as the risk sigaificance of the component. Ensure that the licensee explicitly and adequately addressed each,

of dm key safety principles.

Verify that the licensee reviewed commitments related to outage planning and control to verify that they were
i appropriately reflected in the licensee's component grouping. Spot check to determine if components that

'

play an integral role in the licentze's plans and procedures for maintaining the key shutdown safety functions,

are in the group of components that are candidates for more focused inservice tests (i.e., high safety
significant component category).

.

[V.A.1 Evaluation Findings]

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information is provided in accordance with the requirements of this SRP
section and that the evaluation supports conclusions of the following type, to be included in the staff's safety
evaluation report:

i On a component specific basis, the staff has reviewed each IST program change as it affects the
current licensing basis of the plant, in conducting its review, the staff considered the original
acceptance conditions, criteria, and limits as well as the risk significance of the component. Due
consideration was given to diversity, redundancy, defense in depth, safety margins, and other aspects

'

of the General Design Criteria. Itaving conducted this review, the staff finds that the IST program
changes prcposed by the licensee are acceptable.

'Ihe licensee has reviewed commitments related to outage planning and control to ensure that
components that play an integral role in the licensee's plans and procedures for maintaining the key
shutdown safety functions are in the group of components that should be subjected to more frequent

! and effective inservice tests, The staff finds this to be acceptable.

IST-related commitments appear to be adequately modeled in the licensee's PRA analysis, or
othenvise addressed.

B. HOW TU ELECTIdC COMPORTS WITH DG-1062:

TU Electric's current program for processing changes to a licensing basis
document assures that any previous or new commitments are consistent with the
current licensing basis.

TU Electric's commitment management program establishes the processes,
glidelines, and activities used to manage the development, review and
implementation of commitments generated from regulatory, non regulatory and.

self imposed requirements. The commitment tracking system (CTS) data base is a
tool used in conjunction with other information sources to address and track
established commitments within this program,

Incoming and outgoing correspondence are reviewed to identify possible

.

-
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commitments for TV Electric. Any commitments identified are maintained in the.

CTS.

A licensing document change request (LDCR) is used to change to the licensing
basis documents at CPSES. This process includes a review of the CTS and a
consistency review of the licensing basis documents. The Comanche Peak
Electronic Library (CPEL) contains most of Comanche Peak's licensing basis
documents (e.g FSAR, Technical Specifications). CPEL is a tool used to wrform
a consistency review for LDCRs. For example, a consistency review for tie risk-
informed Inservice Testing Plan would include electronic searches of CTS and
CPEL. The searches would identify any comt.iitments which relied on testing
frequency as the basis for a component's acceptability. The source and nature.

of any commitments identified are reviewed to assure the commitment's basis in
unaffected.

Consideration of the original acrcptance conditions, criteria, limits, risk
significance of the component, diversity, redundancy, defense in depth, and
other aspects of the General Design Criteria, are addressed by the expert panel.

process.

The method for incorporating the risk informed relief request into the licensing
basis documents would be the LDCR. As stated above, the LDCR process includes a
consistency review of the CPSES Licensing Basis Documents. Currently, no
commitments have been identified as being affected by changed inservice testing
frequency.

[See also Attachment 1, response to Question #3]

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:
,

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A

,

k
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A. INSERVICE TESTING PROGRAM SCOPE

DG 1062:
.

i

[4.1.21

IST requirements for certain safety-related pumps, valves, and snubbers are specified in 10 CFR 50.55a.
Rese components are to be tested according to the requirements of Section XI of the Ameriem Society of
hiechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (the Code) or the applicable Operations and
Maintenance (O&M) Code. Both Section XI and 10 CFR 50.55a state that the IST program includes certain
components classified by the licensee as components which are required to perform a specific function in
shutting down a reactor, maintaining the shutdown condition, or mitigating the consequences of an accident.

To ensure that the proposed RI-IST program will provide an acceptable level of quality and safety, the
licensee should use the PRA to identify the appropriate scope of components to be included in the program.,

All of the components that are important to the scope of an RI-IST program must be identified. This will
normally include all com9onents that are within the scope of the current IST program. In addition, licensees
may identify SSCs with high risk significance which are not currently subject to traditional Code r:quirements
or to a level of regulation which is commensurate with their risk significance PRA systematically takes credit
for non-Code SSCs as providing support, acting as alternatives, and acting as backups to those SSCs that are.

within the current code. To maintain the validity of the PRA as it is used to categorize components and to
evaluate the effect of the proposed RI-IST program on plant risk, the assumptions regarding component
reliability and availability must be preserved. Accordingly, these add.tional risk important SSCs should be
included in licensees' RI-IST proposals. Specifically, the licensee's RI IST program scope should include
those ASME Code Class 1,2 and 3 and non-Code components that the licensee's integrated decisionmaking
process categorized as llSSCs and thus determined these components to be appropriate additional candidates
for the RI-IST program.

To preserve the PRA assumptions which contribute to supporting the proposed RI-IST program, the PRA
should also be used to evaluate RI-IST program test requirements (test interval and methods) as well as
practicable. Consequently, for the IST components within the scope of the proposed RI-IST program, the
licensee should examine the test strategies currently in place to evaluate the test strategy effectiveness, and
where appropriate, modify the test strategy,

Acceptance Guidelines

The RI-IST program scope is acceptable ifit includes, in addition to components in the current Code
prescribed program (i.e., Code class 1,2, and 3 components), those ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 and non-
Code components categorized as llSSC. Test strategies should be evaluated to ensure that they are consistent
with PRA assumptions.

SRP 3.9.7:

(ll.A.2 Area of Review]

In developing RI-IST programs, licensecs will likely identify structures, sywems, und components (SSCs)
with high risk significance which are not currently subject to traditional Code requirements or subject to a
level of regulalon which is commensurate with their risk significance. it is expected that licensees will

i propose RI-IST programs that will subject these SSCs to the appropriate level of regulation, consistent with
the risk significance of the SSC. Specifically, licensee's RI-IST program scope should include, in addition to
components in the current Code prescribed IST program (e.g., components required to perform a specific
function in shutting down a reactor to a cold shutdown condition, in maintaining the cc,ld shutdown condition,
or in mitigating the consequences of an accident), those ASME Code Class 1,2, & 3 and non-Code
components that the licensee's integrated decision-making process categorized as highly safety si.gnificant and
determined to be appropriate candidates for IST.

The staffs basis for reaching its conclusion that the licensee's proposed RI-IST program "provides an
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acceptable level of quality and safety" will be predicated, in part, on the licensee's use of PRA to identify the 1

appropriate scope of components that should be included in a RI IST program as well as to evaluate test
requirements (i.e., test methods and frequency) to ensure the validity of PRA assumptions. In other words, if
the PRA is to be ustd as the basis for categorizing components and for evaluating the acceptability of the
overall change in plant rid associated with the proposed RI-IST program (e.g., ACDF, Al.ERF) then the PRA
assumptions relative to component reliability and a,'ailability must be preserved. Consequently, for IST
components within the scope of the licensee's proposed RI-IST program, we would expect the licensee to
examine the test strategies currently in place and, where appropriate, modify the test strategy (See Section
Ill.A3).

To preserve the PRA assumptions which form the basis for the acceptability of the IST program changes,
certain en-Code components may need to be included in the Rl IST program. Thejustification for inclusion
of non-code components into the IST program can be derived from the role these components play ir
justifying the acceptability of changer to the IST program for components currently within the code. PRA
systema:ically takes credits for non-code structures, syste.ns, and components (SSCs) as: 1) providing support
to, or 2) alternatives to, and 3) back ups for SSCs witNn the current code. Thus, the relaxation of
requirements for safety-related SSCs depends upon the proper operation and reliability attributed to
high-safety-significant yet non-code SSCs.

[Ill.A.2 Acceptance Guidelines]

In order to be acceptable, the RI iST program scope should include, in addition to components in the current
Code prescribed program, any other components (e.g., pumps, valves, or snubbers) categorized t.s highly
safety significant that were so identified as part of the PRA or licensee's integrated decision-making process
(e.g., expert panel).

(IV.A.2 Review Procedures]

Review the proposed IST program and verify the following:

* For selected systems, verif; .nat components that perform a safety-related function (s) are in
the proposed RI-IST program.

Components categorized as "high safety significant" are included in the RI.!ST program,*

regardless of their status in the heensee's current IST program.

[V.A.2 Evaluation Findings]

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information is provided in accordance with the requirements of this SRP
section and that the evaluation supports conclusions of the following type, to be included in the staffs safety
evaluation report:

The staff concludes that the scope of the applicant's risk-informed inservice test program is acceptable and is
consistent with the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1062. This conclusion is based on the applicant
having provided a test program to ensure that saferv-related components, as well as other components that are
important to plant risk, can reasonably be expected to be capable of per forming their intended function
throughout the life of the plant.

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

The importance of a risk-informed approach to component ranking includes identification of other
high risk pumn and valver that are not required to be in the current IST program but that should
have testing commensurate with their importance. An evaluation of such components was done as
part of this study. This mvolved a careful evaluation of the IPE modeling assumptions and
conservatisms, component failure moces, operator action, recoveries and any other effects that
could substantiate the rankings. Each of these were reviewed and evaluated by the expert panel.
The importance ranking ofIISSC pumps and valves explicitly modeled in the IPE that are not in
the IST program were identified. Table 4.4-2a of the Engineering Report (Enclosure 4 to TXX
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95260) describes the expert panel disposition of these components and any recommended
compensatory actions. Generally, the panel felt that additional evaluation was required to
determine the appropriate testing requirements for these non IST components. The panel
concluded that it was not clear that strict compliance with the ASME code recommendations was
the most appropriate means for addressing the IPE failure mode. In the ease of manual valves, no
ASME code t; sting requirements applied to these specific cases since the valves in question had no
remote posit u : indication. The panel felt that current plant programs to ensure that these valves
remain open were commensurate with the importance of these valves. In other cases, the panel
determined that the IST test would be the most appropriate (e.g., Instrument Air system relief
valves will be bench tested per IST requirements.) Given the above conclusions of the study, it is
TU Electric's position that testing requirements for non-IST components that are identified as
llSSC should not necessarily be ASME code tests but should be considered / developed on a case
basis by the utility.

Regarding test strategies for the PRA assumptions, the CPSES RI IST submittal
adopts the current test strategies for all components. Only test intervals are
altered.4

Since PSA assumptions (and data) model the plant as it is currently operated and
tested, CPSES pilot experience indicated that it is unnecessary to examine and4

modify test strategies of components in the IST program in order to preserve the4

'

PRA assumptions. Some, mostly unimportant, PSA functions are not addressed by
testing. While it is desirable for plant testing programs to address important
PSA functions, it is not always practical. For example, spurious operation or

,

plugging of an M0V is sometimes important. Such * passive' functions are
excluded from the scope of current IST programs because there are not practical
tests for these failure modes. However, if such a failure mode were significant
to risk (i.e., high RAW), some compensatory measure would have been identified.
Naturally, components not in the IST program can have important PSA functions
that need to be tested. These components are addressed above.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A
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,

A. INSERVICE TESTING PROGRAM CHANGES

DG 1062:,
,

[4.1.3]

This section discusses what licensees need to consider if they propose to change only IST intervals (i.e., if
they propose to continue to use the existing approved Code test methods), or if they choose to change both

3 IST intervals and test methods.

Acceptance Guidelines General

The licensee should reevaluate the IST interval (and methods as applicable) for ilSSC components that were
the subject of an approved relief request, or an NRC authorized attemative test. The licensee should resubmit
relief requests and requests that alternatives be authorized, along with risk-selated insights, for NRC staff
review and approval.

In establishing the test strategy for LSSC components, the licensee should consider component design, service
condition, and performance, as well as risk insights. The preposed test interval must be supported bv both
generic and plant specific failure rate data, and the test interval should be significantly less than the expected
time to failure of the SSC in question. The rationale for the proposed change in test interval and its
relationship to expected tim- ta failure should be provided. The licensee should ensure that adequate
component capability (i.e., margin) exists, above that required during design basis conditions, such that
component operating characteristics over time do not result in reaching a point ofinsufficient margin before
the next scheduled test activity. The IST interval should generally not be extended beyond once every 5 years
or 3 ref"eling outages (whichever is longer) without specific compelling documented justification.
Extensions beyond 5 years or 3 refueling outages (whichever is longer) will be considered as component
perfonnance data at extended intervals is acquired and as PRA technology improves.

IST components (with the exception of check valves) should, as a minimum, be exercised or operated at least
once every refueling cycle. If practical, more frequent exercising should be considered for components in any
of the following categories:

i) Components with high risk-significance;
ii) Components in adverse or harsh environmental conditions; or
iii) Components with any abnormal characteristics (operational, design, or maintenance

conditions).

Licensees choosing to pursue RI-IST programs should consider the adoption of enhanced test strategies
developed with AShiE RI IST Code cases endorsed by the NRC3 (or the revised AShiE Code after the risk-
informed Code cases get incorporated into the Code and endorsed by the NRC). Deviations from endorsed
Code cases (or revised ash 1E Code) should be reviewed and approved by the NRC staff via relief requests
prior to implementation.

Acceptance Guidelines - Changes to Test interval (Only)

Generic Letter 96-05, " Periodic Verification of Design-Ilasis Capability of Safety-Related hiotor-Operated Valves," issued
September 18,1996, indicates that risk insights may be used in developing h10V periodic verification programs. It also
endorses (with limitations) ash!E non-mandatory Code Case ONIN-1," Alternative Rules for Preservice and Inservice
Testing of Certain Electric hiotor Operated Valve Assemblies in LWR Power Plants," Oh! Code 1995 Edition: Subsection
ISTC." This code case provides for the use of risk insights in establishing an h10V test program, but detailed guidance is
not included. Licensee programs are subject to NRC review. Copies of Generic Letter 96-05 are available for inspection
or copying for a fee from the NRC Public Document Room at 2120 L Street NW., Washington, DC; the PDR's mailing
address is hiail Stop LL-6, Washington, DC 20555; telephone (202)634-3273; fax (202)634-3343.

- . _ _ _ _ _ - _ - ________ _ _ _ _ _ _-._
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\

If a licensee psoposes to only change IST intuval(i.e., if the licensee proposes to continue to use the existing
approved Code test methods), the process used by the licenser to categorire components should satisfy the
following conditions.

i

a) The engineering evaluation should give consideration to components that are potential i

| candidates for decreased component test intervals as well as to candidates for increased ;

intervals. !

I i

b) 1he effectiveness of the carrent IST program in determining the capability of the component
to carry out its intended function should be nuessed. Test intervals should only be extended

| for components that are tested using methods that have the capability to detect component 1

'
degradation associsted with the important failure modes and causes identified in the plant'si

| pRA, '

I c) !!stensions to test intervals will be " step wise."
'

Acceptance Guidelines Changes to Test Interval and Method

A process should be used to develop an appropiate test strategy for IST components. For the llSSC
! components this process should involve the following activities.

1) A component failure mode and cause analysis.

. (h A structured quahtative nuessment of the effectiveness of each potential test based on its
ability to detect failure, to detset conditions that are precursors to failure, and predict tad of

|
service life, and

!

| iii) A strategy formulation and evaluation for each component, taking into account generic and

| plant specine perfomiance histories.

!

! These tasks may be accomplished through the ASME's Code Cases (Refs.10 and 14)if approved by the

| NRC, if a licensee proposes to change both IST intervals and IST methods, then the process used by the
I licensee to categorlic components should identify components u hose test strategy should be more focused as

well as components whose test strategy might be relaxed. Extensions to test intervals should be made step-
wise.

SRP 3.9,7:

[lI.A.3 Area of Review)
,

The licensee's submittal should describe the considerations (e.g., component performance, service condition,
risk signincance) that went into establishing the propased RI IST frequencies and methods.

[Ill.A.3 Acceptance Guidelines)

a. General

The licensee's RI IST program should reevaluate the testing frequency (and methods as applicable) for high
safety significant components that were the subject of a defened test justification, an approved relief request,
or an NRC authori ed alternative test. The licensee should resubmit relief requests and proposed alternatives,

,

along with risk related insights, for NRC staff review and approval (see Section 4.1.4 of reference 2).'

In establishing the test interval for low safety significant components, t" licensee should consider component
design, service condition, and performance as well as risk insights. Ths . posed test interval should be4

supported by both generic and plant specific failure rate data and the test interval should be significantly less
than the expected time to failure of the component in question (e.g., an order of magnimde less).
Alternatively, the licensee could ensure that adequate component capability (i.e., margin) exists, above that

I
|

. _ _ _ , _ - _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ - . _._ ___ _ _ . - - _ , . . . , , _ . . _
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1

tequired during design basis conditions, such that component operating chuscleristics over time do not icault
in teaching a point ofinsufficient margin before the next scheduled test activity. *lhe inservice test interval
should generally not be extended beyond once every 5 years or 3 refueling outages (w hichever is longer)
without specine compelling documented justi0 cation.

J

IST components (i.e. with the exception of check valves) should, at a minimuut, be exercised or operated (i.e., !
via testing of other components in the system. toutine inaintenance, normal plant oper,itionr., etc.) at least once
every tefueling cycle. If practical, more ficquent exercising should be considered for components in any of
the following categories:

a) Cornponents wi 5 high safety significance;
b) Compon?nts in adverse or harsh environmental conditions; er i

c) Components with any abnormal characteristics (operational, design, or maintenance ;

conditions). i

b. Changes to Test IntervaliOntv)

A RI.lST program that pro}.oaes to only adjust IST intervals should have provisions to:

a) identify components whose test interval should be decreased as well as components whose
test interval might be extended.

b) assess the effectiveness of the current IST program in determining the ability of the
component to carry out its intended function. Test intervals should only be extended for
components that are tested using methe J that have the capability to detect component
degradation associated with the important failure rnodes and causes identined in the plant's
PRA.

If the licensee chooses the alternative described in reference 2 for implementing a RI.lST program, the
licensee should make a commitment to adopt enhanced test strategies as described in RI lST Code cases
developed by ASME as endorsed by the NRC or ob i.n staff authorization for an alternative test strategy.

|

! c. Otanges to Test interval and Methods
!

A RI lST program that adjusts IST intervals as w ell as IST methods is acceptable ifit identifies components
w hose test strategy should be more focused as well as components whorr test strategy might be relaxed.

[lV.A,3 Review Procedures)

a. QcacInl

|
Verify that the licensee reevaluated the test frequency (and methods as applicable) for high safety significant

! components that were the subject of a deferred test justification, approved reliefiequest, or NRC authorized ,

j alternative test. Review resubmitted relief requests and requests that alternatives be authorized, along wit!- >

risk related insights.

On a sampling basis, verify that the licensee considered component design, service condition, and

| performance as well as risk insights, in establishing the technical basis for each component's (or group of
! components) test interval. 'lhe licensee's rationale for the proposed change in test interval and its relationship

| to expected time to failure should be reviewed. Verify that th; proposed test intervals are supported by
; applicable generic or plant specine failute late data. Verify that proposed test intervals are significantly less

j than the expected time to failure of the components in question (e.g., an order of magnitude less).
Alternatively, spot check the licensee's calculations to ensure that adequate component capability exists,

,

. above that required during design basis conditions, such that component operating characteristics over time do4

not result in reaching a point ofinsuf0cient margin before the next scheduled test activity Verify that the4

inservice test intervals are not extended beyond once every 5 years or 3 refueling outages (w hichever is'

longer) without specific compelling documented justi0 cation. Extensions beycnd 5 years or 3 refueling
outages should be considered as component performance data at extended test intervals is acquired and as

_ _ _ -_. _ .. _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . - . . _ . _ , - .
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|
PRA technology improves.

On a sampling basis, verify that IST components (i.e. with the exception of check valves) are exercised or (
operated at least once every refueling cycle. Check to see if components in the following categories ate ;

exercised more frequently than once per operating cycle, if practical: |

al Components with high risk significance; I

b) Components in adverse or harsh environmental conditions; or
c) Components with any abnormal characteristics (operational, design, or maintenance

conditions).
,

t

if the licensee d.ooses to use the alternative described in reference 2 for implementing a RI IST program, ,

verify that the beensee made a commitment to adopt enhanced test strategies as described in RI IST Code I

cases developed by AShiE, as endorsed by the NRC. If the licensee chooses not to adopt one or more of
these Code cases, review the licensee's written technicaljustification outlining w hy it was impractical to
implement the risk. informed Code Case strategy as well as the licensee's proposed alternative test strategy. -

Verify that the licensee's RI IST program identifies and tests components in the high safety signincant
category that are not in the licensee's current IST program commensurate with their safety signineance or that
the licensee has demonstrated that a suitable search for such components was conducted. These components
should be tested in accordance with the ash 1B Code where practical, including compliance with all e

administrative requirements. Where ash 1E Section XI or O&ht testing is not practical, alternative test |
methods to ensure operational readiness and to detect component degradation (i.e., degradation associated |
with failure modes identified as being important in the licensee's PRA) should be proposed by the licensee. '

These attemative test strategies should be reviewed and approved by the NRC prior to implementation of the -

RI lST progsam at the plant (see SRP section V. D.).

On a sampling basis, confirm that changed test strategies do not result in violating TS requirements, or that an ;

appropriate amendment request is submitted.

,

b, Chanoen to Test Interval (Ontv)
!

; Verify that the process used by the licensee to group components [l.c., components that are candidates for
j- having their inservice test requirements relaxed and components that should be subjected to more frequent

(e g., quar 1erly) and effective inservice tests] is consistent with the acceptance guidelines specified in Section1

Ill.A.lb and that appropriate commitments to adopt enhanced test strategies have been made (i.e., if the.

alternative described in reference 2 for implementing a RI IST program is proposed by the licensee).

5
c. Cluinges to Test Interval and Methods '

Verify that tests performed for the components within the scope of the RI IST program meet the enhanced
ash 1E Code test strategies (i.e., test method and frequency) as endorsed by the NRC, except where NRC has

i either granted relief or authorized an alternative test strategy,
,

!- [V.A.3 Evaluation l'indir.gs) .

1
i n. General

| The reviewer verines that suflicient information is provided in accordance with the requirements of this SRP
section and that the evaluation supports conclusions of the following type, to be included in the staffs safety;

; evaluation report:
.

[
The licensee reevaluated the testing frequency (and methods as applicable) for high safety significant

'

,

| components that were the subject of an approved relief request, or NRC authorized alternative test.

| The licensee submitted revised relief requests and requests that alternatives be authorized for these
components, along with risk insights associated with the proposed test strategy. The licensee'

identined technical specification changes needed to implement the RI IST program and has submitted
,

1 technical specification amendment requests as appropriate. These requests were reviewed by the
i

,-- _ . --.- - ---,.,-. -,~., _ --. _ - - --_ _ ,.~,--,..-. - _ , . - . , - , - - - - , - - , . -~,.,n~
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NRC staff and found to be acceptable (each instance should be explicitly addressed in the SE).

ne licensee considered component design, service condition, and performance, as well as risk
insights in establishing the test interval for low safety significant components, ne proposed test

'

intervals for low safety significant components were significantly less than the expected time to
failure of the components in question (e.g., an order of magnitude less). Alternatively, the licensee -
ensured that adequate component capability existed, above that required during design basis
conditions, such that component operating characteristics over time will not result in reaching a point
ofinsufficient margin before the next scheduled test activity. He inservice test intervals for
components were generally not extended beyond once every 5 years or 3 refueling outages
(w hichever is longer). In every instance where the interval was extended beyond 5 years or 3,

l
refueling outages (whichever is longer), the licensee provided a specific compelling documented

'

justification that was found to be acceptable to the staff [each instance should be explicitly addressed,

in the SE].

%c licensee's proposed RI IST program ensures that each IST compor.ent (i.e. with the exception of-

check valves)is exercised or operated at least once every refueling cycle. Components in the

! following categories are generally exercised more frequently than once per operating cycle:
:
'

a) Components with high risk significance;
b) Components in adverse or harsh environmental conditions; or
c) Components with any abnormal characteristics (operational, design, or maintenance

conditions).-

) ne licensee also made a commitment to either adopt enhanced test strategies as described in RI IST
Code cases developed by ASME, as endorsed by the NRC, or request authorization from the NRC to
perform an akemat ve test strategy.i

;

F

j Finally, where the licensee has identifie4 high safety significant components that are not in the
j lice.4ee's current IST program, the licensee has either committed to test these components in
4 accordance with the current ASME Code or has proposed an alternative test strategy that has been

reviewed and approved by the NRC staff. i

j

b. Changes to Test Interval (Only)

The licensee's proposed RI IST program is found to be acceptable because it:
;

a) appropriately identifies components whose test interval should be decreased as well
as components whose test interval might be extended,

b) considers IST test efTectiveness in determining whether components are candidates
for having their inservice test requirements relaxed

%e reviewer should specify w hich components will be tested at a shorter interval,

c. Changes to Test Interval and Methods

The licensee's proposed RI IST program is found to be neceptable because it appropriately identifies '

components whose test strategy should be snore (bcused as well as components whose test strategy
might be relaxed. The reviewer should identify (or characterize) which components will be subjected
to more focused testing and describe the revised test strategy for these components.
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B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

The existing relief requests were evaluated as part of the ex>ert panel
deliberations. No new relief requests or exemptions beyond tie currently
approved relief requests and this submittal are needed to implement the RI IST
program at this time. No revised relief requests have been submitted due to the
Risk Informed IST process. TV Electric has not submitted revised relief
requests for any high safety significant components. See the response to Item
number 4.c of Attachemnt 1 to TXX 97189 for further discussion of the existing

jrelief requests. The first paragraph under " Acceptance Guidelines General"
implies that relief requests should be resubmited for approval along with the
RI IST Program for NRC review and approval. TU Electric believes that relief
requests (new or revised) should be resubmitted only if the test freqency or
method is affected as a result of the RI IST Program.

The portions of this section which address the use of appro>riate data are
evaluated in Section 4.2.4.5. Simil3rly, the portions of t11s section which
address initiating events are evaluated in Section 4.2.4.1.

TV Electric's RI IST program requests an ext.nsion of the test interval to 6
years (4 refueling outage based on 18 month cycles).

Dil 1062 states that the interval should not be extended beyond 5 years or 3
refueling outages which ever fs longer. TU Electric believes that compelling
documentation has been submitted to justify extending the interval to 6 years.
The draft DG 1062 does allow up to a 6 year extension (based on three 2 year
refueling outages). Also, the grouping / phased in approach is easier and less |
burdensome to implement over 4 refueling outages.

TV Electric does not comport with the statement that IST components should be i

exercised at least once every refueling cycle, and more frequently for certain
categories. TV Electric believes this requirement would be burdensome and
contrary to the intent of the policy statement regarding the use of PRA.
Verifing and maintaining this commitment would be resource intensive.

TU Electric has considered the use of enhanced test strategies using ASME RI IST
Code Cases. Relief Request V 8 requests (TXX 97068, dated March 13. 1997) the
approval to use a OMN 1 type approach to H0V's in response to NRC Generic Letter
96 05. This relief request addresses both HSSC and LSSC IST Components. The
NRC has not yet approved this relief request.

For non IST HSSC components. DG 1062 requires testing in accordance with the
ASME Code Cases (including administrative requirements). Alternative test
methods should be reviewed and approved by the NRC prior to implementation of
the RI IST program. TU Electric does not comport with these requirements. The
expert panel process has adequately addressed these componentk This issue is
also addressed in the discussion on Section 4.1.2 of DG 1062. TU Electric would
consider ASME Code Cases related to risk informed testing as they are issued in
the future.

Chanaes to Test Interval Oniv

Give Consideration for decreased comoonent test intervals

TU r'ectric believes that the current ASME Code required test intervals
-are adequate. The extens.e review effort used in the developemnt of ASME
Code recuirements provides assurance that the valves will operate as
requirec. As risk informed technology and experience grows, the ASME

,
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I process may incorporate new requirements such as decreased test intervals.

Test Methods canable of detectina Dearadation for PRA Failure Modes

for components with extended test intervals, the ability of testi

; methods to detect component degradation was discussed and addressed
in the expert panel deliberations.

Extension of test intervals will be " sten wise"

TV Electric meets this condition by(Attachemnt 4 to TXX 97189using a grouping / staggeringapproach. The implementation plan
dcscribes the grou)ing met Sdology. The staggerir.g methodology is
described in Attac1 ment 2 to M 96371.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GulDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

j N/A
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|

A. REllEF REQUESTS AND TECHNICAL SPFCIFICATION CHANGES

DG 1062:

i [4.1.4)

| Licensees proposing changes in IST programs based on risk considerations need to address certain issues
related to requesting relief from existing program requirements:

Acceptance Guidelines

Reliefis required for any llSSC or LSSC components for which the test methods are not in.

accordance with NRC approved ASME code requirements or NRC guidance.

Reliefis required for any llSSC compons its for w hich the test frequeneles are not in accordance.

with the approved ASME code requiremei. s or NRC guidance. |

De licensee must submit and have approval of a technical specincation amendment prior to.

implementing the RI IST program for any components for w hich there are proposed changes in
technical specincation requirements.

On a component specific basis, the licensee should identify each instance where the proposed RI IST program
change is not consistent with the guidance given above. In each such case, the licensee should document the
basis for the acceptability of the proposed difference.

SRP 3.9,7:

[lI.A.4 Area of Review)

While implementation of the licensee's overall RI IST program may be authorized by a change to the
regulations or via NRC authorizing an alternative pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55(a)(3), specinc details of the
licensee's RI IST program may require exemptions f om other regulations, technical specincation changes, or
require relief from provisions of NRC approved Codes or Code cases. The license should have included in
their RI IST program submittal the necessary exemption requests, technical specification amendment
requests, relief requests, and relief requests necessary to implement their RI IST program (See Section
Ill.A.4).

[Ill.A.4 Acceptance Guidelines]

The licensee should address the following issues:

For low safety significant components, are there any component test methods that are not in*

accordance with the Code requirements or any NRC gridance? If so, reliefis required for these test
methods,

For high safety signiGeant components, are there any component test methods that are not ine

accordance with the Code requiremerts or any NRC guidance? If so, reliefis required for these test
methods.

For high safety signincant components, are there any component test frequencies that are not in*

accordance with the Code requirements or any NRC guidance? If so, reliefis required for these test
frequencies.

For any components, are there changes in technical specincation requirements? If so, the licensee is*

required to submit and have approval of a technical speciGcation amendment prior to implementing
the RI IST program. Similarly, if a proposed IST program change requires a change to the updated
Final Safety Analysis Report (USAR) change, the licensee should have performed an evaluation

. .. .
. .

..

_

.. .
.

.
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pursuant to 10 Cl R 50.59.

[lV.AA Review Procedures)

De regulation (or ahernative that was authorized by the NRC) that permitted the licensee to implement the
overall RI IST program will, in part, allow licensees to incicar.e the testing interval (and possibly relax test
methods) of components categorized, through the use of their PHA and integrated decision making process, as
low safety significant. Approval of the alternative includes evaluation and approval of the process to identify
low safety significant components and adjust their test frequencies (or test methods) commensurate with their
previous service and maintenance hist 9 ties and existing environmental conditions. Herefore, individual
component relief requests are not required to adjust the test interval of individual components that are
categorized as having low safety significance (i.e., because the licensee's implementation plans for extending
specinc component test intervals should have been reviewed and approved by the NRC staff as part of their
RI IST program submittal). Similarly, if the proposed alternative includes improved test strategies to enhance
the test effectiveness oflow and high safety signincant components, such as the use of AShiE Code Case ;

OMN 1," Alternate Rules for Preservice and Inservice Testing of Certain Electric hiotor Operated Valve |
Ascemblies in LWR Power Plants. OM Code .1995 Edition; Subsection ISTC" then additional relief from the
Code requirements (i.e., beyond staff sppro al of the licensee's Rl IST program describing the licensee's
intention to adopt such a Code case) is not required (See footnote 6 to 10 Cl R 50.55a).

For high and low safety signincant components not tested in accordance with the Code test method
'

requirements or NRC endorsed Code Case, specine relief would be required from the applicable Code
requirements. Relief would also be required from the Code test frequency requirements for high safety
signincant components not tested at the Code required frequency. (Iligh safety significant components are
expected to be maintained at Code required frequencies unless specine relief exists or adp.stment is bounded
by Generic Letter 89-04.) <

a. Verify that requests for relief or approval for alternative teating have been submitted to the

i NRC, Verify that the licensee has submitted technical specification amendment requests for
proposed changes that impact technical specification.!

'
b. Review the basis for requests for relief and alternatives and assess the adequacy of the

implementation of the alternative testing.

|
c. Review the justi0 cation for deferring testing of high safety significant components to cold

( shutdowns or refueling outages.

I [V.A.4 Evaluation Findings]

The reviewer verines that suf0cient information is provided in accordance with the requirements of this SRp
; section and that the evaluation supports conclusions of the following type, to be included in the staffs safety

evaluation report:'

! He licensee's RI IST program is testing high safety significant components in accordance with the
| Code test frequency and method requirements or has a relief request approved or submitted for

approval, in addition, the licensee is testing low safety significant components in accordance with the
Code test method requirements (although at a extended interval) or has a relief request approved or
submitted for approval. The licensee has approved technical specification amendments for all
proposed changes that impact technical specification.

|
e

A

v

-
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,

| B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG.1062: I

No new relief requests or exemptions beyond the currently approved relief
requests and this submittal are needed to implement the RI IST program at this

1 time. No revised relief requests have been submitted due to the Risk Informed
IST process. TV Electric has not submitted revised relief requests for any high
safety significant components. No Technical Specification amemdents have been
submitted due to the RI IST program.

1 See Section 4.1.3 of the DG 1062 for additional discussion on the testing for
non ASME Code HSSC compoents.

:

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A

f

f
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| A. PRA FOR IST APPLICATIONS

DG.1062:-

[4.2 Probabilistic Risk Assessment]
,

,

Oserview of Approach for Probabilhtle lh aluations
,

Issues specific to the IST risk informed process are dacussed in this section. Drail Regulatory Guide DG-,

; 1061 contains much of ti.e general guidance which is applicable for this topic.

I The risk infonned app' cation process is intended not only to support relaxation (test interval or method), but
also to identify areas in which inercased safety resources would bejustined. An acceptable RI.lST processi

should therefore not focus exclusively on areas in which redaced testing could be justified. The increased

i- testing might take the form of a committnent to verify component operability other than through formal IST;
for example, credit of this kint might be justined for components w hose operability is indirectly and partially4

verined as a result ofIST of other components, His chapter, therefore, addresses IST specine,

considerations in the PRA in order to support both relaxation and enhancement of verification of component4

operability.

The following PRA outputs are generally needed for RI IST opplications.

1. core damage frequency (CDF) and CDF change
2. containment large early release frequency (LERF) and LERF change

3. minimal cut sets (MCS)
4. Fussell Vesely importance (FV) and risk achievement worth (RAW) for all SSCs before and aner proposed
changes, including those from all sensitivity studies

in addition, the FV and RAW importances of all components are required to identify instances in which
increased attention (IST or other programs such as technical speci0 cations) might be warranted.4

[4.2.1 Probabilistic Risk Assessments for Inservice Testing Applications]

'
Quality and Scope of the PRA

For the quantitative results of the PRA to play a major and direct role in decision making, there is a need to
ensure that they are derived from " quality" analyses. Guidance on quality issues for the baseline PRA and for
the scope of the PRA is proposed in Dran Regulatory Guide DG 1061.

: Levelof Detailof the PRA
!

, The development of a RI-IST program will require that plant-specific PRA information be available to
'

identify those IST components that contribute most signincantly to the plant's estimated risk. Components
covered should include the following.

Safety related components that are relied on to temain functional during and after design basis or.

beyond design basis events to ensure the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, the
capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, and the capability to
prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could result in potential offsite exposure
comparable to 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines.

Non safety related components*

s

That are relied on to mitigate accidents or transients or are used in plant emergency operating*

procedures
4

. . Whose failure could prevent safety related components from ful0lling their safety-related function

4

.s
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Whose failure could cause a reactor scram or actuation of a .afety related system*

Acceptance Guldelines

1his issue is addressed acceptably if:

1he PRA quality and scope is acceptable as denned in Dran Regulatory Guide DO 1061.*

The components in the proposed RI IST program are included in the PRA model, or reasons why they*

are not modeled are justified and documented in terms of the potential effect on the plant's risk.

All components in the proposed Rl IST program for which credit is taken regarding the plant's*
i

accident response capability are shown to be within the scope of programmatic activities (IST, GQA,
'

151, maintenance, monitoring).

1he licensee justifies that the proposed RI IST program will not introduce vulnerabilities or remove.

from programmatie activities components needed to ensure satisfactory safety performance.
;

in addition, this guide describes licensee documentation and submittal needs for NRC review.

;

SRP 3.9.7:

[lI.A.5 Area of Review)

Since the quantitative results of the PRA are to play a major and direct role in decision making, these is a need
to ensure that they are derived from " quality" analyses. Review guidance in quality issues for the licensee's
baseline PRA is provioed in the general regulatory guide for risk informed decision making (Reg Guide DO-
1061) and in the general SRP for risk informed regulation (Chapter 19 of the SRP). 'lhe required scope and
level of detail of tne PR A are also discussed in the general Reg Guide and SRP. The review of IST specinc
issues, i.e., those pert ming to areas most directly related to IST, are discussed in this IST SRP.

[Ill.A.5 Acceptance Guidelines)

In order to be acceptable for at. plication to IST, the PRA models must reDect the dependence of core damage
frequency (CDF) and large early release frequency (1.ERF) on basic events whose probabilities are alTected
by IST, This means that IST related events and events that are logically in parallel with IST events must be
quantined properly.

Modeling ofIST events should:

e satisfactorily reDect dependence of basic event probability on fault exposure time,

e consider effects of staggering of tests,

use defensible failure rate parameters (A), and if better than generic A's are used, specialjusti0 catione
may be warranted,

. consider the effect on A of aging, environmental stresses, and frequency of testing (either as part ofe

the PRA, or as part of the licensee's integrated decision making process), and

in addition, common cause failure (CCF) modeling of failures potentially addressed by IST must be
performed.

[lV.A.5 Review Procedures]

'Ihe reviewer should establish that for IST applications, special attention has been paid to quanti 0 cation of the
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failure probability of IST components in light of IST program attributes (e.g., test inten al), and that special
attention has been paid to quantification of the failure probability of compensating SSCs.

Fault Exposure Time for IST Components.

'
Reviewers must ensure that the fault exposure time credited in the PRA is reasonable in light of the IST
interval and other activities. In general, the mean fault exposure time will be taken to be % of the test interval.
Some analyses may apply a fault exposure time other than this: a different fault exposure time for a given '

component might be claimed as a result of credit taken for non IST validation of the performance of the
component, perhaps by virtue of system challenges, or an IST test on a different component that implicitly
requires functioning of the subject component and would therefore reveal a failed state of the subject
component. The reviewer should establish that the licensee has identified a basis for every fault exposure
time modeled, and that commitments are in place wherever a fault exposure time is deterrnined by a
programmatic activity. Where a fault exposure time is the result of tests on other cornponents, the reviewer

,

should verify that there is assurance that these other tests will be perfonned and that the behavior of the '

subject component will be surveilled in the course of these tests. Where a fault exposure time is the result of
system challenges, the reviewer should verify that this challenge frequency is consistent with system

,

challenge frequencies modeled elsewhere in the PRA.
,

Failure Rates for IST Components:

The reviewer should establish that in general, failure rates for components are consistent with plant specific
data, except that failure rates that are appreciably less than generie data (e.g., those on the order of a factor of
3 or more lower than generic data) should be justified. To use the low er plant specific failure rate, it must be
demonstrated that the plant specific failure rate data came from a population statistically different from the
generic population and a mecLanistic explanation should be provided.

The reviewer should ascertain whether the failure rate takes account of special environmental stresses or,

'

aging. If not, this should figure in the evaluation of the performance monitoring and feedback activity (see
Sections III.B.3 and IV.ll3).

liasic Event Probabilities of Compensating SSCs:

Events that appear jointly in mininul cut sets with IST components (compensating SSCs) must be quantined
appropriately or else perspective on the significance of IST components will be distorted. Dependirg on the

| fomi of PRA documentation, this can be relatively difficult for reviewers to spot check; reviewers should
therefore verify that as part ofIST applications, licensees warrant that the apparent significance ofIST events
is not distorted by !nappropriate quantification of compensating events. Note that PRA updates may have
been performed to boost the credited performance orcomt nsating SSCs in anticipation of the need tojustify
relaxed IST intervals. His is acceptable, ani need not prompt special staff attention beyond that /!ocated
generally to review of baseline risk profiles, provided that the licensee makes programmatic conunitments
appropriate to the level of performance claimed.

! Common Cause Failures:
''

|

Reviewers should check that liceusees have appropriately modeled CCF of groups of similar components that
are proposed for relaxation : :d that are mutually redundant. This is discussed more in detail in Section
4.2.4.2 of reference 2.

|

| [V.A.5 Evaluation Findings]
;

- The reviewer verifies that sufficient information is provided in accordance with the requirements of this SRP
f section and that the evaluation supports conclusions of the following type, to be included in the stalis safety

evaluation report:
4

!

* Fault exposure time is modeled appropriately for IST components. Fault exposure times are
appropriately linked to programmatic activities that has e been explicitly identified and documented. 1

_-- - . _ _ _ _ _ _ . , - _ - . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . _ _ . . _ _ - _.
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(
'

Appropriate failure rates have been used for IST components. Wherever unusually good performancee

is being claimed, provisionaljustincation has been provided and monitoring will provide ongoing
! Justincation.

"Ihe licensee has reviewed the modeling of compensating SSCs and concluded that it is appropriate; e
; and that the signincance ofIST events is not distorted by modeling of compensating SSCs.

Common cause failure has been suitably addressed. The licensee has systematically identified all*
component groups sharing attributes that correlate with CCF potential and that affect IST, either in
that they comprise IST components or compensating SSCs.1he licensee's performance monitoring I
program addresses staggered testing of IST components in CCF groups. '

The effects of aging. environmental stresses, and frequency of testing has been addressed, eithere

explicitly in the PRA models or as part of the licensee's imegrated decision. making process (e.g.,
expert panel).

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

Gality of PRA (Including Scope and Level of Detail)

The topic oi PRA Quality is first raised in DG 1062 Section 4.2.1. The DG 1062
primarily refers to DG 1061 while noting some important items relating to
necessary level of detail of the PRA for an IST application. SRP Chapter 3.9.7
addresses these topics in Sections II.A.S. III.A.5. IV.A.S. and V.A.S. Section
II.A.5 references DG 1061 and SRP Chapter 19. The guidance in Sections III.A.5
IV.A.5 and V.A.5 address topics covered in Section 4.1.2 (.iustifiable data
sources and modeling compensating SSCs). 4.2.2 (modeling fault exposure times).
4.2.4.2 (common cause failure) and 4.2.5 (aging). SRP Chapter 19 Section
11.3.2.2, 11.3.2.3, and 11.3.2.4 provides the most detailed guidance scope,
level of detail and PRA quality, except for Section 2.7 of DG 1061 which is
referenced by Section 11.3.2.4. It is the acceptance criteria for these
Sections of the SRP and DG.1061 which are addressed in the following discussion.
No significant comments on NUREG 1602 are provided since the corresponding
section. Appendix B -is quite general.

Beginning with the SRP. Section II.3.2.2 is addressed in our discussion for
Section 4.2.5 which demonstrates that the scope of the PRA analyses are
sufficient to estimate the change in risk associated with RI IST.

Section 11.3.2.3 on level of detail raises issues that are also for the most
part discussed elsewhere. Regarding IST components modeled in " black boxes",
the means by which the importance of PRA events was mapped to IST components is
addressed in Section 4.2.4.1 for initiators and Section 4.2.4.4 for human
recovery events. Another case of a " black box" has not been discussed
elsewhere. A good example are the IST components that are part of the diesel
generator "O V.". The diesel which is composed of multiple components, some of
which are ISi t omponents, was modeled in the IPE as a single supercomponent. A
number of IST components in the diesel generator auxiliary systems were modeled
in this way. In these cases, the importances of these sub components were
evaluated based on the ranking of the diesel generator and qualitative insights
about risk ranking. For example, if a sub component caused failure of the
diesel, the subcomponent's RAW is the same as the diesel since they have the
same functional impact. Whereas the subcomponents FV is often just the
supercomponent FV times the ratio of the failure probability of the IST
component over the failure probability of the supercomponent,

v
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This section of the SRP Chapter 19 also addresses not modeled components. The
expert panel evaluated these components which are discussed in Section 4.4.

Section 11.3.2.4 on Quality considers the following items:

the manner in which the PRA reflects the current licensing basis ande
operating condition
robustness of results and conclusions demonstrated by uncertainty ande
sensitivity evaluations
whether key elements affecting performance are identified and backed up bya
utility commitments

The changes to the slant since the IPE freeze date are known and it is not
believed that the c1anges will substantially affect the general risk balance
evaluated for CPSES. Since it is this risk balance upon which the conclusions
of the RI IST are based, the PRA is adequate in this regard.

The robustness of the results and conclusions is clearly demonstrated by the
uncertainty and sensitivity analyses. This robustness is described in more
detail in Section 4.2.4.3.

The key elements affecting performance do not require any additional commitments
by CPSES. The RI IST program is based on generic data which has also been found
to be consistent with plant specific ex>erience. That is, general industry
practices rather than any specific CPSES commitments is the basis upon which
the RI IST program is based. Further, as is described in Section 4.3 it is
redundancy of equipment rather than its performance which is the key basis for
component categorization. Those components for which performance is important
have all Seen assigned compensatory measures to ensure that any change in their
performance will be quickly detected. Should CPSES change a plant practice that
influences equipment performance, the im)act will be quickly detected and the
corrective action program will address tie need for any additional improvements !

in plant practices or return of the component to HSSC status.

Section 11.3.2.4 also addresses Review of Quality. In this section, the
following points require assurance by the CPSES submittal:

,

e the process to ensure quality of the PRA
the quality as it specifically relates to the application '

,

e
| e a review of the assumptions and elements of the PRA model that drive the

results and conclusions

The following describes the ptocess to ensure quality of the PRA during its
initial development. In general, the IPE study for CPSES fully satisfies the

| requirements of a full scope level I and Level II PRA. The major elements of
the IPE study were developed and reviewed in a manner consistent with and in
excess of the good 3ractices of the time. One of the main objectives of the IPE

| development was to )e able to utilize its results and insights toward the
enhancement of plant safety throuah risk informed applications. With thisi

objective in mind, the IPE eler cs were developed in detail and integrated in a
manner sufficient to satisfy r .1 the NRC Generic Letter 88 20 requirements and
support future plant applicatic 1s.

|~

i To ensure a high quality IPE and to provide quality control to the IPE process,
two types of independent reviews were conducted to determine if the IPE effort
metitsobjectives. One was done internally by TV Electric staff, and the other.

was done externally by outside PPA experts. In general, both reviews were ;

a) plied to the entire examination process except when it was not possible due to e

tie availability of resources or required skills. In those few cases, as a

.. .- - . . - - - - . - . - . - . . - . - . - . - . _ . - . . . - - - ., - . .
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minimum, each task was reviewed thoroughly by either an internal or external
independent reviewer. Furthermore, a final independent review was performed
after the IPE study was completed. A team of PRA experts was selected from the
industry to independently review the entire IPE study and its supporting
analyses. The review team spent one week at the TU Electric offices where

' documents, )rocedures and supporting calculations and analyses were available
for use. T1e results of all independent review activities performed by internal
and external reviewers Wre well documented as part of the IPE documentation
requirements.

It should also be noted that the NRC has completed its review of the IPE and
deemed it acceptable. Further, two expert panel processes, one for the
maintenance rule and one for this application have found the quality of the PRA i

| to be acceptable.
!

l Regarding the quality of the PRA e it relates to the specific application.
there have been a variety of activities conducted by both TU Electric and the
NRC to ensure the quality of the PRA as it relates to the pilot plant
application. TU Electric initiated a review of the adequacy of its PRA for the
IST application using the EPRI PSA Applications Guide, the first guide developed
specifically for this process.

The Engineering Report contains a review of the PRA's adequacy for application
to IST. This review was conducted in accordance with the methods developed by
EPRI for the PSA A)plications Guide. Two separate analyses were conducted, one
for compliance wit 1 the principles outlined in sections 2, 3 and 4 of the PSA
A)p11 cations Guide, one for the checklist of questions in Appendix B. To do
t11s evaluation, the specific questions identified in the PSA Applications Guide
were answered based on a review of the CPSES IPE and the RI IST program
considerations. These questions included problem definition, scope, figures of
merit, analysis, decision criteria, initiating events, success criteria, event
trees, system reliability models, parameter databases, dependent failure
analysis, human reliability analysis, quantification, analysis of results, plant
damage state classification, containment analysis, external events PSA hazards
analysis, and shutdown PSA considerations. The results of this evaluation show
that the CPSES IPE is appropriate for use in the CPSES RI IST program.

Appendix B of the PSA Applications Guide, entitled " Checklist for Technical
Consistency in a PSA Model", discusses several issues that have been found in
various PRAs to be significant in determining the risk profile. This checklist
was used to demonstrate that the CPSES IPE conforms to the state of the art with
regard to completeness of coverage of PRA methodology. The results of this
evaluation show that the CPSES IPE meets or exceeds the quality standards
suggested by the PSA Applications Guide and is appropriate for use in the CPSES
RI IST Program.

After review of this information, the NRC staff indicated that, while they
believed that the EPRI guide provides high level criteria to ensure that PRAs
will meet some minimum cuality standard, it does not supply sufficient details
to show that PRAs are acequate for risk inforced regulation such as the
extension of IST intervals. A more detailed review process is required. The
staff then asked 25 additional questions of TV Eicctric for which responses were
provided as part of RAI 1. The staff subsequently spent one week reviewing
specific PRA documentation to ensure that the PRA was adequate for application
to IST.

DG 1061 Section 2.7 >rovides the remainder of NRC guidance on quality
requirements for bot 1 the PRA and the engineering evaluation. Essentially, this

_
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guidance indicates that existing provisions for quality assurance should apply
to engineering evaluations and the PRA will have been subject to quality
control.

The guidance further states that pertinent quality assurance requirements are
met by:

utilizing qualified personnele

utilizing procedures the ensure control of documentation and revisions,e

provide for independent review verification or checking of calculations
and information used (independent peer review can be used as an important
element of this process)

e providing and mainta;ning documentation in accordance with Section 3
3roviding for an independent audit function (independent peer review cane

' ye used for this purpose)
utilizing procedures that ensure appropriate attention and correctivee
action are taken if analysis or information used is determined to be in
error

Finally, the section indicates that performance monitoring should be implemented
utilizing quality provisions commensurate with the SSCs safety significance.

The previous discussion indicated how the PRA was subject to quality processes
including an independent peer review. The personnel utilized in this project
were qualified in particular qualifications of the expert panel are discussed
in Section 4.4. The process for corrective action is described in Section 5.3.
The process for ensuring quality in the performance monitoring aspect of the
program is described in Sections 5.2.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

In Appendix B. Peer Review of PRA is discussed.

TV Electric has no comments on this rather general section. TV Electric notes
that a key document referenced was not yet published at the time of release of
NUREG 1602 namely NUREG/CR 6372.
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A. CALCULATING THE RISK INCREASE FROM CHANGES IN TEST INTERVAL

D01062:

[4.2.2]

In order for the PRA to support the decision appropriately, there should be a good functional
mapping between the components associated with IST and the PRA basic event probability
quantification. Part of the basis for the acceptability of any RI IST program is a quantitative
demonstration by use of a qualined PRA that established risk measures are not signincantly
increased by the proposed extension in testing intervals for relected components in order to
establish this demonstration,it is necessary that the PRA inc ude models which appropriately
account for the change in reliability of the components as a function of testing interval (or test
frequency). When feasible, it is also desirable to model the effects of an enhanced testing method.
For example, enhanced testing might be shown to improve or maintain component availability, even
if the interval is extended. That is, a better test might compensate for a longer interval between
tests. Licensees who apply for substantial increases in test interval are expected to address this area,
i.e., to proactively seek improvements in testing that would compensate for the increased intervals
under consideration.

The following steps should be performed.

, (1) identification of all RI IST systems, and components
j (2) identincation of all affected cut sets and RI IST related basic events

(3) review of the model used to quantify each affected basic event. Most fundamentally, the
pracess should consider the effect of test strategy (interval and method) on unavailability.

A check should also be performed to determine if non IST manipulation has been credited either in
IST basic events or in compensating-component basic events. If a component is stroked or
challenged between instances of IST, and if these activities are actually capable of forcing
recognition of a component failure, then the effective fault exposme time is indeed less than the RI.
IST interval, it can be appropriate to take credit for this effective shortening of fault exposure time
in the PRA quantification, pro' led that there is assurana that the important failure modes are in
fact identified by the stroking or the system challenges. This is not always trivial: if a functional
success can be achieved by any one of n components in parallel, to that the function succeeds even
if n 1 of the components fail, then merely monitoring successful functional response does not show
whether all components are good, unless proactive verification of each component's state is
undertaken. In addition to this, some instances of revealing a cor.ponent fault through challenge
base adverse consequences, including functional failure, and if credit is taken for shortening fault
exposure time through functional challenges, then it is necessary to account for this downside in the
quantiGeat.on of accident frequency.

Modeling Increases in Test Interval

The relationship between the component unavailability on demand, q, and the test interval is usually
approximated by:

q = % AT

where:

A is the failure rate, and

T is the time intervat between tests.

In addition to transitions to a failed state that occur between component demands or tests, there is
also a " demand-related" contribution unavailability, corresponding to the probability that a
component will fail to operate when oemanded, even though for some purposes it would have been
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considered " good" before being subjected to the stress of the demand itself. His would have the
effect of adding a constant to the test interval-dependent contribution to ( identined above. The
assumption that the total q scales linearly with the test interval (i.e., doub es when test interval
doubles)is " conservative"in the sense that it scales the test interval independent contribution along
with the test interval-dependent contribution, and in that respect tends to overstate the effect of test
interval extension. This approximation is therefore considered acceptable; however, it should be
noted that guidance aimed at improving the capability of tests to identify loss of performance
margin is aimed partly at reducing the " demand" contribution as well, so that improved modelling
in this area would appear to have the potential to support further improvements in allocation of
safety resources.

As test intervals are extended, there is some concern that the failure rate A, may increase. This
failure rate, generally assumed constant, is based on data from current IST test intervals, and
therefore does not include effects which may arise from extended test intervals. It is possible that
insidious effects such as corrosion or erosion, intrusion of foreign material into working parts,
adverse environmental exposure, breakdown oflubrication, etc. which have not been encountered
with the current shorter test intervals could signincantly degrade the component if test intervals
become excessively long. One way to address this uncertainty is to use the PRA insights to help to
design an appropriate implementation and monitoring program, for exam 11e, to approach the
interval increase in a stepwise fashion rather than going to the theoretical |y. allowable maximum in
a single step, or to stagger the testing of redundant components (test different trains on altemating
schedules) so that the population of components is being sampled relatively frequently, even though
individual members of the population are not. Ily using such approaches, the existence of the
above effects can be detected and compensatory measures taken to correct the testing of the
remaining population members, llowever, it is important that the monitoring includes enough tests
to be relevant, and that the tests are capable of detecting the time related degradation (performance
monitoring is discussed in Section 5.2).

Modeling Enhanced Testing Procedures

in addition to the issues raised by leaving components untested for longer periods, there is also the
issue of test effectiveness Licensees are encouraged to employ enhanced testing techniques to
improve detection of degraded and failed components. All licensees proposing to extend testing
intervals should also address test effectiveness. This includes both conscious effort to improve
testing according to state of the art guidance, and, for licensees who wish to invoke credit for
detecting degraded components, improvements in reliability modelling of basic event probability as
a function of testing policy.

Acceptance Guldelines

De PRA should include a model which provides an appropriate measure of the risk.

signincance of extending the test interval on selected components. This requires that the
model directly addresses the change in component availability as a function of test inter ,al.
The analysis should include:

An explicit quantitative consideration of the degradation of the component failure.

rate as a function of time, supported by appropriate data and analysis,

OR

Arguments which support the conclusion that no signincant degradation will occur.e

The model should consider the effects of enhanced testing to the extent practicable, if the.

application seeks a substantial increase in interval, a proactive search fo compensating
improvements in testing should be inade, if the testing is shown to be airm!y as effective
as can be expected, an absolute requirement for test improvement should not be imposed.
Ilowever, an evaluation should be made to determine whether any common cause group is
slated for a major extension of test interval, and if so, whether there is any way that

n
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enhanced testing could address common cause potential.

If credit for enhanced testing was taken, the model should treat it explicitly.

SRP 3.9.7:
i

[lI.A.6 Area of Review)

One of the requirements for the acceptabihty of a risk informed IST program is a quantitative demonstration
by use of a PRA of suf0cient quality that changes to plant risk caused by the proposed extension in testing
intervals or changes in test methods for selected components are small or are reductions and should not cause
the NRC Safety Goals to be exceeded (See reference 1), in order to establish this demonstration, it is
necessary that the PRA include models which appropriately account for the change in reliability of the
components as a function of testing interval. For many purposes, it is also desirable to model the effects of '

enhanced testing methods. Components not modeled in the PRA should be evaluated and categorized with I

appropriate basis.

[Ill.A.6 Acceptance Guidelines)

The PRA should include a model which can provide an appropriate measure of the change in risk as a result of
extending the test interval on selected components,1his requires that the model directly addresses the change
in component availability as a function of test interval. The model must include:

an explicit quantitative consideration of the degradation of the component failure rate as a function ofe

time, supported by appropriate data and analysis,

OR

arguments need to be presented which convincingly support the conclusion that no signincant*

degradation will occur,

[lV.A.6 Review Procedures)

The review procedure for the modeling of the effects ofIST on the risk model involves the following steps:

lhe characteristics of the model used to evaluate the risk significance of extending selectedo

component test intervals is compared against those considened acceptable as defined in Section
111.11.2 ,

The reviewer establishes that the licensee looked for ways to improve test cliectiveness,*

Data ar.d analysis used to support the model are reviewed and compared with independent datao

sources and analysis.

[V.A.6 Evaluation Findings]

1he reviewer verifies that the information provided supports the following conclusions:

e a modet for unavailability in terms of fault exposure time exists and was used in the PRA for
evaluating the risk significance of extending the selected component test intervals,

the assumptions provided relative to time dependent degradation of the failure rates for the selectede

components are justified, and

the licensee considered enhanced testing as a compenstting measure.e

.
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B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

Calculating the Risk :ncrease From Changes in Test Interval

The topic of calculating the risk increase from changes in test interval is
first raised in DG 1062 Section 4.2.2. SRP Chapter 3.9.7 addresses this topic
in Sections !!.A 6. III.A.6. IV.A.6. and V.A.6. SRP Chapter 19. Section
11.3.2.1 )rovides the most general guidance on establishing the cause effect

i relations 11p between an application and an IPE. It is the acceptance criteria
for DG 1062 and SRP Chapter 3.9.7 which are addressed in detail. Essentially.
TV Electric agrees with the NRC staff evaluation in the RI IST guidance. This
guidance determines which of the more general factors in SRP Chapter 19 guidance
specifically apply to RI IST.

L The SRP provides the following acceptance criteria:
a model for unavailability in terms of fault exposure time exists and wase

used for evaluating the risk significance of extending component test
intervalst

'

the assumptions provided relative to time dependent degradation of the ie
failure rates are justified
enhanced testing was considered u a compensating measureo

A model for unavailability in terms of fault exposure times, namely a linear
increase in failure probability with test interval, was added for all IST
components classified as LSSC. The applic: tion and results of this model are
described in the response to Section 4.2.5.

The assumptions provided relative to time dependent degradation of failure rates
I

is justified in the response to Section 4.1.2. which discusses use of equipment
failure data and its justification. The conclusion is the same as that
exprestJd in DG 1062. namely that a linear failure rate "... is ' conservative'
in the sense that it scales the test interval independent contribution along
with the test interval de>endent contribution, and in that respect tends to
overstate the effect of tie test interval extension," The implementation
approach to the CPSES RI IST program also is designed to guard against the
concern that the failure rate may increase with time due to " aging" effects.
The approach uses the techniques suggested in DG 1062 with one additional
enhancement. Specifically implementation with staggering of redundant trains
is done. The enhancement is that additional action is taken to ensure timely
identification of problems in the LSSCs fu which a failure rate increase would
be most degrading to safety. For these components, the Expert panel ensured
that a regular and more frequent " functional test" of the LSSC was performed.
For example, a LSSC pump discharge check valve in a train with an HSSC pump
would be functionally tested once per quarter. That is, the fault finding
capability of the pump IST will identify failure of the check valve (as well as
the pump), allowing corrective maintenance to return the component to service
before the next IST is completed.

Regarding consideration of enhanced testing the TV Electric submittal indicates
jthat ASME is considering test effectiveness improvements. Such improvements

will be evaluated once ASHE has completed its study. However, it is important
to note that improving test effectiveness is not necessary to ensuring a risk
neutral RI IST program. Increases in scope of the program, namely including as
HSSCs components outside the ASHE code class boundary, should more than outweigh
degradations in LSSCs. Further reductions in operator burden will likely
provide additional safety benefit. Because the program is believed to be safety
neutral without improvements in test effectiveness, it is logical to wait for
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ASHE to conclude its consent, , deliberations before proceeding in this technical
area which has its own associated uncertainties.

C1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:<

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A

,
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A. CATEGORIZATION OF COMPONENTS

DG 1062:

[4.2.3)

General guidelines for risk categorization of components using importance measures and other information are
provided in Draft Regulatory Guide DG 1061. 'lhese general guidelines address acceptable methods for
carrying out categorization and some of the limitations of this process. Guidelines that are specific to the IST
application are given in this section. As used here, risk categorization refens to the process for grouping IST
components into LSSC and ilSSC categories.

As indicated, risk importance results from the PRA may be used as one of the inputs to the categorization
process. Unfortunately, many components ofinterest to RI IST are often not included in existing PRA
rnodels, and so there is no quantified risk importance infonnation for these components. When feasible,
adding these components to the PRA should be cc.nsidered by the licensee, in cases w here this is not feasible,
information based on traditional engineering analyset and judgment must be used to detennine if a component
should be treated as an LSSC or ilSSC,

The identification of components for a change in IST intervals or test methods can be done usmg different
methods. Component categorization by use of PRA importance measures to classify components into ilSSC
and LSSC categories is one method. Categorization or component grouping may also be accomplished using
more traditional engineering approaches wi'h data developed from operating experience.

In addition to component categorization efTorts, the determination of safety significance of components by the
! use of PRA determined importance measures is important for several other reasons:

When performed with a series of sensitivity evaluations, it can identify potential risk outliers by*

| identifying IST components which could dominate -isk for various plant configurations and

| operational modes, PRA model assumptions, and data and model uncertainties.

l Importance measure evaluations can provide a useful means to ident.fy improvements to current IST.

| practices during the risk informed application process.

|

System level importance results can provide a high level verification of component level results and| *

! can provide guidance for the ranking ofIST components that are not modeled in the PRA.

While categorization is an essential step in defining how the RI IST will be oplemented, it is not an essential
part of ensuring the maintainance of an acceptable level of plant risk, As described in Section 4.2.5, the
sensitivity of risk importance measures to changes in IST strategy (i.e., proposed for RI-IST) can be used as
one input to overall understanding of the effect of this strategy on plant risk. Ilowever, the traditi; na'
engineering evaluation described in Section 4,1 and the calculation of change in overall plant risk hsetR.f i in
Section 4.2.5 provide the major input to the determination of w hether the risk change is acceptable or e 4

Acceptance Guidelines

When using risk importance measures to identify high and low safety significant components, potential

! limitations of these measures have to be addressed. Variations (including uacertainties)in PRA modeling

! techniques, assumptions, and data could have a significant impact on the results of the component
categorizations using importance measures. Sensitivity studies and'or other evaluations have to be carried out
to ensure that changes in risk importance categorizations due to these effects do not rc#uh in RI IST programs
that have unacceptable levels of plant risk. Issues that have to be considercd and addressed when determining
low safety significance of components include: truncation limits; different risk metrics; multiple component
importances; consideration of all allowable plant configurat! , sensitivity analysis for common cause
failures; and sensitivity analysis for recovery actions. These issues are discussed in more detail in Drafl

; Regulatory Guide DG-1061.
!

! In addition to results from PRA importance measures (and the associated sensitivity studies), IST components
!
t

I

__. _. ,,_, . . ~ . _ . . _ __,. , _ _ . . , . , , - - - . , --- _
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should also be categorized based on traditional engineering considerations and on plant specific operational
characteristics.

SRP 3.9.7:

[lI.A.7 Area of Review)

! The identification of components as potential candidates for changes in IST intervals or test methods can be
| done in many ways. Component categorization using PRA importance measures to classify structures,
'

systems, and components (SSCs) into high and low risk contributors is one of the acceptable methods. The
results from this importance analysis can then be one of the inputs to the licensee's integrated decision making
process (e.g., expert panel) to help deterrnine the safety significance of the IST components.

In addition to the determination of risk importance contribution for input to the licensee's integrated decision-
making process, the determination of potential risk contribution from SSCs by PRA importance determination
can be useful for the following reasons:

When petformed with a series of sensitivity evaluations, it can identify potential risk outliers byo

identifying components which could dominate risk for various plan'. configurations and operational
modes, PRA model assumptions, and data and model uncertainties.

Importance categorization can provide a useful means to identify improvements to current IST*

practices during the risk infonned application process by identifying components that are high risk
contributors which may benefit from more frequent tests or enhanced testing methods.

[Ill.A.7 Acceptance Guidelines)

When using risk importance measures to identify components that are low risk contributors, potential
limitations of these measures have to be addressed. Therefore,information to be provided to the licensee's
integrated decision-making process (e g., expert panel) must include tensWity studies and'or other
evaluations to demonstrate the insensitivity of the risk importance results to the important PRA modcling
techniques, assumptions, and data. Issues that have to be considered and addressed w hen detennining low risk
contributors include the following: truncatior |imit, different risk metrics, component failure modes, different
maintenance states and plant configurations, multiple component censiderations, defense in depth, binning
criteria, and analysis of uncertainties (including sensitivity studies to cor..ponent data uncertainties, common
cause failures, and recovery actions).

[lV.A7 Review Proce 'ures]

Results from risk categorization can be nsed directly for identifying the high risk significant components (e.g.,
for the identification of risk outliers, or for the identification of SSCs u here more resources can be allocated).

- llowever, when risk importance measure s are used to group components as low risk significant, additional
evaluations, sensitivity studies and othe: considerations as discussed in Section Ill.A.7 have to be taken into
account. Review procedures for component risk categorization are provided in Appendix C of the general
SRP for risk informed regulation.

[V.A.7 Evaluation Findings)

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information is provided in accordance with the requirements of this SRP
section and that the evaluation supports conclusions of the following type, to be included in the staffs safety
evaluation report:

- lhe licensee's integrated decision making process (e.g., expert panel) on the determination of risk importance
~

of components in the RI lST program is robust in terms of the " uncertainty" issues like common cause failure
modeling and modeling of human reliability.
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B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

The topic of categorization of components is first raised in DG 1062 Section
4.2.3. DG 1062 explains the importance of the topic and provides a short
overview of the important issues before referencing DG 1061. SRP Chapter 3.9.7,
in Sections II.A.7, III.A.7, IV.A.7 and V.A.7, mentions similar goals, provides
a slightly longer list of issues, references Appendix C of SRP Chapter 19 and
then closes by ) lacing the most emphasis on uncertainty in common cause failures
and human relia)ility analysis. DG 1061 Appendix A and SRP Chapter 19 Appendix
C.1 provides the most detailed guidance, including an explanation of what is
meant by each issue. It should be noted however that two topics in SRP Chapter
3.9.7, namely "binning criteria", defense in depth and "different maintenance
states and plant configurations" are not discussed anywhere in detail in those
two Appendices. It is the lists of issues for the two A>pendices which are

| addressed in detail here. TV Electric has added these t1ree additional issues
| from SRP Chapter 3.9.7 to the list however. Subsequently, other relevant topics

raised in that Chapter or other NRC guidance is discussed together with possible
points of interest for the NRC staff. Finally, comments on NUREG 1602 Appendix
A are provided.

The issues listed in the DG 1061 and SRP Chapter 19 Appendices, henceforth
referred to as the Appendices, begin with very similar general guidance which is
summarized as follows:

Limitations in importance measures need to be addressed for them to be used in
component categorization. Host of the issues are related to technical problems
which can be resolved by the use of sensitivity studies or appropriate
quantification techniques and are discussed in the list below. In addition,
however, there are two issues which need to have been addressed adequately,,

namely:
risk rankings apply only to individual contributions and not combinationso
or sets of contributions, and
risk rankings are not necessarily related to risk changese

The following discussion indicates how TV Electric comports with the issues of
the Appendices, the three issues from SRP Chapter 3.9.7 not described in the
Appendices and these two important fundamental considerations.

The list of issues from the Appendices (using the order in DG 1061) are:
o truncation limit
e different risk metrics,
e completeness of risk model
e sensitivity for component data uncertainties
e sensitivity analysis for common cause failures

sensitivity analysis for recovery actions, ande
consideration of multiple failure modes (not in DG 1061)e

The issue of truncation limit which is described in detail in SRP Cha)ter 19
Appendix A, Section A.6, is evaluated in corresponding detail in Attac1 ment 3.
It is one of the topics listed as "not referenced initially in DG 1062" because
it is only mentioned in relativo passing here.

Regarding different niik metrics, the TV Electric RI IST program uses both CDF
and LERF as suggested here.

Regarding comoleteness d the E11L model, the TU Electric RI IST program
addresses this topic in the following general way, the details of which are |

described in the Engineering Report previously submitted to and reviewed by the
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staff. For internal events, the IPE is used which contains random equipment
failures and floods. For external events, the IPEEE contributions from fire and
tornado are used. A discussion of how the qualitative approach to seismic is
unaffected is provided together with the fact that CPSES is in the lowest
category seismic risk zone, namely Reduced Scope. For shutdown and low >ower
initiators, a single cycle risk calculation from an ORAM train level rist model
is used in conjunction with a comprehensive review of component functions (from
system operating procedures) and evaluated using a qualitative technique that
has been found to be equivalent to the quantitative techniques used above for
internal eventt iad external events (fire and tornado).

It is important to note also that the TV Electric a>proach is consistent with |

its understanding of the relative significance of tiese results. That is. TV
Electric believes that it is likely that substantial conservatism exists in the
external event contribution. Consequently, the method does not sum that,

contribution with internal events and then evaluate importance measures.|

Instead, the importance measures are calculated individually for each risk
contribution and components predicted by either source to be HSSC are classified
accordingly. This process avoids biasing the results by a s..gle conservatively
modeled risk source, e.g., possibly fire. Shutdown o>erations are treated
similarly, as an important contributor, even though tie existing quantitative
calculations from ORAM indicate that its contribution to the total risk estimate
is much less than internal events.

Also, it is important to note that the same basic models are used, and in the
case of internal and external events, the same basic success criteria are used.
Hence TV Electric believes that changes in risk for all sources will be
proportional to changes in risk from internal events.

Regarding sensitivity analysis IQI comoonent data uncertainties, the risk
ranking approach is not sensitive to this issue. In essence, IST components
that are ranked LSSC because of relative reliability involve check valves. The
generic data strongly indicates that check valves are substantially more
reliable than MOVs, A0Vs and pumps. The conclusion is intuitive as well based
on the relative complexity of each type of component. Further the conclusion is
supported by plant specific data and the Expert panel. Finally, it is important
to note that any component ranked low solely because of relative reliability has
a compensatory measure assigned to ensure degradations in that assessed
reliability are quirhly detected.

Regarding sensitivity analysis for common sme failures, the discussion in
Section 4.2.4.2 addresses this issue explicitly. It is also important to note
that this issue, elevated in importance in SRP Chapter 3.9.7 Section V.A.7, is
addressed to a significant degree of detail.

Regarding sensitivity analysis f.or recovery actions, the discussion in Section
4.2.4.4 addresses this issue explicitly. It is also important to note that this
issue, elevated in importance in SRP Chapter 3.9.7 Section V.A.7, is addressed
to a significant degree of detail.

Regarding Inultiole failure utQdn, the component categorization sums the
contribution from all component failure modes. This approach is conservative in
that truly insignificant failure modes and their corresponding safety functions
and ISTs might be unnecessarily addressed. However, such an approach, that is
keeping the scope of the test progran constant for safety related functions is
also easier to administer as well as conservative. Regardless, the TV Electric
RI IST program comports with the issue of concern addressed in SRP Chapter 19
Appendix C.1.
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As mentioned previously SRP Chapter 3.9.7 also identifies three issues that are
not discussed anywhere in detail in those two Appendices, namely "binning
criteria", " defense in depth" and "different maintenance states and plant

i

configurations". |

The issue of defense 10 depib is discussed at length in the response to Section
4.3.

Regarding binnina criteria, we presume this means what is the sensitivity of the
results to establishing risk thresholds. While this issue is, even more than
the other issues, much less significant, when one considers that criteria for
risk changes must be met, this topic was examined in detail in the CPSES pilot
application. The expert panel set the original cutoff for FV at 0.0009 because
of a natural break in the results. However, because some issues like external
events and LERF tended to make some of the components near this threshold HSSC,
the next highest FV importance in the final results is about 0.0005, nearly a
factor of two lower. Thus, including the other risk sources tended to widen the
gap between component groups initially selected by the expert panel. This gap
would im)1y that a bias of a factor of two would be required to numerically
change tie ranking results. However, the highest FV importance for a LSSC that
does not have a compensatory action assigned is 0.00025 nearly a factor of four
lower. In conclusion, the binning criteria, or importance thresholds set for

i FV, are rather robust. It is also worthwhile to note again that this " gap" is
the principal reason why the CP5ES results are so insensitive to issues of bias
such as are a concern in this pm%n of the NRC guidance for CCF. It should
also be noted that a similar nature boundary was set by the expert panel for
RAW.

Regarding the issue of different maintenance itatti and plant confiaurations, we
take this to be the so called dynamic ranking effect that was a concern
expressed as part of the pilot process. This concern is emphasized as well in
SRP Chapter 3.9.7, Section II.A.7, when it refers to potential risk outliers
which could dominate risk for various plant configurations. This issue has been
examined in detail for the various plant configurations that result from on line
maintenance practices. The following discusses in detail the methods, results
and findings for this sensitivity evaluation. The findings are that no LSSCs
" dominate risk for various piant configurations".

As part of the TU Electric RI IST program, a study of the dynamic ranking
effects for IST components was performed. This study is based in part on joint
work done by the NRC and its contractors, Brookhaven National Labs, and TU
Electric to review the risk profile for various equipment outage configurations
for CPSES Unit 1. The configurations referred to in the current study are those
developed as part of that joint work.

A study of the dynamic ranking effects for IST components was performed for
CPSES using the following steps:

Select representative configurations.

Adjust the cutset model to reflect components removed from service.

Calculate the FV and RAW importances for IST components for each.

configuration
Calculate integrated FV and RAW importances for the IST components.

Interpret the results.

In the sections that follow, the implementation of each of these steps is
described and the results are presented.
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Select Reoresentative Confiaurations

The study looked at the contribution from four risk peaks in a six month period.
These peaks were selected from roughly two hundred configurations that occurred
during the period. To select the peaks, about 15 significant and unique

,

configurations were identified. In general, the configurations involved removal !
from service of a train in a risk significant system. Four configurations
selected from these 15 were deemed representative because the cases with both
peak risk and significant duration were represented, and the trains removed
represented the types of trains removed in the 15 configurations.

Ad.iust the Cutset tiodel 10 Reflect Comoonents Removed ffrom Service

For each of these configurations, the CPSES cutset file was modified by setting
to 1.0 the probabilities for the applicable failure modes of the equipment being
removed from service, e.g., fails to operate and continue to operate.

Calculate the EY and g Imoortances Inc 1SI Components f.or Each Conf 1auration

Using the cutset files generated accordingly, the RAW and FV risk measures were
calculated in the same manner as in the original study, i.e., using the E0VIMP
code and the same assignment of basic events to component tag numbers. The
implication of these values to changes in ranking are discussed in the results
below.

Calculate Intearated EY and W Imoortances f.nc the ISI Comoonents

A measure of the integrated importance was obtained by taking the four
representative configurations and weighting their impact on the importance by
the duration and the CDF of the corresponding configuration. The duration was
obtained by summing all the outage times over the six month interval for the
corresponding trains and using the limiting value. In other words, the total
outage time of each Emergency Diesel Generator. Safety Injection pump train, and
_Compcnent Cooling Water train was summed and the larger value was used. For
Auxiliary Feedwater, the turbine driven pump train outage time was used. Then
it was assumed that the remainder of the time is spent in the nominal case,

Interoret the Results

Changes from below the FV criteria (i.e. LOW ranking) to above it (i.e.. HIGH
ranking) were observed to occur in 13 of the approximately 140 components in the
cutset model. In each case, the changes occurred during only one of the four
peaks.

When the integrated FV is considered, that is the FV weighted by both risk level
and exposure time, the sensitivity of the FV measure is even smaller. A
sensitivity study was used to estimate the potential change in the integrated FV
among the ~140 components in the cutset model. Nearly three quarters of the
modeled components had increases of less than St. None of the components with
increases greater than 5% even approached the ranking threshold.

Changes to plant configuration also were reviewed and it was determined that the
basis for truncation of the other modeled components was not affected. Hence,
the conclusion applies to truncated and unmodeled cutsets as well.

In reviewing the results for the 13 components that experienced temporary
ranking changes. i.e,. FV > 0.001 during one of the four peaks, seven had
already been addressed by other aspects of the ranking analysis. Three
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components were high for fire risk (two of which were also high for LERF risk).
Four components had high RAWS and consequently have compensatory measures
implemented.'

Of the remaining six components, the measured increases were small. The
instantaneous FV increased less than or equal to an order of magnitude. In no|

'

case was the wak FV greater than 0.003. But most importantly, the percentage
increase in t1e FV integrated over the operating period was less than or equal
to about 12%.

The CPSES risk ranking results have shown that ranking is determined primarily
by the degree of redundancy. When reliability determines ranking, large changes
in the perceived reliability must occur to change a component from LSSC to HSSC.
Based on the findings of the study and these sensitivity studies, it appears
that configuration changes will change risk ranking only if sustained
unavailability occurs in important system recovery paths, e.g., service water
backup to the CST, or in components with high RAW values. Components with high
RAW values are in risk significant trains which in turn are subject to
Maintenance Rele monitoring and to compensatory measures in the RI IST Program.
Hence, adequate plant controls are in place to ensure configuration changes
(i.e., dynamic risk) does not pose a problem to the conclusions of this
sensitivity study.

In conclusion, this study shows that the magnitude of the ranking change
considering configurations changes was low whether it was considered in an
instantaneous or an integrated manner. The effect on all components was low in
general and, in particular, the effect was low for those components that
temporarily experienced a ranking threshold change. On this basis, it was
concluded that the existing RI IST Program results adequately address both
temporary and integrated effects that are likely to result from plant
configuration changes.

TV Electric closes this discussion with the two " global" issues which need to
have been addressed adequately, namely:

o risk rankings apply only to individual contributions and not combinatio,1s
or sets of contributions, and
risk rankings are not necessarily related to risk changese

As discussed in Section 4.2.4.2, TU Electric performed a detailed evaluation of
the importances of combinations of components. As part of that process, we
developed an understanding of what importances calculated in this way tend to
imply. In general, the evaluation indicated that single component measures were
robust, but that multiple component importance measures could identify certain
important component combinations for common cause type failures across systems.
For this reason, the discussion of this issue is provided in Section 4.2.4.2.

The relationship of component risk ranking to its effect on risk changes is
discussed in Section 4.2.5. It is interesting to note that a FV criteria of
0.001 at the component level is probably more robust than a criteria of 0.005.
Also, that discussion notes some weak non linear effects in risk increases that
can occur. This effect, as wall as the calculation of risk increases in
general, is an indication of the potential for multiple component effects and
the robustness of the CPSES RI IST program's treatment of it.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

J/
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C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

Connents 0.0 NUREG 1602

In Appendix A Categorization of Components is discussed.

TU Electric has the concern that NUREG 1602 Appendix A. Section A.2.3 proposes a
variety of untested sensitivity studies and a basic philosophy for evaluating
them which, in essence, moves toward making every component HSSC. Because of
this gross impracticality, the Appendix offers very little real benefit. The
most important aspect of this impracticality is described below.

The first sensitivity study, Multiple Component Considerations, which is related
in the text to defense in depth, is discussed in the NUREG 1602 comments on
defense in depth in Section 4.3.

The second sensitivity study, Consideration for Allowable Plant Configurations,
in particular seems to be an example of an untested sensitivity study that moves
towards making every component HSSC. To consider how this does so, imagine the
following process. A Technical Specification allows two trains in a three train
system to be out of service. If one takes out trains A and B, all train C
components must be HSSC to avoid a the minimal cutset cond. tion suggested by the
NUREG. If one taket out trains A and C, all train B components must be HSSC to
avoid the condition. If one takes out trains B and C, then all train A!

components must be HSSC to avoid the condition, In effect, nearly all
components in the system will become HSSC. The sensitivity study to dynamic
configurations described earlier in this section indicates that everage risk
measures are very effective in representing the spectrum of plant conditions.
Given that risk management programs are being put in place, this effect will
become even less significant.

The last general comment about this section deals with its philosophy. The
Appendix tends to use language like the following. If the sensitivity study
predict an HSSC condition for an otherwise LSSC, the component could be moved
to HSSC to account for uncertainties. (The word should is used for the HRA
sensitivity.) If making components HSSC becomes the tendency, two problems
occur. First, so many components become HSSC that the analysis shows little
economic benefit. In such a case, licensees will most likely be reluctant to
try Risk Informed Regulation. nd the public will not benefit from the safety
improvements that seem likely as discussed in Section 4.2.5. Second, the basis
for why the component is HSSC becomes less tangible in engineering terms and
more relevant to numerical manipulations. This type of philosophy is
inconsistent with the NRC's intent and will be confusing to both NRC and
licensee implementers. As a result, the safety and economic benefits are likely
to be muted as people avoid using an approach they do not understand.

In summary, this section of NUREG 1602 is s)eculative and dangerous. Some very
important sensitivities are proposed which lave not been tested in the pilot
plant applications and their practicality seems dubious. Both the content and
the tone of this guidance should be changed. It does not reflect an ideal to be
moved towards, but rather the possible negative outcome that can result from
misapplication of the PRA numbers and inappropriate mixing of deterministic and
quantitative methods.

|

_
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A. INITIATING EVENTS-

DG 1062:

[4.2.4.1]

For purposes of determining RI IST requirements, all initiating events (internal and external) and all operating
modes should be evaluated to see whether initiating events and predicted plant response are affected by RI IST
proposed changes. At a minimum, all internal event initiators that have been evaluated in the PRA and all
external event initiators that have been shown to contribute to the upper 95 percent of the total CDP have to be
included in the IST risk determination process. In addition, other initiators including those that have been
screened out (eliminated) from the base PRA have to be considered by answering the following questions.

(1) Does the IST issue involve a change that could lead to an increase in the frequency of a particular
initiator already included in the PRA?

(2) Does the IST issue involve a change that could lead to an increase in the frequency of a particular
initiator initially screened out of the PRA?

(3) Does the IST issue affect ue quantification of previously identified accident scenarios for specific
initiators that were screened out and climinated from the PRA because of truncation?

(4) Does the IST issue affect only specific initiators?

(5) Does the IST issue have the potential to introduce a new initiating event?

Acceptance Guidelines

(1) The impact of the proposed plant change on the potential for event initiators (internal md external)
already included in the PRA should be determined. For example, less frequent testing could lead toi

an increase in the frequency of transients for the loss-of-feedwater or loss of support systems. The
initiators included in an evaluation should include any initiators for which the plant change directly

| affects the frequency of the initiating event.

(2) The impact of the plant change on the frequency of an initiating event originally identified in the PRA
but screened due to lo .v frequency should be determined. For example, ifless frequent pump and
valve testing could le ad to an increase in the frequency ofloss of-coolant-accident (LOCA) initiators
that were iniually screened from an analysis of a shutdown plant operational state (POS), then the
impact of such an increr4se in LOCA frequency should be reexamined.

(3) The impact of the plant change on the failure rates of SSCs already included in a risk analysis should
be considered. SSCs that show a change in their failure probability as a result of the plent change
should be addressed in the analysis. Therefore, initiators which depend on the affected SSCs to
achieve safe shutdown and that were initially eliminated from the PRA should be reexamined.

,

If the regulatory issue affects only specific initiators, only d.ose specific initiators should be(4) .
reexamined. For example, if the issue results in changes only to the fire barrier failure probabilities,
only those initiators important to fire risk will have to be reexamined.

(5) The effect of an IST program change should be examined to determine whether it could introduce a
new initiating event, if so, its effect should be included in the PRA.

SRP 3,9.7:

[lI.A.8.a Area of Review)

While completely v initiating event, are not expected from proposed changes to IST programs, it is

t i
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necessary to review whether initiating events previously screened out in the PRA, on grounds oflow
frequency, might now be above the screening threshold as a result of an IST program change. Examples
would be events that are (a) relatively infrequent to begin with, (b) mitigated satisfactorily by closure of an
isolation valve, and C not analyzed because of a combination oflow frequency of event "AND-ed" with a low
probability of valve failure. If such events increased in frequency as a result of an IST program change, then
the scope of consideration would need to change to reflect this.

[Ill.A.8.a Acceptance Guidelines]

Other than for IST interval extensions argued on the basis ofIST induced risk, the ace ptance guideline in this
area is that there should be positive evidence that the licensee process considered the e feet of the IST program
on initiating event frequency.

In the area of IST induced risk, licensees are encouraged, to analyze the potential for , dverse effects due to the
tests themselves, and to look for ways to reduce these effects, either tiuough changes in interval or changes in
test protocols, iflicensees advance the argument that there are significant adverse effects associated with
testing as a reason far reducing or climinating test frequency, then it will be necessary to review

e' the causal model relating IST activity to the occurrence of an initiating event,

e the probability of core damage conditional on this event,

e the causal model relating reduction ofIST or change in protocol to the subsequent behavior of the
IST component.

Acceptance criteria for these causal models are the same as for causal models of IST basic events, and the
acceptance criterion for core damage probability is covered by acceptance criteria for general PRA issues
presented in the general SRP.

[lV.A.8.a Review Procedures)

For most aspects of the general case of IST changes on initiating event frequency, the reviewer is not expected
to accept or reject the analysis through a process ofindependent validation of the licensee's evaluation of the
effect ofIST program changes on initiating event frequcacy. Rather, the reviewer is expected to look for
evidence that the licensee

o considered the effect of IST changes on initiating events that were analyzed (not screened out),

e - considered whether the IST changes would affect the frequencies ofinitiating events previously
screened out from the analysis.

Note that the latter step logically requires that there have been documentation of the basis for screcing out of
initiating events.

Ilowever, if a licensee argues for a reduction in testing or a change in protocol based on adverse risk effects of
testing, the reviewer should spot check the calculations, especially if other plants of the same type have not
drawn similar conclusions.

[V.A.8 a Evaluation Findings]

There is positive evidence that the licensee adequately considered the effects of proposed IST changes on the
frequencies ofinitiating events analyzed and the frequencies ofinitiating events previously screened out. In
addition,if the licensee analyzed adverse risk effects ofIST activities, and applied these results tojustify IST
reductions, this analysis was found acceptable.- Either the analysis is consistent with previously accepted
analyses applicable to this plant type, or the causal modelling of the IST activities' effects on initiating effects

j was reviewed and found to address appropriately the technical issues described in this SRP under " causal
modelling."

i
|

;
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B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

| The topic of use of initiating events is first raised in DG 1062 Section 4.1.3.
It is also raised in Section 4.2.4.5. SRP Chapter 3.9.7, in Sections II.A,8.e.
IV.A,8.e. and V.A,8.e ultimately references Appendix A of SRP Chapter 19.
A>pendix A.1 provides the most detailed guidance on initiating events. It is
tie acce
However,ptance criteria for that Section which are addressed in detail.'

some ap)11 cation specific simplifications to the scope of the issue ere
drawn from SRP Cla)ter 3.9,7, Section II.A.8,e. Subsequently, other relevant
topics raised in tlat Chapter or other NRC guidance is discussed together withI

possible points of interest for the NRC staff, Finally, comments on NUREG 1602
are provided.

SRP Chapter 19 suggests that the analyst should consider if an IST program
change:

leads to an increase in the frequency of an initiating event alreadye
included in the model,
leads to an increase in the frequency of an initiating event screened frome
the model,
introduces a new initiating event, ore
affects the grouping of initiating events.

In SRP Chapter 3.9,7. Section II.A.8.e NRC guidance indicates that completely
new initiating events are not expected from proposed changes to IST programs.
TU Electric concurs with this statement and note that the same logic applies to
effects on the grouping of initiating events. Hence, the focus of this
discussion is on the first two bullets.

Regarding increases in frequencies of initiating events already in the model,
the analysis considered both support system initiators and Interfacing Systems
LOCAs. The support system initiators are typically represented in the IPE model
as point estimates at the system level (erived from reliable data sources.
However, for the three special initiator systems, namely the Component Cooling
Water system, Safety Chilled Water system and the Station Service Water system.
system fault trees were used to determine initiating event frequencies for loss
of these systems. The IST components that are important to core damage
frequency in these systems are typically ranked high solely for their impact in
mitigating other initiators. But, they can also be contribute.*s to initiating
events. The potential effect of proposed interval changes increasing the
failure rates of other system components was evaluated for the initiating event
frequencies and determined to be low. The basic reason the contribution was lcu
was because the most important components in support systems are ranked HSSC and
therefore unaffected by program changes. Because these three systems
cumulatively contribute less than 6 percent to total CDF, the small change in
initiating event frequency (due to the relatively small number of components
affected) ensures that the cumulative effects on the CDF and LERF due to IST
test interval changes are insignificant. (It is useful to note that the
abovementioned systems are the type of systems referred to as " black boxes" in
SRP Chapter 19.)

For InMrfacing Systems LOCA (ISLOCA) analysis, an evaluation of initiating
event frequency increases was also considered. Increases in ISLOCA sequences
were also minimal because the Expert Panel had ranked most of the associated
components as HSSC. For the remaining LSSC components, the relative changes in
failure rate, due to proposed test interval changes, because of the redundancy
of components in the configuration, ensures that the effect on LERF due to IST
test changes is insignificant. This effect is included in the PRA calculation

_

.
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for change in LERF.<

Regarding the second bullet about screened initiators, the analysis considered
both screened ISLOCA scenarios and other initiators. The IPE analysis of ISLOCA
accidents maintained a high level of resolution so that very few of these

,

contributors were screened based on probability. The analysis concluded that !

screened ISLOCA scenarios would not increase significantly in probability as a !
'

result of proposed IST program changes. Again, many of the probabilistically '

screened scenarios had at least one HSSC component in the cutsets. This finding
typically related to the importance of these components for other functions, j
e.g., ECCS injection, or because some of the components appeared in other ISLOCA

a scenarios.

Regarding other screened initiators, this issue was not a concern for a program
like IST. The principal reason for this is that other screened initiators

.
generally do not come from systems within the ASME code class boundary.

! Expressed another way, mitigating systems within the ASME code class boundary
are also important '.:nough as special initiators to not be screened from the

'

initiating event list.

i Qther Considerations Related IQ Initiatina Events.

The following clarifies a few points which may be useful for the staff in
evaluating the TV Electric submittal. These points try to address other
relevant perspectives including those mentioned in the Draft Guides or Standard
Review Plan Chapters, but not addressed explicitly above.

As mentioned in the discussion on human reliability analysis (HRA), the IST
evaluation of effects on risk did not include a quantitative evaluation of
adverse effects of testing. Hence, the guidance in SRP Chapter 3.9.7, in
Section III.A.8.e on causal modeling does not apply.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

In Section 2.1.1, Initiating Events Analysis is discussed.

TU Electric has the concern that NUREG 1602 tends to imply that an incredibly
detailed documentation effort is required. This implication could be a
significant cost-burden for utilities. The NRC staff should pursue more cost
effective options. For example, it would seem plausible that the Owners Groups
or EPRI or even AE00 could maintain standard lists of initiators that could be
complete or intended to be combined. Thus, the Owners Groups might maintain
NSSS specific initiators. EPRI might maintain support system initiators and AE00
might document insights from operating experience and Accident Sequence
Precursor analyses. This type of an approach might satisfy the intent of this
section without placing the cost burden for plant specific documentation on each
utility.

Also, the reference to FMEAs is vague. FMEAs of electrical systems have been
known to cost more than an IPE, The practical intent of what precisely is meant
here should be better described. Fault tree analysis seems to us to be an
adequate, if not superior basis for identifying special initiators.
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Finally, there is a lot of em>hasis on application specific evaluations of
screened initiators. While t11s is addressed above for the IST application,
such a review might not be so straightforward for other applications. The PRA
community could probably develop a more specific list of issues or initiators of
concern that would reduce the burden to both NRC reviewers and licensee analysts
as well as make the evidence generated more objective.

|

f

1
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A. DEPENDENCIES AND COMMON CAUSE FAILURES

DG 1062:

[4.2.4.2}

The effects of dependencies and common cause failures (CCFs) for IST components need to be,
"

considered carefully because of the signincance they can have on core damage frequency.
Generally, data are insuf6cient to produce plant-specinc estimates based solely on the data. For
CCFs, data from generic sources may be required.

Acceptance Guidelines

For those components for which CCF contributions are not included in the PRA models and
'

.

. this exclusion isjusti6ed on the basis of historical and engineering evidence driven by
'

current IST requirements, there would be no assurance that the CCF contribution would not
become signincant under the new proposed IST requirements. Therefore, this issue has to
be addressed either using sensitivity studies or as part of a qualitative assessment.
For RI-IST applications, the potential for cross system CCFs should be investigated..

Guidance for performing such evaluations is given in Dran Regulatory Guide DG-1061.
,

'

SRP 3.9.7:
. ,

) [lI.A.8.b Area of Review]

Common cause failures (component haruwuc failure dependencies) cover the failures of usually identical ;

components that are usually caused by design, manufacturing, installation, calibration, maintenance, or
operational deficiencies. Because they can fail more than one component at the same time, CCFs can

3

dominate plant risk.

A change in IST has the potential of affecting the CCF probabilities since similar test methods and frequencies
are being proposed for pumps or valves as a group. For these components, CCF probabilities could be low or
might not even be included in the baseline PRA models based on the historical and engineering evidence
driven by current requirements. With proposed changes in IST frequencies and methods, there should be,

i assurance that the CCF contribution will not become so significant that it could affect satisfying the acceptance

criteria (See reference 1).

[Ill.A.8.b Acceptance Guidelines]

Common cause failure (CCF) modeling of failures potentially addressed by IST should be performed. This
includes the modeling of CCF groups of similar components that are mutually redundant and all being relaxed.

To reduce fault exposure times for potential common cause failures, staggered testing should be implemented
as part of the RI-IST change process.

[IV.A.8.b Review Procedures]

The reviewer should check to confirm that potential CCFs which involve IST components have been
considered in the PRA. It is particularly critical that the selection of common component groups was
performed correctly to ensure that important common cause failure groups were not omitted. As a minimum,
the CCF groups should include: redundant standby pumps; redundant MOVs/AOVs that change state;
redundant check valves; and any other components that change state in order to support IST component
operability.

The reviewer should verify that plant specific experience which involve the failure of two or more components
from the same cause was analyzed and incorporated into the model where appropriate.

The reviewer should determine that the methodology used to calculate the CCF probabilities is consistent with
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that given in the AEOD report (teference XX). Consistency of common cause failure probabilities with past
experience and with the AEOD data should also be checked.

Reviewers should check that licensees have established that perfomtance monitoring is capable of detecting
CCF before multiple failures are allowed to occur subsequent to an actual system challenge.

[V.A.8.b Evaluation Findings]
,

Evaluation findings should include statements that common cause failure has been suitably addressed and that
the licensee has systematically identified all component groups sharing attributes that correlate with CCFa

potential and that affect IST, either in that they comprise IST components or compensating SSCs. The
licensee's performance monitoring program addresses staggered testing ofIST components in CCF groups.

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:
,

,

The topic of dependencies and common cause failures is first raised in DG 1062
Section 4.2.4.2. Two specific issues are identified there. SRP Chapter 3.9.7

'

Sections II.A.8.b III.A 8.b IV,A,8,b, and V.A.8.b emphasize generally
2 different issues. The SRP issues are very similar to those raised in SRP
; Chapter 19 Ap andix A,4, There are a few important differences which will be

discussed in t1e text below, Essentially, TV Electric used the evaluation
criteria of the SRPs as the focus of this discussion. First, however, the
issues in DG 1062 are addressed together with a short overview of the method
used in the CPSES IPE. Subsequently, other relevant toaics raised in the'

various forms of NRC guidance is discussed together wit 1 possible points of
f interest for the NRC staff. Finally, comments on NUREG 1602 are provided

although it is much less detailed in terms of guidance than either SRP.

In the CPSES IPE, common cause failures (CCF) impacting two or more components
in a system were carefully examined and appropriately placed in the system fault
tree models, The Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) method described in NUREG/CR 4780,
" Procedures for Treating Common Cause Failures in Safety and Reliability
Studies," was used to quantify the effect of common cause failure events. The
evaluation process is consistent with the NRC and EPRI guidelines. The typical'

IST related component types are included in the CCF analysis. These are:
Motor operated valves.

-Air operated valves.

Check valves.

Electro hydraulic valves.

Solenoid valves.

Operating pumps.

Standby pumps.

Turbine driven pumps.

As indicated by the above list, the first acceptance guideline in DG 1062 is
met. That is, IST components are included in the CCF groups.

The second acceptance guideline in DG 1062 was addressed by the sensitivity
studies for failing two (and three) components at a time. This sensitivity study
was designed to consider whether changes to in service testing offered the
potential for common cause like degradations in components in different systems.
Less risk significant components were assumed to be influenced two at a time.
Four such components were identified which, together with other components,

;

offered the potential of becoming more risk significant. Appropriate I
compensatory actions designed to limit reliability degradations and enhance i

monitoring for CCF were imposed on these components. A similar sensitivity )study was performed where less risk significant components were assumed to be
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influenced three at a time. This study identified no additional components
which taken together with othar components would become more risk significant.
Consequently, the sensitivity studies employed in the CPSES component
categorization method identified components with an important potential for
across system CCF.

Turning to the Evalu'':1on Criteria in the SRPs, the criteria are summarized as
follows:

CCF has been suitably addressed and the licensee has systematically*

identified all component groups sharing attributes
performance monitoring program addresses staggered testing (SRP Chaptere
3.9.7) and phased implementation (SRP Chapter 19)

The first bullet is directly related to the selection of an acceptable method,
its proper implementation and the availability of CCF groups and data for each
IST component type affected by the RI IST program. NUREG/CR 4780 is a method
developed by NRC in cooperation with EPRI and was specifically listed as
acceptable for the IPE. It has a long history of plant specific application.
SRP Chapter 19. Appendix A. Section A.4.b references this approach as
acceptable. (The apparent contradiction from SRP Chapter 3.9.7, Section
IV.A.8.b is addressed in a comment below.) The implementation method and its
results for the IPE were evaluated in detail during the IPE Peer Review process-
by one of the developers of the methodology. The above discussion already
indicates that the CCF groups and data cover each IST component type affected by
the RI IST program.

Regarding the second bullet, the CPSES implementation and performance monitoring
program includes staggered testing. Hence, both SRP criteria are met.

QthtC Considerations Related Common Caua Eailnrm.

The following clarifies a few points which may be useful for the staff in
evaluating the CPSES submittal. These points try to address other relevant
perspectives including those mentioned in the Draft Guides or Standard Review
Plan Chapters, but not addressed explicitly above.

The plant specific data evaluation identified no experiences of multiple IST
component failures that would be clarified as CCF.

The impact of CCF events on other cutsets was considered to determine if it
could possibly bias the conclusions of the component categorization.
Essentially, components that meet the importance criteria are included if it
occurs with CCF included or with it not included.

The CPSES implementation of NUREG 4780 includes the full spectrum of CCF groups
(i.e. . each " Greek letter"). Therefore, more than just the CCF combination
which fails the system is included.

The screening process for selection of the CCF events applicable to CPSES did
not eliminate any CCF events because they have not occurred at CPSES. Rather,
those events that did not apply to Comanche Peak due to plant specific design
and configurations were screened out. In other words, any CCF event in the
generic database that could physically occur at CPSES was included in the
prior / posterior distributions regardless of whether or not it has actually
occurred at CPSES.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:
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The CPSES Engineering Evaluation does not include a check of consistency with |
either AE00 methods or data. SRP Chapter 3.9.7 calls for consistency of both
methods and data while Chapter 19 calls only for consistency of data. The AE00
report was not available at the time TV Electric completed its Engineering
Evaluation and submitted it to the NRC as part of the pilot plant application.
The NRC has provided no basis for updating the NUREG/CR 4780 data with the
referenced AE0D data, nor insight into what would be the most imx>rtant
component groups to update. Further, the method does not have tie history of
plant specific application and comparison of results between plants and analysts
that characterizes the NUREG/CR 4780 methods and data. While we have not
confirmed this, it is likely that the application of the method would provide no
significant additional insight. Essentially, the CPSES study indicated that the
most important CCF groups involved the least reliable components, namely pumps.
H0Vs and A0Vs. If there was some order of magnitude change in CCF values for
check valves for example, we presume the NRC would have identified that in the
Draft Regulatory Guides or the Standard Review Plans. Consequently, this
evaluation is not deemed worth the extra burden or worth introducing the extra
uncertainty of implementing a less tested method and data set.

The CPSES RI IST program does provide the assurance that the CCF failure
contribution will not increase so significantly as to affect meeting the
acceptance criteria for the following reasons:

there is reasonable margin available between LSSC and HSSC contributions.e
e.g., a factor of two to four,*

the most significant components, namely LSSCs with high RAW values, havee,

compensatory measures to ensure regular and frequent feedback of whether
components are functionally available, and
the CPSES Corrective Action Program specifically considers thea
susceptibility of like components to individual failures that are
experienced.

The previous point is related to another itportant point for which the SRPs
differ, Chapter 3.9.7 suggests that perforaance monitoring should be capable of
detecting CCFs before multiple failures are allowed to occur (emphasis added).
Chapter 19 suggests before they are likely t1 occur. Of course, it is difficult
to provide objective evidence that a monitor ng program can detect multiple
failures before they occur. This guidance implies that the contributing causes
of CCFs are all well known, an assertion at odds with the tone of the remainder
of the NRC guidance which considers reducing tha uncertainty associated with
CCFs. Because of the second and third bullets untioned above, the CPSES
program should be able to identify CCFs before tLey are likely to occur.
Specifically, some fraction of the population will be functionally tested on a
regular basis. Also, individual failures, which occur roughly ten times more
frequently, are evaluated for their susceptibility to CCF.e

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG-1602:
>

In Section 2.1.3, Systems Analysis, the topic of common cause failure analysis
is discussed.-

The discussion in the NUREG is not substantially different from the guidance in
SRP Chapter 3.9.7 Section IV.A.8.b. Again, we note that the NRC has provided no.

basis for updating the NUREG/CR 4780 data with the referenced AE00 data, nor
insight into what would be the most important component groups to update. Since
the AEOD report is six volumes and the process for plant specific application of
generic CCF data is time consuming, substantial improvement could be made to NRC
guidance by suggesting a more streamlined approach based on differences between
the NUREG and AE00 report.
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A. UNCERTAINTY AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

DG 1062:

[4.2.4.3]

Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses are expected to play an important (and complex) part in the
support of risk-informed IST program changes. The current guidance on these topics is given in
Draft Regulatory Guide DG 1061. It is expected that certain application-specific guidance will be
developed from the ongoing NRC reviews of the proposed RI-IST pilot plant programs.

SRP 3.9.7:

[lI.A.8.c Area of Review]

This issue consists of two parts. The first part deals with uncertainties in the baseline PRA that is u:ed as the

basis for the IST risk evaluation. A discussion for the need and criteria for an evaluation of uncertainties in the
base PRA is provided in the general Reg Guide and SRP.

He second part of this issue is the matter of uncertainties in the estimates of the change in risk resulting from
implementation of the risk informed IST program. If the licensee provides a best estimate indication of the
change in risk, then an estimate of uncertainties is necessary in order to make a rational decision on the
acceptability of the change. On the other hand, if the licensee provides an upper bound estimate of the change
in risk based on a demonstrably conservative analysis, then an uncertainty analysis is not required.

[Ill.A.8.c Acceptance Guidelines]

The criteria for the analysis of uncertainties in the comparison to acceptance guidelines is provided in the
Regulatory Guide DG-1061 (reference 1).

[lV.A.8.c Review Guidelines]

The following are review considerations for the licensee evaluation of uncertainties:

If the estimated risk change due to implementation of the IST program is a bounding estimate, then*

the reviewer should confirm that the models and data assumptions used do indeed produce a
demonstrably conservative estimate.

If the licensee contends that the estimated risk change due to implementation of the IST program is a*

best estimate, then the reviewer needs to establish that uncertainty is addressed for the change. This
argument must appropriately include data and model uncertainties. The licensee may be able to argue
without explicit propagation that the uncertainty is small compared to the margin between the
allowable change and the estimated change.

[V.A.8.c Evaluation Findings]

The reviewer verifies that the information provided and review findings support the following conclusions:

An appropriate consideration of uncertainties is provided in support of the proposed risk informed
IST program. He licensee showed either that a demonstrably conservative estimate of the change in
risk was acceptable, or that the uncertainty in the risk change was small compared to the margin
between the estimated change and the allowable change. In the latter case, this was done either by
explicit propagation, or by a qualitative analysis showing that no event contributing to the change in
risk is subject to significant uncertainty.
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B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

The topic of uncertainty and sensitivity is first raised in DG 1062 Section
4.2.4.3. This section basically references DG 1061. SRP Chapter 3,9.7, in
Sections II.A.8.c, III. A.8.c IV.A.8.c. and V. A.8.c provides a few key
principals, but ultimately references DG 1061. DG 1061 Section 2.4.2.2 provides
the most detailed discussion of sources of uncertainty and their importance to
the acceptance criteria for changes in risk. It also identifies when
uncertainty analysis is needed. SRP Chapter 19. Section II.3.2.5 provides
specific guidance on the issues that must be addressed. It is these acceptance
criteria which are addressed in detail. Subsequently, other relevant topics
raised in DG 1061 or SRP 3.9.7 are discussed together with possible points of
interest for the NRC staff. Finally. NUREG 1602 provides a very general
discussion of uncertainties in Section 2.1.6 and for this reason is not
commented upon.

DG 1061 focuses the discussion of uncertainty on how it affects the conclusion
as to whether Key Safety Principal Number 4 is met, namely whether "the proposed
increases in risk, and their cumulative effect, are small and do not cause the
PRC Safety Goals to be exceeded". DG 1061 acknowledges that the process to make
tnis conclusion is somewhat subjective and should be well documented.

Starting from this perspective, it is important to note that the proposed
increase in risk is small. A conservative estimate of easy to quantify risk
increases indicates that the increase is small, roughly a factor of ten less
than the NRC acceptance criteria. However, there is also a preponderance of
more difficult to quantify safety benefits which are likely to be much larger
than the increase. In addition, the possibility of non conservatisirs in the
risk estimate has been noted and the potential causes are considered in the
monitoring portion of the implementation program. Put simply, the "ypical
quoted range of uncertainty for a PRA estimate is less than a factet of ten, the
margin between the conservatively calculated increase and the NRC Actaptance
Criteria. The proposed change is much more likely to decrease ritk then
increase risk. And, the factors which might make the risk increase higher
and/or more uncertain than predicted are monitored. These points are discussed
in more detail in Section 4.2.5. Based on these findings, the need for
uncertainty analysis should be limited.

Nevertheless, the following describes the most important points about why
uncertainty is not important to the CPSES program:

important characteristics of the program or the methods which limit thee
impact of uncertainty on the RI IST program, including the relationship
between parameter uncertainties and component categorization,
the sources of model and completeness uncertainties, ande
the reasons why these sources are unlikely to affect safety as implementede
by the CPSES RI IST program

As a result, the discussion indicates that TU Electric's program meets the
evaluation criteria proposed in SRP Chapter 19 in that:

the program addresses both parameter and completeness uncertaintiese
programmatically and inherently,
uncertainties are small and/or quickly observable in relation to thee
acceptance criteria for risk increases,

e extensive sensitivity analyses have been performed to demonstrate the
robustness of the analysis, and

e the unanalyzed portion of risk is small and can be estimated and
considered against the acceptance criteria.
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Characteristics d the Proaram or Method that Lhit the Impact M Uncertainty

The important characteristics of the program or the methods which limit the
impact of uncertainty on the RI IST program are:

o balance in sources of risk at CPSES,
the fact that defense in depth is clearly met,e

separate categorization of components for different types of initiatorse
and operating modes,
margin between LSSC and HSSC FV values, ande
the detail and variety of sensitivity studiese

Section 4,3 discusses how the snurces of risk at CPSES are balanced and how that
also helps to ensure defense in depth. It is important to note that the same
factors which provide assurance for defense in depth provide assurance that
uncertainty is either small or inherently controlled by the 3rogram, In that
section, we point out how it is redundancy not reliability tlat is the principal
criteria for risk ranking when risk sources are balanced. TV Electric also
notes how, when relative reliability is credited, compensatory measures are
applied to ensure that any degradation in reliability can be quickly detected.
TV Electric also notes how factors which affect redundancy, namely common cause
failure, are monitored by the corrective action program in a manner which should
quickly detect significant increases in the likelihood of CCF, As such,
uncertainty in equipment parameter val Ns are monitored. Finally, Section 4.3
notes how if we have underestimated a source of risk at CPSES and risk is not

. balanced, what the impact would be on component categorization. In this case,
'

only LSSCs with compensatory measures would become HSSCs. As such, there is an
increased level of certainty in the reliability of the components most likely to
be affected by completeness uncertainties. Since the industry has long|

! recognized that defense in depth is a central element in minimizing the
importance of uncertainty, it should not be surprising that a robust treatment
for defense in depth is complementary to a robust defense against uncertainty.

Regarding how uncertainty in different initiator types or operating modes
affects risk, the CPSES method is designed to compensate for relative levels of
uncertainty in the most important risk sources. In Section 4,2,3, we discussed

| how the method for component categorization is applied separately for each risk
i source and how that limits the importance of a bias from any one source being

incorrectly estimated. In that section, we also identify the natural gap in FV
and RAW values between LSSCs and HSSCs which again limits the effect of biases
on risk categorization. Finally Section 4.2.3 also discusses or references
other discussions of an extensive set of sensitivity studies, including
particularly detailed studies of HRA and CCF. In summary, the method for
compcaent categorization has inherent stability with respect to various sources
of uncertainty.

In the discussion above and in the referenced discussions, we show the
importance of parameter uncertainties to the program. These uncertainties are
monitored and the implementation process, namely phasing in program changes and
staggering tests, also contributes to quick identification and mitigation of
these uncertainties.

Sources M Model ed Comoleteness Uncertainties ud itieft Imoortance to the &
151 Proaram

The following tries to identify some of the important sources of modeling and
completeness uncertainties. Because the investigation of these uncertainties is
not a practiced art in nuclear PSA, we do not try to claim that we have
considered them all, nor, because of the previous arguments, is it necessary to

.

._
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do so. However, as a pilot TU Electric has supported the NRC in the common
endeavor to improve the state of the art as it relates to Risk Informed
Regulation.

Given that redundancy has been shown to be the most im mrtant criteria for risk
ranking, it would be logical to conclude that one of tie most important model or
completeness uncertainties relates to success criteria. The CPSES IPE is
considered to be relatively strong in the evaluation of success criteria. TU
Electric has a strong safety analysis capability and has endeavored to maintain
as part of that capability a spectrum of analysis tools. This fact is
demonstrated by the fact that RETRAN and RELAPS analyses were used in parts of
the success criteria analysis (as well as MAAP and vendor calculations) and by
the fact that thermal hydraulic type calculations were performed to determine
the importance of flow diversion paths, instead of the more typical PRA practice
of using the "1/3 relative diameter rule". Additionally, TU Electric is
piloting an effort to use RELAPS capability for the simulator. Having a
convergence between operator training and safety analysis could reduce even
further the uncertainties (which nevertheless have already been accounted for)
in predicting how operators will respond to off normal conditions important to
the dominant accident sequences. Finally, it should be noted that success
criteria is not directly related to testing.

! Considering other sources of risk such as fire and flood, the most important
impact on risk for these location related factors is the location of equipment

| and its susceptibility, with the former being much more important than the
I latter. The location of equipment is an " uncertainty" which is carefully
i monitored by the design control process and as such is believed to be much less

significant as an " unknown" than a completeness uncertainty. Also, it should be
noted that equipment location and its susceptibility are not directly related to
testing.

Regarding seismic risk and its uncertainty, two considerations are important,
namely its perceived insignificance and the fact that the largest uncertainties
are in the fragility of SSCs rather than the reliability of pumps and valves.
For completeness of model uncertainties to be relevant for seismic. it would
probably be necessary for there to be a substantial error in the understanding
of the seismic hazard at CPSES. Not only is this unlikely, but it would affect
deterministic approaches as well as probabilistic ones. Further, it is more
likely that uncertainties related to fragilities, e.g., correlated equipment
response, are more important than small changes in reliability that may result
from changes to IST programs.

Regarding shutdown and low power risk estimates, the largest uncertainty is
probably in the plant configuration. Success criteria may sometimes be
important but the often longer response time probably limits their importance.
Regarding configurations, two insights are relevant. First. there has been a
movement toward improving risk management capabdlity for outage conditions. TU
Electric has been and continues to improve its capability for risk management.
Second, the risk ranking study gives insights which argue that uncertainty in
shutdown and low power risk sources is not important to the CPSES RI IST
program. The shutdown risk calculation that was performed for a recent cycle
indicated that shutdown risk is likely to be a substantially lower contributor
than at power risk. For the most part, components that can be used for both
shutdown and at power conditions perform the same functions and have the same
ranking even if the systems themselves perform different roles. Lastly the
evaluation of on line maintenance's impact on ranking indicated that variations
in configuration tend to average out in their significance.
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In conclusion the potential increase in risk from the CPSES RI IST program and
its acceptability are probably not significantly affected by uncertainty. Even
if it was however, the program adequately monitors for observable sources of
uncertainty, the methods used are inherently robust with respect to uncertainty.
and lastly, the most significant uncertSinties are not very important to
component categorization and/or not directly relevant to in service testing.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:
'

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A
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A. HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSES

DG 1062:

[4.2.4.4)

Guidance on this topic is given in Dran Regulatory Guide DG 1061. Some IST-specific guidance follows.

Acceptance Guidelines

The technique (s) used to identify and quantify human actions should be such that they take into.

account the performance-shaping (or performance-influe -Mg) factors that are applicable for IST-
,_

related events.

The effects of innovative recovery actions that are modeled in the PRA should be considered to.

determine how component ranking can be atfected. The concem here stems from situations in which
I very high success probabilities are assigned to recovery events for certain sequences, thereby
| resulting in related components being risk insignificant. Furthermore, the ranking of SSCs should not

be affected by recovery actions that are only modeled for limited scenarios. Sensitivity analyses
should be used to assess the impact of variations in the probability of failure to recover.

SRP 3.9.7:

[lI.A.8.d Area of Review)

He results of a PRA, and therefore the decisions that are influenced by it, can be influenced by modeling of
human reliability. Plant safety depends significantly on human performance, so it is essential that PRAs treat it
carefully. Ilowever, the modeling of human performance is a relatively difficult area; significant variations in
approach continue to be encountered, and these can significantly influence the results. In addition to the
variability issue, there are, in the IST area, questions related to what kind of human actions can appropriately
be credited in the context of a particular regulatory finding. As an uample, suppose that PRA results appear
to support relaxation of a test interval based on the argument that even if the component fails, its failure can be
recovered with high probability by operator actions outside the control room. The issues of concern here are
whether the mo& ling of the operator action and the evaluation of the failure probability is appropriate, and
whether this kind of credit is an appropriate measure to support justification of a relaxation. Consistent with
maintenance of defense in depth, operator action should not be the sole basis for determining that a testing
interval can be extended.

[Ill.A.8.d Acceptance Guidelines)

Justification ofIST relaxations should not be based on credit for post-accident recovery of failed components
(repair or ad hoc manual actions, such as manually forcing stuck valves to opent flowever, credit may be
taken for proceduralized implementation of alternative success strategies.

For each human action that compensates for a basic event probability increasing as a result ofIST relaxation,
there should be an explicit licensee commitment to ensure performance of the function at the level credited in
the quantification. Excessively low human failure probabilities (less than !E-3) cannot be accepted unless
there is supporting analyses that justifies the use of the low human failure probability and there are adequate
training programs, personnel practices, staff policies, etc. to ensure continued staff performance at this level.

[lV.A 8.d Review Procedures)

The comprehensive review of human reliability modeling is treated in the general Reg Guide and general SRP.
For IST applications, the review can be more focused. The IST-specific aspects include errors specifically
related to testing, and quantification of compensating human actions.

Errors Specifically Related To Testing:
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Two types of errors are ofinterest here. The first is errors during testing that leave equipment unavailable
until the condition is discovered during a subsequent test or until the equipment is demanded (i.e., a restoration
error). In some PRAs, such errors are included in the data base that is used for the equipment failure rate. The
licensee should have verified that this is the case. If such errors are not included, they should have been
considered separately, if they were considered separately, then the assumptions, models, and data used should
be consistent with those that are generally accepted.

The second type of error is associated with error during recovery (e.g., failure to actuate an alternative system
train). As indicated previously, the only recovery allowed for present purposes is manual actuation of alternate
available eqt.ipment to work a.ound failed equipment when a demand occurs and the normal equipment
response fails. For this recovery situation, human errors must be considered, and they should reDect the time
available to actuate the alternate available equipment, the procedures and training available, and adverse
environmental factors (access to equipment, local temperatures and radiation levels, etc.).

Quantification of Compensating Iluman Actions:

This refers to the credit taken for human actions for purposes of deciding on IST changes. He reviewer
should confirm that credit for compensating human actions is limited to proceduralized actions taken to actuate
systems; repair of failed equipment is not to be considered. The intent of this review step is to ensure that
licensees do not reduce IST on the basis of arguably speculative and relatively uncertain quantiGcation of
recovery probabilities. Dat is, acceptability ofIST program changes should be assessed without credit for
such recovery probabilities. Qiantincation of the baseline for purposes of deciding the acceptability of the
overall risk pronle and deciding on the allowed risk increment may be performed on the basis of credit for

I such actions.

[V.A.8.d Evaluation F.ndings]

The staff safety evaluation retort shall include language that is equivalent in effect to the following,

The modeling of human performance is appropriate.o

Post-accident recovery of failed components is modeled in a defensible way. Recovery probabilitiese

are not quantined in a clearly non-conservative way. The formulation of the model shows decision-
makers the degree to which the apparently low risk-significance of certain items is based on credit for
recovery of failed components (restoration of component function, as opposed to actuation of a
compensating system).

B. - HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

Human reliability analysis (HRA) is considered in a variety of places in the
Draft Regulatory Guides and the Standard Review Plan Sections. DG 1062 Section
4.2.4,4 refers to DG 1061 and indicates that: 1) the analysis should take into
account performance shaping factors that apply to IST related events and 2) the
analysis should carefully consider the effect of innovative recovery actions,
including assessments of the effect using sensitivity studies. The most
comprehensive guidance and acceptance criteria are contained in SRP Chapter 19,
Appendix A. Section A.S. The discussion in SRP Chapter 3.9.7 is found in
Sections II.A.8.d. III.A.8.d, IV.A.8.d and V.A 8.d. Generally this discussion
is similar to the discussion in SRP Chapter 19 although a few other issues are -
raised. DG 1061 mentions HRA in Appendix A in the context of sensitivity
analysis for recovery actions. The following discussion is based principally on
SRP Chapter 19, Appendix A, Section A.5, in particular key elements of the
review guidance and evaluation findings. -These-issues and their responses
encompass the variety of points raised in the other NRC guidance documents.

SRP Chapter 19, Appendix A Section A.5.c suggests three evaluation criteria
(summarized in italics), How the CPSES study comports is discussed below.
First, it is useful to begin with what was done for the IPE. TU Electric spent
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an extensive amount of time to review, analyze and document human interactions
that were modeled in the IPE study. This analysis is consistent with the
guidelines of SHARP methodology developed by EPRI. This analysis included an
evaluation of operator timing and emergency operating procedures that might
create more demands on the operator. In general, three groups of human
interactions were considered, namely, latent human errors, human errors
associated with initiating events, and dynamic human errors. In addition, a
detailed recovery analysis was performed to properly account for the possible
recovery actions. The approach adopted for the CPSES IPE follows the general
guidelines in the EPRI recovery analysis (EPRI RP 3206 03, "Modeling of Recovery
Actions in PRAs"). The recovery analysis included the interview of operations
staff with extensive plant experience, development of decision trees, review of
related procedures and drawings, and consideration of the available time for
each critical recovery action. The human reliability analysis process and
esults were all documented in a separate notebook.

The modeling of human actions is appropriate. Besides the objective evidence
offered elsewhere in this section regarding the appropriateness of the HRA for
this application, it is useful to note the reviews of the HRA and the results
that were done as part of this and other regulatory programs. The HRA was done
with methods approved for use in the IPE. The HRA was peer reviewed oy an

| independent panel. It was reviewed twice by the NRC, once for the IPE and once
for this RI IST submittal. The HRA analysis results were considered by|

! operations staff twice as part of an Expert panel, once for the maintenance rule
and once for this RI IST submittal.

| Post-accident recovery of failed components is modeled in a defensible way.
Recovery probabihties are quantified realistically. The formulation of the
model shows decision makers the degree to which low risk of certain items 1s
based on the credit for recovery of failed components. Specifica11y, the area
of concern here is limited credit given for recovery of certain failed
components. In the CPSES IPE, equipment repair times were credited in selected
incidences using a database prepared by EPRI. The credit given is similar to
the type of credit given in NUREG/CR 4550/1150 analyses. The feasibility of
crediting such actions was considered given the physical and time constraints
that applied to the accident sequence. An examination of the type of event data
upon which such data is based indicates that often the " repair" is a work around
or reactuation of a control system. It is not the repair of a pump or the
forcing open of a stuck valve. Such activities usually take too long to have
any impact on a PRA recovery evaluation. Perhaps most importantly, the control
system recoveries which are credited do not directly relate to the intent of the
IST which is intended to evaluate the pump and valve hardware. In performing
the CPSES IPE, TU Electric felt that it was important to obtain a realistic
result to best identify the important sources of risk. Obtaining realism is the
intent of the IPE and the foundation for the most effective application of PRA
to risk informed regulation. The analysis is considered prudent and the HRA
sensitivity studies described elsewhere in the section indicated that this
crediting of real event experience did not affect the categorization of
components.

When human actions are proposed as compensatory measures. the ||censee actions
to ensure operator performance are part of the CLB change. There is no case
where the RI IST program itself takes some unique amount of credit for operator
actions. Specifically, no operator actions were credited as compensatory
measures that in turn allowed a potentially HSSC component to be recategorized
as a LSSC component. There are cases where the Integrated Decision Making
Process (expert panel) has identified important failure modes of components for
which it would be useful to increase operator awareness of. In particular these

o
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are passive failure modes of functionally important components (high RAW, low
FV) that are not practically addressed by an IST program. However, no credit
was taken in the submittal for an improvement that would result from this
increase in awareness. Consequently, there are no licensee actions required to
" ensure operator performance at the level credited in the risk analysis".

The review guidance of SRP Chapter 19, Appendix A, Section A.S.b identifies
three ways in which HRA can affect the results of a RI IST program:

unrelated HEPs may obscure or exaggerate values of certain cutsetse

HEPs may represent responses to failures of SSCs impacted by the changee
HEPs may be affected by the changee

Each of these bullets is discussed in detail below.

The first bullet involves two separate cor,arns. The principal concern regarding
HRA analysis is that HEPs can vary significantly between methods or sometimes
even between analysts using the same method and that those particular values can
significantly influence the results of component categorization. If for
example, a human action to manually actuate a highly redundant system is
assessed to be extremely low, an entire accident sequence can be assessed by the
PRA to be low. In some cases, the accident sequence value can be low enough
that an entire safety function is assessed by the PRA to be low. This in turn
can result in a degradation of defense in depth should the PRA be the sole basis
for component categorization. In this way, an unrelated HEP may obscure the
importance of components important to the safety of the plant.

The CPSES evaluation included a set of sensitivity studies which varied HEP
values in different combinations. This sensitivity study provides assurance
that the above mentioned effect on component categorization would not occur.t

More importantly however, the evaluation of defense in depth describes how the
CPSES risk profile is quite balanced and how this fact, together with the
component categorization method, ensure that the full spectrum of accident types
and safety functions are addressed. That is, the sensitivity studies and the
defense in depth analysis indicate that components are not ranked LSSC solely
based on unrelated human actions.

The risk rankings, FV and RAW, were re quantified without any human recovery
actions to determine if the results were overly or uniquely sensitive to human
error values. This was done with the following cases being run:

case 1 set both recovery actions and dynamic actions to 1.

case 2 set recovery actions only to 1.

case 3 set dynamic actions only to 1.

All the dynamic and recovery actions were identified and listed to a separate
file. These are the human recovery actions (HRAs) in the cutsets in the IST
model and not all the HRAs that were developed for the IPE. From this listing,
two separate lists were developed, one for dynamic actions and one for recovery
actions. For this purpose a dynamic action was defined as an operator action
performed in the ordinary course of controlling a system; a recovery was defined
as an operator action performed to restore failed equipment or functions. This
is somewhat subjective. Basic event (BE) reports with the importances for each
of the cases were developed. The BE reports for the cases had importances for
the modules and for a few individual BEs. It was necessary to partition the
importances (done only for Fussell Vesely) to the components in the modules.
This was done by using the component-to module ratios developed for the fire !50
work. The resulting file was then reduced to include only pumps and valves.
The components were then sorted according to FV and the resulting values
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campared to the values determined previously, i.e., including recoveries.

The results indicate that there is no change in the components risk ranking
categorization when compared to the IPE/IST risk rankings. In other words,
human recovery / dynamic actions did not mask the importance of any IST
components,

The second concern represented by the first bullet reflects a condition when an
HEP is pessimistically evaluated and a single accident secuence or type of
sequence dominates the risk results, Because of this concition, some accident
contributors are evaluated as relatively insignificant and certain components
are categorized as LSSC, During the performance of the engineering evaluation,
a study was performed to determine two factors which might contribute to such a
concern, First, the analysis considered what types of events had the largest FV
contribution, The sum of FV for a certain type of event is considered to be a
good indicator of this type of bias in the results. Second, the analysis
considered what numerical margin existed between LSSCs and HSSCs. Because the
analysis indicated the possibility that human events could cause such a bias,

' the previously mentioned HRA sensitivity studies were performed. Again, these|

studies concluded that the selection of HRA values did not influence the
component categorization.

The second bullet or issue raised in the SRP is the possibility that an HEP can
represent a response to failures of the SSCs impacted by the change. For the
CPSES IPE, two sets of operator actions are important contributors. Both
actions deal with the action to replenish and/or supply alternate sources of
water. Certain IST components in the Reactor Make up and Demineralized Water
systems can be used to perform this action. However, because the HEP for this
event was large, the component failures were not explicitly modeled.

The importances of these systems and their components wero determined based on
the importance measure for the recovery and the configuration and redundancy of
the equi:eent. Since the failure probability of the human is significantly
higher t1an the failure probability of these highly reliable dual train systems,
the hardware contribution to failure of the systems and their implied
contribution to core damage frequency are small. The small hardware
contribution guarantees a low FV, The redundancy provided by the systems, each
with redundant trains, guarantees a low RAW even when intra system common cause

-

failures are considered.

The third bullet addresses the condition where HEPs themselves are affected by
changes in the IST program. Failure to restore an IST component after
performing the IST, a so called latent human error, is an example. These
failures are conservatively modeled by the PRA. They do not materially affect
component categorization, nor do they effect the calculation of risk change.
Regarding component categorization, these events were typically assigned to the
pump. If conservative, these events would make the pumps more likely to be |

HSSC. Considering a bias that affects other components, the total contribution
to the pump value is in the high percentage range, The discussion above has |

already shown how the results are insensitive to such a change,

Where this analysis and its conservatism is important is in the assessment of
the change in risk due to the application. Because the RI IST is expected to
significantly reduce operator burden, it is logical to expect that a reduction
in this contribution to risk would result from the program change. This
reduction has not been evaluated. As a result, the CPSES study underestimates
the safety benefit which would result from the RI IST program. However, since
the program meets the acceptance criteria, it is not at this time important to
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estimate this risk change,

No other HEPs are believed to be affected by the application. Consequently,
this issue is not important to the categorization of components.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

Human reliability analysis is addressed in Section 2.1.5.

Under the subsection entitled " Selecting HRA Model/Hethod", the NUREG suggests
that the strengths and weaknesses of each HRA method should be considered and
the most appropriate method for the application selected. This guidance is not
very practical. Strengths and weaknesses of different HRA methods are not well
known and those that have been identified are debated by practitioners. If the
NRC has more specific guidance or reference to such guidance, it should be
>rovided along with an example. If not, it is recommended that this subsection
3e deleted or appropriately qualified.

Under the subsection entitled " Screening / Excluding Human Events", the NUREG
suggests that screened events should be reconsidered for every risk informed
regulatory application. Presumably, this guidance implies that an analysis
which indicates that human events are una#*ected, not adversely affected, or not
important would suffice. A simpler evaluation of this type is consistent with
the SRP and causes no unnecessary burden.

In the same subsection, a screening value of not less than 0.5 is suggested.
Some methods use screening values of 0.3. Certainly, there is no meaningful
difference in these cases, A specific screening value should be justified by
the submittal rather than specified by the NUREG.

At the close of this subsection it is suggested that all human events in the
model (after truncation) should be quantified with a detailed HRA model. While
it is desirable to have as realistic a model as possible, it is not always
necessary. This guidance prescribes an unrealistic ideal rather than a
practical approach. It would be more beneficial if the NUREG provided practical

' insights regarding when detailed HRA was most important. For example, once an
HRA value to actuate a system or train is less than the unavailability of the
train, the value of the HRA is often of limited benefit,

j
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A.- USE OF PLANT SPECIFIC DATA
i

DG 1062:

[4.14.5] -

In selecting appropriate failure rate data to use in the RI IST program for the IST components, the
analyst is frequetitly faced with the question of whether to use plant specific or generic data, or
some combination of the two. For newer plants with little operating history, the only choice is use
of generic data. For those cases where significant plant specific data are available, usually it is most
appropriate to combine plant specific and generic data with a method that gives appropriate weight
to each.

As extended test intervals are phased in, revisiting failure data becomes more important, it also
becomes more important for each licensee to review operating experience (in particular, degradation
mechanisms) experienced at other plants for applicability to the licensee's plant. Performance
monitoring at individual plants cannot be expected to provide sufficient experience tojustify failure
rates significantly less than generic failure rates without reference to the operating experience of
other plants.

Finally, in considering plant-specific failure data, it is important to be able to recognize poorly
performing individual components, rather than allowing poor performance of a single component to
be averaged over all components of that type. Poor performance may arise because ofinherent
characteristics of one member of what would otherwise be considered a uniform population. This
would result in a higher than expected failure rate for the population and lead to less relaxation than
might be anticipated, Of more concern is poor performance ot' components that arises because they
are operating in a more demanding environment for example. If, for reasons of expediency, these
components are grouped together with others for which the operating conditions are more favorable,
then their failure rates coald become artificially lowered, and, if requirements are relaxed based on
the group failure rate, this could lead to a significant probability of experiencing an in-service
failure of one of these poor performers.

Acceptance Guidelines

For those cases where statistically significant plant-specific data are available, it is.

acceptable to use such data if they are appropriately combined with generic data. For those
licensees who propose to use plant-specific data only, the data should be justified.

When the PRA is updated periodically, components that have experienced failures should.

- be checked for evidence that they are especially poor performers. An extreme example of
such evidence would be multiple failures experienced by a single component in a class
whose other members have experienced no failures over the same interval. Components
that have experienced failures should be reviewed to see whether the testing scheme
(interval and methods) would be considered adequate to support the performance credited to
them in the risk analysis, based on a component-specific failure rate consistent with the
number of failures experienced. Section 5.3 of this guide discusses feedback and corrective
action.

SRP 3.9.7:

- [lI.A.8.e Area of Review)

In selecting appropriate failure rate data to use in the risk informed IST program, the analyst is frequently
faced with the question of whether to use plant specific or generic data, or some combination of the two. For
newer plants with little operating history, the only choice is use of generic data, in which case the only
decision is which generic data base to use. For those cases where significant plant specific data are available,
usually it is most appropriate to combine plant specific and generic data with a method that gives appropriate
weight to each. Since several generic data bases are available, and they do not always agree, a further issue is
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which of these is most appropriate. Sections lit.i.8.e and IV.A.8.e provides guidance.

Finally, in considering plant specific failure data, it is important to be able to recognize poorly-performing
individual components, rather than allowing poor performance of a single component to be averaged over all
components of that type. Poor perfomance may arise because ofinherent characteristics of one member of
would otherwise be considered a uniform population. This would result in a higher than expected failure rate
for the population and lead to less relaxation than might be anticipated. Of more concern is poor perfomiance
of components that arise because they are operating in a more demanding environment for example. If, for
reasons of expediency, the e components are grouped together with others for w hich the operating conditions
are more favorable, then their f ailure rates could become artificially lowered, and, if requirements are relaxed
based on the group failure rate, this could lead to a significant probability of experiencing an inservice failure
of the poor performers.

[Ill.A.8.e Acceptance Guidelines)

The acceptance guidelines for this issue are as follows:

For those cases where statistically significant plant specific data are available, it is acceptable to use*

such data if they are appropriately combined with generic data. For those licensees who propose to
use plant specific data only, the data used should be consistent with the generally accepted values in
other PRAs for CCFs and initiating event frequencic:, or any significant deviations should be
justified.

As part of the performance monitoring, there should be an evaluation to determine if components that
-

have experienced repeated failures are especially poor performers. An extreme example of such
I evidence would be multiple failures experienced by a single component in a class whose other

members have experienced no failures over the same interval. Components that have experienced
failures should be reviewed to see whether the 'esting strategy (interval and methods) would be
considered adequate to support the performance credited of them in the risk analysis.

[lV.A.8.e Review Proceduresj

Appendix A of the reference 3 (SRP Chapter 19) provides procedures for the review of generic and plant-
specific data used in support of the licensee's PRA.

[V.A.8.e Evaluation Findings]

We reviewer verifies that sufficient information was provided to support the following conclusions:

The failure rates used in the proposed risk informed IST program are appropriate and consistent with*

Appendix A of SRP Chapter 19, or the deviations arejustified.

B. 180W TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG-1062:

Use of Appropriate Data (Use of Plant Specific Data)

The topic of use of appropriate data is first raised in DG 1062 Section 4.1.3.
It is also raised in Section 4.2.4.5. SRP Chapter 3.9.7, in Sections II.A.8.e,
IV.A 8.e. and V.A.8.e. ultimately references I.ppendix A of SRP Chapter 19,
Appendix A.1 provides the most detailed guidance on the use of appropriate data.
It is the acceptance criteria for that Section which are addressed in detail.
Subsequently, other relevant topics raised in that Chapter or other NRC guidance
is discussed together with possible points of interest for the NRC staff.
Finally, comments on NUREG-1602 are provided.

The failure rates and probabilities used consider both generic and plant
specific data.- the latter to the degree to which is appropriate for the amount

.
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of data that was available when the IPE was performed, Because the generic
database used was comprehensive and applied at numerous other plants, the data
can be considered generally accepted from PPAs of other plants. The expert
panel evaluated the possibility of poor wrformers and when they were
identified, the most likely reason for t1em was discussed by the panel and i
documented. The changes to parameter values impacted by the application were |

considered and justified and the final proposed test interval was considered to
ensure that the ultimate failure probabilities would not grow to be unacceptably
large, Further, the expert panel identified compensatory measures to ensure
that data would be available in a manner timely enough to ensure that any
adverse trend in equipment performance would be quickly dete:ted. The following
provides supporting informaticn for these points.

For the IPE and the IPEEE evaluations, a comprehensive data analysis was done to
develop the CPSES IPE Generic Database. This analysis relied heavily on the
work of Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc. (PLG) for both a consistent methodology
and a comprehensive database. The PLG data is generally recognized as being
among the most comprehensive and accepted data bases for use in probabilistic

' safety analysis work. The PLG methodology and database were used to determine
initiating event frequencies, component failure data, common cause failure data,
and portions of the maintenance unavailability data. The maintenance data is
restricted to operating and/or hot shutdown conditions. Separate calculations
were used to develop human reliability data and other maintenance unavailability
data.

The component failure data for the CPSES IPE was generally based on the generic
data since insufficient plant operating data was available at the time of the
IPE project on which to base adjustments. However, the maintenance data does
reflect considerable plant specific information. Surveillance and test
intervals and preventive maintenance frequencies and durations are based on the
plant procedures in place at the time of the IPF freeze date. For a typical IST
system, a component was considered unavailabla due to testing or maintenance if
the component is required to be functional if the system is demanded during the
test or maintenance and the function of the-component is unavailable during the
test or maintenance activity. Further, the maintenance duration is based on a
combination of generic and plant specific data. The frequency of corrective
maintenance activities is based on generic data, while typically the durations
of these activities are based on component specific technical specificat1on
allowed outage times, adjusted for generic data. Some initiating events, such
at loss of HVAC, loss of service water, or loss of component cooling water, were
quntified based on evaluations of the system fault trees using a combination of
generic and plant specific data as discussed above.

Subsequent to the preparation of the Engineering Evaluation and in anticipation
of a PRA update. TU Electric completed an update of plant specific data. The
following important insights were obtained from this evaluation:

The plant specific data is consistent with generic data used in the*

original submittal. More specifically, the relative reliability of IST
components, e.g., pumps and MOVs versus check valves, did not change in a
manner that the component categorization would change,
No poor performers are identified that contradict the findings of thee

judgment process used by the expert panel.

The expert panel evaluated each LSSC to determine if it was a poor performer.
The objective of this analysis was to identify any components that would more
appropriately be considered HSSC because their performance was assumed by the
apolication of generic data to be better than plant specific experience would

_
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indicate. The expert panel also identified poor performers whose failure might
cause frequent entry into an LC0 condition, since such an impact would certainly
have an economic penalty and could possibly have a safety penalty.

The expert panel members are well qualified to make this determination. The
panel members included representatives from:

o mrations, the organization that performs most of the tests,e
tie IST engineer, who evaluates the tests and trends their results,e
maintenance, wlio perform both preventative and corrective maintenance one
the components,
codes and standards, who are familiar with the current licensing and ASHEe

codes cases involving performance of IST components,
engineering, who are familiar with design related impacts on componente
performance and, in participating in WOG activities, are familiar with or
have ready access to general experience from other Westinghouse plants,
and
PRA, who are familiar with the generic data base and its application to.

*

| the IPE model.

Again, the conclusions of the expert panel were subsequently ft and to be
| consistent with an update of the PRA data using plant specifir. data gained since
j the IPE was performed.

The changes to parameter values impacted by the application were considered and
1 justified and the final proposed test interval considered to ensure that the

ultimate failure probabilities would not grow to be unacceptably large. The
application of this data to a change in interval reouires an evaluation as to
whether it is appropriate to use the failure rate parameters for test intervals
consistent with the maximum test interval. Consideration was given to available
information on how changes in test intervals will change component
unreliability. Uncertainty in this information, together with the complexity
required to model such an approach, dictated the use of a number of con:ervative
assumptions:

It was assumed that any increase in test intervals would simultaneously*

impact the reliability of all IST components in the less safety-
significant (LSSC) category,

The component unavailability was assumed to be:e

0 = % + A(T/2)
0 = total component unavailability
Where: % Component unavailability on demand-

Component failure rate per hourA =

T Interval between tests that verify=

operability of the component

The component unavailability was assumed to increase by the same factor ase

the increase in the test interval. For example, a change in the test
interval from quarterly to semi annually would increase the total
component unavailability by a factor of two. This is a very conservative
assumption because it assumes that not only the A(T/2) term would be
increased by a factor of two, but also the failure on demand term (%)
would be increased by the same factor. In other words, the (%) term is
assumed to be directly impacted by the change in the test interval.

Decrease in wearout due to le.s frequent testing was assumed to be*

negligible although frequent testing has been seen to cause components to
be less available due to wearout.
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Component unavailable hours due to testing were not adjusted for change ine

the test interval. If a component is tested less frequently, the
component unavailability due to testing should also be reduced. However,
the component unavailabilities due to testing were kept at the higher
value in this analysis,

It was conservatively assumed that all IST tests are completely effectiveo

in finding the causes of component unavailabilities.

Despite the use of these conservative assumptions, calculations indicate that
test intervals could be increased from quarterly to six years or more with '

acceptable increases in risk. If consideration is given to improvements in
performance that are possible to occur from a RI IST program, it is plausible
that core damage risk may not increase at all.

In addition, it is useful to undarstand what would be t2a failure probability
that would correspond to the maximum test interval and to judge whether that
failure probability was acceptable. A review of the generic reliability
database documented in NUREG/CR 2815 was performed to examine the mean time
between failures (HTBF) for various IST components. In general, the majority of
valve types were found to have a HTBF of greater than 10 years with the
exception of safety valves. For example. the failure rate of motor operated
valves is 1.0E 5 per hour which corresponds to a HTBF of 11 years, Although
there is some uncertainty associated with component failure rates and HTBFs, it
is a good practice, as a sanity check, to review the proposed test interval
extensions for the IST components and compare them against their corresponding
HTBFs.

Qihet Considerations Related IQ Wig Of Acorooriate Data.

The following clarifies a few points which may be useful for the staff in
evaluating the CPSES submittal. These points try to address other relevant
perspectives including those mentioned in the Draft Guides or Standard Review
Plan Chapters, but not addressed explicitly above.

Plant specific data has not been used to justify failure rates that are
significantly less than generic failure rates.

The impact of parameter values outside the scope of the application were
considered to determine if thev might have biased the results and thereby the
importance of components in the application. This process was performed by
summing all Fussel Vesely values for specific component types and systems. The
findings indicated that the most important parameter values were those related

-to the start and run failure probabil mes of the diesel generators. Failure
probabilities for service water pumps ana valves and AFW pumps were also
important. For the most part though, the most important contributors related to
human events, conditional probabilities for pump failures after loss of room
cooling, assumed times to RCP seal failure and common cause failures. That is.
assumptions in the model were more important than the database parameter values.
In the case of diesel generators, many of the cutsets involving diesel generator
failure did not involve other IST components. Further, the contribution, namely
35%, was an insufficient bias to change the ranking of components near the
threshold value for FV, This issue is discussed in more detail in Attachment 2
to TXX 96371.

When the calculation of cumulative impact on risk was performed, assumptions in
the PRA model and their impact on the application were recognized. That is,
pump and valve demand failures which were assumed in the original IPE and PLG

)
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database to be independent of test interval were increased so that they
reflected a change in the test interval.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

In Section 2.1.4. Data Analysis is discussed.

TU Electric has the concern that NUREG 1602 tends to imply that a complete plant
specific data set is needed for all applications. This implication is contrary
to the IPE guidance and could be a significant cost burden for utilities. The
NRC has not 3rovided in the NUREG any basis for a change in the previous
conclusion t1at it made at the time IPEs were requested. Plant specific clata
should be limited to those events that are most important to the appl:". lon in
question. In addition, many applications may be done without a formal updating
of plant specific data. Often the necessary pedigree of data can be validated
with expert judgment. That is, such large changes in data values may be
necessary to change a conclusion that their existence in a plant would be well
known to the plant and NRC staff.

In general issues raised in the NUREG seemed appropriate, but there was
insufficient time available to conclude whether the referenced approaches
mentioned in the NUREG provide the best available guidance.
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)
A. EVALUATING THE EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED CHANGES ON PLANT RISK

DG-1062:

[4.2.5) ;

An assessment of the overall or cumulative effect of all proposed changes in plant design and
operation on plant risk is critical to determining the acceptability of the changes. This guide
addresses acceptable methods for assessing risk changes associated with IST program changes,
however, if changes in graded quality assurance or technical specifications are also being
considered, the integrated effects of all of these proposed activities should be evaluated.

Licensees should not assume a low failure rate in one application, e.g., IST, then reduce quality
assurance of components included in the IST program (pos.sibly negating the assumed low failure
rate) without providing justification. It is possible that more frequent testing (RI IST) could
compensate for a reduction in quality assurance or maintenance provided, again, that supporting
analysis and documentation is included in a licensee's submittal.

Acceptance Guidelines

See Section 2.4.2 of Drail Regulatory Guide DG-1062 for more extensive guidance on this subject.

SRP 3.9.7:

[ll.A.9 Area of Review]

The acceptance of risk-informed IST changes should depend on how the proposed changes affects the CLB in
light of the following key principles:

The proposed change meets the current regulations. [This principle applies unless the proposeda.

change is explicitly related to a requested exemption or rule change.]

b. The defense in depth philosophy is maintained.

c. Sufficient safety margins are maintained.

d. Proposed increases in risk, and their cumulative effect, are small and do not cause the NRC Safety
Goals to be exceeded,

Performance-based implementation and monitoring strategies are proposed that address uncertaintiese.

in analysis models and data and provide for timely feedback and corrective action.

[Il!.A.9 Acceptance Guidelines]

The general Regulatory Guide on Risk-Infonned Decision hiaking (DG-1061) provides guidance for the
acceptance of RI-IST changes and consideration in context with other R1 initiatives.

[lV.A.9 Review Procedures]

Reference 3 (SRP Chapter 19) provides review procedures for the acceptance of RI-IST program changes.

[V.A.9 Evaluation Findings)

'Ihe reviewer verifies that sufficient info mation is provided to make the following findings:

Acceptable Numerical Risk Impact

&
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e 'the application is either risk neutral or results in a decrease in plant risk,

OR

if an app!ication results in an increase in sisk, the increase is w ithin the acceptance guidelinese
,

specined in Regulatory Guide DO ' Al.

Traditional Engineering l' actors

e Tr.iditional enginecting analyses and operational considerations do not conniet with the conclusiors
of the risk analysis.

Cumulative and Synergistic Effects from all Applications

* 'Ihe cumulative changes in risk are consistent with the guidelines established in DO 1061

e Synergistic effects have been satisfactorily addressed at the component level either

1) by assuring that multiple synergistic relaxations are not applied to a single component, or

2) by noting exceptions to this, and convincinglyjustifying them case by case,

implementation of a Monitoring l'rocess

e 'l ' onitoring process will produce sufficient data that can support the PRA input and assumptions
11 ce used as the basis for the IST risk acceptance.

B, HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

The topic of the effect of proposed changes on plant risk is first raised in DG-
1062 Section 2.1 as a key cafety principal, But guidance for the particular
details of the evaluation are contained in Section 4.2.5. This section provides
guidance for conditions when multiple risk informed applications are involved
and then references Section 2,4,2 of DG 1061. SRP Chapter 3,9,7 provides
guidance in Sections II.A,9, IV,A,9, and V.A,9, Section II,A,9 repeats the
points made in DG 1062 Section 2,1, namely the key safety principals, Section
IV,A,9 references SRP Chapter 19 Section V,A,9 lays out four attributes that
must be met, which in effect are a translation of the key safety principals,
including:

e numerical impacts must be acceptable as referenced in DG 1061,
e traditional engineering factors and operational considerations must not

conflict,

effects from all applications must be considered, i.e., as done in DG-e
1062 Section 4.2.5, and
implementation must include monitoring.*

Essentially, it is DG 1061, Section 2,4,2 and SRE Chapter 19. Section 11,3,2,5
that lay out the acceptance criteria for this part of the evaluation. It is
those acceptance criteria which 6re addressed in detail below, The points
raised in DG 1062 and SRP 3,9,7 are addressed within those criteria, Finally,
no comments on NUREG 1602 are provided since it does not really address this
topic,

Both DG 1061 and SRP Chapter 19 indicate that a quantitative estimate of the
tot 61 impact of proposed action is expected to be performed, The required
sophistication depends on the contribution of the risk assessment to integrated

_ __ _ _- _ _ __-- _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ ____ _ _ ._ ,
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decision making, and the magnitude of the impact of the change. The calculation
should include internal and external events and all plant o>erational modes, but
need not have a full scope PRA for each. If a full sco
PRA should have been subjected to quality control, e.g.pe PM is used, then the, via a technical peer
review (com)11ance with this is discussed in Section 4.2.1 of this document).
If a less tlan full scope PRA is used, uncertainties should be considered
(compliance with this is discussed in Section 4.2.4.3 of this document). The
calculation of change needs to consider a variety of issues (compliance with
this is discussed in Section 4.2.2 of this document).

The calculated change must then meet the numeM eal acceptance criteria. Those
criteria apply to CPSES as follows since its total CDF and total LERF atJ beloW
the limits for which only safety neutral changes can be considered:

o result in a net decrease in CDF or are CDF neutral
result in calculated increases in CDF that are lese than IE 6/yr: oro '

result in calculated increases in CDF that are more than IE 6/yr, but lesse '

than IE 5/yr and are subject to increased technical and management ieview
which considers the following factors:

the scope, quality and obustness of the analysis, includingo
consideration and quantification of uncertainties

e the base CDF and LERF
the cumulative impact of previous changes (not applicable since TVe
Electric has proposed no other increases)
consideration of NRC staff's safety goal screening criteriae

tha impact of the proposed change on operational complexity, burdene

on the operating staff and overall safety practices, and
plant specific performance and other factors, including, fore

example, siting factors, inspection findings, performance
indicators, and operational events

The following demonstrates how TV Electric's RI IST program clearly comports
with NRC's acceptance criteria.

The purpose of the analysis of the effect of proposed changes on plant risk
(sometimes referred to herein as cumulative effects analysis) was to evaluate
the pctential impact of various test intervals for less safety significant
components (LSSCs) on total plant risk (i.e., total core damage frequency).
This analysis was only performed for those IST components that were determined
to be in the less safety significant category. The cah ulation is intended to
be a bounding calculation. The following describes the calculation using
various assumptions and the IPE model. Then the discussion justifies the
factors by which potentially non bounding aspects could be adjusted to obtain a
bounding risk increase. First, the discussion indicates how other risk sources
were accounted for, e.g., external events. This analysis provides two inputs to
the decision, namely a bounding change to CDF and LERF and a total based CDF and
LERF. Next, the discussion accounts for and justifies potential non.
conservative assum)tions made while calculating the effect of test icterval
increases, e.g., tie lack of an aging model,

After the bounding risk increase is calculateo, the factors which could
represent important safety benefits, dre identified and their potential effect
estimated. Then a final estimate of the safety benefit is made. The latter
estimate involves some factors which are difficult to quantify, especially in a
direct manner using the PRA model. Because the acceptance criteria appear to
distinguish between quantifiable and non quantifiable factors, we then
demonstrate how we meet the acceptance criteria assuming two cases, one
crediting the factors which are " difficult to quantify" and one considering them
only qualitatively. Because the conservatively quantified change in risk just

, _ -
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'
slightly exceeds the CDF acceptance criteria, the discussion also presents
information for the criteria for the NRC's technical and management review.

However, we w11b to be CleE 1D indicatina that El Electris believes that this
chanae provides A safety benefit fpr the plant and we wayld lite the EC ig
conclude ibAt 1D 11.1518 That is, despite the fact that an expedient
calculation of factors that are easy to quantify indicates a small increase in
CDF and LERF and, despite the fact that information for the management review is

.

provided, the evidence clearly indicates a reduction in risk and improvement in
safety will result from this proposed program. The additional information is
provided because TV Electric is p6rticipating in a pilot project and wishes to
wst assist the NRC in its efforts to test the implementation of Risk Informed
Regulations in general and IST in particular.

Calculatina A Chanae ID R15h U11D9 the IEE Hodel

A risk ranking approach based on importance measures such as was used in this |
project does not necessarily guarantee that acce) table levels of risk will
result. Risk importance measures are based on c1anges to components one at a
time. Changes to many components simultaneously may cause unintended increases
in risk despite meeting the conservative risk ranking measures selected, i

An enalysis was performed to determine the potential risk impact of increasing
in service testing intervals simultaneously on all less risk significant
components. Consideration was given to uva11able information on how changes in
test intervals will change component unreliability. Uncertainty in this
information, together with the complexity required to model such an approach,
dictated the use of a number of conservative assumptions:

1. It was assumed that any increase in test intervals would simultaneously
impact the reliability of all IST components in the less safet't.
significant (LSS) category.

2. The component unavailability was assumed to be:

0 - % + A(T/2)
Q = total component unavailability

Where: % = Component unavailability on demand
Component failure rate per hourA =

T= Interval between tests that verify operability of the
component

3. The component unavailability was assumed to increase by the same factor as
the increase in the test interval. For example, a change in the test
interval from quarterly to semi annually would increase the total
component anava11 ability by a factor of two. This is a very conservative
assumption because it assumes that not only the A(T/2) term would be
increased by a factor of two, but also the failure on demand term (%)
would be increased by the same factor. In other words, the (%) term is
assumed to be directly impacted by the change in the test interval.

4. Decrease in wearout due to less frequent testing was assumed to be
negligible although frequent testing has been seen to cause components to
be less available due to wearout.

5. . Component unavailable hours due to testing were not adjusted for change in
the test interval. If a component is tested less frequently, the

_
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component unavailability due to testing should also be reduced. However,
the compone't unovallab111 ties due to testing were kept at the higher
value in il R analysis.

6. It was conservatively assumed that all IST tests are completely effective
in finding the causes of component unavailabilities.

Eight cases were included in this analysis. The unavailabilities of the IST
components in the low risk category were increased by factors of 2, 3, 5, 10,
20, 30, 40 and 100. These factors correspond to changes of the test interval
from the current quarterly test interval to a new test interval ranging from
semi annual to 25 years. Alternatively, they provide insight into changes in
test intervals that 7uld be accompanied by failure rates that were not
constant, e.g., aging considerations. For each case, the IPE cutset results
were requentified using the adjusted component unavailabilities due to assumed
test intervals. The new total core damage frequency for each case was then
obtained.

1

In addition, con.ponent risk importances were recalculated for selected cases.
'

Two groups of IST components were evaluated:

Group 1: Low FV, high RAW with credit taken for compensatory measures
identified by the expert panel (i.e., other surveillance tests on
the same piece of equipment).

Group 2: Low FV, low RAW with no credit taken for compensatory measures
because this category implies that increases in component
unavailabilities are not expected to impact risk significantly.

Two sensitivity studies were conducted. The first one assumed that no other
compensatory measures exist and, therefore, all IST comx>nents in Groups 1 & 2
would experience higher unavailabilities according to t1eir corresponding test
intervals. The second sensitivity study assumed that Group 1 (low FV, high RAW)
would experience no increase in unavailability because other compensatory
measures were available. In the second study, Group 2 (low FV, low RAW) would
still experience increased unavailabilities. The results of these four
sensitivity studies are presented as Figures 4 4 through 4 7 in the Engineering
Evaluation submitted to the NRC (Attachment 4 of TXX 95260).

The results indicate that even with a factor of 100 increase, which is
equivalent to either essentially no further in service testing for LSSCs or to
significant aging effects, the CDF increases by only about sixty six percent.
The results for the sensitivity study that assumes the compensatory programs are
as effective as an IST program indicates a risk increase of about 6 percent for
a factor of 100 increase in component unavailability. Consequently, it can be
seen that in the extreme, the assumptica regarding the effectiveness of
compensatory measures is important.

Sensitivity studies were also performed for large early release frequency
(LERF). The results indicate that even with a factor of 100 increase, the LERF
increases by only about seventy percent. When the sensitivity study assumes that
the compensatory programs are as effective as an IST program, the risk increase
is less than 17 percent for a factor of 100 increase in component
unavailability.

Further, examination of the results provides additional insight. The increase
in CDF versus various test interval factors shows a small but linear increase
until the factor reaches a value somewhere below 100 for CDF. For LERF, the
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non linearity begins to be perceptible earlier.

After a point then, the percentage increase grows faster than the factor. The
results in this region of the graph become non linear with the percent C0F
increasing faster than the factor increase. This behavior indicates that
accident scenarios involving more than one low risk significant component are
becoming risk significant. This point of non linear increase is desirable to
avoid since the significance of uncertainties in equipment response become more
important.

Calculation of a Ig1A1 Baie CDI and LEE

The total base CDF and LERF are presented in the following table. i

Risk contributor core Damage frequency (cDF) Large Early Release
Frequency (LERF)

Internal events (IPE) 5.72E.5/yr 7.70E.7/yr
Fire and h1gh wind and tornado 2.46E 5/yr 1.23E 7/yr
seismic SE.7/yr (conservative estimate) negligible
shutdown and low power 3E 6/yr (ORAM estimate] 3.8E*8/yr
Total 8.LE 5/yr 9.3E.7/yr

The following describes the process by which the total base C0F and LERF was
estimated and how the calculation of change in risk using the IPE can be applied
to these other sources. The process describes how external events including
fire, high wind and tornado and seismic, and shutdown event contributions were
included. For each of these topic areas, a C0F risk estimate and relationship
toLERFisjustified,

fire and high wind and tornado. The IPEEE reported a tire C0F of 2.09E 5/yr and
a high wind and tornado CDF of 3.7E 6/yr as well as an acceptable level of
seismic risk using the qualitative margins approach.

While no explicit calculation of a risk change was performed, we conclude that
the average increase (or decrease) could be conservatively assumed to be
proportionally similar to the internal events increase (or decrease). This
conc W sion is based on the fact that the fire C0F contains an important random
failure contribution that would be similarly impacted. Therefore, an explicit
calculation of risk change using the fire IPEEE is unnecessary. To obtain a
change in risk, the contribution from external event risk can be multiplied by
the same factor increase calculated for the internal event risk. Because fire
and high wind and tornado risk often involve a low probability initiating event
mitigated by a single safe shutdown train, it should be noted that non linear
effects, both positive and negative are less significant.

Regarding LERF from external events, the fire r.nd high wind and torn 3do
contributions to LERF are believed to be much less than the IPE on a relative
basis. The most important contributors to the IPE LERF are SGTR. V sequences
and containment isolation failures. The SGTR contribution is not applicable to
these events. Further , the fire analysis indicates that fire induced V
sequences and fire induced containment isolation failures are insignificant.
This lower relative contribution to LERF at CPSES is consistent with published
NRC studies. For this reason, it was assumed that a nominal SE 3 conditional
probability of LERF was appropriate. This value is consistent with the internal
events analysis LERF model when one considers that only phenomenological failure
modes and random containment isolation failures need to be included.

Shutdown and low power events. An increase (or decrease) in shutdown C0F was
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likewise considered to be proportional to the calculated increase (or decrease)
in internal events. Less ex>erience was available in consideration for the
proporti,411ty of shutdown .ERF. While the containment can be left unisolated i
for longer periods of time while the plant is shutdown, strict controls apply
during periods when there is a short time to core boiling or during core I
alterations. The possibility of an SGTR or V sequence is non existent. Also, '

the slower nature of shutdown events seems to argue for more time for
intervention in preventing large releas% and in implementing the emergency
response capability. Because shutdown is a relatively low contributor to total
CDF and will therefore have a small impact on LERF, it was decided to assume
that the same direct proportionality to LERF existed as does for the IPE.

The base estimate for shutdown CDF is assumed to be 3E 6/yr. This estimate is i

based on the calculation of a 3E 6 core damage probability for a CPSES 45 day
outage. The calculation was made using a conservative application of a ORAM
model,

Seismic. Seismic risk was arbitrarily considered to be SE 7 CDF and a
negligible LERF. The CDF estimate essentially implies that a Reduced Scope
Margins plant has essentially no meaningful seismic risk contribution,
especially after a vulnerability search has been completed. Again, we note
>revious NRC studies have indicated a small contribution of seismic risk to
_ERF, especially for large, dry PWRs. It was assumed that an increase (or
decrease) in CDF due IST program changes would be directly proportional to the
increase calculated for internal events.

Estimatina the fjnal Chance Eased QD All Risk Ssucces

Assuming full credit for the compensatory measures for the LSSC components with
significant RAW results in an increase in the CDF to about 1.5% and the same
increase in LERF, namely about 1.5%. The change in CDF and LERF is then these
percentage values times the base CDF and LERF respectively. The change in CDF
is 1.3E 6/yr. The change in LERF is 1.4E 8/yr.

The following discussion reviews the potentially non conservative assumptions
involved in this estimate and justifies why they are not considered significant.
Those assumptions are:

fully effective compensatory measurese
e constant failure rate, namely no impact from aging
a truncation

the calculation assumes that cmpensatory measures are fully effective or rather
equivalent to the IST. The compensctory measure that is most relevant is the
pump IST and/or pump flow test for the pump discharge check valve. The
assumption presumes that the fault finding capability of the pump test is
equivalent to the IST. This assumption is consistent with both traditional and
probabilistic techniques. Regarding traditional considerations, the pump
discharge check valve must function for the pump to pass its IST. The
compensatory measure then determines whether the check valve functionally fails.
The measure occurs at the same interval as the IST does now. Regarding
probabilistic factors, the measure is essentially equivalent to a surveillance
test. In PRAs, a surveillance test interval would typically be credited as the
test interval in a failure rate calculations.

The constant failure rate assumption considers no imact from aging. In a
critique of the ASME approach to Risk Informed IST, Dr. William Vesely states
that the component importances should be determined using failure probabilities
(unavailabilities) that depend on the age of the plant, even if constant failure
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rates are assumed. He further states that large variations in the failure
probabilities can occur when plants are categorized according to their age,

In PRAs, the component failure probability is usually assumed to be constant.
This is based on the assumption that the changes in failure probabilities of the
nuclear power plant components with time follow the bath tub curve. That is,
the failure probabilities are cor,stant for tne majority of the plant life before

l
they start deteriorating due to aging. This is a reasonable assumption for the
PRA studies considering the difficulties associated with time dependent failure
calculations and the uncertainty associated with the actual behavior of a piece
of equipment over a long period of time (e.g., 40 years). However, for a
specific risk informed application, adequate sensitivity studies should be
performed to ensure that the potential aging effect is reasonably accounted for
if deemed necessary,

for the CPSES RI IST Program, the aging effect has been carefully considered.
However, no major evaluation was judged to be necessary for the following three
reasons. i

First, CPSES Unit I has less than seven years of operation and Unit 2 has been
operating for less than 4 years Therefore, even if different failure

probabilities were to be used, the lower bound of the age dependent failure
probability distribution would be applicable to CPSES. Since generic data
presumably represents a mix of newer and older plants, there would be some time!

period before the CPSES failure rates increased to the level presumed in the
study. Hence, the use of generic data for a newer plant provides some inherent
margin for the effects of aging.

1

Second, in general, the concern of aging effect is not as important to the RI.
IST Program as it might be to some other risk informed applications. One of the
major elements of the RI IST Program is the performance feedt:ck concept. That
is, if any changes to the IST program lead to a gradual equipment degradation
and performance problem, the problem will be quickly identified through root
cause analysis and the corrective action program. In other words, the
performance problem will not remain undetected. The RI IST Program is a dynamic
process that requires periodic updates and necessary modification to correct any
performance problems due to either aging or any other plant specific operating
practices. Therefore, even if no considerations were given to the aging of the
plant in determining the risk importance of the components, the program itself
would identify any potential age related performance degradation.

Third, CPSES RI IST Program recommends that the test intervals of the IST
components in the low risk significance category to be extended to orce every 6
years. A study was done by Dr. Vesely to show the unavailability changes for
check valves versus IST intervals for various valve aging rates. The results

! collectively showed that, up to approximately a 10 year test interval, the
! unavailabilities stayed at or below the component unavailability at the test

interval of once per quarter, fhis study seems to well support the test4

interval of 6 years for check valves.

In conclusion, the assumption that aging is insignificant is reasonable in part
for technical reasons. More importantly though, implementation and monitoring
assures that an impact from aging will be quickly detected before a plant risk
impact occurs.

The calculation assumes truncation effects are insigniftcant. The basis for
|. this assumption is discussed at the end of the discussion of DG 1062 in the

response to SRP Chapter 19, Appendix A. Section A.6.
,
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Based on the information pres nted above, we conclude that the calculated
increases for CDF and LERF can be justified as bounding estimates.

Descriotion q{ Safety Benefits

The bounding estimates do not :onsider any safety benefits from the proposed !

program. This assumption is significant but was deemed necessary for the
calculation because: !

e some uncertainties exist in what impact the safety benefits would have on
'

model parameters,
e some of the benefits are very difficult to quantify, or qualitative in

nature, and
e some aspects of program implementation that affect the safety benefits

have not yet been finalized.

This discussion identifies the safety benefits and estimates possible
quantitative impacts where possible.

The safety benefits identified by Til Electric for the proposed RI IST program
include:

added testing for HSSC components not in the IST program,e
reliability improvements for HSSCs in the IST program, including:e

reduction in system re alignment errors,o
improved performance resulting from improving the quantity ande
quality of plant personnel time devoted to HSSCs. and

e component performance improvements due to testing enhancements to
be proposed by ASME.

reduction in human errors due to a reduction in operator burden,o
e improved system failure probabilities upon demand due to fewer off normal

operational line ups,
other safety impacts related to improvement in safety culture, including:e

improved understanding of component level importance,e
e monitoring of CCF components, and

operator awareness of important " passive" failure modes in ISTe
components.

The following discussion is divided into quantified safety benefits non.
quantified safety benefits and conservatisms in the original calculation.

Quantf fied Safety Beneff t. Regarding added testing for HSSC components not in
the IST program, this may be the most important safety effect due to potential
CDF improvement value of these components. There are several high FV cnmponents
that are not currently in the IST program that are proposed to be added to the
RI 13T program. Even though these HSSCs are outside the Code Class boundary,
they will be tested commensurate with their safety significance. The expert

_ panel will determine the appro)riate Edditional testing for the IPE safety
function. Relief valves will )e tested in accordance with OM Part 1. Manual
valves will have a Position Indication Test (PIT) performed and A0Vs will be
tested on accordance with OM Part 10. (These valves are listed in Table 3 of
Enclosure 5 of the CPSES IST submittal. TXX 95260) For those ;nanual valves that
do not have position indicators but were ranked as high either a physical
verification of position or a flow check will be considered.

An evaluation of the effects on CDF of including these components in the IST
program indicates that the aggregate FV of these components exceeds the
aggregate FV of the LSSC components with extended intervals. This implies that
including these HSSC components in the IST. even with simple fault finding
measures, results in an overall reduction in risk when coniparing the proposed
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RI.lST program to the current program. In other words, even though the impact
of IST on component reliability is not well known. it might be logical to assume
the same factor improvement in components added to the program as the factor

| degradation assumed for components for which test intervals are increased,
Comparing FV measures is equivalent to this assumption.

Regarding reliability improvements for HSSCs in the IST program, it is expected
that increased attention and reduced man 1>ulation of these components will
improve reliability and decrease unavaila)111ty due to human errors.

With fewer tests, system line up/ realignment errors are less likely. While the
current value of latent human errors in the CPSES IPE are too conservative to be
used for an estimate, generic HRA values can be compared to equipment
unavailability values for HSSCs. Often a generic value for latent human error
might range from 1E 3 to IE 4. Since the total pump unavailability (not
including latent human error) is in the range of SE 3. performance improvements
might range from a few percent to tens of percent. When considering this
improvement however it must be recognized that a model such as required in DG.
1062. Section 4.2.2 has not been 3repared. Also, the system realignment with
the most impact on train unavaila)ility due to latent human error is often the
pump alignment which remains unchanged since the pump is typically HSSC. Hence,
the improvement to a typical HSSC due to this safety benefit might be less than
one percent.

There are safety enhancements obtained by focusing resources on HSSCs and
reducing the testing frequency on LSSCs. One can make the assumption that there
is a limited amount of O&H resources available for programs such as IST. Then.
any reduction in the IST program activities assures that the 0&H resources that
are available are spent in an increased fraction on the HSSCs and not diluted by
work activities that have an insignificant impact on risk. In this sense, the
IST 0&M resources are focused on the HSSCs. For example, the IST coordinator
and system engineers will have more time available to analyze trends in
component and system performance data. Because more types of data will be
available to trend or compare, e.g.. components with varying IST intervals,
components added to the IST program, this increased time may further develop
into a better understanding of the factors which influence component performance
and reliability. The former is discussed in Section 4.3 under safety margins.

The impact of this improvement is hard to measure, but generic data on plant
variability indicates good performing HSSCs could easily be a factor of three or
more better than poorly performing HSSCs. It seems reasonable to assume that a
few percent increase in HSSCs is extremely plausible in the near term, with
possibly larger increases in the longer term.

Regarding component reliability improvements due to testing enhancements to be
proposed by ASME. there is some hope that these improvements could be
significant. ASHE has devoted considerable research to the causes of ) ump
failures in particular. The NRC has sponsored research through ORNL t1at is
attempting to measure the effectiveness of certain test methods, including the
comprehensive pump test. Again it does not seem unreasonable to assume that a
few percent increase in HSSC reliability could results, especially for pumps.
It is also worth noting again that changes to IST intervals and the scope of
components included will provide more information with which to identify the
most effective testing methods. Therefore. TU Electric implementation of RI IST
may eventually provide further improvements to ASHE's efforts.

Non-Quantiffed Safety Beneff ts. The following particular safety benefits do not
include estimates of quantitative improvements. Taken as a whole however they
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could be substantial since they deal with plant wide improvements in safety.
The NRC has com)ared the performance of good and badly performing plants and is
well aware of tie value such improvements can have.

Perhaps the most difficult safety benefit to measure might be the amount of
reduction in human errors that might result from a reduction in operator burden.
TU Electric has noted that SR0s /R0s will spend fewer man hours performing
system line ups for testing and realignments after testing and performing work

;package reviews. Also. A0s will spenu fewer man hours performing system line-
u)s for testing and realignments after testing and recording test data. Since
tie sum of FV value for human errors is approximately 100%, any percentage

| improvement in average operator failure rates should have approximately the same
direct percentage improvement in CDF and LERF.

TV Electric also expects that improved system failure probabilities upon demand
will result due to fewer ofu normal operational line ups. PRAs generally assumeI

| normal system alignments. Often traditional safety 3rograms make the same
i assumption. Such conditions (i.e., systems not in t1eir normal lineup) have the

potential to cause unanticipated problems, mostly due to less experience with
them. Generally a normal alignment will require less components to actuate. In
particular; a normal alignment will require fewer "less frequently functioning" lvalves to operate, e.g., system boundary isolation valve manual valves, and '

test return lines valves. Also, operators will need to operate manual valves
less frequently in demand situations, if the time in off normal conditions is
reduced.

Another important safety benefit that will result from implementation of RI IST
is the improvement in safety culture that will result from a site wide
improvement in understanding of the important contributors to risk, including:

improved understanding of component level importance,e
monitoring of CCF components, ande

operator awareness of important " passive" failure modes in IST components.e

It could be argued that such improvements are already occurring as a result of
increased awareness of the PRA, implementation of maintenance rule and use of
risk management during outages and on line maintenance activities. However, the
improved understanding of component level importance and the increased emphasis
on monitoring for common cause failure could result in important safety
improvements. The more such improvements are integrated into the safety culture
by changing common plant programs such as IST, the more these benefits will be
realized.

As an example of this we note that the RI IST analyses identify important
scenarios that provide information with regard to the operational demand that
may be placed on a given com>onent. Such information is valuable because it
relates the performance of tie IST component to the broader context of plant
safety. An example of how this information was used is in regard to valves HV-
4699 & HV 4700 and HV 4696 & HV 4709. These valves have high RAW importances
for the IPE failure mode, but the same failure mode is not treated by the IST
program since it is a " passive" failure mode. While the expert panel determined
that there is no practical test for detecting or
However, degradations in valve performance, e.g., preventing spurious closure.valve drift could potentially
be detected indirectly based on flow and temperature alarms. The RI IST program
may lead to reduction in risk by increasing awareness of the importance of early
detection before failure of those valves for the spurious closure failure mode.
This awaren6.s can be accomplished by providing cautions in system operating
procedures.

_
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Conservatisms in The Original Calculation. Fina11y we identify a set of i

conservative aspects of the calculation of risk increases. While these are not
direct safety benefits per se, they do tear on the calculation of safety
benefit. The conservatisms in the original calculation include:

no credit for other failure finding tasks that apply to LSSCs with low RAWe
values
conservatisms in the constant failure rate assumption. includinge

e wearout
e demand related versus environmental related

reductions in component unavailability due to testinge
e phased implementation and staggered testing

increased all component failure probabilities as if they began withe
3 months intervals when many began with 18 month intervals

positive non linear effects missed by estimating value using sums of FVe

While many of these conservatism are well known and difficult to model, it is
important that they be considered when a complete consideration of effect on

i

risk is made. Probably the impact of these assumptions is that a certain
|fraction of the increase should be removed. Since the increase in risk is

small, these factors are probably not important. Nevertheless, it is worth
noting them because many of these factors would compensate for or delay the
onset of aging. Aging is possibly more important in perception because it is an
important qualitative concern for the NRC staff and an important reason for the
staff's proposed slow phase in of test interval increases >roposed for RI IST.
The cost of procedure changes is significant for a " slow plase in" approach to
implementation such as suggested in Section 5 of DG 1062. That cost materially
affects the cost benefit of RI IST and the potential attractiveness of the
program to utilities. TU Electric makes particular note of these points in the
following discussion because, correspondingly, they materially affect the
likelihood that RI IST will succeed and whether the resulting safety benefits to
the public will be realized. (Note also that a significant discussion on aging
was provided in the subsection above entitled " Estimating the Final Change Based
on All Risk Sources".)

Regarding no credit for other failure finding tasks that apply to LSSCs with low
RAW values, there are additional compensatory measures (e.g., the AFW aump flow
tests that exercise pump suction check valves) that could be credited )ut were
not. Since these measures only impact one leg of a redundant flowpath (hence
the low FV), they will not significantly impact the calculation of risk.
However, because they are part of redundant paths, they would impact the
calculation of non linear increases.

With regard to testing wearout effects, there is some evidence that increased
testing does result in increased wearout failure of components. Therefore, the
reduced test frequency as requested in this program could reduce the effects of
test related wearout.

First, evidence suggests that frequent testing or other preventative maintenance
activities increases com>onent unavailability and/or failure rates. Further,
this evidence tends to slow that "too frequent testing" is a much stronger
influence on components than " too infrequent testing". These observations
imply that it is conservative to extend intervals when uncertainty exists.

In this regard, it is particularly important to note that IST pays particular
attention to degradations. One of the most important contributors to negative
impacts on unavailability from testing is when a test or PH finds a degradation
that is not a functional failure and the component is removed from service for
corrective maintenance. In other words, unavailability in this case is assured
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because the component is " prematurely" removed from service. The seasitivity
study does not consider the more realistic case of an initial improvement in
component performance followed at some point by a degradation.

In performing this study, we did not review and evaluate some of the existing
studies which provide these types of indications. In this light, it is
important to consider that for the majority of the factor increase in test
intervals, data on " aging" does exist. In other words, we are not moving into
uncharted territory when we consider increases in test intervals from 3 months
to 18 months. This fact is important to remember despite the inability to
provide a defensible conclusion about this topic. The paucity of data that
represents a concern is more representative of the 18 month to 6 year portion of
the change. Even in this case, many older plants have valves in 8311 systems
that are identical to or at least similar to Code Class 3 valves but are not .

subjecttoIST. While we are not aware of data which compares the reliability iof these valves, we note that variability in plant specific valve failure rate _
between plants is not consistent with assuming a factor of 24 assumption applied
in the risk increase calculation. That is, it is unusual to see factors of 24
or more variation in valve failure rates from plant to plant. Error factors for
these components is more typically about 3. Hence, it is likely that extended
ISTs will not at all increase failure rates as indicated by the risk
calculation.

Also, we note the following factors of conservatism. The staggered testing
approach proposed by TV Electric will naturally cause a phase in of test
intervals. This should identify effects of aging should they occur and continue
to minimize the )otential for aging related CCF. Improvements in unavailability
due to testing tlat result from increased test intervals have not been credited.
The calculation assumed that the initial test interval for all LSSCs was 3
months, Hany of the components have 18 month intervals. The result may be as
much as a factor of 6 additional increase in failure probability assumed in the
calculation over what would actually occur. %a .umption was made as a
simplification because of the work required t ,,a ie test intervals for each
basic event.

Calculation of Imorovements 10 Safety

The following quantifies the improvements to safety the would likely result from
the above safety benefits. The above discussion indicated the impact of the
safety benefit on model elements such as HSSCs in the IST 3rogram. The
following provides a method for estimating the impact of t1ese improvements on
CDF.

An evaluation of potential risk impact was done by identifying and summing the
FV contributions from different groups of components that could be affected by
the quantified safety benefits. The results of the evaluation are presented in
the following table.

!

_ __ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ __ _ . _
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Category of Component Sum of Fussell.Vesely Programmatic impacts
HSSC and in the IST program 9.36E 01 increased focus is expected on

these components including
possible reductions in latent
human errort, component
reliability improvements. and
increases in test
effectiveness from ASME.

H55C and not in the IST 2.6E 02 Increased testint,. possibly
program full IST program if beneficial

and practical (Note FV sum
includes only ttose for which
test practices are being
considered for improvement.)

LS$C and in IST 8.3E 03 Substantial fraction of those
with highest FV contribution
have available compensatory
measures. (Only those with
high RAW creditea in
sensitivity study.)

As can be seen from the above, each of the possible safety benefit (represented
by the first two rows in the table) is likely to substantially decrease risk on
a comparative basis to the LSSCs. The table indicates that HSSCs in the IST
program as a group might be roughly 100 times more important than LSSCs in the
program. HSSCs not in the IST program, for which testing will be increased (see
Table 4.4 2 of the engineering report (Enclosure 4 of the CPSES IST submittal,
TXX 952690), are roughly 3 times more important than the components for which
testing is being reduced.

Using the estimates for safety benefits and the above table, the following table
estimates the change in risk associated with the proposed program changes.

Program Change Change in Model Estimated Total Safety
Element Applicable improvement

FV Assumed

added testing for HSSC components improvement in 2.6E 02 2.6E 02
not in the IsT program reliability same as

degradation in L5SCs
reduction in system re alignment < 14 9.36E 01 5.0E 3
errors
improved performance resulting few * 9.36E 01 2.0E 2
from improving the quantity and
quality of plant personnel time
devoted to HSSCs

component reliability improvements few t 9.36E 01 2.0E 2
oc to testing enhancements to be
proposeu oy ASME

reduction in human errors due to a not estimated -1.0* not estimated
reduction in operator burden
improved system failure not estimated 9.36C 01 not estimated
probabilities upon demand due to
fewer off normal operational line.
ups

.. . .

. . _

.
. . .

.

..
. . . . . _ _ .
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i
Progree Change Change in Model Estimated Total safety

Element Applicable leprovement
FY Assumed

other safety impacts related to not estimated *1.0* not estimated
improvement in safety culture

| Total Progree Improvement > 7.1E.2
l

* assumes the issue is applicable to essentially all cutsets
)
|

The table indicates that it is reasonable to estimate that more than a 7%
'

improvement in CDF will result from the proposed program changes. It is assumed
the same percentage applies to LERF.

Einal Estimate of Change

Combining the bounding estimate of risk increases with the limited
quantification of safety benefits indicates that CDF and LERF will both probably
go down as a result of the )roposed program changes. For CDF, wo expect at
least a 5% reduction. For .ERF, we also expect at least a 5% reduction.

Consequently, we conclude that the CPSES RI IST program is risk neutral and the
I acceptance criteria are therefore satisfied.

Factors Imoortant 10 AD EC Technical and tianagemtat Review

As mentioned earlier, in order to assist the NRC in testing implementation of
Risk Informed Regulations, we have provided information that could be used for
an increased technical and management review. The information considers the
following factors:

the scope, quality and robustncss of the analysis, including consideratione
and quantification of uncertainties

e the base CDF and LERF
the cumulative impact of previous changes (not applicable since TUe
Electric has proposed no other increases)
consideration of NRC staff's safety goal screening criteriae

the impact of the proposed change on operational complexity, burden on thee

operating staff and overall safety practices, and
plant specific performance and other factors, including, for example,e

siting factors, inspection findings, performance indicators, and
operational events

The scope, quality and robustness of the analysis, including consideration of
uncertainties have been documented in Sections 4.2.1, 4.3 and 4.2.4.3.

Tht. base CDF (8.5E 5/yr) is less than 1E 4/yr and includes all initiator types
and modes of operation. The base LERF (9.3E 7/yr) is well below the limit of
IE 5.

The cumulative impact of prior changes does not apply and the NRC staff's safety
goal screening criteria are well above even the bounding estimate of the risk
increase.

The proposed change is a particularly beneficial change for operational
complexity, burden on the operating staff and overall safety practices.

Both TV Electric's and CPSES's performance and other factors are positive. The
site is in a remote location. Inspection findings relative to the' plant's

. -
. . . .. .

.

.. ..
.

.. .

..
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current IST program are good. CPSES plant performance has been steadily
increasing as measured by the aggregate of INPO performance indicators and NRC
SALP ratings. In the past year, the site was rated SALP 1 in all categories.
The plant has not experienced any significant precursor events or other
indications of operational problems.

Einal Conclusion Reaardina Meeting the 6ccentance Criteria for R11); _Imoacts

The effect of the proposed change on plant risk has been estimated using a ,

bounding calculation and the IPE model. The calculation has been extended to
include external events and all plant operational modes. The bases for the
assumptions in the calculation have been justified. The calculated change from
the bounding estimate easily meets the numerical acceptance criteria for LERF.
The CDF increase barely exceeds the limit requiring detailed technical and
management review by NRC staff.

The effect of the pronsed change on improving safety has also been estimated
using insights from tie IPE model. The improvements to safety outweigh the
effects of increase in risk. Therefore, CPSES RI IST program meets the |

acceptance criteria as a risk neutral application.

The program also should meet the acceptance criteria as a risk increase, if only
the younding estimate is considered in the risk quantification. Those criteria
apply to CPSES since its total CDF (8.5E 5/yr) and total LERF (9.3E 7/yr) are
below the limits for which only safety neutral changes can be considered. Also,
the technical and management factors requiring management review are favorable.

Regarding the approach for calculating the above estimates, the PRA has been
subjected to quality control, e.g., via a technical peer review (compliance with
is discussed in Section 4.2.1 of this document). Uncertainties have been
considered (compliance with is discussed in Section 4.2.4.3 of this document).
The calculation of change considers the necessary variety of issues (compliance
with is discussed in Section 4.2.2 of this document).

Therefore, the program is acce) table and methods used to show it is acce) table
comport with the guidance in tie Draft Guides and Standard Review Plan Clapters.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

NA

C.2 DUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A
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A. DEMONSTRATION OF CONFORMANCE WITH KEY SAFETY PRINCIPLES

f
DG 1062:

[4.3]

Sectmn 2.1 of this guide indicates specific sections of the guide that address each of the key safety principles
including acceptance guidelines. Two of the more difficult areas are those involving consideration of defense
in depth and safety margin. These are addressed in this section to identify the major areas to be considered
consistent with Draft Regulatory Guide DG 1061. More application-specific guidance will be added after the
staff gains mote experience from the review of the IST pilot plant progran s.

Defense-in Depth Evaluation

As stated in Draft Regulatory Guide DO-1061. General Design Criteria, national standards, and engineering
principles such as the single failure criterion are to be considered. Assurance that this criterion is met is when:

The PRA shows that there is preserved a reasonable balance between core damage prevention,.

prevention of containment failure, and consequence mitigation,

1here is not an over seliance on programmatic activities to compensate for plant design weaknesses,*

System redundancy, independence, and diversity are maintained commensurate with the expected.

frequency and consequences of challenges to the system,

Defenses against potential common cause failures are maintained, and the introduction of new*

common cause failure mechanisms is avoided,

Independence of barriers is not degraded, and.

Defenses against human errors are maintained..

Safety blargin Evaluation

Assurance that this criterion is met is mainly demonstrated by showing that the codes and standards or
alternatives approved for use by the NRC that are associated with IST and discussed in Section 4.1 are met.

The second means for demonstrating sufficient safety margin is a review of the safety analysis acceptance
criteria in the CLII(e.g., updated safety analysis report (USAR), supporting analyses) showing that these
criteria are still met for the pioposed RI IST program, or that sufficient margin exists to account for analysis
and data uncertainty.

SRP 3.9,7:

B.- HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

Defense in Depth

The adherence to four basic principals ensures that defense in depth is
maintained by the CPSES RI IST program:

1, No changes to the plant design or o>erations procedures are made
which either reduce defense in dept 1 or place strong reliance on
any particular plant feature, human action, or programmatic
activity,

> w
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2. The balance in sources of core damage risk calculated in the CPSES
IPE and IPEEE, which in turn include traditional sources of risk,
e.g., Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) such as large LOCAs, causes the
categorization of components using PRA to be done on an evenhanded
basis covering the full scope of safety functions.

3. The methodology for component categorization, namely the selection
of importance measures and how they are applied, ensures that
redundancy and diversity are the more im:ortant principals.
Component reliability can be used only wien: 1) plant performance
has been good and 2) a compensatory measure is available to ensure
adverse trends in equipment performance can be quickly detected.

4. The use of multiple risk metrics, including core damage frequency
(CDF) and large early release frequency (LERF), with additional
checks for large but late releases and consequence mitigation,
ensures a reasonable balance between risk prevention methods.

The following describes how these four basic principcis affect the results of
the component categorization and ensure that defense in depth is maintained. In
addition, how the CPSES RI IST program comports with the six acceptance
guidelines in DG 1061 (Section 2.4.1.1) and DG 1062 (Sections 2.1 and 4.3), and
the augmenting guidance in SRP Chapter 19 (11.3.1.1) are also described.
Finally, TV Electric also offers a comment on NUREG 1602 Appendix A which
addresses defense in depth.

1. No changes to the plant design or operations procedures are made which
either reduce defense in depth or place strong reliance on any particular plant
feature, human action. Or programatic activity.

The DG 1061 method for ensuring defense in depth must consider a whole range of
PRA applications. However, in the limited change proposed by TV Electric in the
CPSES RI IST program, no changes to plant design or operating procedures are
made, nor does this program change- the test methods for any existing IST
Component. As a result, a number of the subsidiary concerns addressed by the
acceptance guidelines of DG 1061 do not apply. This fact simplifies the
evaluation of defense in depth.

2. The balance in sources of core damage risk calculated in the CPSES IPE and
IPEEE, which in turn include traditional sources of risk, e.g.. DBAs such as
large LOCAs. causes the categorization of cornponents using PRA to be done on an
evenhanded basis covering the fu11 scope of safety functions.

The CPSES risk profile includes important risk considerations from a wide
spectrum of sources. Said more simply. risk is relatively well balanced. There
are important contributions from internal and location dependent sources. For
example, besides blackout and other internal sources, location dependent sources
such as internal flood and fire play important roles. Among these location
dependent sources, there are a number of locations which contribute
significantly to the risk profile. In the internal sources, contributions from
transients, support system failures, offsite power interruptions ATWS.- LOCAs
and steam generator tube ruptures all make sufficiently significant
contributions to the risk profile.

As a result, the components which mitigate the spectrum of accidents are not
ranked low solely because of initiating event frequency. Further, sensitivity
studies performed for human actions ensure that components which mitigate the
spectrum of accidents are not ranked low solely because of the reliability of a
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| human action. The im)lication of these findings is that uncertainty in
initiating events or luman errors does not play an important role in component
categorization. In addition, no single safety function was found to be
insignificant, a situation that would have caused all components within that

. function to be insignificant. The safety functions which uniquitly mitigato
LOCAs, provide reactivity control, and mitigato steam generator tube ruptures|

| all make important contributions to the risk profile. Thus for CPSES.
) com mnents that support these functions are represented in the risk profile.

TU Electric makes particular note of this because for many plant IPEs, one of
these safety functions is often assessed to be unimportant.

In part as a consequence of this attribute of CPSES core damage risk, the
integrated decision making method adopted for the CPSES RI IST ensures that|

' defense in depth is maintained.

3. The methodology for comonent categorizatton, namely the selection of
1mortance measures and how they are applied, ensures that redundancy and
dtversity are the more 1m ortant principals. Comonent re11ab111ty can be used
only when: 1) plant performance has been good and 2) a comensatory measure is
avatlable to ensure adverse trends in equipment performance can be quickly
detected.

After selecting numerical importance criteria and applying them to the
components, we put a significant effort into understanding the basic reasons
why components were categorized HSSC or LSSC. This effort included reviewing
importance measures in the P&ID format and understanding the way that component
reliability and redundancy impact component categorization. This understanding
also became a part of the Integrated Decision Haking Process.

When the component categorization method is applied to pumps and valves
adJressed by an IST program in a PRA whose sources of risk are well balanced,
some very simple rules are observed. Rule number 1: It is the level of
redundancy within each safety function which is the princi)al criteria upon
which classification is done. Tabit 1,3 1 indicates how tie level of redundancy
influences categorization of compont ts as HSSC or LSSC and how compensatory
muasures are assigned.

Table 4.3 1

Degree of Redundancy Classification to Additional Restrictions
ensure defense in
deoth is maintained

less than average all components N/A
redundancy assigned HSSC
average redundancy only reliable poorly performing

components are components classified
assigned to LSSC: as HSSC. components
these LSSC components important to CCF
are assigned a classified as HSSC
compensatory measure

greater than average typical treatment for poorly performing
redundancy LSSCs components classified

as HSSC. components
important to CCF
classified as HSSC

As the table shows, the most restrictive aspects of the RI IST program apply to
those elements with the least amount of redundancy. Relaxation in the CPSES RI-

-
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IST program occur only when the relative level of redundancy is increased. The
i highest level of relaxation occurs only when there is greater than average
'

redundancy.

In addition to ensuring redundancy is preserved, the CPSES method also ensures
that diversity is ensured. Again, this outcome depends on the well balanced
nature of risk and some specific attributes of the categorization process as it
was confirmed by the expert panel.

Rule number 2: A system which has less diversity is more subject to common
cause failure (CCF). Said another way, when like components (i.e., not diverse)
can cause failure of the system, common cause methods predict an increased CCF
contribution. When more diverse components are included, for example a mixture
of turbine driven and motor driven pumps, the CCF contribution is lower.

The ex>ert panel concluded that all components that had significant
contri>utions to CCF were to be ranked HSSC. This action had the effect of
avoiding relaxation of requirements on those components with the lowest level of
diversity within the system.

,

The sensitivity study to evaluate two at a time contributions to risk importance
also identified a potential weakness in certain like components in multi)1e
systems. In the case of the CPSES sensitivity studies, pump discharge c1eck
valves in select system combinations had low FV measures, but RAW measures that
significantly increased when the combination was considered. This sensitivity
study had the effect of identifying those places where diversity was most
limited. Consistent with the overall method, for these LSSCs with high RAW
values, a compensatory measure was 3rovided to ensure that any adverse trend in
equipment performance would be quiccly detected.

In SRP Chapter 19, the following statement is made:

"The objective of this review is to avoid completely relaxing the defense-
in depth posture at points at which the plant design has the least overall
functional independence, redundancy, and/or diversity. On the other hand,
in areas where a plant has substantial redundancy and diversity, defense
in depth arguments used to justify relaxations should be given appropriate
weight."

The CPSES method for component categorization and the Expert panel ensure that
defense in dopth is " relaxed" only when the plant design has the most redundancy
and diversit/.

4. The u.ie of mult1ple risk metrics. Including core damage frequency (CDF) and
large early release frequency (LERF), with additional checks for large but late
releases and consequence mitigation, ensures a reasonable balance between risk
preventton methods.

The principal means to ensure preservation of a reasonable balance among core
damage, prevention of containment failure and consequence mitigation is the use
of multiple risk metrics, namely CDF and LERF, However, during the pilot plant
evaluations, in particular the expert panel deliberations, it became clear that
these metrics could have some limitations regarding defense in depth (or
otherwise prudent decision making). First, large releases could occur that
probably deserved more attention than the LERF method provided. Second, there
was not the same balance in sources of risk and safety functions that had
occurred for core damage. The following describes the nature of these

s
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limitations and how they were compensated for and then describes the application
of the CDF and LERF risk metrics.

1

| Some releases are classified as late releases because of the time available for
.

emergency response. Specifically, a significant source of such releases results i

| from steam generator tube rupture sequences which result in core damage because
'

of loss of RWST inventory and failure to replenish it. The principal cause of
loss of inventory and of the large release is a failure to isolate steam flow
from the affected generator to the atmosphere. Components which significantly
contributed to this isolation failure had compensatory measures added to ensure
that any adverse trend in equipment performance would be quickly detected.

In the case of release mitigation, it was found that the safety function of
Release Hitigation was categorized as low and all associated components were 1
classified as LSSC.

In the case of containment sprays, the large volume and ca)acity of the
containment and the fact that sprays are unavailable for tie most important
accidents, makes this function insignificant. Because of the large volume and
capacity of the containment, the effect of sprays are to reduce the steam and
the radionuclides in the containment atmosphere prior to vessel failure. At
vessel failure, the principal threats to early loss of containment integrity
occur, namely steam explosions, high pressure melt ejection, etc. The
likelihood of these failure modes is not substantially changed by the pressure
difference, hence spray importance is not indicated by the PRA.

Often sprays are not assumed to be available after core damage begins because
the causes of core damage would also disable sprays. Specifically, in station
blackout sequences, power is unavailable to operate the spray system, i? loss
of recirculation sequences, the cause of ECCS recirculation failure, ofter
applies equally to sprays. In aart because of these factors and in part because
of problems in performance of tie spray pumps, the expert panel concluded that
the spray function should be monitored carefully. The pumps were classified as
HSSC. H0V3 that had to actuate were classified as LSSC, but compensatory
measures were provided to ensure that any adverse trend in equipment performance
would be quickly detected.

The table below summarizes how a balance in release prevention methods was
preserved.

_
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Table 4.3 2

Release Prevention Basis for Additional
Method Categorization Restrictions
Core Damage Prevention Described above.|

Release Hitigation Containment spray Importance to LERF
components are used as a criteria for
maintained as either classifying components
HSSC (pumps) or LSSC as HSSC. Importance

! with a compensatory to large late release
I measure (HOVs which requires a

must actively compensatory measure
function). be available to rank

the component LSSC.
Containment Integrity H55C components are Importance to LERF

those in the most used as a criteria for
important release classifying components

| paths, namely those as HSSC. Importance
I which must actively to large late release
| function to prevent an requires a

open pathway, compensatory measure
Containment isolation, be available in order
high low pressure to rank the component
interfaces and steam as LSSC.
generator tube ruptures
are all protected in
this manner.

The following describes how the use of multiple risk metrics, namely CDF and
LERF, provides an initial basis for ensuring defense in depth. The traditional
defense in depth concept as used in the CPSES FSAR is to maintain multiple
barriers that restrict or limit the transport of radioactive material from the
nuclear fuel to the public. These barriers are:

Fuel pellet matrix*

e Clad
Reactor Coolant System.

Containment building*

The IPEs mainly analyze the integrity of all these barriers, although the first
two tend to M implicitly modeled and the last two explicitly modeled. Core
damage freqv.. icy (CDF) is a measure of the first three barriers. When core
damage occurs (as defined and assumed in IPEs), the fuel pellet matrix and clad
integrity quickly fail, within generally an hour following the RCS failure. The
containment building integrity is measured in terms of large, early releases
frequency (LERF). As long as these two parameters (i.e., CDF and LERF) are
maintained at reasonably low frequencies, then it should be concluded that these
two barriers are most likely capable of performing their functions, when needed.
This in turn, means that the defense in depth capabilities are well controlled
and maintained.

In the CPSES RI IST Program, the defense in depth philosophy was always
followed. The robust process used in the CPSES IST study ensured that changes
to the current IST program would not have any significant impact on LDF and
LERF. This was accomplished as summarized below:
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CDfi

As described earlier, CPSES used FV and RAW importance measures to initially
prioritize the IST components based on their risk significance. Since these two
importance measures may have some limitations, various sensitivity studies were
conducted along with other considerations to ensure the completeness of the
approach. Furthermore, a study was performed to evaluate the cumulative impact
of requested changes to the current IST program on total CDF. The results of
this sensitivity study for CPSES demonstrated that modifying the test
frequencies of the IST components in the less safety significance category to
every 6 years is reasonable and, at worst, would result in an insignificant and
acceptable increase in total CDF.

When a nuclear plant has an acceptable CDF, it means that plant components are
reliable and/or there are enough redundant equipment available to perform the
q uired accident mitigating function, when neaded. However, the redundancy

'

could be at the component level, train level, system level, or function level.
For example, at the function level, if both tra ns of Service Water (SW) system
fail, the ultimate heat sink will be lost. All components necessary to provide
this SW function are included in the HSSC category. For other functions with
more redundancy, less components are included in the HSSC ct.tagory but an equal
or greater measure of safety is maintained.i

Therefore, the CPSES ranking results demonstrate that, in effect, defense in-
depth is inherently assured. Again, if the risk importance values of the IST
components have been 3roperly evaluated, and sufficient sensitivity studies have
been perfcrmed, and t1eir cumulative impact on total C0F has been calculated to
be low, and the resulting C0F is still low, then it is obvious that there aret

still adequate redundancies at different levels available to mitigate the
consequences of a severe accident. This, in turn, leads to the fact that the
" defense in depth" ca) abilities are adequately maintained even with all the
proposed changes to tie test intervals of the LSSCs, In addition, testing and
maintenance stretegies that assure the reliability of components will still be
maintained with me proposed RI IST Program.

LERE1

The same risk importance approach used for CDF was applied to LERF. Similar
sensitivity studies were conducted to compensate for the limitations of FV and
RAW importance measure techniques. In addition, in order to ensure that the
containment integrity is always maintained, the following issues were also
considered in the study:

Containment isolation features that may not directly impact the.

value of LERF.
Interfacing systems LOCA (i.e., V sequence) that provides a direct.

release path to the outside containment.

Furthermore, similar to the CDF impact evaluation, another study was performed
to evaluate the cumulative impact of the requested changes to the current IST
program on total LERF. The results of this study for CPSES demonstrated that
modifying the test frequencies of the IST components in the less safety
significance category to every 6 years is reasonable, and at worst, would result
in an insignificant and acceptable increase in total LERF. Again, when total
LERF is low, it means that containment safeguards features are reliable and/or
there are enough redundant components available to perform similar function,
when required. This leads to the fact that the " defense in depth" capabilities
are adequately maintained with the proposed changes to the test intervals of the
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| LSSCs.

Qther Considerations Related lo Defense in llen.th.

The following clarifies a few points which may be useful for the staff in
evaluating the CPSES submittal.

When the PRA does not explicitly model a component, function or mode of
operation, a qualitative method is used to classify the component HSSC or LSSC
and to determine whether a compensatory measure is required. _The qualitative
method is consistent with the principals of defense in de)th because it
preserves the distinction between those components which lave high relative|

redundancy and those which have only high relative reliability.,

The CPSES RI IST program does not eliminate ISTs in any safety function or
barrier to release. It does however change the interval of ISTs. When the
basis for the change in interval is reliable equipment performance, compensatory
measures are used to ensure thr. performance is well known and that timely
feedback of operational performance will occur.

The RI IST program accounts for uncertainties in equipment and human
performance. Uncertainty in equipment performance affects risk and component
categorization either through initiating event frequencies or component
reliabilities. The balanced contribution of risk ensures that uncertainties in
initiating event frequency do not contribute materially to the categorizatien of
components. The effect of component reliability is mentioned above. Regarding
human performance sensitivity studies were done which indicated that the
ranking of components was insensitive to human reliability considerations.

I
DG 1061 lists six acceptance guidelines to determine that defense in depth has
been addressed.

A reasonable balance among prevention of core damage, prevention of containment
fa11ure, and consequence mitigation is preserved. This point is addressed as '

item 4 above.

Over-reliance on programattc activities to comensate for w'1knescc., In plant
design is avoided. The CPSES RI IST does not introdecc r:linice on new
programmatic activities. The compensatory measures used to ensure degradations
in equipe nt performance can be quickly detected are existing plant program
elements. These compensatory measures help to more clearly communicate which
plant programmatic actions are important to ensure that uncertainties in
equipment performance are minimized.

System redundancy. Independence and diversity are preserved comensurate with
the expected frequency and consequences of challenges to the system (e.g.. no
risk out11ers), This guideline is addressed in items 2 and 3 above.

Defenses against potenttal comon cause failure are preserved and the potential
for introduction of new comon cause failure mechanisms is assessed The
preservation of defenses against CCF is partially addressed in item 3 above when
it is indicated that all components important to CCF are ranked HSSC. More
importantly however, the implementation and monitoring method both preserve
defenses and ensure that potential increases in CCF are quickly detected.
Regarding implementation. staggering of testing and step wise implementation
provide additional assurance against CCFs. Regarding monitoring, the Corrective
Action Program investigates failures to determine if the potential exists for
like component failures.
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independence of barriers is not degraded The mu1tiple barriers to re1 ease are
preserved as indicated in item 4 above. No new dependencies are introduced and
the potential for CCF across barriers is minimized by the approach to
implementation and monitoring.

Defenses against human errors are preserved The sensitivity studies for the
human reliability analysis show no changes to component categorization. As
indicated in item 1 above, no additional reliance is placed on operator actions.
Probably most im)ortant, by requiring less off normal alignments to perform the
tests, operator aurden is reduced by the RI IST program. Finally, opelations
input was a key part of the integrated decision making process.

SRP Chapter 19 identifies the following criteria for preservation of multiple |

barriers for radioactivity release:

no significant increase in existing challenges to the integrity ofe

barriers
probability of failure is not significantly changed by the proposale
new or additional failure dependencies are not introducede

overali redundancy and diversity is consistent with the risk acceptancee
guidelines

The use of LERF as a risk metric and its evaluation for cumulative risk increase
ensures that no significant increase occurs in challenges to the integrity of
barriers. In fact, the importance of those plant damage states with the highest
conditional containment failure probability causes some components to be added
to the HSSC list. This provides further control of any increase in the most
important accidents causing challenges to the integrity of the containment. No
dependencies are introduced. Finally, the categorization of containment
isolation valves, being consistent with the d. thod described in item 3 above,
ensures that redundancy and diversity is ma.uained.

Sufficient Safety Marain 11 Maintained

The TU Electric RI IST program assures that sufficient safety margin is
maintained the same as the existing IST program. The bases for the statement is
that the RI IST program does not remove any components from the current IST
program, it merely extends the test interval for certain of them. Further there
are no changes to test methods. Consequently, testing of design functions for
the design basis accidents and the associated margin in those functions is
unchanged.

Safety margin is in many ways enhanced because the integrated decision making
process has identified additional program changes which should im> rove the
understanding of component performance. TJr the LSSCs with a higa RAW, the

.

program includes compensatory measures which are effective fault finding tasks.
The observed performance during these fault finding tasks is now linked directly
to the IST 3rogram performance, providing a more integrated view of safety
margin and low different programs affect and monitor it. The program uses a
phased implementation approach so that a change in performance of SSCs resulting
from extending the interval can be identified and fed back to the program via
the plant wide corrective action program. This improved understanding of how
component performance relates to test interval may provide insights which in
turn could even improve the )rocess for maintaining the design margin of HSSCs.
Finally, there are several I?E important components not in the current IST
program (non ASHE Components) that are )roposed to be added to the program. Not
only will this reduce the overall C0F, >ut it again will provide insight into
the value of IST programs in maintaining and improving component margin. That

m
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is, the change in >erformance and margin can be measured for the case when a
component is broug1t into the IST program. In the abovementioned ways TU

! Electric's understanding of component performance will improve. It is possible.
but not a requirement for this program, that this improved understanding created|

by the integrated decision making process (expert panel) will lead to future
improvements in HSSCs, as well as its intended goal of ensuring that changes to )

| the reliability of LSSCs will not be significant.

! C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602: l

In Appendix A Section A.2.3, the topic " Consideration for Defense in Depth" is
discussed. Because the CPSES pilot considered a variety of sensitivity studies,
TU Electric theaht the NRC could benefit from our insights regarding this
particular sensitivity study.

Specifically, this section of NUREG 1602 proposes to " Ensure that all minimal
cutsets contain at least two component failures for which requirements are not
relaxed."

When this type of an approach was considered in the CPSES pilot the following

( practical problems were encountered. Take a three train system for example. If
train A and B are made HSSC, do we then inform plant operations, maintenance and
engineering that train C is not important but trains A and B are? No.
Administrative 1y such an approach is undesirable because it is confusing and it
promotes human error. Consequently, the expert aanel rejected such a method
unless all three trains are made HSSC. When suc1 a criteria is proposed, it
quickly propagates to the situation where all components become llSSC in order to
avoid problems administering the program. This fact is particularly true when
considered at the plant level, that is, when one tries to differentiate among
similar safe shutdown paths, e.g., feed and bleed and AFM.

The expert panel, which represented the implementers of RI IST, preferred a
process where placement in HSSC was based on principals such as relative
redundancy and relative reliability, importance to different modes of operation
or initiating events, and importance to common cause failure. These principals
are easier to understand and therefore, easier to administer.
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A. INTEGRATED DECISIONMAKING

DG4062:

[4.4]

This section discusses the integration of all of the technical considerations involved in reviewing
submittals from licensees proposing to implement RI IST programs. General guidance for risk.
informed applications is given Drall Regulatory Guide DG 1061 (Ref. 3) and in the new SRP
sections, Chapter 19 (Ref. 6) for general guidance, and Section 3.9.7 (Ref. 7) for IST programs.
These documents discuss a set of regulatory findings that form the basis for the staff's writing an
acceptable safety evaluation report (SIIR) for a licensee's risk informed application. Specifically,
Section 2.1 of Draft Regulatory Guide DG 1061 identifies a set of" expectations" that licensees
should follow in addressing the key safety principles. Due to the importance of these findings,
certain of them will be repeated here.

Necessary Findings

The comprehensive plant model, including the PRA and the associated deterministic*

analysis, is technically sound and supports the rest of the findings regarding the proposed
RI IST program. 'lhe analysis is based on the as built and as operated and maintained
plant.

All safety impacts of the proposed changes to the licensee's IST program have been.

evaluated in an integrated manner as part of an overall risk management approach in which
the licensee is using risk analysis to impmvc operational and engineering decisions broadly
and not just to climinate requirements he sees as undesirable. The approach used to identify
changes in requirements for IST were used to identify areas where requirements in IST
should be increased as well as reduced.

The acceptability of the proposed changes to the licensee's IST program have been.

evaluated by the licensee in an integrated fashion that ensures that all of the key safety
principles are met.

The cumulative risk evaluation accounting for all of the proposed IST program changes.

confirms that changes to the plant core damage frequency (CDF) and large early release
frequency (LliRF) are small in conformance with the guidelines given in Section 2.4.2.1 of
Draft Regulatory Guide DG 106).

Appropriate consideration was given to uncertainty in the analyses and interpretation of the*

results.

Certain qualitative and defense-in depth evaluations have been perfbrmed, and insights.

from these hau been duly incorporated into the classification scheme, the performance
; goals, and the associated programmatic activities. These evaluations confirrn that sufficient

safety margins and defense in depth are mamtained,

'the licensee's proposal was subjected to quality controls including an independent peer.

review.

Pumps, valves, snubbers and operator actions have been identified and appropriately*

classified for use in prioritizing and implementing the program. In particular,important
components not modeled in the PRA have been identified and appropriately classified
utilizing available deterministic supporting information.

Afier the RI IST program is approved and initiated, plant performance is supported by+
,

| testing and analysis and maintained by programmatic activities goals by comparison against
'

specific performance criteria.

- - _ __ ,_ _ _ _ _.. __ ._ _ - _ _ _ .
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The data, analysis methods and assessment criteria used in the development of the RI IST.

are scrutable and available for pubac review. i

; These Ondings are seen to comprise both probabilistic and traditional engineering considerations,
which are addressed in more detail in this chapter and in Dran Regulatory Guide DG 1061.

~

Licensees are expected to review commitments related to outage planning and co- rol to verify that
they are appropriately reDected in the licensee's component grouping. This should include

; components required to maintain adequate defense in depth as well as components that might be
5 operated as a result of contingency plans developed to support the outage.

Licensees are also expected to review licensing basis documentation to ensure that the traditional
engineering related factors mentioned above are adequately modeled or otherwise addressed in the
PRA analysis.

When making fin d programmatic decisions, choices must be made based on all of the available
information. There may be cases where information is incomplete or where con 0icts appear to exist

,

between the traditional engineering data and the PRA generated information. It is the responsibility ;

of the licensee in such cases to ensure that well reasoned judgemer.t is used to resolve the issues in
the best manner possible including due consideration to the safety of the plant. This process of
integrated decision making has been discussed in various industry documents (Refs. 9 through 11)
with reference to the use of an " expert panel." The appendix to this dran regulatory guide includes
some detailed guidance on certain aspects ofintegrated decision making specine to RI IST
programs. As discussed in the appendix, it is not intended to specify that an administrative body
such as an expert panel must be always formed by the licensee to ful611 this function. Following
below are some general acceptance guidelines for this important activity with more specific details
given in the appendix.

In summary, acceptability of the proposed change should be determined using an integrated
decision making process that addresses three major areas: (1) an evaluation of the proposed change
in light of the plan'.s current licensing basis,(2) an evaluation of the proposed change relative to the
key principles and the acceptance criteria, and (3) the proposed plans for implem:ntation,
performance monitoring, and corrective action. As stated in the Commission's Policy Statement on
the increased use of PRA in regulatory matters, the PRA information used to support the RI IST
program should be as realistic as possible, with reduced unnecessary conservatisms yet including a
consideretion of uncertainties. These factors are very important when considering the cumulative
plant risk and accounting for possible risk increases as well as risk benefits. The licensee should
carefully document all of these kinds of considerations in the RI IST program description including
those areas that have been quanti 0ed through the use of PRA as well as qualitative arguments for
those areas that cannot be readily quantified.

Acceptance Guldelines

The licensee's proposed RI IST program should be supported by both a traditional+

engineering analysis and a PRA analysis.

The licensee's RI IST program submittal should be consistent with the acceptance.

guidelines contained throughout this dran regulatory guide, specically with the findings
listed in this section, orjustify why an alternative approach is acceptable.

If the licensee's proposed RI IST program is acceptable based on both the deterministic and.

probabilistic analyses, it may be concluded that tre proposed RI IST program provides "an
acceptable level of qualiy and safety" (see 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i)].

. - _ . - - - - - - - - ---
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SRP 3.9.7:

[lI.A.10 Area of Review]

The reviewer should evaluate the acceptabihty of the licensee's proposed RI IST program using the proposed
procedures outlined in Section IV of this SRP and the proposed acceptance guidelines specified Section til of
this SRP. Each of the key principles specified in Section ll.A.9 above should have been addressed in the
licensee's submittal. In implementing these principles, the reviewer should ensure that:

All safety impacts of the proposed changes were evaluated on a component spet . nasis as well ase

in an integrated manner as part of an overall risk management approach in w hich the licensee uses
i

risk analysis to improve operational and engineering decisions broadly and not just to eliminaie
. requirements that the licensee sees as undesirable. 'Ihe approach used to ioentify changes in
| requirements should be used to identify areas where requirements should be increased as well as

| where they could be reduced.
,

| The acceptability of proposed changes should be evaluated by the licensee in an integrated fashione

that ensures that all principles are met.'

Core damage frequency (CDP) and large early release frequency (LERF) can be used as suitablee

metrics for making risk-informed regulatory decisions.

Increases in estimated CDF and LERF resulting from proposed CLil changes will be limited to smalle

increments.

The scope and quality of the engineering analyses (including traditional and probabilistic analyses)*

conducted tojustify the proposed CLil change should be appropriate for the nature and scope of the
changes proposed and should be based on the as-built and as-operated and maintained plant.

Appropriate consideration of uncertainty is given in analyses and interpretation of findings,*

The plant specific PRA supporting decisions has been subjected to quality controls such as ano

independent peer review.

Data, n ethods, and assessment criteria used to support the proposed IST program changes (e.g., those*

used by the licensee's expert panel) must be available for public rs view.

Acceptability of the proposed change should be determined using an integrated decision making process that
addresses three major areas: (1) an evaluation of the proposed change in light of the plant's current licensing
basis,(2) an evaluation of the proposed change relative to the key principles and the acceptance criteria, and
(3) the proposed plans for implementation, performance monitoring, and corrective action.

[lV.A10 Acceptance Guidelines]

The licensee's proposed RI IST program should be supported by an engineering evaluation (reviewed in
accordance with RI IST SRP section IV.A). It is expected that the categorization developed by the PRA
process and the traditional engineering approach will be considered by the licensee's integrated decision.
making process (e.g., expert panel) to categorize components and in making decisions regarding each
component's test strategy. The licensee's RI IST program submittal should meet the acceptance guidelines
contained in Section 111. A.1 through 8 orjustify why an attemative approach is acceptable.

Defense in depth has traditionally been applied in reactor design and operation to provide multiple means to

* One important element of Integrated decision making can be the use of an " expert panel."
Such a panelis not a necessary component of risk informed decision making; but when it is
used, the key principles and associated decision criter!a presented in this regulatory guide
still apply and must be shown to have been met or to be irrelevant to the issue at hand.
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accomplish safety functions and prevent the release of radioactive material. It has beenand continues to be an

effective way to account for uncertainties in equipment and human performance. In some cases risk analysis
can help quantify the range of uncertainty; however, there will likely remain arear oflarge uncertainty or areas 1

not covered by the risk analysis. Where a compr6hensive risk analysis can be done, it can be used to help
determine the appropriate extent ol' defense in depth (e.g., balance amoung core damage prevention,
containment failure, and consequence mitigation) to ensure protection of public heahh and safety Where a
comprehensive risk analysis is not or cannot be done, traditional defense in depth considerations should be
used or maintained to account for uncertainties. Proposed RI IST programs should be assessed to ensure that
the defense in depth is maintained. Defense in depth is preserved if, for example:

a reasonable balance is maintained between prevention of core damage, pievention of containmente

failure, and consequence mitigation;

there is not an over-reliance on programmatic activities to compensate for weaknesses in plant design;e

system redundancy, independence, and diversity are maintained commensu ate with the expectede

frequency and consequences of challenges to the system;

a defenses against potential common cause failures are maintained and the introduction of new
conunon cause failure mechanisms are s. voided;

e independence of barriers is not degraded

e defenses against hum:a errors are maintained

Suf0cient safety margins are maintained if, for example:

e ASME codes and standards or alts; natives approved for use by the NRC are met;

safety analysis acceptance criteria in the current licensing basis (e.g., USAR, supporting analyses) aree

met, or proposed revisions provide sufficient margin to account for analysis and data uncertainties;

Defense k depth and safety margin may be evaluated, as feasible, using risk techniques (PRA) provided Code-
required margins are preserved.

'

Other acceptance guidelines may be proposed by the licensee. !!owever, alternative guidelines would require
more detailed consider, tion by the reviewer on a case by case besis.

After the components have been categorized, RI IST program implementation, performance monitoring, and
corrective action (Section Ill.B) acceptance guidelines shouki be satis 0ed and the overall effect of the
proposed changes should be acceptable (ref. Section !!!.A.9) before the reviewer concludes that the proposed -
RI-IST program provides "an acceptable level of giality and safety" (ref.10 CFR 50.55a (a)(3)(i)].

If the licensee's proposed RI-IST program is unacceptable based on either tr:rditional engineering rm ses or
the probabilistic analyses, the reviewer should deny the licensee's proposed RI-IST program.

In evaluating the overall effect of the proposed RI iST program, the licensee should specifically evaluate the
effect of the proposed relaxations of requirements (t. g., test interval extensions) for componentr considered

a when grouped together, Where these relax tions are offset by alternative measures O.g., additionalsim r

momto:6.,, ?fferent tests, procedures, training), the licmee should identify, and quantify to the extent
.

practicable, the elTects of these attemative measures. Si;nilarly, if there are benefits assd.iated with proposed
relaxations (e.g., reduction in initiating event frequency, reduction in sy stem misalignment, reduction in
radiation exposure), the licensee should identify, and quantify to tb nisnt practicable, the effects of these
benefits. As a general rule, the alternative measures and benefits should ia directly linked to the systems or
components associated with proposed relaxations. On a case by case basis, the staff may assess the licensee's
proposed bnprovements made to the test strategy for a group of components against proposed relaxations in
test requirements for another group of components in assessing the overall acceptability of a proposed RI-IST
program For example, the risk increase associated with relaxation of requirements for a group ofl>w safety

. _ _ _ _ _
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significant components may be deemed acceptable in light ofimprovements made to a group of more high
safety significant components, even if all of the factors contribu'ing to the overall change in risk are not
quantified. Ilowever, the vulnerably associated with the relaxation of requirements for the low safety
significant compon nts must be acceptably low (See DG 1061 criteria). Tue licensee's integrated decision.
making process should have explicitly considered all such situations. He factors considered by the licensee's
integrated deci3 ion-making process, as well as the basis for the licensee's integrated decision-making process
conclusion, should be clearly documented. He reviewer should evaluate this documentation to see if there is
adequate technicaljustification for the licensee's decisions.

Specific acceptance guidelines for use of Expert Panels are contained in Appendix B of reference 3.

[lV.A.10 Review Procedures)

.nere are no explicit criteria for dispositioning the results of traditional engineerlag and probabilistic analyses
which may to conliict with one another. He reviewer should evaluate the licensee's integrated decision.
making process records associated with these conflicts, The licensee's integrated decision-making process |
recordt should clearly identify all factors considered by that process and the basis for conclusion. On a
sampling basis, the reviewer shodd conduct an independent evaluation to determine if the licensee's
conclusion has sufficient technical basis. The reviewer's determination that the proposed alternative will
provide "an acceptable level of quality and safety" (ref.10 CFR 50.55a (a)(3)(i)] should be based on the
independent assessment. The reviewer should consider the following factors in trying to reach a conclusion
relative to the acceptability of the licensee's proposed RI IST program:

Does the proposed RI.lST program meet the current regulations? (This principle applies unless thea.

proposed change is explicitly related to a requested exemption or rule change.]

b. Is defense iri depth philosophy maintained?

c. Are sufficient safety margins maintained?

d. Are proposed changes in risk, and their cumulative effect, small and within the NRC Safety Goals?

lias the licensee proposed performance-based implementation and monitoring strategies that addresse.

uncertainties in analysis models and data and provide " i timely feedback and corrective action?

More detailed guidance for reviewing the integrated decision making process is provided in Appendix B of
- Reference 3,

(V.A.10 Evaluation Findings]

If the licensee's proposed attemative is acceptable i.. light of the current licensing basis of the plant and the
safety significance of the component,

AND

if the licensee's risk-informed IST program meets the detailed acceptance guidelines specified in this SRP,

then the staff should be able to reach the following general conclusion:

The licensee's proposed risk-informed IST program is authorized as an alternative to the ASME Code
required IST program (e.g. including test frequency, test methods, and program scope requirements)
pursuant to { 50.55a(a)(3)(i) based on the attemative providing an acceptable level of quality and
safety.

t:
- ___
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B, HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062: |

The topic of the Integrated Decision Making Process is first raised in DG 1062
Section 4.4, It is also discussed at some length in Appendix A of DG 1062.
Section 4.4 refers to the key safety principles of Section 2,1 and then
identifies a number of necessary findings summarized as follows:

the analysis is technically sound
I

e
the analysis is used broadly, not just to eliminate undesirablee
requirements
the key safety principles are mete

the cumulative risk evaluation finds an acceptable risk increasee
conr,'ieration is given to uncertaintyo
an e.aluation of defense in depth has been performede

the proposal is subject to quality controls, including an independent peere
review
IST components have been identified and classified, including unmodelede
components
plant performance is evaluated and comparc< to performance criteriae

SRP Chapter 3.9,7. in Sections II.A.10, III.A.10. IV.A.10, and V A,10,
reinforces these points with some additional detail and then ultimately
references Appendix B of SRP Chapter 19. Those discussions are reproduced
above. DG 1061 discusses the topic in Section 2.4.3, However, it is in SRP
Chapter 19 Appendix B and Appendix C 2 that the Integrated Decision Making
Process is discussed in the most detail. It is the acceptance criteria for that
Section which are addressed here,

Under the subsection entitled " Area of Rev _w", the staff guidance indicates
that the documented evidence for the decision naking process should:

contain reasons, assumptions, approaches and information usede
e be relatively formal

should be maintained for the life of the plante

The documeatation in the Engineering Report contains a clear record of the
method used by the expert panel, the sensitivity studies considered as input,
the component categorization information used, and the disposition of each IST
commnent and the basis for it. The procedures used by the panel, both to
autwrize it and to implement its decisions, are provided respectively in
Attachments 6 and 4 of TXX 96371. This documentation, being part of the record
for the IST program change, must be maintained accordingly.

Under the subsection entitled " Review Guidance and Procedures", the staff
guidance identifies four topical areas to be addressed by the expert panel
process. In the first topical area, the guidance also identifies a number of
NRC Smff expectations for the integrated decision making process. These are
discuned below.

The staff guidance indicates that the process should be well-defined,
systematic, repeatable, and scrutable. TU Electric has already indicated how
the process was made formal to ensure it would be as well defined as possible.
The expert panel process was judged to meet its objectives of being scrutable,
reproducible and systematic as much as technically achievable. The process was
scrutable because the panel was provided simplified P& ids which clearly
documented the ranking. It is scrutable to others because written technical
bases were provided to the panel and detailed expert panel notes were developed.

The process was believed to be reproducible by another panel of similar

. .
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technical knowledge because of the availability of detailed technical bases for
all sources of risk and the use of consistent ranking criteria for modeled and
unmodeled components, Also, many of the other limitations that could affect the
IPE results, such as components masked by supercomponents and initiators, were
rectified by the PRA team before presentation to the expert panel,

Finally, the process was believed to be systematic. A similar process was
applied for all sources of risk as well as for unmodeled components. For each
component, a systematic means of evaluating the risk insights was performed and
a consistent set of criteria was used.

The staff guidance indicates that the deliberations should be application
specific, that is, how the results are to be utilized should be well defined and
application spec 1fic. The focus of this expert panel was on IST and included
special membership from Codes and Standards and Systems Engineering (name'.y the
IST Engineer) to ensure the availability of application specific information was
provided. More importantly however, the panel was involved in the full spectrum
of activities. That is, the panel decided how the results would be used in the
151 program as well as how the component categorization process should be done.

| As a result, these two aspects of the 3rocess are well integrated, For example,
the monitoring process is focused on tiose issues most important to the ranking,
namely:

LSSCs with high RAW values (all of which are contained in Maintenance Rule*

Risk Significant systems which are subject to monitoring, and
potential compromises in redundancy resulting from common cause failures,e
for which Ndependent failures are evaluated in the Corrective Action
Program to identify an impact on like components.

The staff guidance indicates that the membership of the decision making team
should include experienced individuals with demonstrated skills and knowledge in
relevant engineering disciphnes:

plant procedures and operationse
systems knowledge including operational historye

system response and dependencies
operator training and response
details of the PSA
regulatory guidance

Attachment 6 to TXX 96371 identifies a set of requirements that 3rovide this
capability and also ensure a minimum level of experience for eac1 member and a
quorum requirement that includes the above capability.

The staff guidance indicates that the team should have been advised of the
specifics of all proposed changes and relevant background information. This
point was addressed above.

The staff guidance indicates that the team (expert panel) should have a good
understanding of interpretation of the results and the potential limitations in

,

the model.. The expert panel (EP) process for the CPSES RI IST Program had the !distinct advantage of occurring after much experience regarding the operation of '

such a panel had been gained by both the industry and TV Electric. Most of the
experience had been gained through the Maintenance Rule (MR) process. Industry-
wide lessons learned from that project that influenced the TU process included:

variations in emphasis and interest among panels at different plants whicho
in turn lead to concerns about reproducibility of the results,
significant use of the panel for specific technical bases, e.g., rankinge
for outage conditions or containment performance, which in turn lead to
much dependence on the panel for documentation to ensure the process was
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scrutable,
significant variations in the types of technical bases available, e.g.,e

quantitative IPEs versus qualitative or no external event analyses, which
made it difficult for the panel to employ a systematic decision process,
and
variations in scope of the panels activities, varying from ranking only toe

ranking application of it, the former of which requiring more assumptions
by the panel about how the ranking results would be used.

Because the EP process was important to ensure limitations of the PRA are
addressed and because it is so crucial to obtaining ownership from the plant and i

NRC staff, the CPSES project goal was to overcome these aforementioned potential 1

pitfalls,
i

- As a result of these lessons learned. TV Electric tried to provide goals to
overcome them. Two goals of the CPSES project paid significant dividends in this
regard. One goal was to make ranking results more understandable. That is, it
was desirable to take a process which was time consuming for PRA practitioners
but made it more understandable for others such as expert panel members. By
improving the understanding of the expert panel, it was felt that the process

- would be more scrutable and reproducible and the limitations of PRA would be
better reflected in the final ranking results. To prepare for the expert panel
review, the risk ranking team developed a set of simplified P& ids for all the

I systems modeled in the IPE. The IPE risk category results, component tag
L numbers, and the location of the components in the systems were all shown on the

simplified diagrams. This method of display was found to be very useful in
understanding what the component categorization process means. By facilitating
comparisons and highlighting differences, e.g., differences in ranking between
some pump discharge and suction check valves, it helped highlight the key .
assumptions, data and methods in the PRA which most influenced ranking. And, by

-identify which components were not modeled and which were truncated, it gave a
clearer picture of the scope of the PRA and its implication to component
categorization.

Another project goal was to "merga" the design basis and the PRA information and
insights into a single integrated framework. By more clearly describing what
was in both "models" and what was only in one of the two, it was felt that the
process would be improved and, because of improved consistency in the models,
the process could be more systematic. This comparison process was accomplished
by using the P&ID information and a list of basic event failure modes and
probabilities sorted by component tag number, together with the design basis
functions addressed by IST as documented in the IST plan. This process lead to
the panel documentation, which includes a comparison of PRA and design basis
functions. It is important to note that many "modeled" components have
"unmodeled" design basis functions. The process employed highlighted those
cases, in addition to the components which were entirely unmodeled, and ensured
a complete integration of traditional and PRA insights.

The specific objectives of the expert panel process were to be scrutable,
reproducible, and systematic. Additionally, it was decided that the scope of
the EP activities, would be both determining and applying the ranking. These
objective follow directly from the lessons learned discussed earlier.

The staff guidance indicates that the process should include the safety
principals in Section 2.1. The results of the expert panel process and how they
comport with the key safety principals are described in other sections,
including 4.3 (defense in depth and safety margins) and 4.2.5 (risk acceptance
criteria).
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The staff guidance indicates that both probabilistic and traditional engineering
considerations should be taken into account, inciuding:

o risk analysis
traditional engineering evaluations and insightse
quantitative sensitivity studiese

operational experience and historical plant performancee
o engineering judgment

current regulatory requirementse

The above discussion indicates how the merging of risk analysis and traditional
3engineering analysis was facilitated by the panel process. Section 4.2.4.3 i

identifies how quantitative sensitivity analyses were incorporated (or
references the topical areas that correspond, e.g.. data analysis is discussed
in Section 4.2,4.1.). Operational experience and historical plant performance
was a key consideration by the expert panel. The operating experience insights
used to complement the validated generic database upon which the IPE study is
based included plant specific experience for both functional failures and in-
service testing performnce and Westinghouse plant experience for. selected rare
events, e.g., thermal barrier heat exchanger rupture events.

Engineering judgment was incorporated throughout to ensure that the PRA and:

ranking process "made sense". The knowledge of current regulatory requirements
was provided by all, but in particular by the representative from Codes and;

| Standards.
|

\ The staff guidance indicates that potential limitations in the risk model should
'

be identified and resolved. The panel considered a range of limitations in the
IPE. examples of which are described below:

Because the IPE assumed the reverse flow failure mode could not occur, the*

panel evaluated the importance of reverse flow in each check valves and in
one case elevated an unmodeled mini flow valve to high because it might
degrade the wrformance of more than one pump. -
To address tie sensitivity of the results to common cause failures, the*

panei evaluated the risk ranking measures two ways, one assuming all CCF
importance assigned to the associated basic event and one assuming none,
To evaluate the sensitivity due to human action modeling, the panel notedo

that sensitivity studies had shown the ranking to be unchanged. In
addition, the panel occasionally identified operator actions omitted by
the IPE. These actions were omitted recovery actions not credited because
they were not important to the CDF.
To ensure that assumed alignments of systems in the IPE did not affect the*

ranking, the panel checked similar components in the system assigned the
higher ranking.
To compensate for use of generic data, the panel considered plant specific*

performance for each low ranked component. For those that were
potentially high, the panel ensured that other compensatory measures were
available to maintain the reliability of the component.
To ensure that safety margins were maintained, the panel retained in-*

service tests of some check valves that had experienced failures that
caused plant entry into LC0 conditions.

The staff guidance indicates that_ unmodeled SSCs should be considered
individually and evaluated based on guideltnes similar ta this appendix or
appendix C.2. Given the development of this basic understanding of IST and IPE
safety functions obtained from evaluated modeled components, a process was
developed for evaluating components not explicitly modeled by the IPE. The
process for evaluating such components depended heavily on two sources of
information. One of the most important sources was the IPE system notebook

.
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documentation of why certain components, primarily flowpath boundary components
and pump mini flow lines, were not needed. The CPSES IPE was particularly
strong in this regard. As compared to many PRAs which assume that small
flowpaths will not divert sufficient flow to affect system function, the CPSES
IPE was supported by a number of thermal hydraulic calculations. These
deterministic calculations which supported the IPE were valuable additions to
tha engineering judgment available from the expert panel.

The second source of information was the expert panel knowledge of plant
o xrations and design. Plant operations support and engineering support from
tie panel was used to rank a number of components such as those associated with
surge tank emergency makeup. In this case for example, the frequency of use of
the system was an important factor in the ranking. In other cases, the expert
panel served as an expedient source for understanding system operation and
verifying the component failure modes that would have to occur and redundant
components required to fail for the IST function to be needed. In these cases,
documentation was provided which demonstrated that system failure modes were
unlikely enough that components should be ranked low.

The evaluation was documented in two forms. First, expert panel meeting minutes
were developed that identified the component. the IST function, the risk
ranking, the panel basis, compensatory actions (for potentially high components)
and comments that often clarified the technical basis for ranking. The ranking
was again performed qualitatively but based on component performance insights
drawn from the IPE quantitative risk determination. Again, it should be noted
that this evaluation considered unmodeled functions of IST components modeled in
the PRA.

|

The staff guidance indicates that conclusions should be robust to different
plausible assumptions and analyses. The discussion in Section 4.2 regarding
sensitivity analyses as the discussion of defense in depth in Section 4.3
demonstrate both the input provided to the expert panel and the robustness of
the conclusions of the panel's efforts.

The staff guidance indicates that justification should be provided as to wily
compensatory measures are an appropriate substitute. The expert panel se1ected

I the compensatory measures for the objective that they provide functional failure
information in a timely enough manner to ensure no significant degradation in
component reliability. The basis for their equivalence is provide in Section
4.2.5.

In the second topical area under the subsection entitled " Review Guidance and
Procedures", the staff guidance also identifies the technical information basis
that should be available to the expert panel. TV Electric meets these needs by
having the following information available to the panel:

e a full Level 1 PRA.
an inventory of plant response calculations for probabilisticallye

significant operating modes and initiating event categories, provided by
the PRA success criteria calculations as described in response to SRP
Chapter 19. Appendix A.. Section A.6 and by the knowledge on the panel from
design engineering,
a full scope level 2 PRA.e

the causal models developed to support quantifit.ation of basic evente

probability are described in Section 4.2.2 together with the strengths and
limitations of those models discussed there and in Section 4.2.5
the records of the expert panel process provide clear identification ofe

the documentation of the inputs that was part of the process

.
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In the third topical area under the subsection entitled " Review Guidance
and Procedures", the staff guidance also identifies issues required in the
treatment of the SSCs not modeled in the PRA. The approach to evaluating
not modeled commnents is discussed above. The following provides the
steps used in t11s process which demonstrate that the issues raised by the
NRC guidance are met:

I
Review scenarios not explicitly modeled by the IPE to ensure an IST |

*

component is in fact low risk.
Check the functions of each IST component (e.g., flowpath boundary)*

that are not explicitly or implicitly modeled in the IPE.
Compare the typical IPE " safety functions" to typical IST component*

functions.
Compare the IPE function to the design basis function to integrate |

*

an understanding of probabilistic and deterministic insights. |
Review the IPE system notebook documentation of why certain -

*

components are not modeled, e.g., primarily flowpath boundary
components.
Review deterministic calculations that supported the IPE bases,*

e.g. thermal hydraulic calculations.
Using the expert panel knowledge of plant operations and design,*

rank components not modeled.
Consider systems integral to operator actions, e.g. surge tank*

emergency makeup. Frequency of use of the system is a factor to be
considered in the ranking.

'

Verify the component failure modes that would have to occur and*
,

redundant components required to fail for the IST function to be
needed.
Consider component performance history.*

If failure scenarios are such that the probability of the system*

and/or train failure is obviously lower than other sources, rank
the component LSSC. In general, the scenarios should involve
additional redundancy or failure modes of very low probability,
e.g., passive failures or spurious operation.
Assume that not modeled components may be subject to the same types*

of limitations as modeled components and evaluate accordingly.
Using the outage criteria as a guide, determine whether an LSSC*

component would have the equivalent of a high RAW. If so, ensure a
compensatory action is available or rank the component as MSSC.

In the fourth topical area under the subsection entitled " Review Guidance and
Procedures", the staff guidance also identifies issues required addressing
limitations in the risk analysis. How limitations were reviewed by the expert
panel process is described above.

By meeting the review guidance described above, we demonstrate that the CPSES
RI IST program comports with the evaluation findings (subsection c) in SRP
Chapter 19. Appendix B.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A

. . . . . .
.

. .. . . . .

.. . .
. . . . ..

.
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A. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

DG 1062:

[5.1]

ne current ASME Code requires that all safety-related components within the program scope as defined in
the applicable ASME Code be tested on a quarterly frequency regardless of safety significance. The

- authorization of a risk infonned inservice testing program will allow the extension of certain component
testing intervals and modincation of certain component testing methods based on the determination of
individual component importance. He implementation of an authorized program will involve scheduling test
intervals based on the results of probabilistic analysis and deterministic evaluation of each individual
component.

De RI IST program should distinguish between LSSCs and ilSSCs for testing intervals. Components that are
being tested using specific ASME Codes, NRC-endorsed Code cases for RI-IST programs, or other applicable
guidance should be individually identined in the RI IST program. The test intervals of the llSSCs should be
included in the RI IST program for verification of compliance with the ASME Code requirements and
applicable NRC-endorsed ASME code cases. Any component test interval or method which is not in
conformance with the above should have an approved relief request for that component. Plant corrective
action and feedback programs should be appropriately referenced in the IST program and implementing and
test procedures to ens ire that testing failures are fed back to the plant expert panel and IST coordinator for
reevaluation and possible adjustment to the component's grouping and test strategy.

It is acceptable to implement RI IST programs on a phased approach. Implementation ofinterval extension
for llSCs may begin at the discretion of the licensee. Implementation may take place on a component, train,
or system level because extension of the test interval for these components (i.e., either individually or as a
group) will have already been demonstrated through PRA and associated sensitivity analysis to have a minimal
impact on the figures of merit, llowever, it is not acceptable to immediately adjust the test intervals of LSSCs
to the maximum testing interval allowed by the PRA analysis unless component performance has demonstrated
significant reliability or that aging is not an issue. Normally, test intervalincreases will be done step-wise
with gradual extensions being permitted consistent with cumulative performance data for operation at the
extended intervals. The licensee will be required to submit the actual testing intervals with their RI-IST
program submittal.

For llSSCs, if the licensee initially chooses not to implement any of the ASME Code cases directed at
providing alternative test strategies for RI IST programs (when endorsed by the NRC staff), then testing will
be conducted at the required Code interaval. Otherwise, the implementation phase of the RI-IST orogram will
be predominantly guided by ASME Code cases. Implementation may take place on a component, train, or
system level as allowed in the Code case.

For components that the licensee proposes to place in the ilSSC group that are not in the current IST
program, the following conditions should be applied:

These components should be inservice tested commensurate with their safety significance. Where ASME
Section XI or O&M testing is practical, these components should be tested in accordance with the ASME
Code, including compliance with all administrative requirements. Where ASME Section XI or O&M testing is
not practical, alternative test methods should be developed by the licensee to ensure operational readiness and
to detect component degradation (i.e., degradation associated with failure modes identified as being important
in the licensee's PRA). As a minimum, a summary of attemative test methods should be reviewed and
approved by the NRC as part of this review and prior to implementation of the risk-informed IST program at
the plant. This is consistent with previous NRC practice.

A majority of components contained within plant IST programs are exercised or operated for reasons other
than inservice testing such as during normal plant operations and as a result of other component inservice
testing. The remaining components are exercised only during IST. An exercise of a component as part of a
system test or normal operations does not constitute an inservice test because it provides little or no
information on component degradation. Ilowever, depending on the system test or plant activity and the
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extent that the component is exercised, assurance can be gained that the component operated at the time of the
test. While this provides little or no information on component degradation, it does provide some assurance-

that any degradation that may have occurred was not significant enough to degrade the system function.

An acceptable method to extend the test interval for LSSCs that are exercised as a result of plant operations
and other testing is to group like components and stagger their tating equally over the interval identified for a
specific componeid based on the probabilistic analysis and deterministic evaluation of each individual

'

component. Component grouping should also consider valve actuator type for power operated valves and
pump driver type, as applicable. With this method, generic age-related failures can potentially be identified
while allowing immediate implementation for some components. LSSCs which are exercised only during RI.,

IST should have their intervals extended by gradually stepping out the current and successive test intervt<

until the proposed extended test interval established by the licensee in their engineering evaluation is attained.
Hen, these low LSSCs should be tested on a staggered basis. The selected test frequency for LSSCs that are
to be tested on a staggered basis should be justified in the RI IST program.

Acceptance Guidelines

3 For either llSSCs or LSSCs that will be tested in accordance with the current Code test interval and method
'

requirements, no specific implementation schedule is necessary. The test interval should be included in the
licensee's RI IST program.

For either llSSCs or LSSCs that will employ NRC-endorsed ASME Code cases, implementation of the revised
test strategies should be documented in the licensee's RI-IST program.

For any alternative test strategies proposed by the licensee, the licensee should submit a relief request to the
NRC as discussed in Section 4.1.4 of this guide.

De licensee may group and test LSSCs, which are exercised as a result of plant operation or testing of other
components, on a staggered and extended interval basis provided that they have acceptable performance
histories. Grouping is acceptable provided it complies with guidance.

,

*

Component monitoring that is performed as part of the Maintenance Rule implementation can be used to
satisfy monitoring as described in the RI-IST program guidance. In these cases, the performance criteria
chosen have to be compatible with the RI IST guidance provided in this guide.

For LSSCs that will be tested at an interval greater than the Code test interval, which are not exercised as a
result of plant operation or testing of other components, the licensee should increase the test interval
succes.. "ely in a step-wise manner until the components are tested at the maximum proposed test interval
provided these components have acceptable performance histories. If no age-dependent failures occur, then
the test interval can be gradually extended until the component, or group of components if tested on a
staggered basis, is tested at the maximum proposed extended test interval.

SRP 3.9.7:

[11.11.1 Area of Review]

The licensee should have an implementation plan and schedule for testing all high and low safety significant
components identified in their program. Prior to the staff's approval of a RI IST program, the NRC should
review licensee's implementation plan and schedule. This plan should include test strategies (i.e., frequencies
and methods) for high and low safety significant components that are within the scope of the licensee's RI-IST
program, including components identified as high safety significant components that are not currently in the
IST program. The composition of the component groupings (i.e., components of the same type, size,
manufacturer, model, and that experience the same service conditions) should be identified. Components
whose test interval is to be extended via staggering should be identified along with their staggered frequency
over the test interval. Components should also be identified that are to have their test frequency extended
using some other step-wise approach. The final test interval of these components should also be included in
the submittal. (Section Ill.B.1 describes an acceptable method for extending test intervals in greater detail.)

_,
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[Ill.H.1 Acceptance Guidelines)

For either high or low safety significant components that will be tested in accordance with the current NRC-
approved Code test frequency and method requirements, no specific implementation schedule is required. The
test frequency should be included in the licensee's RI-IST program.

For either high or low safety significant components that will employ NRC-endorsed ASME Code cases,
implementation of the revised test strategies should be documented in the licensee's RI IST program.

For any alternate test strategies proposed by the licensee, the licensee should submit a relief request to the
NRC (reference Section Ill.A.4).

For low safety significant components that will be tested at a frequency less than the Code test frequency
which are exercised as a result of testing, routine maintenance, or normal plant operation and have acceptable
performance histories, the licensee should group these components and test them on a staggered t asis.
Grouping is acceptable provided it complies, for example, with the guidance contained in NRC Generic Letter
89-04, Position 2 for check valves; Supplement 6 to NRC Generic Letter 8910 and Section 3.5 of ASME
Code Case OMN 1 for motor-operated valves; or other documents endorsed by the NRC.

Component monitoring that is performed as part of the Maintenance Rule implementation can be used to
satisfy monitoring as described in the RI-IST program guidance. In these cases, the performance criteria
chosen have to be compatible with the RI-IST guidance provided in Reference 2.

For low safety significant components that will be tested at a frequency less than the licensee's current Code
test frequency which are not exercised as a result of non-Code required system or component testing, routine
maintenance, or normal plant operation and have acceptable performance histories, the licensee should
increase the test intervalin a step-wise manner. If no time-dependent failures occur, then the interval can be
gradually extended until the component, or group of components if tested on a staggered basis, is tested at the

- maximum proposed extended test interval.

[IV.B.1 Review Procedures)

On a sampling basis, the reviewer should verify that the following information is provided for each component
in the RI-IST program:

fligh Safety Significant Components:

a) component test method and interval
b) ASME Code Case,if applicable
c) technical specification amendment, if applicable
d) relief request, if applicable

Low Safety Significant Components:

a) component test method and interval with justification for extending interval if greater than
interval specified in ASME Code

b) ASME Code Case,if applicable
c) technical specification amendment,if applicable
d) relief request, if applicable
e) grouping definition and justification
f) staggered testjustification for specific low safety significant components
g) justification for test extensions for the remaining low safety significant components

liigh and low safety significant components that wdl continue to be tested in accordance with the ASME Code
. requirements for the licensee's Code of record, or ASME Code Cases that have been endorsed by the NRC,
require no further evaluation.

Thejustification for extending the low safety significant component frequencies shouhl be reviewed for

.. . . .. .. . ..

. .. .
_

. .
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adequacy to verify that the extension is appropriate. Staggered implementation schedules should be evaluated
to ensure that component tests are distributed as equally as possible over the entire test interval.

The test intervals of the low safety significant components should be included in the RI IST program for _
review. Low safety significant components that are grouped should have their respective groups identified in |
the RI IST program. The implementation schedule should be described in the RI IST program. l

implementation ofinterval extension for low safety significant components may begin at the discretion of the |

licensee subsequent to NRC approval of risk infomied IST program. Component corrective action procedures
(see SRP section IV.B.3) should be in place for low safety significant components being tested on a staggered
basis prior to implementation of any interval extensions.

For low safety significant components tested on a staggered basis, the licensee should have documented the
approach to exercising to which each component in the group is subjected (where appropriate) as a result of
plant operation or testing of other components to assess the justification for allowing the component to be
tested on a staggered basis. The overall test interval for the low safety significant components in the group
should also be justified. The ad,quacy of the component groupings should be verified. The establishment of
the staggered test interval should be based 01 the maximum allowable interval for all the components in a
particular group. Each component in the grote should inve the same designated test interval.

For low safety significant components exercised only during inservice testing, the current testing interval
should be defined in the RI-IST program. In addition, a schedule should be available that shows the planned
test interval of each individual low safety significant component being gradually extended to the test interval
selected by the licensee and described in the approved program. An acceptable method for extending the test
interval for this subset oflow safety significant components is by gradually extending the test interval by a set
amount (i.e., equal or successively smaller steps) until the maximum approved test interval is reached. The
licensee could propose an alternative phased approach to extend the test interval. When the maximum allowed
test interval is achieved in the absence of time-dependant test failures, then the components may be grouped
and tested on a staggered basis. Section lit.B.3 discusses adjusting (i.e., shortening) the test interval when a
component experiences repeated test failures.

Verify that the licensee has plant corrective action and feedback procedures developed (see Section IV.B.3) to
ensure that testing failures are fed back to the plant licensee's integrated decision-making process and IST
coordinator for reevaluation and possible adjustment to the component's grouping and test strategy.

Verify that the licensee has a program and schedule for converting from the old IST program to the RI-IST
program.

[V.B.1 Evaluation Findings]

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information is provided in accordance with the requirements of this SRP
section and that the evaluation suppor4 conclusions of the following type, to be included in the staff's safety
evaluation report:

For components in the high safety significant category, the licensee is either going to continue to test
these components in accordance with the current ASME Code of record for the facility (i.e., test
frequency and method requirements) or has proposed an alternative test strategy that is acceptable to
the staff (via cither an NRC-endorsed ASME Code case or plant specific relief request). Testing
strategies are adequately described in the licensee's RI-IST Program Plan and were found to be
acceptable.

For components in the low safety significant category, the licensee is either going to continue to test
these components in accordance with the current ASME Code of record for the facility or has
proposed an alternative test strategy that was found acceptable to the staff.

Low safety significant components that will be tested at a frequency less than the Code test frequency,
which are also exercised as a result of plant operation or other systenVcomponent testing, may be
grouped and tested at an extended test interval only if the interval can be justified based on past
component performance. These componems will be tested on a staggered basis at roughly equal time
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intervals. Corrective action procedures will ensure that failures or nonconforming conditions that
may apply to other components in the group get evaluated and corrected. Component grouping was
found to be consistent with guidance provided in NRC Generic Letter 89-04 or other documents
endorsed by NRC.

Low safety significant components that wJl be tested at a frequency less than the current Code test
frequency, which are not exercised as a reselt of non-Code required system or component testing,
routine maintenance, or normal .lant operat.on, will also only have their test interval extended ifit5

can bejustified based on past component pe rormance. The licensee will gradually extend the test
interval by doubling the test interval for successive tests until the component is tested at the proposed
extended test interval. If no age-dependent failures occur, then the components will be grouped and
tested on a staggered basis. Corrective action procedures will ensure that test interval and'or methods,
as appropriate, get adjusted where the component (or group of components) experiences repeated
failures or nonconforming conditions.

The licensee has plant corrective action and feedback procedures developed to ensure that testing
failures are fed back to the plant licensee's integrated decision-making process (e.g., expert panel) and
IST coordinator for reevaluation and possible adjustment to the component's grouping and test
strategy.

The licensee has appropriate plans and schedules for converting from the old IST program to the new
RI IST program at their facility.

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

For the CPSES RI IST Program Plan, each component will be identified as to
ranking, test frequency, and associated relief request in addition to the
requirements identified in the ASHE Code.

The corrective action process will require the IST engineer to evaluate all'

failures to ensure that the appropriate test frequency is applied. The failure
data will subsequently be utilized in the periodic PRA update and Expert Panel
review of the updated PRA model results.

The method for phasing in the CPSES RI IST Program will be to group the
components and then schedule the testing of those components equally over the
test interval.

For non IST components that have been determined to be HSSC. the test method and
frequency will be in accordance with the Code of Record or a relief request will
be submitted for NRC approval prior to implementation of the RI IST Program.

LSSC's will be grouped in accordance with the components, type, size,
manufacture, service environment and if applicable actuator type and
manufacturer. Once this grouping will be staggered equally over the test
interval. Exercising of certain LSSC valves once a cycle will be implemented.
Exercising lock open / lock closed valves, manual valves, safety and relief
valves provide no benefit. For all other LSSC valves, an exercise type stroke /
movement will be part of the staggered test frequency. This exercise / movement :

'

will not be documented in permanent plant records.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A
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PUBl.lc COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG.1602:-

N/A

i
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A. PERFORMANCE MONITORING

DG 1062:

[5.2]

l
ne purpose of performance monitoring is to help connrm that the failure rates assumed for this equipment
remain valid, and that no insidious failure mechanisms which are related to extended test intervals become
important mugh to alter the failure rate assumed in the PRA models. The important criteria must be
measurable and the test frequency must be sumcient to provide meaningful data, in addition, the testing
procedures and analysis must provide assurance that performance degradation is detected with sumcient
margin that there is no adverse effect on public health and safety (i.e., the failure rates cannot be allowed to
rise to unacceptable levels before detection and corrective action take place).

A performance monitoring program shouhl be included as part of the licensee's RI.lST program if extending
the test intervals for LSSCs is proposed. His program must provide assurance that components placed on the
extended test interval will continue to perform as assumed in the PRA, and that any performance degradation
is detected and corrected before the extended test program is fully implemented. The program should also
include monitoring similar component performance at other plants to establish a sumcient data base of
temporal related degradation. Testing procedures should detect degradation in component performance and
ideally would replicate, as much as practical, actual demand conditions,

in summary, the performance monitoring program should have the following attributes:
|

Enough tests are included to provide meaningful data;*

I The test is devised such that incipient degradation can reasonably be expected to be detected, and*

The licensee trends appropriate parameters as required by the ASME Code or ASME Code Case and.

as necessary to provide validation of the PRA.

Acceptance Guidelines

ne acceptance guidelines for this item consio of evaluating the licensee's proposed performance monitoring
process to assure that it responds to the attributes listed in the preceding discussion. Assurance must be
established that degradation is not significant for components that are placed on an extended test interval, and
that failure rate assumptions for these components are not compromised by test data. It must be clearly '

established that sumcient testing is pmvided as part of the program to provide significant data, and that the test
procedures and evaluation methods are implemented w hich provide reasonable assurance that degradation will
be detected. Trending as appropriate should be performed by comparing parameters measured during RI-
IST programs with the same paramenters measured during the original IST programs.

SRP 3.9.7:

[lI.D.2 Area of Reviews]

Performance monitoring ofIST equipment refers to the monitoring of test data for equipment that has been
placed on an revised test strategy (e.g., extended test interval). The purpose of the performance monitoring is
to help confirm that the failure rates assumed for this equipment remain valid, and that no unexpected failure
mechanisms which are related to revised test strategy become important enough to alter the failure rate
assumed in the evaluation models. Two important aspects of performance monitoring are whether the test
frequency is sumcient to provide meaningful data, and whether the testing methods, procedures, and analysis
provide assurance that perfomtance degradation is detected. Component failure rates cannot be allowed to rise
to unacceptable levels before detection and corrective action takes place.

[111.B.2 Acceptance Guidelines]
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|
%e acceptance guidelines for th . item consists of evaluating the licensees proposed performance monitormg j
process to ensure that it has the following attribes

\
e enough tests are included to provide meaningful data; |

the test is devised such that incipient degradation can reasonably expected to be detected; ande

* ' the licensee trends appropriate parameters as required by the ASME Code or ASME Code case and as
necessary to provide validation of the PRA.

Assurance must be established that degradation is not significant for components that are placed on an
extended test interval, and that failure rate assumptions for these components are not compromised. It must be
clearly established that the ten procedures and evaluation methods are implemented which provide reasonable
assurance that degradation will be detected and corrective action taken.

[lV.B.2 Review Procedures]

The review procedures consist of the following steps:

The performance monitoring program is identified in the licensees proposal for RI IST.

The program is reviewed to deterrnine whether it includes a test program which will provide
sufficient data to detect component degradation in a timely manner as described in Section Ill.B.2.

[V.B.2 Evaluation Findings]

ne reviewer verifies that the infor. nation provided supports the following conclusions:

a performance monitoring program exists w hich covers all components which are placed on an
extended IST schedule,

the program responds to the attributes specified in Section !!!.D.2, and

the licensee is committed to maintain the program as part ofits RI-IST initiative.

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

Performance monitoring for LSSC's will consist of the IST Engineering reviewing
test data and taking appropriate action where warranted. The corrective action
will be to determine (for test failures) if 1) the test failure was due to the
extended test frequency to reduce the test frequency for that component and all
components in that group, 2) the test failure has generic implications and
require corrective action for all like component susceptible to that failure
mechanism.

Trending data is not currently,a Code requirement and is not a requirement for
HSSC,- as such trending data for LSSC, by definition would not seem necessary.

For LSSCs that fail their respective tests, an evaluation of the test frequency
will be performed to ensure that tlie extended test frequency is still be valid.
The test data will be made available for the PRA update.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A
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C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A
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A. FEEDBACK AND CORRECTIVE ACTION

DG 1062:

1

[5.3] I

If component failures or degradation occur at a higher rate than assumed in the basis for the RI- IST program,
the following basic steps should be followed to implement corrective action:

The cause(s) of the failures or degradation should be determined and corrective action implemented..

The assumptions and failure rates used to categorize components according to risk should be.

reevaluated to determine if component importance rankings have changed.

The equipment test effectiveness templates should be reevaluated, and the RI-IST program should be.

modified accordingly.

Acceptance Guidelines

The licensee's corrective action program should evaluate RI !ST components that either fail to meeta.

the test acceptance criteria or are otherwise determined to be in a nonconfonning condition (e.g., a
| failure or degraded condition discovered during normal plant operation).
|

b. The evaluation should:

(1) Comply with Criterion XVI," Corrective Action," of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50
(2) Detennine the impact of the failure or nonconforming condition on system' train operability

| since the previous test,

(3) Determine and correct the root cause of the failure or nonconforming condition (e.g.,
improve testing practices, repair or replace the component),

(4) Assess the applicability of the failure or nonconforming condition to other c 3mponents in the
RI IST program (including any test sample expansion that inay be required for grouped
components such as relief valves),

(5) Correct other susceptible RI IST components as necessary,
(6) Assess the validity of the PRA failure rate and unavailability assumptions in light of the

failure (s), and

(7) Consider the effectiveness of the component's test strategy in detecting the failure or
nonconforming condition. Adjust the test i' .rval and'or test methods, as appropriate, where
the component (or group of componen" aperiences repeated failures or nonconforming
conditions.

The corrective action evaluations should be provided to the licensee's PRA group so that anyc.

necessary model changes and re-grouping are done as might be appropriate. The effect of the failures
on plant risk should be evaluated as well as a confirmation that the corrective actions taken will
restore the plant risk to an acceptable level.

d. The RI-IST program documents should be revised to documcnt any RI-IST program changes
resulting from corrective actions taken.

SRP 3.9.7:

[II.B.3 Area of Review]

A performance-based corrective action program should be a part of the licensee's proposed implementation
and monitoring plan.

[Ill.B.3 Acceptance Guidelines]

u
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The licensee's corrective action program for this application is acceptable ifit contains a performance-based
feedback mechanism to ensure that if a particular component's test strategy is adjusted in a way that is
ineffective in detecting component degradation and failure, the IST program weakness is promptly detected
and corrected.

The licensee's corrective action program should evaluate RI IST components that either fail to meet the test
acceptance criteria or are otherwise determined to be in a nonconforming condition (e.g., a failure or degraved
condition discovered during normal plant operation). J

|

The licensee's corrective action procedures should:

(a) comply with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, Corrective Action
(b) - ~ determine the impact of the failure or nonconforming condition on system' train operability since the

previous test,
O determine and correct the root cause of the failure or nonconforming condition (e.g., improve testing

practices, repair or replace the component),
(d) assess the applicability of the failure or nonconforming condition to other components in the IST

program (including any test sample expansion that may be required for grouped components such as
relief valves),

(c) correct other susceptible similar IST components as necessary,
(f) assess the validity of the PRA failure rate and unavailability assumptions in light of the failure (s), and
(g) consider the effectiveness of the comporant's test strategy in detecting the failure or nonconforming

condition. Adjust the test frequency and'or methods, as appropriate, where the component (or group _
of components) experiences repeated failures or nonconforming conditions.

The corrective action evaluations should be provided to the licensee's PRA group so that any necessary model
changes and re-grouping are done as might be appropriate. The effect of the failures on plant risk should be
evaluated as well as a confinnation that the corrective actions taken will restore the plant risk to an acceptable
level.

The RI IST piogram documents should be periodically revised to document any RI IST program changes
resulting from corrective actions taken.

[lV.B3 Review Guidelines]

The reviewer should review the licensee's corrective action procedures to verify that it is initiated by
component failures that are detected by the IST program as well as by other mechanisms (e.g., normal plant
operation, inspections).

Verify that the licensee's corrective action procedures meets the acceptance guidelines specified in Section
Ill.B3.

- Verify that corrective action evaluations are provided to the licensee's PRA group so that any necessary model
changes and re-grouping can be done by the PRA group if appropriate.

Verify that procedures are in place to ensure that corrective actions affecting the IST program get documented,
as appropriate, in the licensee's RI-IST program.

[V.B3 Evaluation Findings]

The reviewer verifies that sufficient information is provided in accordance with the requirements of this SRP
section and that the evaluation supports conclusions of the following type, to be included in the staffs safety
evaluation report:

The staff concludes that the licensee's corrective action program is acceptable for implementation
with the RI-IST program because it contains a performance based feedback mechanism to ensure that
if a particular component's test strategy is adjusted in a way that is ineffective in detecting component
degradation and failure, the IST program weakuess will be promptly detected and corrected.

. .. .. .. . .. .
.

. .. . ..
.

.. .. .. .. _ _ _
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B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

The corrective action progr.' at CPSES meets the requirements of 10CFR50
A>pendix B. The additional actions associated with the RI IST program discussed
a>ove will ensure the programs assumptions. Any further requirements would be
beyond the current regulation for any component whether HSSC or LSSC. and as
such inappropriate.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A
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A. - PERIODIC ASSESSMENTS

DG 1062:

[5.4]

RI IST programs should contain explicit provisions whereby component performance data periodically gets
fed back into both the component categorization and component test strategy determination (i.e., test interval
and methods) process.

Adequate program implementation requires that the RI-IST program results be predicted, monitored, and fed
back into several key steps of the program development process.

Periodic assessments should be performed to reflect changes in plant configuration, component performance,
test results, industry experience, and to reevaluate the effectiveness of the l',1 IST program. These assessments
should also take into consideration corrective actions that have been taken on past IST program components.
I.icensees should include in their RI IST program proposals plans for these assessments, and they may wish to
coordinate these reviews with other related activities such as periodic PRA updates, industry operating
experience programs, the Maintenance Rule program, and other risk-informed program initiatives.

'lhe assessment should:

Determine if component performance and conditions are acceptable (i.e., as compared to predicted or*

assumed levels). If performance and conditions are not acceptable then the cause(s) should be
determined and corrective action implemented,

| Review and revise as necessary the assumptions, reliability data, and failure rates used to categorize*
'

components to determine if component groupings have changed. Plant specific data should be
incorporated into the generic data using appropriate updating techniques, and

|

Reevaluate equipment performance as well as test effectiveness to determine if the RI-IST program.

should be adjusted (based on both plant-specific and generic information).

The licensee should have procedures in place to identify the need for more emergent RI-IST program updates
(e.g., following a major plant modification, or significant equipment performance problem).

Acceptance Guidelines

The test strategy for RI IST components should be periodically assessed (at least once every two refueling
outages) to take into consideration results of RI-IST and new industry timdings. The licensee's RI-IST
program proposal should also include a plan for periodically assessing the plant PRA model to determine the
need to incorporate new industry findings and new information resulting from the RI-IST program. (Plant-
specific data by itself cannot be the sole basis to determine component operability because the statistics will
not be suflicient. Therefore, the RI-IST PRA model must also reflect industry experience.) .

SRP 3.9.7:
e

(11.114 Area of Review]

The reviewer should evaluate the licensee's RI-IST program to ensure that it contains explicit provisions
whereby the overall program is periodically evaluated and component performance data gets fed back into
both the component gre,uping and component test strategy determination (i.e., test frequency and methods)
process, and that changes will be made as appropriate. Reassessments should be performed at a frequency
censistent with the availability of new data from the monitoring programs. This periodic reassessment should
not be confused with the 120-month program updates required by 10 CFR 50.55a(f)(4)(ii) whereby the
licensee's IST program must comply with later versions of the ASME Code that have been endorsed by the
NRC.
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[111.11 4 Acceptance Guidelines)

ne test strategy for IST components should be periodically, at least once every two refueling outages,
assessed to take into consideration res.ults ofinservice testing and new industry findings. Plant specific data by
itself should not be the sole basis to determine component operability because the sample size will, in most
cases, not be sufficient. Therefore, the IST PRA model should also reflect industry experience. (See Section
Ill.A.8.c)

[lV.IL4 Review Procedures]

Review the licensee's procedures for conducting the periodic risk-informed IST program review to ensure that
it:

prompts the licensee to conduct overall program assessments periodically (i.e., at least once every two
refueling outages) to reflect changes in plant configuration, component performance, test results,
industry experience, and to reevaluate the effectiveness of the IST program,

pmmpts the licensee to compare actual component conditionvperforman e to predicted levels to
determine if component performance and conditions are acceptable (i.e., as compared to predicted
levels). If performance or conditions are not acceptable then the cause(s) should be determined and
corrective action implemented

prompts the licensee to review and revise as necessary the assumptions, reliability data, and failure
rates used to group components to detertrine if component groupings have changed, and

prompts the licensee to reevaluate equipment performance (based on both plant-specific and generic
information) and test effectiveness to determine if the inservice test program should be adjusted
(Plant-specific data should be incorporated into the generic data using appropriate updating
techniques).

Verify that the licensee has incorporated the results of its corrective action program for IST program
components into its periodic IST program reassessment.

Verify that the licensee has procedures in place to identify the need for more emergent RI-IST program
updates (e.g., following a major plant modification, or significant equipment performance problem).

The periodic RI-IST program review may be addressed in conjunction with the plant's periodic PRA updates,
industry operating experience programs, the Maintenance Rule program, and other risk-informed program
initiatives.

[V.B,4 Evaluation Findings]

The reviewer verifies that sutTicient infonnation is provided in accordance with the requirements of this SRP
section and that the evaluation supports conclusions of the following type, to be included in the staffs safety
evaluation report:

The staff concludes that the licensee's procedures for periodic reassessment of its risk-informed IST
program are acceptable because the licensee's procedures for periodic reassessment ensure that the
licensee's test strategies are periodically [specify periodicity not to exceed once every two refueling
outages) assessed to incorporate results ofinservice testing and new industry findings.

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS W TH DG-1062:
-

The PRA model will be updated with current plant specific data and industry data
as appropriate. The expert panel will review the updated information and
revalidate the ranking of IST components in accordance with the process of the
initial ranking.
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C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A

I

|
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A. DOCUMENTATION: RISK INFORMED IST PROGRAM PLAN

DG 1062:

The recommended format and content of an RI IST submittal are presented in this chapter. Use of this format
by licensees will help ensure the completeness of the information provided, will assist the NRC staff in
locating the information, and will aid in shortening the time needed for the review process. Additional |
guidance on style, composition, md specifications of safety analysis reports is provided in the introduction to
Revision 3 to Regulatory Guide 1.70, " Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear
Power Plants (LWR Edition)." |

|

[6.l]

'the licensee's submittal should describe the proposed RI IST program with enough detail to be clearly
understandable to the reviewers of the program. The description should cover the five items listed in Chapter
3 including sufficient detail such that reviewers of the program can understand how the program would be
implemented in a phased approach. These items are: (1) changes to the plant's CLD,(2) changes to testing
intervals and methods including a description of the process used for determining these,(3) listing of affected
components including an explicit description of the grouping of different components in a staggered testing
program, (4) identification of supporting infomiation, and (5) brief statement regarding the way in whi.h the
proposed changes are consistent with the Commission's PRA Policy Statement. Also included should be a
description of the process that was used for the categorization of components (further discussed in Section
6.2.3) and for the determination of when famial interaction with the NRC is or is not needed when making
changes to an approved RI-IST program (Section 3.2). Exemptions from the regulations, technical
specification amendments, and relief requests that are required to implement the licensee's proposed RI IST
program should also be given.

SRP 3.9,7:

[VI Risk-Informed IST Program Documentation]

The reviewer should review the licensee's submittal to assure that it contained the documentation necessary to
conduct the review described in this SRP (i.e., the documentation described in Section 6 of DG-1062). The
RI-IST program and its updates should be maintained on site and available for NRC inspection consistent with
the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

The reviewer should also ensure that the cover letter that transmits to the licensee the staff's safety evaluation
approving the proposed RI IST program (i.e., alternative IST program to that prescribed by the ASME Code)
contains a statement to the effect that " Failure to comply with the RI-IST program as reviewed and appoved
by the NRC staff and authorized pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3) [e.g., including scope, test strategy,
documentation, and other programmatic requirements] constitutes noncompliance with 10 CFR 50.55a and is
enforceable".

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG-1062:

The information requested has been made available to the NRC through this
submittal as well as those referenced on the cover letter TXX 97189.

Based on discussions at the workshops, it is TU Electric's understanding that
the NRC is rethinking this section of the Draft Guide to remove burdensome
requirements. TV Electric agrees with the observation that many of the
requirements of this section are burdensome and should be changed. TU Electric
believes that the documentation which has been submitted on the docket in
support of this RI IST program is adequate for such a filing. It meets the
intent of the section. For example it provides the program plan, PRA records
and supporting data (the IPC's, IPEEE submittals), decision bases and records of
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the expert panel, a detailed description of the feedback and corrective action
program and the implementation plans and schedule.

Certain of the other information is available for on site review such as more
detailed PRA documentation, component failure data, plant operating experience
data, etc. TU Electric does not believe that this documentation should be
received to be submitted. Rather, it should be available for on site review,
much as was done in the NRC PRA documentation review for RI IST.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A
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A. DOCUMENTATION: PRA PECORDS AND SUPPORTING DATA

DG 1062:

[6.2)

6.2.1 Determination and Quantification of Accident Sequences

This section should present the methods and techniques used to identify and quantify any accident sequences
that are specific to IST. Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1061 includes more extensive guidance for this topic.

6.2.2 Initiating Events

The process used to identify initiating events and the results from the evaluation should be document 1 The
description of the process should include how it will result in the identification of the complete set of initiating
events important to the supporting analysis, including those initiating events that may result from the failure of
IST affected components. For each initiating event identified by the process, present: (!) a description of the
initiating event, (2) the rational for including or excluding the event, (3) the event's faquency, and (4) a
discussion of how frequency was estimated. If any individual initiating events are col.apsed into a group,
describe the basis for such a grouping. All information should be provided in the main report.

6.2.3 Categorization of Inservice Testing Components

; in this section, the techniques used to categorize the RI-IST components should be discussed. When available,
i results from the categorization of the components from different viewpoints should be provided (e.g.,
i traditional engineering analysis, probabilistic, and integrated). The technique used should be described
| including an identification of specific importance measures when used. The final results from the
j categorization should be presented in either one of two categories, high or low (i.e., IISSC or LSSC). The

rationale used in the integrated decisionmaking process to place components in either category should be
described for each component.

6.2.4 Assessment of Proposed Changes

This section should describe the estimated effect of the proposed RI-IST program changes on plant risk
consistent with the general guidance given in Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1061 and with the IST specific
guidance given in Section 4.2 of this regulatory guide.

6.2.5 Uncertainty / Sensitivity Analyses

The data used in any uncertainty calculations (i.e., uncertainty distributions for basic events or input
parameters) and any sensitivity calculations (e.g., giving additional or less credit for operator actions than that
considered in the base case) should be provided consistent with the guidance provided in Draft Regulatory
Guide DG-1061. Ilow uncertainty was accounted for in the component categorization, and what sensitivity
studies were performed to ensure the robustness of the categorization, should be described.

6.2.6 Plant Data

Systems and Components Pertinent to IST

Summarize design and operating features of components and systems considered as part of the supporting
analyses. Component records included with the submittal should clearly demonstrate the application of the
specific criteria established by the licensee's integrated decision-making process (e.g., expert panel) to make a
final determination of component grouping. Additional information that should be included in the proposal
include specific ASME code cases that the licensee is implementing and the effected components. For each
system, include a table summarizing key design and operating data. Such values used in the analysis should be
identified and justified. Refer to appendices or other documents (e.g., specific sections of the USAR) as
necessary for more details. Systems to be considered should include the pertinent portions of all systems
credited in the plant-specific probabilistic analysis.
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'

Plant Operating lixperience

Summarize any events involving pump and valve failures that have occurred at this plant or similar plants.
Include in this summary any lessons learned from these events and indicate actions taken to prevent or
minimize recurrence of the events.

Operating Procedures

Present and describe the important operator actions as derned by existing procedures associated with events
involving pump and valve failures. The descriptions should inchde what the operator is supposed to do and
when it must be done. He conditions under which the operator takes each action, the expected time for
performing the action, and how the time was derived should be identified. A summary of traming materials
associated with pump and valve failure events should be supplied. Include in this summary a synopsis of any
simulator exercises associated with such events.

SRP 3.9.7:

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

The information requested is typically available at site for review. The need
to submit this type and quantity of information is burdensome with no value
added. The method used to obtain the end results, a summary of the process and
final results should be sufficient information for NRC review.

CPSES has not provided all the information requested: however, the NRC staff has
reviewed at least some of the information on site.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A

..
. ..

..

.. .
.. ..
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A. DOCUMENTATION: INTEGRATED DECISION MAKING PROCESS RECORDS4

DG 1062:

(6.3] Integrated Decision Making Process Records
,

in addition to the general documentation requirements identified in Drali Regulatory Guide DG lo61 provide
,

a description of each issue considered in the integrated decision making process and t discussion of how the
! resolution of each issue impacts the original probabilistic ranking. Information should be prm ided in the main

report. Additional information specific to RI IST programs regarding this important process is provided in the
Appendix tu this report.

SRP 3.9.7:
,

,

,

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062: j

TV Electric does not comport with this requirement. There h no need to i
maintain such detailed records of discussion.

4 C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBt.lc COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A
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A. DOCUMENTATION: PERFORMANCE MONITORING PROGRAM

DG 1062:

[6 4)

The licensee's program for monitoring the performance of both IISSC and LSSC components should be
desenbed. 'Ihe licensee should have procedures developed to collect the following types of component
performance data:

I Number of star-ts (or cycles) that each kl IST component was subjected to under operational*

conditions and under test conditions.

Number of failures that each RI IST component experienced under operational conditions and under*
4

test conditions, and

Number of hours that each Rl IST component w as unavailable for corecctive maintenance, preventive*

maintenance, and for testing.

SRP 3.9.7:

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITI: DG 1062:

TU Electric does not comport with this requirement. The need to track this
detail provides no benefit for the required resourcet,.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A
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A. DOCUMENTATION: FEEDBACK AND CORRECTIVE ACTION PROGRAM
,

! DG 1062:
1

j [6.5)

!
As required by the current ASME Code, a record of each test should be maintained in which component I

failure occuned and corrective action was icquired. Procedures should be in place w hich are initiated by
component failures that are detected by the RI IST progsam as well as by other mechanisms (e.g. normal plant
operatmn. inspections). Procedures should also exist to determine their impact on the plant PRA. Component-
specific performance dam sheuld be used to support periodic PRA and RI IST program updates.

SRP 3.9.7:

N/A '

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

Component test and results are maintained as permanent plant records. The
corrective action program tracks to resolution test failures. During the PRA
update plant specific data will be used as previously discussed,

j C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A
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A. DOCUMENTATION: IMPLEMENTATION PLANS AND SCHEDULE

DG 1062:

[6.6)

| 1he licensee's implementation plans should be provided, including a proposed schedule for initiating the
| program pending NitC approval. The phased implementation plan should state the composition of the

component groupings for the staggered test strategy which are of the same type, size, manufacturer, model,
and service conditions.1 heir staggered frequency over the test interval should also be included. Components

| should be identified that are to have their test intervals extended. The final test interval (at the maximum
j extended interval) of these components should also be included in the submittal.

SRP 3.9.7:
1

[Vil. Implementation)

1hc preceding is intended to provide guidance to applicants and licensees regarding the NRC staffs plans for
ut.ng this SRP section. lixcept in those cases in which the applicant proposes an acceptable alternative method
for complying with specified portions of this regulatory guide, the method described herein will be used by the
staffin its evaluation of risk informed performance-based changes to the licensee's current licensing basis.

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DO 1062:
l

TU Electric comports with this requirement but does not see any benefit. The
NRC should provide guidance on how to group components and how to stagger the
testing. Actual component tag numbers shown as a group provides little benefit
to the NRC for review.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTMNS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A
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A. APPENDIX DETAILED GUIDANCE FOR INTEGRATED DECISIONMAKING

D01062:

APPL:NDIX A
DI: Tall ED GUIDANCI: FOR INTEGRATED DECISION M AKING

A.1 Introduction

'the increased use of probabilistic risk assessmer.t (pRA) in nuclear plant activities such as in risk infonned
inservice testing (IST) programs will require a balanced use of the ptobabilistic information with the more
traditional engineering (sometimes tefened to as "detenninistic") infonnation. Some structured process for
considering both types of infonnation and making decisions will be needed that will allow improvements to be
made in plant effectiveness while maintaining adequate safety levels in the plant. lhis will be particularly
imponant durmg initial program implementation and also for the subsequent early phases of the program. In
some instances, the physical data from the PRA and from the deterministic evaluations may be insufficient to
make a clearcut decision. At times, these two forms ofinformation may even seem to conflict. In such cases,
it is the responsibility of the licensee to assemble the appropriate skilled utility staff (and in some cases
consultants) to consider all of the available infonnation in its various forms and to supplement this information
with engineering judgment to detennine the best course of action. The participants involved in this imponant
role have generally been refened to in various industry documents as an " Expert Panet." In this appendix, this
functional activity wtll be described as being an engineering evaluation without specifying how the evaluation
is to be performed administrativley. It is not the intention of this guidance to indicate that a special
administrative body needs to be formed within the utility to satisfy this role. It is the function that is important
and that must be perfonned in some well organized, repeatable, and scrutable manner by the licensee. This
functional activity is all pervasive in the implementation phase of such activities as inservice inspection (ISI)
and IST, and accordingly, the responsibility of the licensee to see that this function is done well is great.

A.2 Hasic Categories of Information To He Considered

Risk importance measures may be used together with other available infonnation to determine the relative risk
ranking (and thus categorization) of the components included in the evaluation. Results from all of these
sources are then teviewed prior to making final decisions about w here to focus IST resources.

Although the risk ranking of components can primarily be used as the basis for prioritizing IST at a plant,
additional considerations need to be addressed (e.g., defense in depth, common cause, and the single failure
criterion) which may be more constraining than the risk based criteria in some cases. Consideration must be
given to these issues before the IST requirements for the various components are detennined.

ICT experience should contribute an understanding of the important technical bases underlying the existing
testing program before it is changed. The critical safety aspects of these bases should not be violated
inadvertently in changing over to a Rl IST, and important plant experience gained through the traditional IST
should be considered during the change.

The plant specific PRA information should include important perspectives with respect to the limitations of
PRA modehng and analysis of systems, some of w hich may not be explicitly addressed within the PRA
analysis. An imdcrstanding should also be provided as to how the proposed changes in pump and valve testing
could affect PRA estimates of plant risk.

Plant safety experience should provide insights associated with the traditional analyses (Chapter 15 of the plant
Final Safety Analysis Report) and any effect that proposed changes in testing might have on the traditional
perspective of overall plant safety.

Plant operational input should supplement the insights of plant safety with additional information regarding the
operational importance of components under normal, abnornul, and emergency conditions. 'there should also
be input on operating history, system interfaces, and industry operating experience to supplement information
from the IST.

_
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- Maintenance considerations should provide perspectives on work practices, implementation of the
maintenance mie, and equipment operstmg history.

I Systems design considerations should include the potential effect of different design configurations (e g.,
piping, valves, and pumps) on planning for a risk informed IST, particularly if future plant modifications are

| contemplated or if systems are temporarily taken out of service for maintainence or replacement or repair,

AJ Speelfle Areas To lie Evaluated
|

I

~Ihis section addresses some technical and administrative issues that are currently believed to be particularly
important for IST risk informed applications. Additional issues of a more general nature that may arise in
expert panel deliberations are given in the general SRP and in Draft Regulatory Guide DG 106).

Each safe shutdown function, such as reactivity control, reactor coolant system integrity, coolant*

inventory control, primary system heat ternoval, etc. (or use the Appendix R safe shutdown function
paths), should retain one system that is considered more safety significant with pump and valve
testing planned accordingly, in other words, a minimum set of high safety significant equipment
should be operable to maintain defense in-depth.

lt should be confirmed that pump and valve classifications have given proper attention to systems*

identified in emergency operating procedures (and other systems) depended upon for operator
recovery actions, primary fission product barriers excluded from the PRA due to their inherent
reliability (such as the RPV), passive items not modeled in the PRA (such as piping, cable, supports,
building or compartment structures such as the spent fuel pool), and systems relied upon to mitigate
the effects of external events in cases where the PRA considered only internal events.

Failure modes modeled by the PRA may not be all inclusive. Consideration should be given to the*

failure modes modeled and the potential for the introduction of new failure modes related to the IST

application. For example,if valve mispositioning has been assumed to be a low probability event
because ofindependent verification and therefore is not included in the PRA assumptions, any
changes to such independent verifications should be evaluated for potential impact on the PRA
results. Reverse flow in check valves should be evaluated.

Other qualitative / quantitative analyses that shed light on the relative safety importance of*

components, such as FMEA, shutdown risk, seismic risk, Silo!ATWS/ fire protection should be
included in the resource information base.

Attention should be given to the fact that component performance can be degraded from the eITects of*

aging and this issue will need to be addressed and documented.

The engineering evaluation should include the choice of new test frequencies, the identification of.

compensatory measures for potentially important components, and the choice of test strategies for the
llSSCs.

Until the ASME recommendations for improved test methods are available, the different existing IST*

test methods should be evaluated prior to choosing the test methods to be used for the llSSCs
depending on their expected failure modes, service conditions, etc.

Due to the importance of maintaining defense in depth, particular attention should be given to*

identifying any containment systems involving IST components.

SRP 3.9.7:
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B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1062:

This topic is evaluated in Section 4.4.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 3.9.7 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

N/A

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

N/A

|

.
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A. topic NOT ADDRESSED IN D01062

DG 1061: APPENDIX B. AN APPROACH FOR ESTIMATING THE FREQUENCIES
OF VARIOUS CONTAINMENT FAILURE MODES AND BYPASS EVENTS

APPENDIX !!

|

AN APPROACil FOR ESTIMA'llNG TIIE FREQUENCIES OF
VARIOUS CONTAINMENT FAILURE MODES AND HYPASS EVENTS

H,1 Introduction

This appendix describes an approach for estimatmg the frequencies of various containment failure modes

and bypass events. This approach is designed to supplement Level 1 PRAs submitted in support of risk-
informed decisionmaking. The intent is to use accident sequence information provided in the Level 1 PRA
to estimate the frequencies of various plant damage states (PDSs) and hence the frequencies of containment
failure and bypass. The containment failure mode classes are denned at the end of this Appendix It

Accident sequences leading to core damage are usually grouped into PDSs for the purpose of assessing the
subsequent accident progression. A PDS is defined in such a way that all accident sequences binned into it
can be treated identically on the accident progression analysis. That is, the PDS definition must recognize
all distinctions that matter in the accident progression analysis. Once a set of PDSs is denned for a given
reactor, containment performance is calculated for each PDS. It is clear that some PDSs will be more
challenging to containment integrity than others (pressure, temperature, mechanical loading, etc.), and
some PDS. will completely bypass containment. For example, an interfacing systems LOCA has the
potential to completely bypass containment, while a transient event with loss of containment heat removal
(CilR) will pose more of a chalknge to containment integrity than a LOCA with the CllR systems
operating. The PDSs are distributed into various containment failure modes (CFMs) to allow for
assessment of the likely outcomes of the accident progression.

|

for the purpose of the simplined approach, suf0cient Level 2 PRAs have been completed to permit the i
allocation of core damage accident sequences to appropriate CFMs. To allow comparison to the
acceptance guidelines identined in this appendix, the appmac.. has to distinguish between containment
failure modes that might lead to caily fatalities vs those failure modes that will not cause early fatalities.
Consequently, the failure modes were categorized as follows::

Early containment failure or bypass (potentially leading to large early release, i.e., early fatalitic.*

likely)
Late containment failure or containment intact (potentially not leading to large early releas;, i.e.,*

early fatalities unlikely)

Once established, the frequencies of these categories can be determined and changes in the frequencies
compe ced against the acceptance guidelines. A key advantage of this approach is that each accident
sequence is allocated to a risk category based on the status of the plant. A scheme for allocating the
various accident sequences to the categories is desenbed below. An event tree has been developed for each
containment type that allocates accident sequences to one of the categories. The intent is that each licensee

will develop split fractions for most of the questions in the trees based on plant-specine accident sequences
and characteristics. These trees prescribe a single question conceming the likelihood of early containment
failure.

Each accident sequence from the I es el I analysis can be processed through the trees with individual
frequencies allocated to the various release categories. The sum of these individual accident frequencies
determines the total frequency for each release category.
[lL2 PWRs With Large Volume Containments]

Figure D-1 presents an event tree that allows allocation of accident sequences to one of two categories for

. . . .

.. - ..
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use with PRAs for PWRs uith large dry or subatmospheric containments. Each accident sequence in a
Level 1 PRA would be allocated to one of these categories based on the plant status as defined by the
various accident sequences. His approach prescribes only a single question concerning the likehhood of
containment failure at vessel breach (i.e., Question 5). The split fraction for this question reflects a
reasonable estimate of the likelihood of early containment failure for large volume containments given a
high-or low pressure core meltdown accident. Ilowever, if a licensee has justification for an alternative
split fraction, this could be provided to support changes in the event tree quantification.

[ Figure 11 1 PWR Large Dry Containtnents ]
,

* Note: In the case of seismic initiators, there is a possibility that effective warning and evacuation may be
precluded due to the disruption of warning systems and evacuation paths. If the containment
structure is predicted to survive the event, the likelihood oflong-term containment heat removal
should be investigated. If CllR is predicted to fail (for any set of reasons) the containment will
eventually fait due to over pressurization and, the consequence category should be "yes" since it is
unlikely that evacuation will occur.

|

Question It Core Damage Frequency?

His is simply the entry point for the tree. He frequency for the accident sequence under consideration is
entered here.

Question 2: Containment isolated or Not flypassed?

His question includes accidents in which the containment fails to isolate, as well as accidents initiated by
containment bypass (such as interfacing systems LOCAs and steam generator tube ruptures). His
category is intended to apply only to accidents that bypass containment at accident initiation. Accident
sequences that cause containment bypass (such as induced steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) during
accident progression after core damage are not included in this category. Accidents in which the
containment is initially open have been found important during shutdown and would also be included in
this category.

Question 3: RCS Depressurized?

For accidents initiated by transients and small break LOCAs, the reactor ccolant system (RCS) will remain
at high pressure unless the operators depressurize the RCS or the RCS pressure boundary fails. If the
operators cannot depressurize the RCS the accident sequence would be allocated to the "not depressurized
branch" in the event tree, liowever, a licensee may wish to take credit for hot leg failure as a cause of RCS
depressurization before vessel breach. Justification should be provided if such a failure mechanism is
assumed. Intennediate and laige-break LOCAs and accidents in which the operators depressurize the
primary system to below 200 psi would be allocated to the depressurie d branch.

Question 4: ECC Restored liefore Vessel lireach?

Accidents in which ECC is restored within 30 minutes of the start of core damage are assumed to arrest the
accident progression without vessel breach. For these accidents, subsequent questions related to
containment failure at vessel breach and the potential for early fatalities are not pertinent. If the ECC is not
restored within 30 minutes, vessel breach is assumed to occur and all subsequent questions are pertment.

Credit for in vessel arresting of the accident will only be given for cases where recovering AC power will
lead to the restoration of ECCS within 30 minutes of the onset of core damage. For example, no credit will
be given for an operator manually depressurizing the reactor and using a low-pressure system betw een core

- --
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damage and vessel breach. If cooling is restored within 30 minutes, the probability of successful arrest is
assurned to be 1.0; if cooling is restored aner 30 minutes, the probability of successful arrest is assumed to
be 0.0.

Question St No Contalnment Fallure at Vessel lireach?

ne likelihood of containment failure at vessel breach depends on several factors, such as the pressure in
the primary system, the amount and temperature of the core debris exiting the vessel, the site of the hole in

the vessel, the amount of water in the cavity, the configuration of the cavity, and the structural capability of
the containment building. In the simplified event tree, only the pressure in the primary system is,

| distinguished so that all other considerations have to be folded into the split fractions fo. high and low.
I pressure sequences. Each possibility is discussed below.
1

Lompressure Sequences?

Under these circumstances, various mechanisms could challenge containment integrity. Rese include in.
vessel steam explosions, rapid steam generation caused by core debris contacting water in the cavity, and
hydrogen combustion. On the basis of previous PRAs, the probability of early containment failure is
assumed to be 0.01. If a licensee does not consider this probability to be appropriate because of plant.
specific considerations, the probability can be changed, but justification for the change should be provided.

Illgh Pressure Sequences?

Several mechanisms could challenge containment under these circumstances. In. vessel steam explosions
are a potential failure mechanism, but it is more difricult to trigger steam explosions at high pressure than
at low pressure. SGTR is also possible because of high temperatures and pressures during core meltdown.
Ifinduced SOTR occurs, a potential bypass of containment can result if the secondary system is open.
Ilowever, the most important failure mechanisms for high pressure core meltdown sequences are
associated with high pressure melt ejection (llPME). Ejection of the core debris at h:gh-pressure can cause
the core debris to form fine particles that can directly heat the containment atmosphere (i.e., DCil) and
cause rapid pressure spikes. During IIPME, the hot particles could also ignite any combustible gases in
containment, thereby adding to the pressure pulse. He potential for DCil to cause containment failure
depends on several factors, such as the primary su:em pressure, the size of the opening in the vessel, the
temperature and composition of the core debris exiting the vessel, the amount of water in the cavity, and
the dispersive characteristics of the reactor cavity, ne probability of early containment failure is,
therefore, a composite of each of these potential failures modes and is assumed to be 0.1. Again, a licensee
can change this probability, provided that appropriate justification is provided,

ne fraction oflow- or high-pressure sequences that result in early containment failure at the time of the
vessel breach have the potential to be allocated to the high-release category. He remaining fractions of the
accident sequences (in which the containment remains intact) rre allocated to the low-release category.

Question 6t No Potential for En ty Fatalities?

He potential for early fatalities depends on the magnitude and timing of the release relative to two factors:

(1) the time clapsed from reactor scram to the time at which the release starts (particularly relevant to
shutdown accidents).

(2) the time from the declaration of a general emergency to the time of the start of the release

compared to the time required to effectively warn and evacuate the population in the vicinity of
the plant.

During shutdown, for example, the early health risk from many internally initiated accidents is gready
reduced simply by the decay of the short lived isotopes that affect early fatalities. At full-power operation,
this question allows long term sequences, such as loss of CllR or other late over pressurization sequences

,
. -.

.

. _ _ _ _
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to be placed in the low release category without the need for a detailed evaluation of the ultimate

containment response, since it is assumed that evacuation will occur before the release starts. Sequences
originating from seismic initiators should all be associated with the potential for early fatality branch on
the event tree. In order to place a sequence on t1.4 6.ach labeled no potential for early fatahties, a licensee j
should provide infomution, specific to the sequence, concerning when a general emergency would bc |
declared and the expected time required to wam and evacuate the population.

For shutdown accidents, where the containment is essentially unisolated, the time available for evacuation

| Is the time from declaration of a general emergency to the onset of core damage. For accidents at full
power, the time available for evacuation is the time from the declaration of a gcneral emergency to vesseli

i breach. Unless otherwise justined, the licensee should use one hour from onset of core damage to vessel

| breach.

!

AllOther Accidents

All accident sequences that do not fall into the above categories are assumed not to fail containment and,
therefore, are allocated to the no *large early release'' consequence bin category.

Definition of Containment Failure Mode Classes

Early Structural Failure

involves failure of the containment structure before, during, or slightly after reactor vessel failure, usually
within a few hours of the start of core damage. A variety of mechanisms can cause early structure failure
such as direct contact of the core debris with steel containments, rapid pressure and temperature loads,
hydrogen combustion and missiles generated by fuel-coolant interactions.

Containtnent Hypass

involves failure of the pressure boundary between the high pressure reactor coolant systeni snd a low.
pressure auxiliary system. For PWRs it can also occur because of the failure of the steam generator tubes,
either as an initiating event or as a result of severe accident conditions *n these scenarios, if tore damage
occurs, a direct path to the environment can exist.

Containment Isolation Failure

Failure to isolate lines that penetrate the containment (the "requency of containment isolation failure
includes the frequency of pre-existing unisolable leaks).

Late Structural Failure

involves failure of the containment structureseveral hours after Mactor vessel failure. A variety of
mechanisms can cause late structure failure such as gradual pressua and temperature increases, hydrogen
combustion, and basemat melt through by the core debris.

Containment Veriting

Venting is classined as either late or early containment failure depending upon when the vents are opened.
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B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG.1061:

Estimating Frequencies of Containment failure Modes and Bypass Events (i.e.,
large Early Release)

The topic of definition of large early release is raised in DG 1061 Appendix
B. This Appendix provides a straightforward method to classify containment
failure modes and determine conditional probabilities of containment failure.
The conditional probabilities are identified in Appendix B as being generic
conservative estimates.

The CPSES RI IST evaluation of large early releases is generally consistent
with the large dry PWR model in Appendix B. Specifically, the event trees and

| release criteria for selecting which accident sequences and containment
| failure modes cause large early releases are compatible. The principal
|

difference in the two approaches is the conditional probability of early
containment failure for phenomenological events. The CPSES Level 2 PRA models

- and results are based on a combination of plant specific and generic
evaluations. The plant specific calculations include the probability of-
containment isolation and containment bypass events. For phenomenological
events, the probability of containment overpressure at vessel breach is a
combination of plant specific pressure histories and generic models taken from
NRC's NVREG/CR 4551 and NUREG 1150 models. The probability of containment
failure at vessel breach due to a in vessel steam explosion is taken entirely
from generic sources including NVREG 1116 (the Steam Explosion Review Group
report) and from NUREG/CR 4551 for Surry.

Hence, it is concluded that the CPSES evaluation of large early release is
consistent with the approach in DG 1061, Appendix B. Of more importance
however, is the fact that the portions of the analysis that are most important
to IST components are plant specific evaluations. In these cases, it is
irrelevant what the differences are between the simplified, generic method of
Appendix B and the full scope, plant specific Level 2 PRA of CPSES.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 19 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

Not Applicable.

C.2 PUBLIC C'')MMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

Not Applicable.
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A, topic NOT ADDRESSED IN DG 1062

SRP CHAPTER 19, SECTION A 3: DETERMINATION OF SUCCESS CRITERIA

A.3 Dg.lgnpination of Success Criteria

a, Area of Review

Guidance in the PRA policy statement and in DO 1061 stipulates that realistic analysis should be used in
PRA irnplementation. The following discussion is aimed at sorting out w hat is meant by " realistic"
analysis of success criteria by reference to SAR analysis,

in order to fulfill its intended purpose, SAR analysis is ordinarily based on a set of assumptions containing
significant embedded cornervatisms. SAR analysis also reDects a postulated single active failure in
addition to whatever event initiated the sequence. When a SAR analysis shows a successful outcome, then,
there is good reason to believe that apart from beyond-single failure scenarios, the aptem will meet or
exceed perfonnance requirements for the initiating event considered.

Applying the SAR mission success criterion in a PRA would be conservative, in the sense that the
probability of failure to meet this standard of perfonnance would be greater than probability of failure to
meet a more realistic standard of perfo mance, llowever, re analyzing event sequences with conventional
SAR tools would be too burdensorta to apply to the large number of scenarios that are defined in the
course of a PRA. In addition, the rather specialized computer codes used in SAR analysis may not be
appropriate in beyond-eingle failure scenarios. Traditionally, development of mission success analysis in
PRAs has ranged from the use of faster running models that might not have the same level of quality
assurance as the conventional SAR tools, to the extrapolation of results from analysis perfomied on similar
plants.

In order to satisfy the Commission guideline, then, the staff should find that the applicable PRA insights
have not been distorted by a systematic conservative bias in mission success criteria, and that mission
success criteria used tojustify changes to the CLB have a sound technical basis.

h. Review Guldance and Procedures

When it is determined that the results and conclusions of a risk infonned application are especially
sensitive to the choice of mission success criteria, or if the modeling is particularly controversial, the staff
should review the relevant success criteria and the basis for each. In cases w here the basis is lacking, the
reviewer should either request additional licensee justification or seek independent analysis,

if the basis is analytical, staff evaluation of the code used and the input data may be appropriate. When it
is determined that the computer codes used have not received adequate licensee or other industry review,
then closer examination of the models should also be considered.

The models, codes, and input used to determine mission success criteria should meet QA standards that are
consistent with general accepted methods. This standard should include configuration control of the
analysis input and results. The standard does not have to be the same as the standard applicable to SAR
analysis, but it should be explicit (i.e., engineering calculations and codes should be verified and quality
assured) and it should be formalized by the licensee as part of the licensee QA program.

Some mission success criteria can validly be extrapolated between similar plants when a finn basis for the
criterion is created at the first plant and it is shown that plant-specific features do not invalidate the
comparison.

On an application specific basis, the emphasis of the review should be on w hether the definition of the
system success criteria will be affected by the application specific elements or the elements requited in the
same minimal cutset as the application specific element. The reviewer should assure that the success
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'

criteria are not optimistic so as to underestimate the number of components required (i.e.. overestimate the
site of the minimal cutset).

j

c. b aluation Findings

in cases where conclusions are sensitive to the mission success criteria, the staff safety evaluation report
should contain findings equivalent to the following:

a technical basis has been established for the mission success criterion used in the analysis.e

Analytical elements of the technical basis have been given an appropriate level of configuration
control and quality assurance. Where comparison with analogous criteria from other plants is
possible, this comparison has been justified.

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH DG 1061:

Not Applicable.

C.1 COMMENTS ON SRP 19 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

In developing CPSES IPE success criteria and timing criteria a variety of
established transient analysis computer codes such as HAAP and RETRAN were
used. In addition, reactor vendor (Westinghouse) estimates were uses. Some
limiced T.H hand calculations were also performeJ.

A good example, using HAAP, is Analysis of Station Blackout with Failed
Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (TDAFW) Controls. Flow controls may fail
when the power is transferred to battery power and air accumulators. Should
this happen, the feedwater is pumped into t,e steam generators (SGs) at
maximum power capacity. This will eventually cause the SG to overfill. At that
time loss of the TDAFW pump is postulated.

The objective of MAAP analysis performed was to determine time to core
uncovery for those types of sequences.

A good example of Westinghouse generated transient analyses, which resulted in
vendor recommendations, is Westinghouse Owners Group Emergency Response
Guideline FR H.1 " Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink."

Feed and bleed cooling, given total loss of feedwater. is to be initiated when
the wide range level in any three SGs drops to less than 27% of span or when
the total mass is approximately 5000 lbm This condition is reached in 30+
minutes. This analysis illustrates that for plants similar to CPSES, Feed and
Bleed can be successfully initiated before or even shortly after the steam
generator dryout occurred if the PORV flow rate is greater than 42000
lbm/hr/HWt. One centrifugal charging pump and two pressurizer PORVs must be
available fro feeding and bleeding respectively.

An example of RELAP 5 calculation is determining ECCS success criteria for
medium break LOCA.

The design basis calculations required for licensing CPSES assumed both High
Head and Intermediate Head injection were required to mitigate the
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consequences of a medium break LOCA . Using the CPSES RELAP 5 model and more
realistic assunptions, it was shown that success of either liigh Head or_.
IntermediateHeadinjectionwasadequate.

{

Another example of plant specific design basis calculation used to determine
realistic IPE success criteria is SB0 room heat up calculations. These were
used in conjunction with vendor supplied packages to develop conditional
failure probability of equipment or lose room cooling.

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

TU Electric believes the restriction of NUREG 1602 to the RELAP Codes alone is
unnecessary and burdensome. We believe a spectrum of industry codes can be
used to develop realistic modeling of success criteria for the PRA.

;
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A. topic NOT ADDRESSED IN DG 1062

SRP CHAPTER 19, SECTION A.6: EFFECTS OF TRUNCATION LIMITS USED

A6 EITects of Truncation t imits Used

a. Area of Heslew

As a result of computer model and time limitations, the quantincation process to evaluate CDF or LERF
would involve cutset truncation either by use of a cutoff frequency or a maximum cutset order. Since the

; truncation process eliminates accident sequences from further consideration, care has to be taken to ensure
that important sequences are not discarded and that the final results are not sensitive to the truncation limit
chosen.

h. Review Guldance and Procedures

AcceptaNiity of a truncation value used in the baseline PRA should be reviewed as part of the licensee
revir < process. On an application specific basis, licensees should also demonstrate and reviewers should

v,nfy that the effects of the application on components modeled in the PRA is not restricted by the
truncation criteria chosen. This could include sensitivity studies using different truncation levels (to
selected parts of the model), or by the requantification of the base model from the beginning (as opposed to
use of a pre solved model) w hen evaluating the risk for the proposed applications.'

It is preferred that the change in risk from the application is calculated by the requantification of the base
model at the fault tree levent tree level so that the potential effects of originally tnmcated events could be
accounted for should they become important as a result of an application, if model requantification was
not performed or if the application depended on the risk ranking of SSCs from a pre-solved cutset equation,
the reviewer should use the guidelines provided below.

The reviewer should be assured (either by documentation provided in the licensee review or by an
independent analysis) that cutset truncation has not introduced errors into the application results or the
logic of the PRA that affect the application. Staff review could also involve the performance of(or the
review of) sensitivity studies where the tnmcation limit is lowered for the dominant sequences and event
initiators, and a study of the resultant cutsets to see if there are any hidden dependencies or
unusuaPunexpected event combinations especially if these involve components alTected by the proposed
application.

Staff review could also include a comparison of a list of the events affected by the application that is in the
final truncated cutset equations to the list of application-specine basic events used in the fault tree and
event tree models. This will yield a list of es ents that did not make it past the truncation process.
Documentation should be available that enables the reviewer to determine the reason truncated events are
not important to the risk.

Finally, in PRA models where common cause failures and human dependencies are incorporated at the
sequence level afler a truncated set of minimal cutsets has been obtained, the reviewer should verify that
the truncation criteria used in the PRA do not levt to cutsets involving application specific components
being truncated that could be important if common cause failures, or human dependencies are considered.

c. Es aluation Findings

The staff review should conclude that the licensee has satisfactorily established that conclusions are not
adversely affected by truncation, i.e.,

the truncation criteria is sufGciently low to ensure stable results, that is, the magnitude of the CDFe

or release frequency will not change as a result oflower truncation limits, and the grouping of
SSCs into risk categories will also not be affected.
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the comp (ments afTected by the application are, for the most part, not truncated out of the model.e

In cases where they are, a qualitative assessment can demonstrate the reasons w hy they are
unimportant to risk.

B. HOW TU ELECTRIC COMPORTS WITH D01061:

Not Applicable.

C,1 COMMENTS ON SRP 19 GENERAL GUIDANCE:

SRP Chapter 19, Appendix A, Section A.6

This section of the SRP addresses the effect of truncation limits used. It
suggests three methods for demonstrating the validity of the truncation limit
used:

requantification of the base model using a lower truncation limit,o
e sensitivity studies with limited application of a lower truncation

limit, and
qualitative evaluation of components truncatede

i

In the CPSES RI IST submittal, two of these three approaches are used to I

ensure an adequate truncation limit. The method of requantification of the
base model using a lower truncation limit was not selected as a viable method.
The approach is resource intensive when one recognizes the impact on resources
required for performing recovery analyses.

Sensitivity studies are used to try to understand the potential impact of
changing the truncation limit from 1E 8 to 1E 9. Comparisons of importance

|

,

measure values using different truncation limits indicated that the truncation
limit is adequate.

Perhaps the strongest evidence of an adequate truncation limit is the
characteristics of truncated components obtained using a qualitative analysis.
This analysis indicated that the truncated components within a system are
those which have the highest relative redundancy. That is, for a three train
system such as AFW, the truncated components are those which appear in fourth
order cutsets, that is one order greater than the typical system cutset. This
finding is significant because the results of the pilot plant study also
indicate that components with higher than average relative redundancy have
both a low FV And a low RAW value. Since the most likely impact of inadequate
truncation is to underestimate the RAW value, our qualitative confidance in
the truncation limit provides assurance that the component categorization is
accurate. In particular, LSSCs which should have compensatory measures
assigned (i.e., those with high RAW) are not truncated.

Before the discussion provides additional detail on the above approach it is
also worthwhile to note that the CPSES model is constructed in a manner which
limits the effect of truncation limits. The model uses a " segment" approach
to group components that affect the scme function. Segments consist of a
number of logically Ored components of a system / flow path and include all the
associated failure modes for each component. Hence, a pump and a discharge
check valve are often in the same segment. Since the discharge check valve
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may be 30 times less likely to fail the function, it is the type of component
which is often truncated because of its low relative probability when basic
events are not grouped. As part of a separate calculation, the CPSES cutset
model was expanded. Numerous cutsets of much lower probability where,

'

obtained. Consequently, the CPSES model has an effective truncation limit
much lower than 1E 8 or IE 9 (cutset scenarios with core damage frequencies as
low as 1E 24 were included). Further, the qualitative evaluation of truncated
compones s indicates that those components are indeed insignificant based on
cutset order (and practical engineering judgment). A component truncated,

| because of both probability and order is insignificant. The reason this point
is addressed here is that some as yet unpublished studies of sensitivity to
truncation limits have been done by NRC contractors. These studies are said
to indicate that much lower truncation limits are appropriate. We believe
these findings do not apply to the CPSES evaluation because of differences in
model structure and because of the findings of the qualitative evaluation
mentioned above and described in more detail below. The following discussion
is taken from Section 4.2.1 of the CPSES Engineering Evaluation Report on the
RI IST Program.

The risk ranking process described in the Engineering Report used the FV and
RAW importance measures. The values for these importance measures were
calculated based on cutsets. The process also involved a cumulative effects
analysis that determined new risk levels given an increase in the in service
test interval. Cutsets were obtained by solving the model with a truncation
limit. Experience has shown that setting the truncation limit arbitrarily low
creates inefficiencies such that analysis costs quickly exceed the value of
risk insights gained. This project evaluated the truncation limit used in the
CPSES IPE and found it to be sufficient for both risk ranking and estimating
cumulative ea fects.

Ideally IPE models would be solved without a tru.1 cation limit so that the
cutset file would be an exact representation of the plant model. In the past,
technology limits of computers and cutset solution algorithms have made it
difficult to use very low truncation limits. These technology limits have
often been seen as the reason for selecting truncation limits. For the CPSES
IPE, limits of technology were not the overriding constraint. The actual
constraint on truncation limits was the ability to review the cutsets and
evaluate realistic opentor actions that would occur. That is, the actual
constraint was perforwi.ig recovery analysis.

If large numbers of cutsets are found and recovery analyses are not performed,
then this set of conservative cutsets can mask other contributors. That is, a
large number of marginal, but conservative cutsets will reduce the relative
contribution of dominant cutsets. If the contribution of unrecovered cutsets
is enough, the importance of a dominant contributor might be reduced below U1e
FV limit. Therefore, a balance must be made when choosing the truncation
limit. Creating conservatisms that mask component importance of non truncated
components must be balanced against eliminating components from the cutset
list.

The CPSES IPE quantification approach terded to maximize the amount of un-
truncated but recovered cutsets. In the CPSES IPE, a number of important
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efforts were employed to add efficiency and improve un'srstanding of the model
so that recovery analysis could be performed both ar".cately and on as many
cutsets as possible. The plant model was structur o make solving the model
and performing recovery analysis easier. Segme' a modules were developed
which represent logicc1 portions of a system flow sth. These segments are a
group of basic events performing the same "functiot in the fault tree. By
grouping basic events in this manner, pumps, motor vperated valves (HOVs) and
check valves performing the same function are considered at the same time.
This process results in a recovery analysis for one event rather than three
and it prevents truncating the lower probability portion of the train, e.g.,
the mcnual valves. As will be seen below this method results in truncation of
very few of the IST comporants modeled in the CPSES IPE.

The models were also built to make recovery analysis easier. Equipment used
in most recovery actions were included specifically in the model rather than
implicitly in the operator action event. The recovery process also included a
rule based recovery technique that automated simple recoveries and allowed
more effort to be placed on complex actions and on additional cutsets.
Finally, the CPSES recovery analysis used a program called BROW 3ER which
allowed cutset impacts to be viewed directly for their impact on the plant
model. Since analysts spent less time tracing down model links, more time
could be spent performing recovery analysis and ensuring operator actions were
correctly included. These efficiencies allowed the CPSES IPE to use a
relatively low truncation limit and yet perform detailed recovery analysis on
a large fraction of the cutsets.

For the IST project, a change to the truncation limit was made to ensure the
IPE recovery analysis insights were properly reflected in the IST importance
calculations. The internal events portion of the IPE contained cutsets at or
above 1E 09. In the course of recovering cutsets in the original IPE effort,
some of the cutsets between IE 08 and IE 09 were recovered and some were not.
The concern was that including the components associated with the unrecovered
cutsets would potentially mask the importance of some other components.

Before a change to the truncation limit was made an analysis was performed to
determine whether the truncated model provided a good representation of the
full model, i.e., were there any components that were significant from a risk
perspective not included as a result of the change in truncation. The
analysis looked at components not in the 1E 08 list but in the 1E 09 list.
The following findings confirmed the change would provide a complete
representation of IST component importance.

Valves that appear in the risk achievement worth list tend to be those.

in low probability cutsets that were not recovered.
The majority of the components on the list have RAW values less than.

2.0 and thus are not important with respect to risk ranking.
: lost of the components with RAW values above 2.0 are manual valves.

Those components that are not manual valves have RAW near 2.0..

Finally, those components in the 1E 08 model that were ranked low but were
just below the cutoff limit were reviewed with respect to their basic events
found in the 1E 09 list. It was concluded that the additional risk associated

-
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with these truncated cutsets would not cause these components to change
ranking categories. The results of this analysis therefore concluded that all
the pumps and valves that should be considered in the risk based review are
included in the cutsets greater than or equal to IE 08.

i

The effectiveness of both the truncation limit and the model building process
was further confirmed by the expert panel. Occasionally, the panel identified
conservatisms in a RAW or FV measure for a component close to the ranking
threshold. Their findings caused changes to the component rankings for a few
components. But because so few changes were made, the panel review further
demonstrated the reasonableness and the completeness of the recovery analysis.

,

1

This process of model solution and review as discussed above indicated that i

even though the truncation limit was set relatively low, it was appropriate toi

i avoid masking conservatisms.

In addition to the above effort, three mathematical tests were performed to
validate the truncation limit used in the IPE. First, as described above.
little chines was found in importance ranking from 1E 8 to IE 9 truncation.
This pro,1 des indication that lowering the limit would probably not change
rankinc result *.

Secono, at a Grther mathematical test and to better understand the effect of
using segments, the cutset list was expanded so that all basi: events in the
truncated segment file were explicitly represented. The expanded list
included cutsets as low as 1E 24. The number of cutsets expands from about
900 to nearly 20,000. Of these, nearly half are below 1E 12. Consequently,
while the truncation limit is set at IE 8, because of the use of segments, the
limit is equivalent to a much lower limit in a model containing solely basic
events.

As a final test, it was noted that the CPSES truncation limit is comparable to
the EPRI PSA Applications Guide recommendation, i.e., a truncation limit of
IE 4 below the total CDF. The CPSES truncation limit of IE 8 was only
slightly higher than that. (The core damage frequency of CPSES due to
internal events was estimated to be 5.72 E 05 per year.)

The acceptability of the truncation limit was considered not just with
mathematical tests but also based on its impact on the model. It was judged
to be important that truncation meet mathematical tests, but it was judged
even more important that truncation make senw boed on how important
truncated components were to system operation. The following provides an
overview of this model understanding process by showing how truncation affects
one system (AFW) specifically and the plant model in general.

AFW is a three train system. The components not truncated meet the following
general characteristics:

components whose failure can affect more than one train+

components whose failure both causes train failure and prevents its.

recovery by use of an alternate flowpath, e.g., the pump, and
components affecting operation of the turbine driven AFW pump+
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I Stated another way, the components retained in the model include all
components in third order or above cutsets for system failure and all
components in the AFV train important for Station Blackout (SBO) accident
scenarios.

Components truncated from the model only included those that were truly<

insignificant to risk. Specifically, they involved components whose system
,

cutset was fourth order or greater:
j

in a path to one of 4 generators.

in a path to one of 8 paths to the generators.

in a recoverable path to one of the pumps (provided it was the motor.4

driven pump) such that both the path and its recovery plus the other
| two pumps must fail for the system to fail '

The truncated model is adequate to measure increases in component
probabilities needed to evaluate increases in IST interval, In such

r calculations, the impact of an increase would be limited for two reasons.
' First, the truncated components are lower in probability than the un truncated
: pumps. Second, the truncated components are contained in fourth order cutsets

rather than third order cutsets as for pumps. As an example, consider a
i combination of check valves and/or normally open H0Vs that have failure

probabilities on the order of or less than a percent of a pump's failure
probability. Increasing them by a factor of 100 woeld make each component's

| failure probability comparable to the pump, but as a whole their cutsets would
still be small contributors (e.g., less than a few percent) because their
truncated cutsets were still one order higher. By examining the model in this'

manner, it was concluded that the truncation limit for this study is clearly
sufficient to support cumulative effects analyses where component failure
rates increase by large factors.

Table 4.21 of the Engineering Repcrt (Enclosure 4 to TXX 95260) provides a
list of truncated components for CPSES systems. Some systems are not included;

; because they do not contain trun:ated components. Reviewing the modeling
insights as a whole, the following conclusions can be drawn:

Truncated components are often in fourth order cutsets of systems that.

in turn are redundant to at least one .ther system e.g., AFW redundant
to CS and to SI

Truncated components are sometimes instrument air related, e.g.,.

.

components in AFW and main steam system boundaries that connect to

} instrument air. These components involve redundant check valves which
must fail together with the entire air system to in turn fail a single
air operator.

I

Truncated components are often either not IST components or the IST.<

function was not explicitly modeled because it was extremely low.
'

probability. Examples include normally open valves, such as HOVs and
A0Vs, that do not have to function for the system to perform its IST
design basis functions. Another example is manual valves without
remote position indication.

,

. . , _ _ . _, . . . . - . . - _ _ . . . , . , . . , , . . _ , , m ...-_,m ,e m~ ..,. , , -- ,-- _
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In conclusion, the CPSES model was prepared with avoiding truncation problems
in mind. The use of the cutset results places the proper balance between
ensuring all components are included and avoiding masking real contributors
with large numbers of unrecovered cutsets. When evaluating the truncation
limit from a mathematical perspective, the truncation seems sound, When
considering directly the components that are truncated and the role they play
in system operation, truncated components are clearly risk insignificant
components even if one assumed that failure probabilities were increased by
large magnitudes. Therefore, the CPSES cutset model is sufficiently robust to
support ranking as well as evaluate increases in component failure
probability.

C.2 PUBLIC COMMENTS ON RELATED SECTIONS OF NUREG 1602:

Guidance in NUREG 1602 on this topic is contained in Section 2.1.6 in a
subsection entitled " Selecting Truncation Values".

The guidance suggests a criteria of 95% of a total value. The problem is that
the total value is unknown, therefore, it is difficult to demonstrate meeting
this criteria. If one knows the total value accurately, the cutset model
based on the total value should probably be used.

I The guidance then says that lowering the truncation limit does not
significantly increase the estimate of the total. Many times the accuracy of
the new total estimate is difficult to determine without a recovery analysis
of the new cutsets. While automation tools are now available to make this
process easier, resources are still required to evaluate new cutsets and
ensure that conservative biases are not influencing the final results. With a
new total that is likely to be conservative, it may be very difficult to show
a downward trend with decreasing truncation limits.

The guidance also suggests that a truncation limit four orders of magnitude
lower than the final CDF is usually sufficient. While this proved true for
the CPSES study, it did so probably only because of the segment approach to
modeling. Had lower probability events not been grouped, it is likely that
much, and possibly all, of their contribution would have been truncated.

The emphasis in NUREG 1602 is inappropriately placed on mathematical
solutions. The CPSES pilot experience indicates that the most assurance in
adequacy of truncation limits is provided by qualitative solutions. That is,
truncated components should exhibit higher relative redundancy than typical
components in the cutset solution. If a truncated component exhibits the same
level of redundancy as a component with a high FV, it is almost assured that
the component has a high RAW value. In many studies without segmented models,
i.e., studies unlike CPSES, the pump can have a high FV and the pump discharge
check valve can have a low RAW value or even be truncated.

In summary, the approach used in the SRP is c erior to the approach suggested
in NUREG 1602.
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

Notes on Pump Testing

1)

Pump testing revolves around a six year cycle.

2).
| The cycle is made up of 24 quarters.

3)_

Quarters 6,12,18,24 are defined as refueling outages. These quarters were chosen since both Units are on 18

month fuel cycles and since it is most probable that the switch to risked-based inservice testing will take place

_.

coming out of a refueling outage. This was done on Unit 1 when that unit adopted the 1989 ASME Boiler & Pressure

Vessel Code coming out of 1RF03.
!

4)- I

Testing is spaced out throughout the cycle as equally as possible within each group.

5)

Testing is spaced out throughout the cycle as equally at. possible for the pumps as a whole.- This will enhance the

staggered testing and spread resources as equally as possible throughout the cycle.

I
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Pump Grouping

Even though less Safety Significant Pumps (LSSPs) are divided into four groups, the testing for all pumps will be

staggered to ensure that pump testing is done as frequent as possiblo.

Pump Group i

R: actor Makeup Pump group from Unit 1. Unit 2 and common. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters).
.

Component Quarter Tested Notes

cpi DDAPRM-01 1 This pump is normally run continuously.

I CPX DDAPRM-01 9 This pump is started, at a minimum, overy 6 weeks per
| owl 409.

CP2-DDAPRM-01 17 This pump is normally run continuously.

1

Pump Group 2

D'cse! Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps from Unit i and Unit 2. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters).

I Component Quarter Tested Notes

cpi DOAPFT-01 2 This pump is run at least monthly during EDG Tech
Spec surveillance test.

cpi DOAPFT 02 8 This pump is run at least monthly during EDG Tech
Spec surveillance test.

cpi DOAPFT 03 14 This pump is run at least monthly during EDG Tech
Spec surveillance test.

CP1 DOAPFT-04 20 This pump is run at least monthly during EDG Tech

_

Spec surveillance test.

CP2-DOAPFT 01 5 This pump is run at least monthly during EDG Tech
Spec surveillance test.

CP2 DOAPFT-02 11 This pump is run at least monthly during EDG Tech
Spec surveillance test.

CP2 DOAPFT-03 17 This pump is run at least monthly during EDG Tech
Spec surveillance test.

CP2 DOAPFT-04 23 This pump is run at least monthly during EDG Tech
Spec surveillance test.
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

Pump Group 3

Spent Fuel Pool Pump group (common). The performance history of these pumps is such that it does not merit the 6 year

staggered test interval; therefore, the survelT:nce interval will terr.ain quarterly (92 days). When the issue is resolved and

prov:n to be corrected (approximately 1 year's worth of supporting data), then the longer test interval will be considered.

Component Quarter Tested Notes

CPX SFAPSF-01 92 days This pump is normally run 6-weeks at a time, i

alternating between the other train.

CPX-SFAPSF-02 92 days This pump is normally run 6-weeks at a time,
alternating between the other train. The pump is
currently in Ned status arid the condition does have
relevance to the other train, hence continued quarterly
testing. A modification was recently made to this
pump that showed dramatic improvement in measured
pump vibration. This modification will also be installed
in SFP Pump X-01. When A.2 status is achieved in
Maintenance Rule, these pumps will be evaluated at
fur six year test intervals.

P..mp Group 4

c.sfeguards Building Floor Drain Sump Pumps from Unit i and Unit 2. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters).

Component Quarter Tested Notes

cpi WPAPSS-01 3 Normal drainage into the sumps causes this pump to
periodically run to empty the sump.

CP1-WPAPSS-02 9 Normal drainage into the sumps causes this pump to
periodically run to empty the sump.

CP1-WPAPSS -03 15 Normal drainage into the sumps causes this pump to
periodically run to empty the sump.

CP1 WPAPSS-04 21 Normal drainage into the sumps causes this pump to
periodically run to empty the sump.

CP2-WPAPSS-01 6 Normal drainage into the sumps causes this pump to
periodically run to empty the sump.

CP2-WPAPSS-02 12 Normal drainage into the sumps causes this pump tc
periodically run to empty the sump.

CP2 WPAPSS-03 18 Normal drainage into the sumps causes this pump to
periodically run to empty the sump.

CP2-WPAPSS-04 24 Normal drainage into the sumps causes this pump to
periodically run to empty the sump.

,
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Attachment 4 to 1XX-97189

Notes on Valve Testing

1)

Valve testing revolves around a six year cycle.

2)-

The cycle is made up of 24 quarters.

| 3)

Quarters 6,12,18,24 are defined as refueling outages. These quarters were chosen since both Units are on 18 '

month fuel cycles and since it is most probable that the switch to risked-based inservice testing will take place

coming out of a refueling outage. This was done on Unit 1 when that unit adopted the 1989 ASME Boiler & Pressure

Vessel Code coming out of 1RF03. Valves that, under the current Code, have cold shutdown or refueling

frequencies are only scheduled to be tested within one of these four refueling quarters. |

4)

Testing is spaced out th.a,ughout the cycle as equally as possible within each group,

- 5)

Testing is spaced out throughout the cycle as equally as possible for the overall valve type. For example, there are

several check valve groups, but the overall spacing of all check valves is considered when assigning testing.

. 6)

Testing is spaced out throughout the cycle as equally as possible for all valves. This will enhance the staggered -

testing and spread resources as equally as possible throughout the cycle.

-..

_. _ _
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Attachment 4 to TXX-97189

Unit 18. Common Valve Grouping

Less Safety Significant Valves (LSSVs) are grouped by valve type and valve manufacturer. The four valve types are

check, motor-operated, power-operated and manual.

Valve Group 1

Bora-Warner Model 454KAB1 check valY15. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at

th3 same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement

would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1FW 0191 FW 6 OPT 506A AFW flow path boundary; all feedwater system valves are
j 501946 operated at least once per cycle during startup and
j shutdown. (Model454KAB1-001) ;
\ Cold shutdown test.

| 1FW-0192 FW 12 OPT-506A AFW flow path boundary: all feedwater system valves are
501285 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model454KAB1-001)
Cold shutdown test.

1FW-0193 FW 18 OPT 506A AFW flow path boundary: all feedwater system valves are
501285 operated at leat t once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model454KAB1-001)
Coldshutdown test.

1 FW-0194 FW 24 OPT-506A AFW Gow path boundary: all feedwater system valves are
501946 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model454KAB1-001)
Coldshutdown test.

1FW-0195 FW 6 OPT-506A AFW flow path boundary: all feedwater system valves are
500175 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model454KAB1-001)
Cold shutdown test.

1FW-0196 FW 12 OPT-506A AFW flow path boundary: all feedwater system valves are
500175 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model454KAB1-001)
Cold shutdown test.

1FW-0197 FW 18 OPT 506A AFW flow path boundary: all feedwater system valves are
500175 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model454KAB1-001)
Cold shutdown test.

1FW-0198 FW 24 OPT-506A AFW flow path boundary: all feedwater system valves are
500175 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model454KAB1-001)
Cold shutdown test.

Page 8 of 75
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1FW-0199 FW 1 OPT 506A AFW flow path boundary: all feedwater system valves are
504178 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model454KAB1-001)

1 FW-0200 FW 7 OPT 506A AFW flow path boundary: all feedwater system valves are
504178 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model454KAB1-001)

1FW-0201 FW 13 OPT 506A AFW flow path boundary; all feedwater system valves are
504178 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model454KAB1-001)

1FW-0202 FW 19 OPT 506A AFW flow path boundary; all feedwater system valves are
504178 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

| shutdown. (Model454KAB1-001)

Page 9 of 75
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Attachment 4 to TXX-97189

Valve Group 2

Borg-WatntLModel 75000 Series _chec)LYAlygs. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested

et the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other

err:ngement would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1CC-0003 CC 2 OPT 209A Surge Tank RMUW makeup flow path: RMUW is the
504543 normal source of makeup to the CCW Surge Tank.

This valve is cycled during auto makeup to the tank,
this will occur periodically during the 18 month cycle.,

| (Model 75500) i

1CC 0004 CC 2 OPT-209A Surge Tank Domin makeup flow path: Domin water is
504543 the alternate source of makeup to the CCW Surge

Tank. As such,it is not normally used and this valve
is not cycled. (Model 75500)

1AF-0009 AFW 1 OPT 224A Valve is in the normal makeup path to the Condensate
504556 Storage Tank and is cycled during makeup evolutions,

which occur approximately weekly, (Model 75520)

1 AF 0093 AFW 6 OPT-506A Valve is cycled whenever the MDAFW pumps are run
(0) 501946 to feed SG's (startup, shutdown, outage evolutions),

(Model 75560)
< PPT-S1-8066A Cold shutdown test.

(C) 502310

1AF-0098 AFW 12 OPT 506A Flow path is from TDAFW pump to SG's. TDAFW
(O) 500175 pump run to supply flow to SG's usually only during

response tima testing every refueling outage. (Model
PPT-S1-8067 75560)

(C) 501663 Cold shutdown test.

1 AF 0101 AFW 18 OPT 506A Valve is cycled whenever the MDAFW pumps are run
(0) 501946 to feed SG's (startup, shutdown, outage evolutions).

(Model 75560)
PPT-S1-8066A Cold shutdown test.

(C) 502310

1 AF 0106 AFW 24 OPT 506A Flow path is from TDAFW pump to SG's. TDAFW
(O) 500175 pump run to supply flow to SG's usually only during

response time testing every refueling outage. (Model
PPT-S18067 75560)

(C) 501663 Cold shutdown test.

1 AF 0014 AFW 13 OPT-206A Valve is cyc ed whenever the MDAFW 1-01 pump is
504165 run. Pumps are tested quarterly and run frequently

during outages, startup and shutdown. (Model 75630)

1AF-0024 AFW 3 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever the MDAFW 102 pump is
504161 run. Pumps are tested quarterly and run frequently

during outages, startup and shutdown. (Model 75630)
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1 AF 0051 AFW 3 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever the MDAFW 102 pump are
504161 run to feed SG's (startup, shutdown, outage

evolutions). (Model 75640)

1 AF 0065 AFW 13 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever the MDAFW 101 pump is
504165 run to feed SG's (startup, shutdown, outage

evolutions). (Model 75640)

1 AF 0032 AFW 7 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever the TDAFW pump is run.
501667 Pumps ato tested quarterly and run frequently during

outages, startup and shutdown. (Model 75690)

1CC 0713 AFW 9 OPT 501 A Containment isolation: valves are cycled whenever
504105 CCW to the RCPs is secured. CCW is typically

secured to the RCPs for work during an outage.
(Model 75690)

1AF-0038 AFW 7 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever the TDAFW pump is run.
501667 Pumps are tested quarterly and run frequently during

I

outages, startup and shutdown. (Model 75700)

1CT-0142 CT 6 MSM S0-8800 Containment spray flow path and containment
disassembly isolation: this valve is not exercised during normal

operation.
(Model 75810)
Refueling disassembly.

1CT-0145 CT 12 MSM S0 8800 Containment spray flow path and containment
disassembly isolation: this valve is not exercised during normal

operation.
| (Model 75810)

Refueling disassembly.

1CT-0148 CT 18 MSM S0-8800 Containment spray flow path and containment
disassembly isolation: this valve is not exercised during normal

operation.
(Model 75810)
Refueling disassembly.

1CT 0149 CT 24 MSM SO-8800 Containment spray flow path and containment
disassembly isolation: this valve is not exercised during normal

operation.
(Model 75810)
Refueling disassembly.

1CT-0013 CT 17 OPT-205A Containment spray flow path: this valve is exercised any
501226 time the pump is started. Pump started quarterly for T/S

testing and by slave relay tests. (Model 75750)

1CT-0025 CT 14 OPT-206A Containment spray injection flow path and sump
501226 recirculation flow path boundary; this valve is exercised

any time the pump is started. Pump started quarterly for
T/S testing and by slave rehy tests. (Model 75810)

Page 11 of 75
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1CT-0042 CT 14 OPT 205A Containment spray flow path; ti.;s valve is exercised any
501226 time the pump is started. Pump started quarterly for T/S

testing and by slave relay tests. (Model 7575t4
]

1CT 0065 CT 20 OPT 205A Containment spray flow path: this valve is exercised any
500172 time the pump is started. Pump started quarterly for T/S

testing and by slave relay tests. (Model 75750)
__

1CT 0077 CT 22 OPT 205A Containment spray injection flow path and sump
500172 recirculation flow path boundary: this valve is exercised

any time the pump is started. Pump started quarterly for |
T/S testing and by slave relay tests. (Model 75810)

1CT-0094 CT 20 OPT-205A Containment spray flow path: this valve is exercised any
, 500172 time the pump is started. Pump started quarterly for T/S
l testing and by slave relay tests. (Model 75750)

1DD-0006 DD 4 OPT-224A Makeup line isolation to RMUWST: valve is in the flow
504556 path for makeup to the RVUWST and are cycled during

makeup evolutions. Makeup to the RMUWST is performed
at least monthly. (Model 75520)

1DD-0065 DD 4 OPT 224A Makeup line isolation to RMUWST: valve is in the finw
504556 path for makeup to the RMUWST and are cycled during

makeup evolutions. Makeup to the RMUWST is performed
at least monthly. (Model 75520)

_

1DD-0018 DD 23 OPT 224A Pump discharge flow path: valve it cycled during pump
504351 rotation. pumps are rotated every 6 weeks.

(Model 75520)

XDD-0048 DD 16 OPT-224A Pump discharge flow path: valve is cycled during pump
504353 rotation. pumps are rotated every 6 weeks.

(Model 75520)

1MS-0142 MS 8 OPT 206A TDAFW pump steam supply flow path and TDAFW pump
501667 steam supply f'ow path boundary: valve is cycled during

the quarterly TDAFW Pump surveillance run.
(Model 75560-1)

9 MS-0143 MS 8 OPT-206A TDAFW pump steam supply flow path and TDAFW pump
501667 steam supply flow path boundary: valve is cycled during

the quarterly TDAFW Pump surve'!!ance run.:

(Model 75560-1)

XSF-0003 SF 19 OPT-223 Spent fuel pool cooling flow path: pumps are attemated
504136 every 6 weeks and are tested quarterly, Valve is

exercised during these evolutions. (Model 75750)

XSF-0004 SF 5 OPT-223 Spent furJ pool cooling flow path: pumps are attemated
504135 every 6 weeks and are tested quarterly. Valve is

exercised during these evolutions. (Model 75750)

XSF-0160 SF 19 OPT-223 Spent fuel pool U1 RMUW makeup flow path: pool
504136 makeup is performed approximately weekly. This valve is

exercised during the evolution. SFP Pumps are alternated
every 6 weeks, so both paths are used. (Model 75520)

Page 12 of 75
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XSF-0180 SF 21 OPT-223 Spent fuel pool U2 RMllW makeup flow path: pool
504135 makeup is performed approximately weekly. This valve is

exercised during the evolution. SFP Pumps are attemated

_

every 6 weeks, so both paths are used. (Model 75520)

1CA-0016 CA 10 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised at least once per |
504069 18 month cycle during startup and shutdown. Valve is also i

cycled during quarterly slave relay testing. (Model 75500) '

1CH-0024 CH 11 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised when chilled
; 504224 water to containment is isolated. This is done at least
| once during normal outages. (Model 75630)

1Cl-0016 Cl 15 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is normally open and not 1

504225 normally cycled for operation. (Model 75520-1)
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VCive Group 3
,

1Byton Jackson check valves. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Two valves are tested at the same time '

sinc 9 these valves are arranged two in-series for each accumulator.
. . . . , - -

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1CT-0047 CT 1 OPT 205A Pump miniflow path: this valve is exercised any time the
501226 pump is started. Pump started quarterly for T/S testing

and by slave relay tests. (Model 422JDB1-002)

1CT-0048 CT 9 OPT-205A Pump miniflow path: this valve is exercised any time the
501226 pump is started. Pump started quarterly for T/S testing

and by slave relay tests. (Model 422JDB1-002)

1CT-0063 CT 15 OPT 205A Pump miniflow path: this valve is exercised any time the
500172 pump is started. Pump started quarterly for T/S testing

and by slave relay tests. (Model 422JDB1-002)

1CT-0064 CT 21 OPT 205A Pump miniflow path: this valve is exercised any time the
500172 pump is started. Pump started quarterly for T/S testing

| and by slave relay tests. (Model 422JDB1-002)
!

I

|

l
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Valve Group 4

Circle Seal Model N162 800 accumulator check valvos. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Two valves are

1:sted at the same time since these valves are arranged two in-series for cach accumulator.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 AF 0215 AFW 2 OPT-601A Safety related air accumulator to non safety-related air
504460 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1 AF 0216 AFW 2 OPT-601A Safety related air accumulator to non safety related air
504460 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1 AF-0217 AFW 14 OPT-601A Safety related air accumulator to non safety related air i

504460 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless
accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1 AF-0218 AFW 14 OPT-601 A Safety related air accumulator to non safety related air
504460 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

; accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1 AF 0219 AFW 5 OPT-602A Safety related air accumulator to non safety-related air
504466 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1 AF 0220 AFW 5 OPT-602A Safety-related air accumulator to non safety-related air
504466 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1 AF 0221 AFW 20 OPT-602A Safety-related air accumulator to non safety-related air
504466 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162-180)

1 AF 0222 AFW 20 OPT 602A Safety related air accumulator to non safety related air
504466 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1AF-0223 AFW 8 OPT-603A Safety related air accumulator to non safety-related air
504490 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1 AF 0224 AFW 8 OPT 603A Safety-related air accumulator to non safety-related air
504490 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162-180)

1AF-0226 AFW 11 OPT-603A Safety related air accumulator to non safety-related air
504490 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162-180)

1 AF-0227 AFW 11 OPT 603A Safety related air accumulator to non safety related air
504490 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depres urized. (Model N162-180)
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Attachment 4 to TXX-97189

1AF-0228 AFW 17 OPT 403A Safety related air accumulator to non safety related air
504490 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1 AF 0229 AFW 17 OPT 403A Safety related air accumulator to non safety related air
504490 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1 AF 0230 AFW 23 0PT403A Safety related air accumulator to non safety related air
504490 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1AF-0231 AFW 23 OPT 403A Safety-related air accumu|ator to non safety related air
504490 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180),

1AF-0232 AFW 15 OPT 403A Safety related air accumulator to non safety related air
504490 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

j accumulator is depressurized. (Model Ni62180)

| 1 AF 0233 AFW 15 OPT 403A Safety-related air accumulator to non-safety related air
L 504490 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized, (Model N162180)

1 AF-0234 AFW 21 OPT 403A Safety related air accumulator to non safety related air
504490 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

- 1 AF-0235 AFW 21 OPT-603A Safety related air accumulator to non-safety related air
504490 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1CC 1079 CC 3 OPT 407A Safety-related air accumulator to non safety related air
504480 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1CC 1080 CC 3 OPT 407A Safety related air accumulator to non safety related air
504480 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1CC 1081 CC 9 OPT 407A Safety-related air accumulator to non-safety related air
504482 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1CC-1082 CC 9 OPT-607A Safety-related air accumulator to non safety-related air
504482 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1MS-0680 MS 4 OPT-605A Safety related air accumulator to non safety-related air
500929 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized, (Model N162180)

1MS-0681 MS 4 OPT 405A Safety related air accumulator to non safety-related air
500929 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Modul N162-180)
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1MS-0682 MS 10 OPT 605A Safety related air accumulator to non safety-related air
500929 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1MS 0683 MS 10 OPT-605A Safety related air accumulator to non safety-related air
500929 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1MS-0684 MS 16 OPT-605A Safety related air accumulator to non safety related air
500929 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1MS-0685 MS 16 OPT-605A Safety related air accumulator to non-safety-related air
500929 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

! 1M0 0686 MS 22 OPT-605A Safety related air accumulator to non safety-related air
500929 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

| accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

1MS-0687 MS 22 OPT-605A Safety-related air accumulator to non safety related air
500929 supply isolation that is not normally cycled unless

accumulator is depressurized. (Model N162180)

!
|

|
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V:lve Group 5

DitatLLyhe Oil check valves. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the same time

to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement would not be an
,

1
improvement over the current test schedule. I

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes -
Tested Routine Test

10 0-0104 DO 1 OPT 214A Jacket water now path boundary: DGs are run monthly
500699 per T/S. When the DG is run, this valve will cycle.

(Wm Powell Model 76001 141) |

1DO-0157 DO 1 OPT 214A Lube oil now path: DGs are run monthly per T/S When
500699 DG is run, this velve will automatically cycle.

(Clear Flow Model KF-003-000)

| 10 0-0158 DO 1 OPT 214A Lube oil flow path boundary: DGs are run monthly per T/S.
500699 When DG is run, this valve will automatically cycle.

(Durabla Model GLC)

1DO-0204 DO 13 OPT 214A Jacket water now path boundary: DGs are run monthly
502391 per T/S. When the DG is run, this valve will cycle.

(Wm Powell Model 2342)

1DO-0257 DO 13 OPT 214A Lube oil Cow path: DGs are run monthly per T/S. When
502391 DG is run, this valve will automatically cycle.

(Clear Flow Model KF-003-000)

10 0-0258 DO 13 OPT-214A Lube oil flow path boundary: DGs are run monthly per T/S.
502391 When DG is run, this valve will automatically ycle.

(Durabia Model GLC)
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Attachment 4 to TXX-97189

Valve Group 6

Edwards ModelR38YT1 check valves. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the

s:me time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement

would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Tert

1CC-0629 CC 5 OPT 501 A Containment penetration thermal relief and containment
504105 isolation: Valves are not cycled for any normal operational

need. (Model838YT1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CC-0831 CC 5 OPT-501 A Containment penetration thermal relief and containment
504105 isolation: Valves are not cycled for any normal operational

need. (Model838YT1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CH-0300 CHS 23 OPT-209A Surge tank RMUW makeup flow path: RMUW is the
504543 normal source of makeup to this tank. This valve is cyc.ed

during auto makeup to the tank, this will occur periodically
during the 18 month. (Model 838YT1)

1CH-0301 CHS 19 OPT 209A Surge tank domin makeup flow path: demin water is the
504543 alternate source of makeup to this tank. As such, it is not

normally used and this valve is not cycled.
(Model 838YT1)

1CH-0302 CHS 14 OPT 209A Surge tank makeup flow path bypass: valve bypasses the
501598 normal auto makeup valves. It is not cycled on any

periodic basis for normal operation. (Model 838YT1)

1CH-0305 CHS 9 OPT 209A Surge tar.k makeup flow path bypass: valve bypasses the
501598 normal auto makeup valves, it is not cycled on any

periodic basis for normal operation; (Model 838YT1)

10 0-0004 DO 7 OPT-515A Fuel oil flow path and boundary: DGs are run monthly per
500833 T/S. When the DG is run, this valve automatically cycle to

supply the day tank. (Model 838YT1)

10 0-0005 DO 7 OPT-515A Fuel oil flow path and boundary: DGs are run monthly per
500833 T/S. When the DG is run, this valve automatically cycle to

,

supply the day tank. (Model 838YT1)
,

10 0-0016 DO 20 OPT 515A Fuel oil flow path and boundary: DGs are run monthly per 1

504260 T/S. When the DG is run, this valve automatically cycle to
supply the day tank. (Model 838YT1)

1DO-0017 DO 13 OPT-515A Fuel oil flow path and boundary: DGs are run monthly per
504260 T/S. When the DG is run, this valve automatically cycle to

supply the day tank. (Model 838YT1)

100-00 9 DO 8 OPT-515A Fuel oil flow path: DGs are run monthly per T/S. When
500833 the DG is run, this valve automatically cycle to supply the

day tank. (Model 838YT1)
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Attachment 4 to TXX-97189

1DO-0050 DO 4 OPT 515A Fuel oil flow path: DGs are run monthly per T/S. When
504260 the DG is run, this valve automatically cycle to supply the

day tank. (Model 838YT1)

1DO-0058 DO 1 OPT-517A Safety-related air receiver to non-safety air supply I

502401 isolction: DGs are run monthly per T/S. When the DG is
run, this valve automatically cycle to charge the air
receiver.

(Model 838YT1)

10 0-0059 DO 17 OPT-517A Safety-rela'ed air receiver to non-safety air supply
501786 isolation: DGs are run monthly per T/S. When the DG is

run, this valve automatically cycle to charge the air
receiver.
(Model 838YT1)

10 0-0060 DO 10 OPT 517A Safety-related air receiver to non-safety air supply
504063 Isolation: DGs are run monthly per T/S. When the DG is

run, this valve autematically cycle to charge tho air
receiver.

| (Model 838YT1)
!

| 1DO-0061 DO 3 OPT-517A Safety related air receiver to non-safety air supply
! 502221 isolation: DGs are run monthly per T/S. When the DG is

run, this valve automatically cycle to charge the air
receiver.
(Model 838YT1)

1DO-0062 DO 22 OPT 517A Safety-related air receiver to non-safety air supply
501786 isolation: DGs are run monthly per T/S. When the DG is

run, this valve automatically cycle to charge the air
receiver.
(Model 838YT1)

1DO-0063 DO 11 OPT-517A Safety-related air receiver to non-safety air supply
502401 isolation: DGs are run monthly per T/S. When the DG is

run, this valve automatically cycle to charge the air
receiver.
(Model 838YT1)

1DO-0064 DO 15 OPT-517A Safety-related air receiver to non-safety air supply
502221 isolation: DGs are run monthly per T/S. When the DG is

run, this valve automatically cycle to charge the air
receiver.
(Model 838YT1)

1DO-0065 DO 2 OPT-517A Safety-related air receiver to non-safety air supply
504063 isolation: DGs are run monthly per T/S. Whe . the DG is

run, this valve automatically cycle to charge t1 ' air
receiver.-

(Model 838YT1)

1SI-8968 SI 21 OPT-503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised to pressurize
504069 accumulators. (Model 838YT1)
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Attachment 4 to TXX-97189

1VD-0003 VD 11 OPT 518A Sump discharge flow path and boundary: valve is
500850 exercised when sump pump is run. (Model 838YT1)

1VD-0004 VD 11 OPT 518A Sump discharge flow path and boundary: valve is
500850 exercised when sump pump is run, (Model 838YT1)

1VD-0011 VD 16 OPT-518A Sump discharge flow path and boundary: valve is
504196 exercised when sump pump is run. (Model 838YT1)

1VD-0012 VD 16 OPT-518A Sump discharge flow path and boundary: valve is
504196 exercised when sump pump is run, (Model 838YT1)
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

VCive Group 7

Edwards Model 3674F316T1 check valyta. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at

the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement

would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Frocedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

XCS 0037 CS 2 OPT 202 BAT Pump miniflow path: valve is cycled when
502466 recirculation the BA Tanks for sample. This is done

numerous times per each 18 month cycle. (Model
3674F316T1)

XCS-0041 CS 23 OPT 202 BAT Pump miniflow path: valve is cycled when
501276 recirculating the BA Tanks for sample. This is done

numerous times per each 18 month cycle. (Model
3674F316T1)

1CS4442 CS 12 OPT 201 A Boration flow path: cycled during boration in Mode 5
501382 once per 18 month cycle for boration and dilution of

RCS. (Model3674F316T1)
| Cold shutdown test.

1CS4377 CS 18 OPT 520A - Reactor coolant pressure boundary: cycled for fill and
504422 vent o f CVCS prior to startup. (Model 3674F316T1)

Cold shutdown test.
I

1CS4180 CS 24 PPT S14009 Containment penetration thermal relief and
'

containment isolation: valve is not cycled during
normal operation. (Model 3674F316T2)
Cold shutdown test.

1CS4350A CS 6 OPT 520A Reactor coolant pressure boundary: valve is
504307 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle when seal

injection is started and stopped.-(Model 3674F316T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CS4350B CS 12 OPT 520A Reactor coolant pressure boundary: valve is
504307 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle when seal

injection is started and stopped. (Model 3674F316T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CS4350C CS 18 OPT-520A Reactor coolant pressure boundary: valve is
504307 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle when seal

injection is started and stopped (Model 3674F316T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CS4350D CS 24 OPT 520A Reactor coolant pressure boundary: valve is
504307 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle when seal

injection is started and stopped, (Model 3674F316T1)
Cold shutdown test.
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1CS4367A CS 6 OPT 520A Reactor coolant pressure boundary: valve is
504307 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle when seal

injection is started and stopped (Model 3674F316T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1C34367B CS 12 OPT 520A Reactor coolant pressure boundary: valve is
504307 exercised at least once por 18 month cycle when soci

injection is started and stopped. (Model 3674F316T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CS4367C CS 18 OPT 520A Reactor coolant pressure boundary: valve is
504307 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle when seal

injection is started and stopped. (Model 3674F316T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CS4367D CS 24 OPT 520A Reactor coolant pressure boundary: valve is
504307 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle when seal

| Injection is started and stopped. (Model 3674F316T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CS4S68A CS 6 OPT 520A Containment isolation: valve is exercised at least
504307 once per 18 month cycle when seal Injection is star *ed

and stopped. (Model 3674F316T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CS4368B CS 12 OPT 520A Containment isolation: valve is exercised at least
504307 once per 18 month cycle when seal injection is started

and stopped. (Model 3674F316T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CS4368C CS 18 OPT 520A Containment isolation: valve is exercised at least
504307 once per 18 month cycle when seal injection is started

and stopped. (Model 3674F31CT1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CS4368D CS 24. OPT 520A Containment isolation: valve is exercised at least
504307 once per 18 month cycle when seal injection is started

and stopped. (Model 3674F316T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CS4473 CS 3 OPT-202 Boration flow path and boundary: valve is exercised
_

502466 when BAT Pump is run. (Model 3674F316T1)

1CS 8487 CS 15 OPT 202 Boration flow path and boundary: valve is exercised
502466 when BAT Pump is run. (Model 3674F316T1)

1CS4480A CS 4 OPT 201 A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is exercised
501811 whenever CCPs are started and stopped. CCPs are

alternated every 2 weeks. Valve is also cycled when
8110 and 0111 are exercised per slave relay testing.
(Model 3676316T1)
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1CS 8480B CS 17 OPT 201 A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is exercised
501772 whenever CCPs are started and stopped. CCPs are

alternated every 2 weeks. Valve is also cycled when
8110 and 8111 are exercised per slave relay testing.
(Model 3674F316T1)

1CT-0020 CT 7 OPT 205A Chemical additive flow path: this valve not cycled
501226 during normal operation. (Model 3674F316T1)

1CT-0031 CT 19 OPT 205A Chemical additive flow path: this valve not cycled
501226 during normal operation. (Model 3674F316T1)

1CT-0072 CT 8 OPT 205A Chemical additive flow path: this valve not cycled
500172 during normal operation. (Model 3674F316T1)

1CT-0082 CT 20 OPT 205A Chemical additive flow path: this valve not cycled
500172 durir.g normal oporation. (Model 3674F316T1)

1DD-0064 DD 10 OPT 224A Non safety makeup line isolation: valve is in the flow
504352 path for makeup to the RMUWST from the

evaporators. This makeup source is no longer used.
This valve is not cycled during normal operations.
(Model 3674F316T1)

1DD-0066 DD 21 OPT 224A Non safety makeup line isolation: valve is in the flow
504352 path for makeup to the RMUWST from the

evaporators. This makeup source is no longer used.
This valve is not cycled during normal operations.
(Model 3674F316T1)

1GI-8900A SI 6 PPT S18200 ECCS to cold legs flow path, boration flow path, and
(0) reactor coolant pressure boundary: valve is not

cycled during normal operations. (Model 3674F316T1)
PPT S17005 Refueling test.

(C)

1SI8900B SI 12 PPT-S1-8200 ECCS to cold legs flow path, boration flow path, and
(0) reactor coolant pressure boundary: valve is not

cycled during normal operations. (Model 3674F316T1)
PPT S17005 Refueling test.

(C)

1SI-8900C SI 18 PPT-S18200 ECCS to cold legs flow path, boration flow path, and
(0) reactor coolant pressure boundary: vaive is not

cycled during normal operations. (Model 3674F316T1)
PPT-S17005 Refueling test.

(C)

1SI-8900D Si 24 PPT-S1-8200 ECCS to cold legs flow path, boration flow path, and
(0) reactor coolant pressure boundary: valve is not

cycled during normal operations. (Model 3674F316T1)
PPT-S17005 Refueling test.

(C)
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Attachment 4 to TXX-97189

1Sl4905A SI 6 PPT S18200 | ECCS to hot legs flow path, reactor coolant pressure
(0) boundary, and containment isolation: valve is not

cycled during normal operations. (Model 3674F316T1)
PPT S17002 Refueling test.

(C)

ISl4905B SI 12 PPT S18200 ECCS 'o hot legs flow path, reactor coolant pressure
,

(0) bou.idary, and containment isolation: valys is not |
cycled during normal operations. (Model 3674F316T1)

PPT-S17002 Refueling test.
(C)

1Sl4905C SI 18 PPT-S14200 ECCS to hot legs flow path, reactor coolant pressure
(0) boundary, and containment isolation: valve is not

cycled during normal operations. (Model 3674F316T1)
PPT-S17002 Re6>e'le' fest.

(C)

1Sl4905D SI 24 PPT-S18200 ECCS to hot legs flow path, reactor coolant pressuro
(O) boundary, and containment isolation: valve is not

cycled during normal operations. (Model 3674F316T1)
PPT-S17002 Refueling test.

(C)

1SI8919A Si 22 OPT 204A St Pump miniflow path and ECCS recirculation flow
500392 path boundary: valve is exercised for T/S pump

surve!!!ance and for accumulator fill. (Model
3674F316T1)

1S14919B SI 14 OPT 204A Si Pump mlniflow path and ECCS recirculation flow
,

500392 path boundary: valve is exercised for T/S pump
| surveillance and for accumulator fill. (Model

3674F316T1)_

t
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Attachment 4 to TXX-97189

Vcive Group 8

Edwards check valves. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the same time to

Onsure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement would not be an

improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1CC-0031 CC 5 OPT-208A CCW flow path / CCW flow path boundary: valves are
501243 cycled during normal pump startup and shutdown. Pumps

are alternated every 2 weeks and tested quarterly for T/S.
(Model 24-670BTY)

1CC-0061 CC 16 OPT 208A CCW flow path / CCW flow path boundary: valves are
501243 cycled during normal pump startup and shutdown. Pumps

are alternated every 2 weeks and tested quarterly for T/S.
(Model 24-670BTY)

1CC-0646 CC 6 OPT-501A RCP thermal barrier rupture isolation. Valves are cycled
504106 whenever CCW to the RCPs is secured. CCW is typically

| secured to the RCPs for work during an outage.
!

(Model 3664T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CC-0657 CC 12 OPT 501 A RCP thermal barrier rupture isolation. Valves are cycled
504106 whenever CCW to the RCPs is secured. CCW is typically

secured to the RCPs for work during an outage.
(Model 3664T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CC-0687 CC 18 OPT-501 A RCP thermal barrier rupture isolation. Valves are cycled
50410S whenever CCW to the RCPs is secured. CCW is typically

secured to the RCPs for work during an outage.
(Model 3664T1)
CcId shutdown test.

1CC-0694 CC 24 OPT-501A RCP thermal barrier rupture isolation. Valves are cycled
504106 whenever CCW to the RCPs is secured. CCW is typically

secured to the RCPs for work during an outage.
(Model 3664T1)
Cold shutdown test.

1CC 1075 CC 6 OPT-501A RCP thermal barrier rupture isolation. Valves are cycled
504106 whenever CCW to the RCPs is secured. CCW is typically

secured to the RCPs for work during an outage.
(Model B36164B3)
Cold shutdown test.

1CC-1076 CC 12 OPT-501A RCP thermal barrier rupture isolation. Valves are cycleu
504106 whenever CCW to the RCPs is secured. CCW is typically

secured to the RCPs for work during an outage.
(Model B36164B3)
Cold shutdown test.
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1CC-1077 CC 18 OPT 501 A RCP thermal barrier rupture isolation. Valves are cycled
504106 whenever CCW to the RCPs is secured. CCW is typically

secured to the RCPs for work during an outage. '

(Model B36164B3)
Cold shutdown test.

1CC-1078 CC 24 OPT 501 A RCP thermal barrier rupture isolation. Valves are cycled
504106 whenever CCW to the RCPs is secured, CCW ls typically

secured to the RCPs for work during an outage.
(Model B36164B3)
Cold shutdown test.

1FW-0070 FW 6 PPT-S1-8062 Main feedline break isolation: all feedwater system valves
are operated at least once per cycle during startup and
shutdown. (Model18-970BQTY)
Cold shutdown test.

1FW-0076 FW 12 PPT S1-8061 Main feedline break isolation: all feedwater system valves,

'

are operated at least once per cycle during startup and
j shutdown. (Model18-970BOTY)

Cold shutdown test.

1FW-0082 FW 18 PPT-d18060 Main feedline break isolation: all feedwater system valves
are operated at | east once per cycle during startup and
shutdown. (Model18-970BOTY)
Cold shutdown test.

1FW-0088 FW 24 PPT-S1-8063 Main feedline break isolation: all feedwater system valves
are operated at least once per cycle during startup and
shutdown. (Model18-970BQTY)
Cold shutdown test.

.
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Att:chment 4 to TXX 97189

Valve Group 9

Westinahente check valves. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the same time to

ensure the routine test numbers already established et CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement would not be an

improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quartor Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 8497 CS 19 OPT 201 A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is cycled whenever
501772 the PDP is run. PDP routinely runs through 18 month

cycle at various times when CCPs are required to be
off. Quarterly slave relay testing also starts the PDP.
(Model 03000CS8800000)

1-8378A CS 5 OPT-201 A Boration flow path and RCS pressure boundary: valve is
(O) 501772 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle when the

'
charging header isolation valves are alternated.

6 OPT-520A (Model 03000CS8800000)
(C)504307 Closed cold shutdown test.

1-8378B CS 17 OPT-201 A Boration flow path and RCS pressure boundary: valve is
(O) 501772 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle when the

charging header isolation valves are alternated.
18 OPT 520A (Model 03000CS8800000)

(C)504307 Closed cold shutdown test.

1-8379A CS 10 OPT-201A Boration flow path and RCS pressure boundary: valve is
(O) 501772 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle when the

charging header isolation valves are alternated.
12 OPT-520A (Mode 103000CS8800000)

(C)504307 Closed cold shutdown test.

1-8379B CS 23 OPT-201A Boration flow path and RCS pressure boundary: valve is
(O) 501772 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle when the

charging header isolation valves are alternated.
24 OPT 520A (Model 03000CS8800000)

(C) 504307 Closed cold shutdown test.

1 8381 CS 11 OPT-201 A Boration flow path and RCS pressure boundary: valve is
(O)501772 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle when the

char 0ing header isolation valves are attemated.
12 OPT 520A (Model 03000CS8800000)

(C) 504307 Closed cold shutdown test.

1-8481A CS 6 PPT-S1-8200 ECCS flow path and boration flow path: valve is exercised
(O) whenever CCPs are started and stopped. CCPs are

attemated every 2 weeks. Valve is also cycled when 8110
9 OPT-201 A and 8111 are exercised per slave relay testing.

(C) 501811 (Model 04000CS8800000)
Open refueling test.
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1 84818 CS 18 PPT S18200 ECCS flow path and boration flow path: valve is exercised
(O) whenever CCPs are started and stopped. CCPs are

alternated every 2 weeks. Valve is also cycled when 8110
14 OPT-201A and 8111 are exercised per slave relay testing,

(C) 501772 (Model 04000CS8800000)
Open refueling test.

1-8046 RC 6 OPT-503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised at least once per
504224 18 month cycle when establishing a PRT atmosphere.

(Model 03000CS8200000)
Closed cold shutdown test.

1-8730A RH 12 OPT-203A ECCS and RHR flow path and ECCS injection flow path
504144 boundary: valve is exercised when RHR is placed into

service for cooldown or heatup.
(Model 10000CS8400000)
Closed cold shutdown test.

1-8730B RH 24 OPT 203A ECCS and RHR flow pat.: and ECCS injection flow path
504146 boundary: valve is exercised when RHR is placed into

service for cooldown or heatup.
(Model 10000CS8400000)
Closed cold shutdown test.

1-8949A SI 6 PPT-St 8200 ECCS to hot legs flow path and reactor coolant pressure
(O) boundary: valve is not exercised during normal

operations. (Model 06000CS8800000)
PPT S17002 Refueling test.

(C)

18949B SI 12 PPT-S1-8200 ECCS to hot legs flow path and reactor coolant precsure
(O) boundary: valve is not exercised during normal

operations. (Model 06000CS8800000)
PPT-S17002 Refueling test.

(C)

18949C Si 18 PPT-S1-8200 ECCS to hot legs flow path and reactor coolant pressure
(O) boundary: valve is not exercised during normal

operations. (Model06000CS8800000)
PPT-S1-7002 Refueling test.

(C)

1-8949D Sl 24 PPT-S1-8200 ECCS to hot legs flow path and reactor coolant pressure
(O) boundary: valve is not exercised during normal

operations. (Model 06000CS8800000)
PPT-S1-7002 Refueling test.

(C)

1-8969A SI 6 PPT S1-8200 ECCS to recirculation flow path and ECCS flow path
(O) boundary (during recirculation with loss of RHR B): valve

is not exercised during normal operations.
PPT-S18083 (Model 08000CS8400000)

(C) Refueling test.
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1-8969B St 18 PPT-S1-8200 ECCS to recirculation flow path and ECCS flow path
(O) boundary (during recirculation with loss of RHR B): valve

is not exercised during normal operations.
PPT-S18083 (Model 08000CS8400000)

(C) Refueling test.

1-8941 A SI 12 PPT S18200 ECCS to hot legs flow path, reactor coolant pressure
(O) boundary, and containment isolation: valve is exercised at

least once per 18 month cycle during flood up.
PPT-St-7002 (Model 06000CS8800000)

(C) Refueling test.

1-8941B SI 24 PPT S1-8200 ECCS to hot legs flow path, reactor coolant pressure
(O) boundary, and containment isolation: valve is exercised at

least once per 18 month cycle during flood up.
PPT-S17002 (Model 06000CS8800000)

(C) Refueling test.

1-8922A Sl 24 PPT-S1-8200 ECCS flow path and ECCS flow bath boundary: valve is
exercised during quarterly T/S pump surveillance and
during accumulator fill. (Model 04000CS8700000)
Refueling test.

1-8922B Si 18 PPT-S18200 ECCS flow path and ECCS flow bath boundary; valve is
exercised during quarterly T/S pump surveillance and
during accumulator fill. (Model 04000CS8700000)
Refueling test.

1-8958A SI 12 OPT-203A ECCS injection flow path and ECCS recirculation flow bath
504144 boundary: valve is exercised during reactor cavity flood

up (Model14000CS8400000)
Cold shutdown test.

1-8958B SI 6 OPT 203A ECCS injection flow path and ECCS recirculation flow bath
504146 boundary: valve is exercised during reactor cavity flood

up. (Model14000CS8400000)
Cold shutdown test.
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Valve Group 10

Wergaster Controls check valves. Six year a:cggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the same

tim 3 to ensure the routine test numbem already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangerr.ent would not

be In improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1DD 0016 DD 15 OPT 224A Pump mlniflow path: valve is cycled during pump
504351 rotation. pumps are rotated every 6 weeks.

(Model 20 44SW CHECK SW K7679C)

XDD-0044 DD 3 OPT-224A Pump miniflow path: valve la cycled during pump rotation.
504353 pumps are rotated every 6 weeks.

(Model 20-44SW-CHECK-SW-K7679C)
,
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Valve Group 11 -

Nonle check valv33. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the same time to ensure

the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement would not be an

improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1AF-0075 AFW 24 OPT 506A Valve is cycled whenever the MDAFW pumps are run to
(O) 501285 feed SG's (startup, shutdown, outage evolutions).

(Mokveld Model TKZ-Y-0)
PPT-S1-8065A Cold shutdown test.

(C) 501555

1AF-0083 AFW 18 OPT-506A Valve is cycled whenever the MDAFW pumps are run to
(O) 501285 feed SG's (startup, shutdown, outage evolutions).

I (Mokveld Model TKZ-Y-0)
PPT-S1-0066!, Cold shutdown test.

(C) 501555

1AF-0086 AFW 12 OPT 506A Flow path is from TDAFW pump to SG's. TDAFW pump
(O)500175 run to supply flow to SG's usually only during response

time testing every refueling outage.
PPT S1-8067 (Mokveld Model TKZ-Y-0)

(C) 501663 Cold shutdown test.

1AF-0078 AFW 6 OPT-506A Flow path is from TDAFW pump to SG's. TDAFW pump
(O) 500175 run to supply flow to SG's usually only during response

time testing every refueling outage. (Enertech Model
PPT S18067 DRV-Z)

(C) 501663 Cold shutdown test.
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Attrichmont 4 to TXX 97189

Valve Group 1'!

Co.aEVu1G3JdQdt10:100 A LDDefattiglobt_YAlna. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroupI

is tested at the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other

arrangemer.t would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.
.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 FCV 0111A . CS 8 OPT 519A Boration flow path boundary: PIT test only Valve is
I cycled routinely throughout the 18 month cycle for

boration and dilution of the RCS. (Model D 100)

18145 CS 12 OPT 508A Reactor coolant boundary; cycled for fill and vont of CVCS
504120 prior to startup. (Model D 100)

Cold shutdown test.

1 8140 CS 7 OPT 519A Boration flow path: cycled for fill and vent of CVCS prior to
startup. PIT test only. (Model D-100)

14147 CS 8 OPT 519A Boration flow path: cycled for fill and vent of CVCS prior to

-
startup. PIT test only. (Model D 100)

1 6163 CS 1 OPT 508A Reactor coolant boundary; cycled when excess letdown is
501185 used during plant heatup after outages. (Model D 100)

i-8154 CS 1 OPT 508A Containment isolation: cycled when excess letdown is
501185 used during plant heatup after outages. (Model D-100)

18800A Si 2 OPT 510A RWST to non-safoty purification system isolation: valve is
501095 cycled following outages for RWST cleanup through the

SFP purification system. Valvo is also cycled during slave
relay testing. (Model D 100)

18800B SI 2 OPT 510A RWST to non safety purification system isolation: valve is
501095 cycled following outages for RWST cleanup through the

SFP purification system. Valvo is also cycled during slave
relay testing. (Model D-100)

1-8843 SI 5 OPT 510A ECCS flow path boundary and containment isolation:
501095 valve is not cycled during normal operations.

(Model D 100)

1-8877A SI 14 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is not cycled during
normal operations. PIT test only. (Model D 100)

18877B SI 15 OPT-519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is not cycled during
normal ope >ations. plt test only. (Model D 100)

18877C SI 21 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundarv: valve is not cycled during
normal operaticqs. PIT test only. (Model D-100)

1-8877D SI 19 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is not cycled during
normal operations. PIT test only. (Model D-100)

18879A Si 22 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is not cycled during
normal operations. PIT test only. (Model D-100)
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

, -

18879B Sl 23 OPT 519A ECCS flow path Mundary; valve is not cycled during
normal operations. plt test only. (Model D 100)

18879C Sl 20 OPTSIGA ECCS flow path boundary: valvo is not cycled during
normal operations. PIT test only. (Model D 100)

( 10879D Sl 23 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary; valve is not cycled during
I

normal operations. PIT test only. (Model D 100)

1 8882 Si 21 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is not cycicd during
normal opovtions. PIT test only. (Model D 100)

18889A SI 19 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary; valve is not cycled during
normal operations. PIT test only. (Model D 100)

1 88890 SI 16 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is not cycled during
normal operations. PIT test only. (Model D 100)

i 18889C SI 14 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is not cycled during
j normal operations. PIT test only. (Model D 100)

f 1-8889D SI 13 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is not cycled during
i

normal operations. PIT test only. (Model D 100) i

.

1 8964 SI 9 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is not cycled during normal
504220 operations. (Model D 100)

_

1-8875A SI 9 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is cycled at least once
per 18 month cycle during startup and shutdown PIT test
only. (Model D-100)

18875B SI 10 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is cycled at least once
per 18 month cycle during startup and shutdown. PIT test
only. (Model D 100)

18875C SI 11 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is cycled at least once
per 18 month cycle during startup and shutdown. PIT test
only (Model D 100)

i

1-8875D SI 15 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is cycled at least once
per 18 month cycle during startup and shutdown, PIT test
only. (Model D 100)

18878A Sl 20 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is cycled at least once
per 18 month cycle during startup and shutdown, PIT test
only. (Model D 100)

18878B Si 22 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is cycled at least once
per 18 month cycle during startup and shutdown. PIT test
only. (Model D-100)

_.

1 88780 St !6 OPT 519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is cycled at least once
por 18 month cycle during startup and shutdown. PIT test
only. (Model D-100)

18878D SI 13 OPT 519A ECCS now path boundary: valve is cycled at least once
per 18 month cycle during ttartup and shutdown. PIT test
only (Model D 100)
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'

18823 SI 3 OPT 510A ECCS flow path boundary and coritainment isolation:
501095 valve is exercised dunng slave relay testing quarterly.

(Model D 100)

1 8824 SI 3 OPT-510A ECCS flow path boundary and containment isolation:
501095 valve is exercised during slave relay testing quarterly.

(Model D 100)

1 8825 SI 4 OPT 510A ECCS flow path boundary and containment isolation:
501095 valvo is exercised during slave relay testing quarterly.

(Model D 100) l

1 8880 Si 17 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during slava
504220 relay testing quarterly.

(Model D 100)

1 8871 SI 7 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during slave
501516 relay test %g quarterly.

(Model D 100)

1 8881 SI 4 OPT 510A Containment isolation and ECCS flow path boundary:
501095 valve is exercised during slave relay testing quarterly.

(Model D-100)

1 8888 SI 5 OPT 510A Containment isolation and ECCS flow path boundary:
501095 valve is routinely cycled for accumulator fill. (Model D 100)

18890A SI 10 OPT 512A Containment isolation and ECCS flow path ' oundary:o
501000 valvo is exercised during slave relay testing quarterly.

(Model D-100)

18800B SI 11 OPT 512A Containmont isolation and ECCS flow path boundary:
502124 valve is exercised during slave relay testing quarterly.

(Model D 100)

1 LCV 1003 WP 17 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during slave
504220 relay testing quarterly.

(Model D 100)
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

Valve Group 13

Bihtf_Cunit91830delDXALAlf_OptfaitdSlobt_YAlm. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup

is 1:sted at the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other

crrmgement would not be on improvement over the current test sched :le.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 HV 7311 PAS 2 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valvo is exercised during
504219 quarterly slave relay testing. (Model BXA)

! 1 HV 7312 PAS 11 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during
I 504219 quarterly slave relay testing. (Model BXA)

1 HV 4165 PS 4 OPT 503A Contalnment Isolation: valve is exercised during '

504213 quarterly slave relay testing. (Model BXA) !

1 HV 4166 PS 7 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during
504213 quarterly slave relay testing. (Model BXA)

_

1 HV 4167 PS 21 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during
504213 quarterly slavo relay testing. (Model BXA)

i 1 HV 4168 PS 16 OPT 503A L ntainment Isolation: valve is exercised during
504219 quarierly slave relay testing. (Model BXA)

1 HV 4169 PS 10 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during
504219 quarterly slave relay testing. (Model BXA)

1 HV-4170 PS 19 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during
504219 quarterly slavo relay testing. (Model BXA)

1 HV 4171 PS 22 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during
504213 quarterly slave relay testing. (Model BXA)

1 HV 4172 PS 8 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during
504213 quarterly slave relay testing. (Model BXA)

1 HV-4173 PS 20 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during
504213 quarterly slave relay testing. (Model BXA)

1 HV 4174 PS 23 OPT 503A Containment isolation: ulve is exercised during
504213 quarterly slave relay testing. (Model BXA)

1 HV 4175 PS 17 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during
504213 quarterly slave relay testing. (Model BXA)

1 HV-4176 PS 9 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during
504213 quarterly slave relay testing. (Model BXA)
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

Valve Oroup 14 |

EishttControlaRodelDSQslt operatedslobe_Yalves. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup

is 1:sted at the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other

trrtngement would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

' Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 FV 2456 AFW 4 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever the MDAFW pumps are run
504459 to feed SO's (startup, shutdown, outage evolutions). 1

(Model DBQ)

1 FV 2457 AFW 10 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever the MDAFW pumps are run
504163 to feed SG's (startup, shutdown, outage evolutions).

(Model DBQ)

1 HV 4631 A CC 19 OPT 208A Non safety flow path (process sampla cooling)
504236 Isolation: valves are cycled during slave relay testing

quarterly. (Model DEQ)
.

1 HV 4631B CC 5 OPT 208A Non safety flow path (process sample cooling)
504236 Isolation: valves are cycled during slave relay (Wing

quarterly, (Model DBQ)

1 HV 2154 FW 14 OPT 503A Containment isolation: all feedwater system ve'ves
! 504220 are operated at least once per cycle during stsrtup and

shutdown. (Model DBQ)
- = -

1 HV 2155 FW 9 OPT 503A Containment isolation: all feedwater system valves
504220 are operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model DBQ)

1 HV 2401 A MS 2 OPT 504A AFW flow path boundary: valve is operated at least
500929 once per 18 month cycle for startup and shutdown.

(Model DBQ)

1 HV 2402A MS 15 OPT 504A AFW flow path boundary: valve is operated at least
500929 once per 18 month cycle for startop and shutdown.

(Model DBQ)

1 HV 2403A MS 21 OPT 504A AFW flow path boundary: valve is operated at least
500929 once per 18 month cycle for startup and shutdown.

(Model DBQ)

1 HV 2404A MS 20 OPT 504A AFW flow path boundary: valve is operated at least
500929 once per 18 month cycle for startup and shutdown.

(Model DBQ)

1 HV 2401B MS -11 OPT 504A AFW flow path boundary: valve is operated at least
500929 once per 18 month cycle for startup and shutdown.

(Model DBQ)

1 HV 2402B MS 8 OPT 504A AFW flow path boundary: valve is operated at least
500929 once per 18 month cycle for startup and shutdown.

(Model DBQ)
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I

1 HV 24038 M5 3 OPT 504A AFW flow path boundary: valve is operated at least
500929 once per 18 month cycle for startup and shutdown.

(Model DBQ)

1 HV 24048 MS 13 OPT 504A AFW flow path boundary: valve is operated at least
509029 once per 18 month cycle for startup and shutdown.

;

(Model DBQ) i

i
1 HV 2405 MS 22 OPT 504A Containment isolation and AFW flow path boundary: |

500929 valve is operated at least once per 18 month cycle for
startup and shutdown. (Model DBQ)

1 HV 2406 MS 16 OPT 504A Contalnment isolation and AFW flow path boundary:
500929 valve is operated at least once per 18 month cycle for

startup and shutdown. (Model DBQ) |

1-HV 2407 MS 7 OPT 504A Contalnment isolation and AFW flow path boundary:
500929 valve la operated at least once per 18 month cycle for

startup and shutdown. (Model DBQ)

1 HV 2408 MS 1 OPT 504A Containment isolation and AFW flow path boundary:
500929 valve is operated at least once per 18 month cycle for

startup and shutdown. (Model DBQ)-

I

|
|
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

V:lve Group 15

Einhetcontrols ModeLEd air operated _uloholaivas. Stx year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is

trated at the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other

errtngement would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
i

Tested Routine Test i

1 LV 2478 AFW 3 OPT 224A Valve is in the normal makeup path to the Condensate
504298 Sterage Tank and is cycled during makeup evolutions,

| which occur approximately weekly. (Model ES)

1 LV 4500 CC 16 OPT 209A Surge tank makeup flow path: valves cycle during
502647 automatic makeup to the tank. Currently makeup is

performed at least monthly. (Model ES)

1 LV 4501 CC 8 OPT 209A Surge tank makeup flow path: valves cycle during
- 502647 automatic makeup to the tank. Currently makeup is

performed at least monthly. (Model ES)

1 LV 45001 CC 23 OPT 209A Surge tank makeup flow path: valves cycle during
502647 automatic makeup to the tank, Currently makeup la

performed at least monthly. (Model ES) -

1 HV 4710 CC 13 OPT 208A Containment isolation: valves are cycled quarterly
504236 during slave relay testing. (Model ES)

1 HV 4711 CC 4 OPT 208A Containment Isolation: valves are cycled quarterly
504236 during slave relay testing. (Model ES)

1 HV 6720 CHS 20 OPT 209A Surge tank RMUW makeup flow path: valve Is
502647 normally open and stays open unless system is being

drained. The valve is not cycled for normal operation.
(Model ES)

1 HV 5365 DD 1 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during slave
504220 relay testing quarterly. (Model ES)

1 HV 2397 MS 5 OPT 504A Containment isolation, HELB isolation, and AFW flow
500929 path boundary: valve is operated at least once per 18

month cycle for startup and shutdown. (Model ES)

1-HV 2398 MS 14 OPT 504A ' Containment isolation, HELB isolation, and AFW flow
500929 path boundary: valve is operated at least once per 18

month cycle for startup and shutdown. (Model ES)

1 HV 2399 MS 19 OPT 504A Containment isolation, HELB Isolation, and AFW flow
500929 path boundary: valve is operated at least onal per 18

month cycle for startup and shutdown. (Model ES)

1 HV 2400 MS 1 OPT 504A Containment isolation, HELB isolation, and AFW flow
500929 path boundary: valve is operated at least once per 18

month cycle for startup and shutdown (Model ES)
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1 HV 2397A MS 10 OPT 504A HELB isolation, and AFW flow path boundary: valve is
500929 operated at least once per 18 month cycle for startup

and shutdown. (Model ES)
|1 HV 2398A MS 17 OPT 504A HELB Isolation, and AFW flow path boundary: valve is

500929 operated at least once per 18 month cycle for startup
and shutdown. (Model ES)

1 HV 2399A MS 22 OPT 504A HELB isolation, and AFW flow path boundary: valve is
500929 operated at least once per 18 month cycle for startup

and shutdown. (Model ES)

1 HV 2400A MS 15 OPT 504A HELB isolation, and AFW flow path boundary: valve is
500929 operated at least once per 18 month cycle for startup

and shutdown. (Model ES)

icHV 24521 MS 7 OPT 206A TDAFW pump steam supply flow path and
501667 containment isolation: valve is cycled during the

j quarterly TDAFW Pump surveillance run. (Model ES)

1 HV 2452 2 MS 21 OPT 206A TDAFW pump steam supply flow path and
| 501667 containment isolation: valve is cycled during the

quarterly TDAFW Pump surveillance run. (Model ES)

1 HV 3486 C5 2 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised at least
504220 once per 18 month cycle during startup and shutdown.

Valve is also exercised during quarterly slave relay
testing. (Model ES)

1 HV 3487 Cl 9 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is normally open and not
504255 exercised for normal operations. (Model ES)
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

Valve Group 16

1 Eishetcontrolsj%. del ET alt.operatedalobe_Y11Yes. Six year staggered test intorval(24 quarters). Each subgroup is

1:sted at the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other
.

trrcngemont would not be an improvement over the current test schedu'o.

Component System ' Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 PV 24. A AFW 14 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever the MDAFW pumps are run
504459 to feed SG's (startup, shutdown, outage evolutions).

(Model ET)

1 PV 24538 AFW 2 OPT 206A Valve is cycleJ whenever the MDAFW pumps are run
504459 to feed SG's (startup, shutdown, outage evolutions).

(Model ET)

1 PV 2454A AFW 19 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever the MDAFW pumps are run'

504163 to feed SG's (startup, shutdown, outage evolJtions).
(Model ET)

1 PV 2454B AFW 23 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever the MDAFW pumps are run
504163 to feed SG's (startup, shutdown, outage evolutions).

(Model ET)

1 HV 2459 AFW 8 OPT 206A Flow path is from TDAFW pump to SG's. TDAFW
504111 pump run to supply flow to SG's usually only during

response time testing every refueling outage. (Model
ET)

1 HV 2460 AFW 17 OPT 206A Flow path is from TDAFW pump to SG's. TDAFW
'

504111 pump run to supply flow to SG's usually only during
response time testing every refueling outage. (Model
ET)

1 HV 2461 AFW 1 OPT 206A Flow path is from TDAFW pump to SG's. TDAFW
504111 pump run to supply flow to SG's usually only during;

response time testing overy refueling outage. (Model
ET)

i 1 HV 2462 AFW 9 OPT 206A r'ow path is from TDAFW pump to SG's. TDAFW
504111 r amp run to supply flow to SG's usually only duringi

; response time testing every refueling outage. (Model
'

ET)
.

1
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

Valve Group 17

ElsheLConitola)AndeLSS120 air operattialohe_nlm. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each

subgroup is tested at the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained.

Any other arrangement would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1

1 HV 2185 FW 6 OPT 511 A FeedwaterIsolation and containment Isolation: all
500315 feedwater system valves are operated at least once

per cycle during startup and shutdown. (Model
SS12'))
Cold shutdown test.

i

1 HV 2186 FW 12 OPT 511 A Feedwater isolation and contalnment isolation: all
500315 feedwater system valves are operated at least once

per cycle during startup and shutdown. (Model,

'

SS120)
Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 2187 FW 18 OPT 511 A Feedwater isolation and containment isolation: all
500315 feedwater system valves are operated at least once

per cycle during startup and shutdown. (Model,

| SS120)
Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 2188 FW 24 OPT 511 A Feedwater isolation and containment Isolation: all
500315 feedwater system valves are operated at least once

per cycle during startup and shutdown. (Model
SS120)
Cold shutdown test.

1 FV 2193 FW 20 OPT 511 A Feedwater isolation and containment isolation: all
502012 feedwater system valves are operated at least once

per cycle during startup and shutdown. (Model
SS120)

1 FV 2194 FW 14 OPT 511 A Feedwater Isolation and containment isolation: all
502012 feedwater system valves are operated at least once

per cycle during startup and shutdown. (Model
SS120)

1 FV 2195 FW 9 OPT 511 A Feedwater isolation and containment isolation: all
502012 feedwater system valves are operated at least once

per cycle during startup and shutdown. (Model
SS120)

1 FV 2196 FW 3 OPT 511 A Feedwater isolation and containment isolation: all
502012 feedwater system valves are operated at least once

per cycle during startup and shutdown. (Model
SS120)
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Valve Group 18

Daher Conicols_altoperaladsloba_yalyta. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at j

th3 same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement

would not be an improvement over the curr9nt test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Rot. tine Test

1 PV 4552 CC 16 OPT 607A Safety chilled water condenser cooling flow control:
504480 valves are except from inservice testing per OM Part

10, section 1.2(a)(2). Failed open and PIT test only. |

(Model U) '

i 1 PV 4553 CC 21 OPT 607A Surge tank makeup flow path: valves are except from
500560 Inservice testing per OM Part 10, section 1.2(a)(2).

Failed open and PIT test only. (Model U)

| 1 FV-4650A CC 24 OPT 501 A Non safety flow path (ventilation chillers & letdown
| 501636 chillers) isolation: valves are cycled during slave relay

testing quarterly. (Model 9510)
Cold shutdown test.

1 FV 4650B CC 6 OPT 501 A Non safety flow path (ventilation chillers & letdown
501636 chillers) Isolation: valves are cycled during slave relay

testing quarterly. (Model 9510)
Cold shutdown test.
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

Valve Oroup 19

.i Eisher alr-opettled angle _yalyes. Six year sta90ered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the same

l time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement would not

j t:0 an improvement over the Current test schedule.
|

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 HV 4178 RH 4 OPT 203A RHR system to non safety process sampling system I

501764 isolation: valve is cycled whenever RHR is sampled at
'

least once per 18 month cycle, it is also exercised
quarterly via slave relay testing. (Model BXA)

'.
1 HV 4179 RH 10 OPT-203A RHR system to non-safety process sampling system

501922 isolation: valve is cycled whenever RHR is sampled at
least once per 18 month cycle, it is also exercised'

quarterly via slave relay testing. (Model BXA)
e

j 1 HV 4182 RH 16 OPT 203A RHR system to non-safety process sampling system
. 501764 isolation: valve is cycled whenever RHR is sampled at
d

least once per 18 month cycle, it is also exercised
' quarterly via slave relay testing. (Model BXA)

i

;

:

i

$
3

N

i

!
7

i
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' Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

Valve Group 20

Elshetaitusetatenutterfly valves. Six yoar staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the

sime time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement

would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.
|

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
. Tested Routine Test
|

1 FCV 0618 RH 22 OPT.519A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is cycled when RHR
is placed in service for cooldown and heatup. PIT test
only,

, (Model 7613)

1 FCV-0619 RH S OPT 519A ECCS tiow path boundary: valve is cycled when RHR is
'

'

placed in service for cooldown and heatup. PIT test only.
(Model 7613)

l
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Valve Group 21

LILC9119fl0W_AlDORtIAltd_hulitIfly_YAlYil. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at

thi same time to ensure the routine test riumbers already establishod at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement

would not be an improvement over the current test schodule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 FV 218f FW 24 OPT.511A AFW flow path boundary: all fondwater system valves
500315 are operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model 30006ZSF0051N)
1 Cold shutdown test.

1 FV 2182 FW 18 OPT 511 A AFW flow path boundary: all feedwater system valves are
500315 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

'

shutdown. (Model 300062SF0051N)
Cold shutdown test.

4

1 FV 2183 FW 12 OPT 511 A AFW flow path boundary; all feedwater system valves are
500315 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model 30006ZSF0051N)
Cold shutdown test.

1-FV 2184 FW 6 OPT 511 A AFW flow path boundary: all feeMater system valves are
500315 operated at least once per cycle during startup and

shutdown. (Model 30006ZSF0051N)
Cold shutdown test.
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Attachment 4 to TXX-97189

Valve Group 22

EoshSeal air-operated _huttatflyJalynn. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the

same time to ensure the routine test numbers e' ready established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement

would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 HV 5536 VAC 6 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled when placing
504/28 containment purge in service during outages.

(Model 9134 05 07 03)
Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 5537 VAC 6 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled when placing
504528 containment purge in service during outages.

(Model 9134 05 07 03)
Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 5538 VAC 18 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled when placitig
504528 containment purge in service during outages.

(Model 9134-05-07 03)
Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 5539 VAC 18 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled when placing
504528 containment pur0e in service during outages.

(Model 9134-05-07-03)
Cold shutdown test.

Containment isolation: valve is exercised during quartek1 HV 5548 VAC 11 OPT 503A
504220 slave relay testing. (Model 9144 05-07-03)

1 HV-5549 VAC 17 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised during quarterly
501516 slave relay testing. (Model 9144-05-07 03)

1 HV 5540 VAH 12 OPT 113A Containment isolation: valve is not cycled during normal
504130 operations. (Model 9144-03-07-03)

Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 5541 VAH 12 OPT 113A Containment isolation: valve is not cycled during normal
504130 operations. (Model 9144-03-07-03)

Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 5542 VAH 24 OPT 113A Containment isolation: valve is not cycled during normal
504130 operations. (Model 9144-03-07-03)

Cold shutdown test.

1-HV 5543 VAH 24 OPT 113A Containment isolation: valve is not cycled during normal
504130 operations. (Model 9144-03-07-03)

Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 5562 VAH 6 OPT-113A Containment isolation: valve is not cycled during normal
504130 operations. (Model 9144-03-07-03)

Cold shutdown test.
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|

1 HV 5563 VAH 12 OPT 113A Containment isolation: valve is not cycled during normal
504130 operations. (Model9144-03 07-03)

.

\ Cold shutdown test.
!
|
|

1
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

Valve Group 23

[TT air opetaled.dlaphragm valynn. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the same

tima to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are rnaintained. Any other arrangement would not

, be cn improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 FCV 0110B CS 23 OPT 519A Boration flow path boundary: PIT test only. Valve is
cycled routinely throughout the 18 month cycle for
boration and dilution of the RCS. (Model SD C.
102880)

1 FCV 0111B CS 19 OPT 519A Boration flow path boundary and dilution flow path
isolation (Mode 6): PIT test only. Valve is cycled
routinely throughout the 18 month cycle for boration
and dilution of the RCS. (Model SD C 102880)

1 8026 RC 1 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during slave
501516 relay testing quarterly. (Model SD C 102872)

1 8027 RC 7 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during slave
504220 relay testing quarterly. (Model SD-C 102872)

1-8047 RC 13 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during slave
504220 relay testing quarterly. (Model SD C 100598)

1 7126 WP 2 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during slave.

501516 relay testing quarterly. (Model SD C 102863)

1 7150 WP 8 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during slave
504220 relay testing quarterly. (Model SD C 102863)

,

,

i
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189 i

Valve Oroup 24

Borg WAmst_motot-operated.gaityalygs_{Limiteraut_Etyglot). Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters) Each

subgroup is tested at the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES ate maintained.

Any other arrangement would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 HV 2480 AFW 15 OPT 502A Valve is SSW supply to AFW. This is an emergency
501147 supply of water that will not be exercised during

normal operations. (Model 75680)

1 HV 2481 AFW 15 OPT 502A Valve is SSW supply to AFW This is an emergency
501147 supply of water that will not be exercised during

| normal operations. (Model 75680)

1 HV 2482 AFW 1 OPT 502A Valve is SSW supply to AFW. This is an em2rgency
501147 supply of water that will not be exercised during

normal operations. (Model 75710)

1 HV 2491 A AFW 20 OPT 206A Valve is normally open and will remain open unless as
504111 an isolation for maintenance. (Model 756101)

1 HV 2491B AFW 4 OPT 206A Valve is normally open and will remain open unless as
504459 an isolation for maintenance. (Model 756101)

1 HV 2492A AFW 20 OPT 206A Valve is normally open and will remain open unless as
504111 an isolation for maintenance. (Model 756101)

1 HV 2492B AFW 7 OPT 206A Valve is normally open and will remain open unless as
504459 an isolation for maintensnce. (Model 756101)

1 HV 2493A AFW 13 OPT 206A Valve is normally open and will remain open unless as
504163 an isolation for maintenance. (Model 756101)

1 HV 24938 AFW 21 OPT 206A Valve is normally open and will remain open unless as
504111 an isolation for maintenance. (Model 75610-1)

1 HV 2494A AFW 22 OPT 206A Valve is normally open and will remain open unless as
504163 an isolation for maintenance. (Model 756101)

1 HV 24948 AFW 23 OPT 206A Valve is normally open and will remain open unless as
$04111 an isolation for maintenance. (Model 756101)

1 HV-4696 CC 17 OPT 501 A Containment isolation & RCP Thermal Barrier Rupture
504104 isolation: valves are cycled whenever CCW to the

,

RCPs is secured. CCW is typleally secured t the RCPs '

for work during the outage. (Model 75610)

1 HV 4699 CC 2 OPT 501 A Passive Pipe Break Isolation Inside Containment:
501626 valves are cycled whenever CCW to the RCPs is

I
secured. CCW is typleally secured t the RCPs for work '

during the outage. (Model 75710)
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

1 HV 4700 CC 12 OPT 501 A Containment isolation & RCP Thermal Barrier Rupture
501636 isolation: valves are cycled whenever CCW to the

RCPs is secured. CCW ls typically secured t the RCPs
for work during the outage. (Model 75710)

;
Cold shutdown test.

1 HV4701 CC 18 OPT 501 A Containment isolation: valves are cycled whenever
501636 CCW to the RCPs is secured. CCW is typically

secured t the RCPs for work during the outage.
(Model 75710)
Cold shutdown test.

.

-

1 HV-4708 CC 24 OPT 501 A Containment Isolation: valves are cycled whenever
501636 CCW to the RCPs is secured. CCW is typically

secured t the RCPs for work during the outage. ,

(Model 75710)
Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 4709 CC 18 OPT 501 A Containment isolation & RCP Thermal Barrier Rupture
504104 Isolation: valves are cycled whenever CCW to the

RCPs is secured. CCW is typically secured t the RCPs
for work during the outage. (Model 75610)

1 HV-4750 CT 3 OPT 205A Sump recirculation flow path boundary: valve is not
504055 exerc' sed during normal operation. (Model 75790)

1 HV 4759 CT 3 OPT 205A Sump recirculation flow path boundary: valve is not
504057 exercised during normal operation. (Model 75790)

1 HV 4782 CT 10 OPT 205A Sump rectreulation flow path and containment
504055 Isolation: valve is not exercised during normal

operation. (Model 75800 2)

1 HV 4783 CT 14 OPT 205A Sump recirculation flow path and containment
504057 isolation: valve is not exercised during normal

operation. (Model 75800 2)

1 HV 4776 CT 19 OPT 205A Containment spray flow path and containment
504055 Isolation: valve is cycled during slave relay testing

quarterly.
(Model 75800) ,

1 HV 4777 CT 14 OPT 205A Containment spray flow path and containment
504057 isolation: valve is cycled during slave relay testing

quarterly.
(Model 75800)

1 HV 608? CH 9 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised when
504255 chilled water to containment is isolated. This is

performed at least once during normal outages.
(Model 75650)

1 HV 6083 CH 9 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised when
504255 chilled water to containment is isolated. This is

performed at least once during normal outages.
(Model 75650)
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1 HV 6084 CH 5 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is exercised when
504255 chilled water to containment is isolated. This is

performed at least once during normal outages.
(Model 75650)

.

1 HV 40758 FP 16 OPT 485A Contalnment isolation: valve is exercised during fire
502837 protection slave relay testing quarterly.

(Model 402JDB3-005)

1 HV 4075C FP 11 OPT 462A Containment Isolation: valve is exercised during fire
502876 protection slave relay testing quarterly.

(Model 402JDB3 005)
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Attachment 4 to TXX 97189

Valve Group 25

Wallinghouse motor-operaietsalemalvesAlmitorqua.actuaint). St.: year staggered test interval (24 quarters).

Each subgroup is tested at the same 'ime to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are

m:intained. Any other arrangement would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Rot'ine T9st

1 8105 CS 12 OPT 508A Boration flow path, ECCS flow path boundary, and
504114 containment isolation: valve is not cycled during normal|

| operation. (Model03000GM80FNB000)
Cold shutdown test.

1 8106 CS 12 OPT 508A Boration flow path and ECCS flow path boundary: valve is
504114 hot cycled during normal operation.

(Model 03000GM88FNB000)
Cold shutdown fest.

18801 A SI 18 OPT 510A ECCS to cold legs flow path, boration flow path,
503913 containment isolation, and passive pipe break isolation:

valve is cycled during slave relay testing.
(Model 04000GM88FNB000)
Refueling test.

18801B Sl 24 OPT 510A ECCS to cold le0s flow path, bNtion flow path,
503913 containment isolation, and passive pipe break isolation:

valve is cycled during slave relay testing.
(Model 04000GM88FNB000)
Refueling test.

1-8802A SI 18 OPT-510A ECCS to hot legs flow path, ECCS to cold logs flow path,
533916 boration flow path, containment isolation, and passive pipe

break isolation: valve is not cycled during normal
operations. (Model04000GM88FNB000)
Cold shutdown test.

18802B Si 18 OPT-510A ECCS to hot legs flow path, ECCS to cold legs flow path,
503916 boration flow path, containment isolatbn, and passive pipe

break isolation: valve is not cycled during normal
operations. (Model04000GM88FNB000)
Cold shutdown test.

18807A SI ?2 OPT 510A ECCS recirculation flow path and passive pipe break
,

501095 Isolation: valve is not cycled during normal operations.
(Model 06000GM82FBB000)

18807B Si 10 OP T-510A ECCS recirculation flow path and passive pipe break
501095 isolation: valve is not cycled during normal operations.

(Model 06000GM82FBB000)

1-8924 SI 16 OPT 510A Passive pipe break isolation: valve is not cycled during

, | 501095 normal operations. (Model 06000GM82FBB000)
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Attachmont 4 to TXX 97189

l8808A Si 24 OPT 510A ECCS from accumulator to cold legs flow path: valve is
503918 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle during startup

and shutdown. (Model 10000GM88FNH010)
Cold shutdown test.

18808B Si 24 OPT 510A ECCS from accumulator to cold legs flow path: valve is
503918 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle during startup

and shutdown. (Model10000GM88FNH010)
Cold shutdown test.

18808C St 6 OPT 510A ECCS from accumulator to cold legs flow path: valve is
'

503913 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle during startup
and shutdown. (Model10000GM88FNH010)
Cold shutdown test.

18808D S1 6 OPT 510A ECCS from accumulator to cold legs flow path: valve is
503918 exercised at least once per 18 month cycle during startup

and shutdown. (Model 10000GM88FNH010)
Cold shutdown test.

l
18821 A SI 21 OPT 510A ECCS to cold legs flow path, ECCS hot legs flow path

501095 boundary, and passive pipe break isolation: valve is
exercised for accumulator fill after outages.
(Model 04000GM87FHB000)

1 88210 SI 4 OPT-510A ECCS to cold legs flow path, ECCS hot legs flow path
501095 boundary, and passive pipe break isolation: valve is

exercised for accumulator fill after outagcs.
(Model 04000GM87FHB000)
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Valve Group 26

Elsher_Controla_motat operated butterfiv volris_(Limitorgue_ actuator). Six year staggered test Interval (24 quarters).

Each subgroup is tested at the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are

m:Intained. Any other arrangement would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.
_

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 HV 2484 AFW 5 OPT 206A Valve is cycled during slave relay testing, which is |
504459 approximately monthly (3 quarterly tests). '

(Model 9520)

1 HV 2485 AFW 17 OPT 206A Valve is cycled during slave relay testing, which is
504163 approximately monthly (3 quarterly tests).

(Model 9520)

1 HV 4574 CC 11 OPT 208A Containment spray Hx cooling flow path: pumps are
504232 alten.ated every 2 weeks. These valves are cycled

during this evolution. Slave relay testing also cycles
these valves quarterly. (Model 9120)

1 HV 4575 CC 1 OPT 208A Containment spray Hx cooling flow path: pumps are
504230 alternated every 2 weeks. These valves are cycled

during this evolution. Slave relay testing also cycles
| these valves quarterly. (Model 9120)

I 1 HV 4574 CC 13 OPT 208A Contalnment spray Hx cooling flow path: pumps are
504232 alternated every 2 weeks. These valves are cycled

, during this evolution. Slave relay testing also cycles
these valves quarterly. (Model 9120)

1 HV 4393 SW 7 OPT 207A Service water flow path: valve is not cycled for normal
504073 operation. (Mode 19520)

1 HV 4394 SW 23 OPT 207A Service watar flow path: valve is not cycled for normal
504075 operation. (Model 9520)

1 HV 4395 SW 6 OPT 502A AFW emergency supply flow path: valve is not cycled
504158 for normal operation. (Model 9520)

Refueling test.

1 HV-4396 SW 12 OPT 502A AFW emergency supply flow path: valve is not cycled
504156 for normtI operation. (Model 9520)

Refueling test.
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Valve Group 27

Elsher CoJ11tels_In910L-optiaitd_910be_Yalyt11Ll011torgut.Actua19I). Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters).

Each subgroup is tested at the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are

mCintained. Any other arrangement would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 FV 47721 CT 14 OPT 205A Pump mlniflow path and containment spray flow path
504055 boundary: valve is cycled during slave relay testing

quarterly. (Model 4 EJ)

1 FV 4772 2 CT 2 OPT 205A Pump mlniflow path and containment spray flow path
504055 boundary: valve is cycled during slave relay testing

quarterly. (Model4 EJ)

1 FV 47731 CT 19 OPT 205A Pump mlniflow path and containment spray flow path
504057 boundary: valve is cycled during slave relay testing

quarterly. (Model 4 EJ)

1 FV 4773 2 CT 8 OPT 205A Pump mlniflow path and containment spray flow path
504057 boundary: valve is cycled during slave relay testing

quarterly. (Model4 EJ).

;

1
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Valve Group 28

YklanEQiGI-QPJfAltd alobe VAy.tL(LimliQfEut_aGtuator). Six year staggered tes' interval (24 quarters). Each

subgroup is tested at the sarr,e time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained.

Any other arrangement wNid not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

Component Sys;em Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 8104 CS 4 OPT 508A Boration flow path: cycled during boration in Mode 5 at
501185 least once per 18 month cycle.

(ModelWO8 03074813WS)

1 8100 CS 18 OPT 508A Containment isolation: valve is not cycled during normal
504117 operation. (ModelWO8-03074B 13WS)

Cold shutdown test.

. 1 8112 CS 18 OPT 508A Containment isolation: valve is not cycled during normal
| 504117 operation. (ModelWO8-03074813WS)
'

Cold shutdown test.

1 8109 CS 21 OPT 508A ECCS flow path boundary: valve is cycled whenever the
504117 PDP is run. PDP routinely runs through 18 month cycle at

various times when CCPs are required to be off, Quarterly
slave relay testing also starts the PDP. PIT test only.
(Model WO8-03074B 13WS)

16351 A CS 12 OPT 508A Containment isolation: valve is exercised at least once per
504117 18 month cycle when seal injection is started and stopped.

(Model WO8-03074B 13WS)
Cold shutdown test.

18351B CS 6 OPT 508A Containment isolation: valve is exercised at least once per
504117 18 month cycle when seal injection is started and stopped.

(Model WO8-03074B 13WS)
Cold shutdown test.

1-8351C CS 24 OPT 508A Containment isolation: valve is exercised at least once per
504117 18 month cycle when seal injection is started and stopped.

(Model W08-03074813WS)
Cold shutdown test.

18351D CS 24 OPT 508A Containment isolation. valve is exercised at least once per
504117 18 month cycle when seal injection is started and stopped.

(Model WO8-03074813WS)
Cold shutdown test.
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Velve Group 29

|TT mot 0I:99tfaltd_dlaphtA9tILYalYtL(Limitorqutattua191). Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each

subgroup is tested at the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained.

Any other arrangement would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quorter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 LV 4754 CT 10 OPT 205A Chemical additive flow path and tank isolation: valves are
5040$$ cycled during slave relay testing quarterly.

(Model SD-C 105690)

1 LV-4755 CT 16 OPT 205A Chemical additive flow path and tank isolation: valves are
504057 cycled during slave relay testing quarterly.

(Model SD-C-105690)
:

!
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Attachment 4 to TXX-97189

Valve Group 30

Elahethydraulically:Dattated aloha.yaltes. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each sub0roup is tested at

th3 same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained, Any other arrangement

would not ce an imprcvemont over the current test schedule.

Compone'st System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 HV 233'lA MS 24 OPT 5094 Steam line isolation and containment isolation: MSIVs are
500065 operated at least once per 18 month cycle during startup

and shutdown. (Model 32-612(WCC)GJMMPTY)
Cold shutdown test.

.

1 HV 2334A MS 6 OPT 509A Steam line isolation and containtnent isolation: MSIVs are,

500065 operated at le6'a once per 18 month cycle during startup
and shutdown. (Model32-612(WCC)GJMMPTY)
Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 2335A MS 18 OPT 509A Steam line isolation and containment isolation: MSIVs are
500065 operated at least once per 18 month cycle during startup

and shutdown. (Model 32 612(WCC)GJMMPTY)
Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 2336A MS 12 OP1509A Steam line isolation arid containment isolation: MSIVs are
500065 operated at least once per 18 month cycle during startup

and shutdown. (Model 32-612(WCC)GJMMPTY)
Cold shutdown test.
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Attachment 4 to TXX-97189

Valve Group 31

IarseLReciteelenold-oneratestsiehe valves. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested

et the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other

arringement would not be an improvement over the current test scheduto.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 HV 3607 RC 18 OPT 505A Post accident vent path and Isolation: valve is not
504248 operated during rormal operation. (Model 79AB-001)

Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 3608 RC 6 ^oT 505A Post accident vent path and isolation: valve is nat
34246 operated during normal operation. (Model 79AB-001)

Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 3609 RC 24 OPT 505A Post accident vent path and isolation; valve is not
504248 operated during normal operation, (Model 70AB-001)

Cold shutdown test.

1 HV 3610 RC 12 OPT 505A Post accident vent path and isolation: valve is not
504248 operated during normal operation. (Model 70AB-001)

Cold shutdown test.
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Valve Group 32

YAlG9EtaltD91d 9PAfAltd.glo_bs_yaly_es. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the

same time to eni;ure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement

would not be uprovement over the current test schedule,
w, '

Compor.ent Cystem Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

18202A CS 1 OPT 508A ECCS flow path 'ary and isolation of VCT cover gasv

501185 from charging pum suction header: valve is cycled
whenevar the PDP is run. PDP routinely runs through 18
month cycle at various times when CCPs are required to
be off. Quarterly slave relay testing also starts the PDP.
(Model V526-5295 U2) ,

1-8202B CS 7 OPT 508A ECCS flow path bounde y and isolation of VCT cover gas
501185 from charging pumps' suction header: valve is cycled

whenever the PDP is run. PDP routinely runs through 18
month cycle at various times when CCPs are required to
be off. QuTterly slave rr;ay testing also starts the PDP.

,

_
(Model V526-5295-53)

18210A CS 13 OPT 508A ECCS flow path coundary and isolation of PDP suction
501185 stabilizer gas supply from charging pumps' suction header:

. valve is cycleo whenever the PDP is run. PDP routinely
runs through 18 morth cycle at various times when CCPs
are required to be off. Quarterly slave relay testing also
starts the PDP. (Model V526-5295-53)

-

1-8210B C3 19 PT-508A ECCS flow path boundary and ! solation of PDP suction
501185 stabilizer gas supply from charging pumps' suction header:

valve is cycled whenever the PDP is run. PDP routinely
runs through 18 month cycle at various times when CCPs
are required to be off. Quarterly slave relay testing also
starts the PDP. (Model V526f295-53)

1-8220 CS 12 OPT-508A ECCS flow path boundary and isolation of VCT cover gas
504117 from charging pumps' suction header (upon low VCT

level): valve is cycled at least once per 18 month cycle
when flooding cavity f 3r outage. Also cyc!ad during slave
relay tests. (Model V526-5940-25)
Cold shutdown test.

1-8221 CS 6 OP M08A ECCS flow path boundary and isolation of VCT cover gas
504117 from charging pumps' suction header (upon low VCT

level): valve is cycE at least once per 18 month cycle
when flooding cavity for outage. Also cycled during slave
relay tests. (Model V526-5940-25)
Cold shutdown test.

1-HV-5556 PAS 22 OPT-503A Containment isolation. valvo 6 cycled durha quarterly
504219 slave relay testing. (Model"b2600-5292 ')

-

1-HV-5557 PAS 2 OPT-503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during quarterly
J 504219 slave relay testing. (Model V52600-5292 7)
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Attachment 4 to TXX-97189

1 HV 5558 PAS 8 OPT-501A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during quarterly
504219 slave relay testing. (Model V52600-5292 7)

1.HV 5559 PAS 14 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during quarterly
504219 slave relay testing. (Model V52600-5202 7)

L 1 HV-5560 PAS 20 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during quartorly
504219 slave relay testing. (Model V52600-5292 7)

1 HV 5561 PAS 23 OPT-503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during quarterly
504210 slave relay testing. (Model V52600-5292-7)

:.

1-HV-5544 RM 5 OPT-503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during quarterly
504220 slave relay testing. (Model V52600-595011)

'F 1 1-HV-5545 RM 15 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during quarterly'
- 501516 slave relay testing. (Model V52600-5950-11),

*
1 HV 5546 RM 17 OPT 503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during quarterly 7;

504220 slave relay testing. (Model V52600-5950-11) <

1-HV 5547 RM 3 OPT-503A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during quarterly
} 501516 slave relay testing. (Model V52600-5950-11)
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Att:chment 4 to TXX 97189

Valve Group 33

Manually opettled valvet_ exercise test. Six yeai staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the

s;me time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other attangement

would not be an improvement over "ae current test schedule.
emer7

Component Syster' Quarter Proceduio Notes-

Tested Routine Test

1DD-0020 CD 4 OPT 224B Non-safety flow path isolation: valve is the header
supply to the RMUW system, it is normally open and
never closed. Valve is not exercised during normal,

operation. Manual exercise test only. (ITT Model SD-
C 105686)

XDD 0103 DD 23 OPT 224B Non safety flow path isolation: valve is the header
supply to the RMUW system. It is normally open and
never closed. Valve is not exercised during normal
operation. Manual exercise test only. (lTT Madel SD-
C 105686)

1MS-0026 MS 15 OPT 504A Steam generator tube rupture isolation (isolates
504201 atmospheric): valve is caly cycled when atmospheric is

b9ing tested at power. Currently, the atmospherics are
being tested once per 18 month cycle.
(Borg-Wamer 75730-1)

.MS-0063 MS 17 OPT 504A Steam generator tube rupture isolation (isolates
504201 atmospheric): valve is only cycled when atmospheric is

being tested at power. Currently, the atmospherics are
being tested once per 18 month cycle.
(Borg-Warner 75730-1)

1MS-0008 MS 21 OPT 504A Steam generator tube rupture isolation (isolatc >
504201 atmospheric). valve is only cycled when atmospheric is

being tested at power Currently, the atmospherics are
being tested once per 18 taonth cycle.
(Borg-Warner 73730-1)

1MS-0134 MS 16 OPT-504A Steam generator tube rupture isolation (isolates
504201 atmospheric): valve is only cycled when atmospheric is

being tested at power. Curratly, the atmospherics are
being tested once per 18 month cycle.
(Borg Wamer 75730-1)

XSF-0161 SF 9 OPT-223 Spent fuel pool U1 RMUW makeup flow path: pool
504136 makeup is performed approximately weekly. This valve is

exercised during the evolution. SFP Pumps are alternated
every 6 weeks, so both paths are used.
(ITT Modct SD-C-105686),

XSF-0179 SF 22 OPT-223 Spent fuel pool U2 RMUW makeup flow path: pool
504135 makeup is performed approximately weekly. This valve is

exercised during the evolution. SFP Pumps are alternated
every 6 weeks, so both paths are used.
(ITT Model SD-C-105686)
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V:lve Group 34

Manually operated valves. PIT test only. Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each subgroup is tested at the

sIme time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained. Any other arrangement

would not be an improvement over the current test schedule.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1 AJ 0041 AFW 5 OPT-203A Velve is cycled whenever an AFW pump is run for
504176 quarterly surveillance test. PIT test only.

(Borg-Warner Model 75730)

1 AF 0042 AFW 10 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever an AFW pump is run for
504176 quarterly surveillance test. PIT test only.

(Edwards Model 64016 HHPQTY)

1AF-0054 AFW 19 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever an AFW pump la run for
504175 quarte,1y surveillance test. PIT test only.

(Edwards Modal 6 4016 HHPQTY)
I- 1 AF 0055 AFW 2 OPT 206A Velve is cycled whenever an AFW pump is run for

504175 quarterly surveillance test PIT test only.
(Edwards Model 6-4016 HHPQTY)

1 AF 0066 AFW 7 OPT 206A Valve is cyclad whenever an AFW pump is run for
504174 quarterly surveillance test. PIT test only.

(Edwards Model 6 4016 HHPQTY)

1AF-0067 AFW 11 OPT 206A Valve is cycled whenever an AFW pump is run for
504174 quarterly surveillance test. PIT test only.

(Edwards Model 6 4016 HHPQTY)

1 HV 2333B MS 13 OPT 509A Steam line isolation and containment Isolation: Only
500065 one valve is normally operated per 18 month cycle.

PIT test only. (Edwards Model 44016 JPQTY)

1 HV 2334B MS 1 OPT-509A Steam line isolation and containment isolation: Only
500065 one valve is normally operated per 18 month cycle.

PIT test only. (Edwards Model 4 4016 JPQTY)

1-HV 2335B M3 8 OPT 509A Steam line isclation and containment isolation: Only
500065 one valve is normally operated per 18 month cycle.

.-
PIT test only. (Edwards Model 4 4016 JPQTY)

1-HV 2336B MS 14 OPT 509A Steam line Isolation and containment isolation: Only
500065 ene nlve is normally operated per 18 month cycle.

d''T tot i only. (Edwards Model 4-4016 JPQTY)
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VCive Group 35

yalves. Anoendix J teit_Qnly. Valves that are in the Inservice Testing Plan for the sole purpose of Appendix J leak test

requirements are not impacted by risk-based testing.

Component System Quarter Procedurc Notes
Tested Routine Test

1SF 0011 SF N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve is exercised when
skimmer system is in service. Skimmer system is
placed in service during each refueling outage.
Append!x J leak test only.
(ITT Model SD-C 105685)

1SF 0012 SF N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve is exercised when
skimmer system is in service. Skimmer system is
placed in service during each refueling outage.
Appendix J leak test only.
(ITT Model SD C 105685)

1SF 0053 SF N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve is exercised when
skimmer system is in service. Skimmer system is
placed in service during each refueling outage.
Appendix J Ieak test only.
(ITT Model SD C 105683)

1SF 0054 SF N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve is exercised when
t 'dmmer system is in service. Skimmer system is
placed in service do-ing each refueling outage.
Appendix J leak test only.
(ITT Model SD C 105683)

1SF 0021 SF N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve is exercised each
refueling outage to purify the cavity with the refueling
water purification system. Appendix J leak test only.
(ITT Model SD-C 105685)

1SF 0022 SF N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve is exercised each
refueling outage to purify the cavity with the refueling
water perification system. Appendix J leak test only.
(ITT Model SD-C 105685)

1BS-0025 BS N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve is interlocked with
airlock door. Appendix J leak test only.
(Neles Jamesbury Model3 A150F 36TT)

1BS-0030 BS N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve is interlocked with
airlock door. Appendix J leak test only.
(Neles Jamesbury Model 3-A150F 36TT)

1BS-0015 BS N!A N/A Containment isolation: valve would be used only if
operating the airlock manually. Appendix J leak test
only.
(Worcester Controls Model K466SE)
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'
1BS 0029 BS N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve would be used only if

ope ating the airlock manually. Appendix J leak test
only.
(Worcester Controls Model K466SE)

1BS 0056 BS N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve would t- .ed only if
operating the airlock maraally. App x J leak test

,

only.,

(Worcestor Controls Model K466SE)

1BS 0044 BS N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve is cycled during outages
when the door interlocks are defeated and both doors
are opened. Appc1 dix J leak test only.
(Worcester Controls Model K466SE)

1BS 0202 BS N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve is interlocked with the
. door. Emergency airlock is tested every 6 months and
! this valve is exercised. Appendix J leak test only.

(Neles Jamesbury Model 3-A150F 36TT)

1BS-0203 BS N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve is interlocked with the
door. Emergency airlock is tested every 6 months and
this valve is exercised. Appendix J leak test only.
(Neles Jamesbury Model 3-A150F 36TT)

1 7135 WP N/A N/A Containment isolation: valve is not exercised during
| normal operations. (ITT Model SD-C 100552)
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Valve Group 36
<

l
. Crosby DS C 594QLSafety Valves. Five year test interval established by ASME/ ANSI OM-1987 Part 1. The Risk-Based

]
Program has no affect on IST safety and relief valves. '

Corrponent System Quarter Procedure Notes
Vested Routine Test

1MS-0021 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations. |

1MS-0022 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0023 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0024 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0025 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0058 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0059 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MG-0060 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0061 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Mair steam Wety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0062 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0093 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0094 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam sLfety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0095 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0096 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0097 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0129 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

-

1MS-0130 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is c safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.
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1MS-0131 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this

valve is not cycled during normal operations,

iMS-0132 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

1MS-0133 MS N/A MSM-S0-8702 Main steam safety valve: this is a safety; therefore, this
valve is not cycled during normal operations.

l

|
|
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Valve Group 37

; CInnbyJBAK Rollef Valy.tn. Tec. year test interval established by ASME/ ANSI OM 1987 Part 1. The Risk-Based
|

! Program has no affect on IST safety and relief valves.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

18510A CS N/A MSM G04204 CCP alternate miniflow relief: this is a relief valve;
therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal
operations.

1-8510B CS N/A MSM G0 0204 CCP alternate mlniflow relief: this is a relief valve;
therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal
operations.
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Valve Group 38

Gtnaby JMAK Relief _Valynn. Ten year test interval established by ASME/ ANSI OM 1987 Part 1. The Risk-Based

Program has no affect on IST safety and relief valves.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test-

1CC-0611 CC N/A MSM G0 0204 Containment penetration thermal relief: this is a relief
valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal l
operations. '

1CC-0618 CC N/A MSM G0 0204 Containment penetration thermal relief: this is a relief
valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal
operations.

1CC 1067 CC N/A MSM-G0 0204 Containment penetration thermal relief; this is a relief
valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal
operations.

1DD-0430 DD N/A MSM-G0-0204 Containment penetration thermal relief: this m a relief
| valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal

operations.

1RC 0036 RC N/A MSM G0-0204 Containment penetration thermal relief: this is a relief
valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal
operations.

1CH 0271 CC N/A MSM GO 0204 Containment penetration thermal relief: this is a relief
valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal
operations.

1CH 0272 CC N/A MSM G0-0204 Containment penetration thermal relief: this is a relief
valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal
operations.
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VCive Group 39

Gratby JRAK Rollef Valyta. Ten year test interval established by ASME/ ANSI OM-1987 Part 1. The Risk-Based

Program has no affect on IST safety and relief valves.
|

._

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1SI8972 Si N/A MSM G0-0204 Containment penetration thermal relief; this is a relief
valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal
operations.

1VD-0907 VD N/A MSM G0-0204 Containment penetration thermal relief: this is a relief
valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal
operations.

1WP 7176 WP N/A MSM GO-0204 Containment penetration thermal relief; this is a relief
valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled durmg normal
operations.

1WP 7177 WP N/A MSM GO-0204 Containment penetration thermal relief: this is a relief
. valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal'

operations.

1PS 0500 PS N/A MSM-G0 0204 Containment penetration thermal relief: this is a relief
i valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal

operations.

1PS-0501 PS N/A MSM-G0 0204 Containment penetration thermal relief: this is a relief
valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal
operations.

1PS 0502 PS N/A MSM-G0-0204 Containment penetration thermal relief: this is a reuef
valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal
operations.

1PS-0503 PS N/A MSM-G0-0204 Containment penetration thermal relief: this is a relief
valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled during normal
operations.
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1
V:lve Group 40

Crosbv Series 900 with Omni Trim Rollef Valves. Ten year test interval established by ASME/ ANSI OM-1987 l' art 1.

Tha Risk-Based Program has no affect on IST safety and relief valves.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

1CT 0309 CT N/A MSM G0 0204 HV-4782 bonnet overpressure relief and containment
isolation: this is a relief valve; therefore, this valve 19
not cycled during normal operations.

1CT-0310 CT N/A MSM G0-0204 HV 4783 bonnet overpressure relief and containment
isolation: this is a relief valve; therefore, this valve is not
cycled during normal operations.

1

l
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I
VCive Group 41 '

CrstebyNacnum Breakers. Ten year test interval established by ASME/ ANSI OM-1987 Part 1. The Risk-Based Program

hos no affect on IST safety and relief valves.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

CP1 CT N/A MSM-G0-0206 Chemical additive tank vent path arid system
CTVSCA 01 boundary: this is a relief valve; therefore, this valve is

not cycled during normal operations,
!

CP1 CT N/A MSM-G0-0206 Chemical additive tank vent path and system boundary:
CTVBCA-02 this is a relief valve; therefore, this valve is not cycled

during normal operations.
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Valve Group 42

AMOT Controls thermostatic valvas. Valves that are in the inservice Testing Plan but are exempt from inservice testing

pursuant to ASME/ ANSI OM-1987 Part 10 have no impact on risk-based inservice testing.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine T6st

1DD 0107 DO N/A N/A Jacket water temperature control: valve is exempt from
inservice testing per OM Part 10, section 1.2(a)(2). This
three-way valve has a self-contained thermostatic element
which causes it to modulate in response to changing jacket
water temperature to divert more or less flow throq1h the
jacket water cooler. The valves does not fail safe end is
not subject to fail-safe testing. (Model 8D),

1DD-0207 DO N/A N/A Jacket water temperature control: valve is exempt from
inservice testing per OM Part 10, section 1.2(a)(2). This
three-way valve has a self-contained thermostatic element
which causes it to modulate in response to changing jacket

! water temperature to divert more or less flow through the
Jacket water cooler. The valves does not fail safe and is
not spfect to fail-safe testing. (Model 8D)
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Valve Group 43

Tufline3notor.:noerated clobe valves (Limitorout_astuator). Six year staggered test interval (24 quarters). Each

subgroup is tested at the same time to ensure the routine test numbers already established at CPSES are maintained.

Component System Quarter Procedure Notes
Tested Routine Test

X-PV 3583 CC N/A N/A Control room A/C condenser cooling flow control:
valve is except from inservice testing per OM Part 10,
section 1.2(a)(2). This MOV is fall as is, thus is not
subject to fall safe testing. (Model 067)

X-PV 3584 CC N/A N/A Control room A/C condenser cooling flow control: valve is
except from inservice testing per OM Part 10, section
1.2(a)(2). This MOV is fail-as-is, thus is not subject to fail.
safe testing. (Model 067)

X-PV-3585 CC N/A N/A Control room A/C condenser cooling flow control: valve is
except from inservice testing por OM Part 10, section
1.2(a)(2). This MOV is fail-as 's, thus is not subject to fail-
safe testinc. (Model 067)

X-PV-3586 CC N/A N/A Control room A/C condenser cooling flow control: valve is
except from inservice testing per OM Part 10, section
1.2(a)(2). This MOV is fail-as-Is, thus is not subject to fail-
safe testing. (Model Og7)

l

1
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